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carrying capacity: maximum permanently supportable load.
cornucopian myth: euphoric belief in limitless resources.
drawdown:

stealing resources from the future.

cargoism:

delusion that technology will always
save us from

overshoot:

growth beyond an area's carrying
capacity, leading to

crash:

die-off.
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I

to the memory of my father

Preface
In a future that is as unavoidable as it will be unwelcome, survival
and sanity may depend upon our ability to cherish rather than to dis
parage the concept of human dignity. My purpose in writing this book
has been to enhance that ability by providing a clear understanding of
the ecological context of human life.
I t is axiomatic that we are in no way protected from the conse
quences of our actions by remaining confused about the ecological
meaning of our humanness, ignorant of ecological processes, and un
mindful of the ecological aspects of history. I have tried to show the
real nature of humanity's predicament not because understanding its
nature will enable us to escape it, but because if we do not understand
it we shall continue to act and react in ways that make it worse.
End-of-chapter notes are provided to document or clarify points
abou t which readers may feel reasonable skepticism . A list of selected
references is also provided at the end of each chapter to satisfy appe
tites for further knowled ge which I trust the chapter content may
arouse.

Acknowledgments
This book is dedicated to my father, for his awareness of the moral
significance of the web of life whetted my concern and steadied my
thinking. He lived life with fascination from 1 895 to 1 972-a period
of momentou s change and splendid but tragic human achievement. I
wish it had been possible to discuss the contents of these pages with
him ; he would have understood, I 'm sure, my reasons for writing. This
book arose from thou ghts engendered by a time of national shame and
global trou bles, when many Americans sought to work their way bac k
to basic values. I have written with the conviction that my own ex
perience gave me some advantage in comprehending the ecological
foundations of our difficulties; my work, my family, the parts of the
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world I lived in, were such that I did not have to become preoccupied
with the special grievances of one group toward another group. Thu s
I was not prevented from recognizing the similarity between the fru s
trations felt by each group and those experienced by its su pposed ad
versaries. Moreover, my own exposure to population pressure, a maj or
indicator of the common source of our mounting frustrations, has
been sufficiently marginal and intermi ttent to permit me to see it in
relief. Constant exposure to it would have prevented me (as it has
prevented so many others) from seeing its real nature. Complete in
sulation from it would have precluded awareness and concern. Even
with my advantageous situation, it took me years to see what I was
looking at.
As is always the case, my eventual attainment of insight was im
mensely assisted by many other m fnds (including some I have never
met in person, as well as many friends). In addition to the authors
cited at the ends of the chapters or quoted at the beginnings of the six
parts, various influences by the persons mentioned below are grate
fully acknowledged.
It was when I sat in on lectures by my former colleague, Fred
Campbell, now chairman of the department of sociology at the Uni
versity of Washington, and engaged him in many conversations, that
I came to see the extreme sociological cogency of ecological principles
to which I had first begun to be sensitized in a non-academic but most
enlightening context-wilderness areas in national parks.
As the ideas I have set forth in this book were coming into focus,
I had the benefit of some very stimulating discussions with variou s
individuals in the fields of forest ecology and management of wildland
reserves. I should particularly acknowledge C. Frank Brockman, pro
fessor emeritus of forestry, and David R. M. Scott, professor of forestry,
University of Washin gton, and a number of national park administra
tors in New Zealand, especially Mr. P. H. C. Lucas, then Director of
National Parks and Reserves, Mr. Gordon Nicholls, Supervisor of Na
tional Parks, and Mr. J . H . Taylor, Assistant Supervisor for Interpreta
tion. None of these persons, of course, should be assumed to agree
fully with the direction my thou ght has since taken, or with my con
clusions.
The undergraduate and graduate students in my classes in hu
man ecology at universities in New Zealand and in the United States
have helped my thinking become clearer by their patient endurance
of its maturation, and by their challe nging questions and counter-ar
guments.
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Development of my u nderstanding of the ecological paradigm has
been enormou sly aided by the opportunity for unusually congenial
and mutually enligh tening collaboration with Riley E. Dunlap, asso
ciate professor of sociology at Washington State U niversity, in the writ
ing of a series of papers pertaining to environmental sociology.
I am indebted to the following persons for offering suggestions or
critical comments on various portions of various versions of the manu
script (and again, there is no implication that any of them wholly con
curs with my views) : Charles E. Bowerman, professor emeritus of so
ciology, Washington State U niversity ; Robert E. L. Faris, professor
emeritus of sociology, U niversity of Washington; Dr. J . A. Gibb, Di
rector, Ecology Division, Department of Scientific and I ndustrial
Research, Wellington, New Zealand ; George A. Knox, professor of
zoology, U niversity of Canterbury ; Peggy Koopman-Boyden, senior
lecturer in sociology, U niversity of Canterbury ; William R. Lassey, pro
fessor of rural sociology, Washington State U niversity ; Gerhard Len
ski, professor of sociology, University of N orth Carolina; Armand L.
Mauss, associate professor of sociology, Washington State U niversity ;
Peter J. M c Kelvey, professor of forestry, U niversity of Canterbury ; J .
Milton Yinger, professor o f sociology, Oberlin College.
I am also indebted to J ohn M. Wardwell, associate professor of
sociology, Washington State U niversity, and to my sons Stephen and
Philip, for reading the entire manuscript in semi-final form, com
menting critically and extensively, and encouraging me to fi nish it
and publish it.
I would like to thank Ann Lowry Weir for her expert editing and
Stewart L. Udall for contributing the Foreword.
Above all, I am abundantly grateful to my wife, Nancy. She not
only continued to make life personally rewarding, even with the world
in conspicuou s and disheartening disarray, but she also read and re
read numerou s drafts of chapter after chapter. She was enormously
helpful to me by her continuing reluctance to accept ideas I could not
put aside. She thereby kept me confronted with the tenaciously exu
berant predispositions of citizens of a post-exuberant world-the au
dience I have sou ght to reach.
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Foreword
by Stewart L. Udall

Limitless Expectations
We Americans came out of World War I I infatuated with the miracles
of science, firm in our faith that the same kinds of minds that had
unlocked the secrets of the atom could solve any physical problem,
and above all, convinced that the atomic age had solved once and for
all any problem of future energy supplies.
A brief generation later, even after the Arab oil embargo had ex
posed our rapidly growing dependence on imported oil, we clung to
the myth of the technological solution. I t was called Project Indepen
dence-remember? Our scientists, we still fondly imagined, would
develop the means to make America self-sufficient in energy (by
1 980 !).
From today's sober perspective, it may be hard to recall that the
idea of unlimited resources, of "free" atomic energy that would elimi
nate resource shortages anywhere on earth by making it possible ul
timately to synthesize whatever was needed, was universally and ea
gerly accepted by Americans at midcentury. Whatever was theoretically
possible seemed technically feasible ; j ust let the engineers get the
bugs out. Whatever was technically feasible would ultimately also be
economically affordable; because of cheap energy, unlimited eco
nomic expansion and global industrialization seemed to be rational
goals. All this seemed to provide a conclu sive rej oinder to the argu
ments of " Neo- M althusian pessimists."
Belief that the limits to human activity had been or would soon be
removed inspired exuberant predictions. We came to expect a flow of
goods and machines and technical innovations that would lift stan
dards of living everywhere. The business community believed that if
sufficient funds for research and development were forthcomin g,
there were no limits to what technology could do. The one sure way
to have a healthy economy seemed to be throu gh rapid economic
xi
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growth geared to modes of production which consumed larger and
larger amounts of energy.
The first "Atoms for Peace" conference was convened in Geneva
as 1955 ended, and bullish experts from the atomic-club countries
laid out their blueprints for the expansion of nuclear power.
The first book that sought to provide a road map for the age of
super-technology was The Next Hundred Years, prepared in 1 957 by
the noted geochemist, Dr. Harrison Brown, and some of his Cal Tech
colleagues. It was the outgrowth of a series of seminars with execu
tives of thirty of the nation's largest corporations. Impelled by the
promise of inexhaustible energy, the authors provided this vision of
what they c alled an emerging "technical-industrial civilization" :
I f w e ar e able i n the decades ahead t o avoid thermonuclear war, and
if the present underdeveloped areas of the .-;arid are able to carry
out successful industrialization programs, we shall approach the
time when the world will be completely indu strialized. And as we
continue along this path we shall process ores of continually lower
grade, until we finally sustain ourselves with materials obtained
from the rocks of the earth's crust, the gases of the air, and the
waters of the seas.
By that time the mining industry as such will lon g since have dis
appeared and will have been replaced by vast, integrated multipur
pose chemical plants supplied by rock, air, and sea water, from
which will flow a multiplicity of products, ranging from fresh water
to electric power, liquid fuels and metals.

It was believed that the main obstacle to the attainment of this re
source El Dorado was not a shortage of resources (nor the threat of
overpopulation), but a lack of enough trained scientists and engineers
to build and maintain the technical wonderworks needed by the de
veloping countries.
A further expression of what someone later calle d "the golden
optimism of the 1 950s" was contained in the Rockefeller Panel reports
published in 1 959 and 1 960. These studies were prepared with guid
ance from men like Dean Rusk, Henry Kissinger, and Arthur Bums,
and were treated by the press as unofficial White Papers on the Ameri
can fu ture. The Rockefeller experts endorsed the super-technology
hypothesis in these words: " New technologies , more efficient extrac
tion processes, new u ses may open up new worlds. Even now we can
discern the outlines of a future in which, throu gh the use of the split
atom, our resources of both power and raw materials will be limit
less . . . . "
xii
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Policy of Aiming Too H igh
In 1 962 a special committee of the National Academy of Sciences
completed a report for President Kennedy containing recommenda
tions for a new natural resources policy. This report, in sanguine
tones , c alled for a basic reorientation of the U . S. approach to re
sources, and asserted that new breakthroughs in science had given
mankind the potential to provide "dramatic increases" in energy and
food. The breeder reactor was treated as something already accom
plished. Mastery of controlled fusion was considered "probable" in a
ten- to thirty-year period. The panel counselled the U nited States to
shift away from a philosophy of conserving scarce resources (recom
mended a decade earlier by the Paley Commission to President Tru
man) to a policy described as "the wise management of plenty."
I t was a landmark study, and its recommendations were unani
mous. It cemented the consensus about technology and implied that
if we ran out of petroleum or iron ore-or any other mineral-tech
nology would soon come forth with a better, cheaper substitute. Such
findings had a powerful influence on our national leaders and their
perceptions. This influence was evident in the ebullient mood-and
extravagant aims-of the period we later called the " Soaring '60s."
We aimed too high because we relied on the assurances of the
technologists that we were living in an age in which there were "no
problems, only solutions." This belief in an omnipotent science shaped
efforts and expectations, both in Washington and in the country as a
whole.
My Interior Department mirrored the general optimism about
technology. One of Interior's principal research efforts in the 1 960s
was water desalting; we were certain that sooner or later a technical
breakthrough would make it feasible to tum the world's deserts into
irrigated gardens. The programs of the Interior Department were,
however, a mere sideshow. Everyone, it seemed, had an eye-catching
act. The physicists and en gineers at the Atomic Energy Commission
spent hundreds of millio ns of dollars working on pet " Plowshare"
schemes to u se atomic explosions to dig harbors, to increase the out
put of natural gas fields, and to prepare for the excavation of a new
Panama C an al. Aerospace engineers and Pentagon weapons man
agers offered to demonstrate how their systems analysis method could
be u sed to solve the problems of the cities.
But the high-wire performance in the tent of big technology was
the Apollo program. Each successful flight was watched by a vast auxiii
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dience, and each exploit seemed to certify that American technology
was all-powerful. In restrospect, we can already see that these flights
became more than brilliant exhibitions of engineering. They were voy
ages of the imagination, voyages which led us on a joy ride of extrava
gant expectations.
It is easy to fix the exact date when our euphoria reached a ze
nith. I t was the J uly week in 1 969 when the astronauts walked on the
moon. We celebrated this triumph with a mixture of awe and self
congratulation. President Nixon proclaimed that it was " the greatest
week since the creation of the earth." A NASA official opined that the
feat demonstrated we were "masters of the universe." "This proves
that we can do whatever we decide to do," Americans concluded from
this climax event.
But the 1 970s were not so hospitable to big technology, or to the
proponents of the mind-of-man doctrine. I ndeed, they were a decade
of disillusionment, of broken promises and unexpected developments.
The Vietnam outcome was a setback to those who assumed that tech
nical superiority in weapons would ensure victory over an agrarian
nation. The reappearance of famines in Africa and Asia reminded us
that science had not yet found ways to feed a fast-growing world. The
oil embargo and the natural gas shortage shocked us into realizing
that we still had no substitu tes for our dwindling natural reserves. I t
was a symptom o f the general disillusionment that the prideful, "We
can do whatever we decide to do" of 1 969 was replaced with the quer
ulous lamen t, " B u t if we could put men on the moon, why can't we
,,
. . . ?
These developments suggest that a major reorientation is neces
sary if we are to cope with an energy predicament which threatens to
cripple our country. If the atomic age now appears to have been an
age of overestimation, then it is vital that we put technology in per
spective and gain a better understanding of its strengths, and its lim
its. This will entail a reassessment of the contributions of technology
and of cheap petroleum-to postwar progress. Such an inquiry might
challenge, for example, the claim that the Green Revolution is a mon
umental triumph of science and technology. How much of our farm
productivity increase has been due to science, and how much to cheap
oil, superior U . S. soils, and the beneficient weather of recent years?
It is undeniable that scientific advances in agronomy, in plant
genetics, in weed and pest control, and in new insights about the ap
plications of fertilizers and the mechanization of farming have added
substantially to agricultural outpu t. But petroleum that was decep
tively cheap has played a major role in nurturing this illusion of perxiv
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petually expandable abundance. It has supplied fuel for water pumps
and processin g plants and field machines, and it has served as low
cost raw material for fertilizers, herbicides, and insecticides. Studies
have already shown that the food and fiber industry is the single larg
est user of energy in this country, so we should abandon the pretense
that our success in farming is solely an achievement of science and
technology.
I t is equally instructive to take a fresh look at transportation, an
other sector supposedly the scene of engineering's greatest achieve
ments. Again, the available evidence suggests that the contributions
of technology have been overstated, while the role of cheap oil has
been u nderstated. J.i!'!gin11.in g with H enry Ford and the Wright broth
ers1- technical mastery has been part of the American achievement in
transportation. There have been remarkable accomplishments in the
design and manufacturing of autos, trucks, airplanes, and rockets.
But !J ow much of thi, s woul� h�yebeen possible if the U nited States
had not been an oil-rich country? Could we have created h u ge,
sprawling cities and an auto-centered transportation system if we h ad
not been lavishly endowed with low-cost fuel?
It was not j u s t the advances in pipeline technology that made it
possible for people in N ew York and New Jersey to bum Texas gas in
their homes ; it was a one-time abundance of natural gas. Nor was it
j ust_J_}le skill of aerospace engineers which allowed our air transport
to flourish ; dirt-cheap petroleum made the whole thin g "fly."

Return from an Ego Trip
America has preened itself for three decades on the wizardry of its
technologists. All the evidence suggests that we have consistently ex
aggerated the contributions of technological geniu s and underesti
mated the contributions of natural resources.
Myths die h ard, but the evidence of our overshoot is accumulat
ing d aily. As President C arter discovered, it is not easy to take a coun
try conditioned to believe that every problem has a technical solution
and to persuade its citizens that a major change of orientation has
become necessary.
Yet one thing is now obvious. To accept the h ard path of belt
tightening and sacrifices, we must first trim back our technological
optimism. We need, in short, something we lost in our haste to remake
the world: a sense of limits, an awareness of the importance of earth's
resources.
xv
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Perhaps at no time in human history has there been a more com
pelling need to re-examine public assumptions and to change national
expectations. Overshoot is a book that contribu tes to this vital task. As
William Catton shows, the long experience of mankind has included
a number of successful efforts to enlarge this planet's human carrying-
capacity. Conventional history has not enabled u s to sense the reat
significance of this pattern or the real nature of the predicament we
now face. U nfortunately, history has not been written in ecological
language. N either the writers nor the readers of history have been in
the habit of thinking about "carryin g capacity," "niches," "symbiosis,"
or "overshoot."
The earlier enlargements of human carrying capacity were
achieved, as Catton makes clear very early, by displizcfiig otherspe
'
cies. Human tribes took over for human u se portions of the llf�:�
porting potential of the biosphere that would otherwise have sustain ed
other forms of life. That displacement process couldn't continu e for:.
ever ; eventually we had to run ou t of displaceable competitors. Con
tinued takeover efforts then would have been at the expense of plant
and animal types upon which we (knowingly or not) were symbioti
cally dependent. That is one reason why recent efforts by our govem::
ment (and by other nations, and international agencies) to protect en
dangered species have been more than mere indulgence in esthetic
hypersensitivity.
As the reader of this book will see, man's most recent expansions
of hu man niches have been achieved by quite a different method.
Rather than displacin g competitor species, we have been u sin g ever
more powerful technology to draw down geological reservoirs of en
ergy and materials that do not get renewed in a seasonal cycle of or
ganic growth. For a while, this draw-down permitted those lucky hu
man beings in the most "developed" societies to "live it up." Catton
shows why the exuberant expansion of human numbers and human
activities to take advantage of necessarily temporary increases in hu
man niches was a tragic mode of progress, and why such a technol
ogy-based ego trip now means that the fu ture holds for us not merely
a regrettable leveling-off of economic growth, but an institution
threatenin g prospect of some deindustrialization and some decline of
populati on. He brings into sharpfocu s the seductive characteristics of
past technological breakthrou ghs that enticed mankind into this trap.
He shows how our technological servants have now become our com
petitors-competin g with us for limited supplies of breathable air and
drinkable water. He spells ou t the consequences that have befalle n
the populations of other species that overshot their habitat's carrying
xvi
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capacity, provides evidence for concluding that this is the nature of
the predicament we nu -rri ans now confront, and makes it clear that we
can no longer rely g libly on h uman "uiiiq ueness" to bail us out. Hu
man uniqu eness, which has enabled us to have such colossal environ
mental impact, has become part of the problem, rather than a certain
remedy.
Some of us will continue to hope that the outlook for humanity
may prove less dismal than Catton discerns it to be. Those trained to
work toward partial solutions to problems that may seem insoluble
will-everyone should hope-continue their work. But even the most
incorrigible optimists can benefit from reading this call to face the
fu ture realistically. Catton shows that, even in our present impasse,
this can be done with determination. He insists that a realistic aware
ness of our ecological predicament and our own nature, together with
courage based u pon a genuinely appreciative recollection of our heri
tage, are the best means of equipping ourselves to adapt to the uncer
tain fu ture brou ght u pon us by our past "successes."
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The Unfathomed
Predicament
of Mankind

Attention ... the mental attitude which takes note of the ou tside
world and manipulates it . . . is associated with habit on the one
hand and with crisis on the other. When the habits are running
smoothly the attention is relaxed ; it is not at work. But when
somethin g happens to disturb the run of habit the attention is
called into play and . . . establishes new and adequate habits, or it
is its function to do so.
- William I saac Thomas
Sourcebook of Social Origins, p. 1 7
Social theorists today work within a crumbling social matrix . . . .
The old order has the picks of a hundred rebellions thrust into its
hide.
- Ahin W Gouldner

The Coming Crisis of Western
Sociology, p.vii
.. . man is generally confronted with a rapidly growing condition
of stress upon his environment that threatens his welfare and even
his survival, and . . . popular attitudes and public institutions are
not generally prepared to cope with this circums tance.
- Lynton K. Caldwell

Man and His Environment:
Policy and Adminis tration, p. xi
Signs of stress on the world's principal biologic al systems-forests,
fisheries, grasslands, and croplands-indicate that in many places
these systems have already reached the breaking point. Expectin g
these systems to wi thstand a tripling or quadrupling of population
pressures defies ecological reality.
- Lester R. Brown
The Twenty-ninth Day, p.92
The significance of crises is the indication they provide that an
occasion for retooling has arrived.
- Thomas S. Kuhn

The Structure of Scien tific
Revolutions, p. 76

1

Our Nee d for
a New Persp ective

Competition across T ime
On the banks of the Volga in 1 92 1 a refu gee community was visited
by an American newspaper correspondent who had come to write
about the Russian famine. 1 Almost h alf the people in this community
were already dead of starvation. The death rate was rising. Those still
surviving had no real prospect of prolonged lon gevity. I n an adj acent
field, a lone soldier was guarding a huge mound of sacks full of grain.
The American newsman asked the white-bearded leader of the com
munity why his people did not overpower this one guard, take over the
grain, and relieve their hunger. The dignified old Ru ssian explained
that the sacks contained seed to be planted for the next growing sea
son. "We do not steal from the fu ture," he said.
Today mankind is locked into stealing ravenou sly from the future.
That is what this book is about. It is not just a book about famine or
hunger. Famine in the modern world must be read as one of several
symptoms reflecting a deeper malady in the human condition
namely, diachronic competition, a relationship whereby contemporary
well-being is achieved at the expense of our descendants. By our sheer
numbers, by the state of our technological development, and by being
oblivious to differences between a method that achieved lasting incre
ments of human carrying capacity and one that achieves only tempo
rary supplements, we have made satisfaction of today's human aspi
rations dependent upon massive deprivation for posterity.
People of one generation have become indirect and unwitting an
tagonists of subsequent generations. Yet diagnoses of our plight
even ecological analyses-have not made clear one essential point. A
major aim of this book is to show that commonly proposed "solu tions"
for problems confronting mankind are actu ally going to aggravate
those problems. Proposed remedies for various parts of our predica
ment need to be evaluated by asking whether they will intensify the
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adversary relationship between people living today and people of the
next generation, and the next . . .
The overlooked differences between methods that permanently
enlarged human carryin g capacity and more recent methods that have
only enabled us temporarily to evade the world's limits can be seen if
we con trast the way people used to seek the good life versus today's
substitute expedient. In the mid-nineteenth century, it was "Go west,
young man, and grow up with the country"-i.e., go where there is
new land to take over, and use such an increment of carrying capacity
to prosper. At the start of America's third century, however, it was "Try
to speed up the economy"-i. e. , try to draw down the finite reservoir
of exhaustible resources a bit faster.
Because this book is meant to overcome our habit of mistaking
techniques that evade limits for techniq ues that raise them, it is, in a
sense, a book abou t how to read the news perceptively in revolutionary
times. That cannot be done without certain unfamiliar but increas
ingly indispensable concepts. "Carrying capacity" is one of them. U n
til recently, only a few people outside such occupations ·as wildlife
management or sheep and cattle ranching have even known this
phrase. Its vital importance to all of us has not been as obvious as it is
now becoming. The time has come for scholars and everyone else to
take a piercing look at the relationship between the earth's changing
capacity to support human inhabitants and the changing load im
posed by our numbers and our requirements. The direction of recent
change makes this relationship j u st about the most important topic
there is for people to know about, and think about. We have come to
the end of the time when it didn't seem to matter that almost no one
saw the difference between ways of enlarging human carrying ca
pacity and ways of exceeding it.
It has now become essential to recognize that all creatures, hu
man or otherwise, impose a load upon their environment's ability to
supply what they need and to absorb and transform what they excrete
or discard. An environment's carryin g capacity for a given kind of
creature (livl. ng a given way of life) is the maxim um persistently fea
sible load-j ust short of the load that would damage that environ
ment's ability to support life of that kind. Carrying capacity can. be
expressed quantitatively as the number of us, living in a given man
ner, which a given environment can support indefinitely.
When the load at a particular time happens to be appreciably less
than the carrying capacity, there is room for expansio n ofn umbers,
for enhancement of living standards, or Do th .. If the load increases
until it exceeds carrying capacity, overuse of the environment reduces
4
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its carryin g capacity. 2 That is why it has become important to recog111ze ilie difference between increasing the number an environment
can support indefinitely and surpassing that number by "accepting"
environmental damage. Overuse of an environment sets up forces that
"
will necessarily, in time, re du ce ihe foad to match the shrinkage of
carryin g capacity.
As these points begin to indicate, in order really to understand
our future we need a clear-headed ecological interpretation of history,
becau se the pressure of our numbers and technology upon manifestly
limited resources has already put ou t of reach the previously accept
able solutions to many of our problems.3 There remains steadfast re
sistance to admitting this, bu t facts are not repealed by refusal to face
them. On the other hand, even the "alarmists" who have been warn
ing of grave perils besetting mankind have not fathomed our present
predicament.
I speak of "predicament," not "crisis," because I refer to conditions
that are not of recent origin and will not soon abate.
In brief, that predicamen.t�ml its background can be outlined as
follows : Human beings, in two million years of cultural evolution,
h ave several times succeeded in taking over additional portions of the
�arth's total life-supporting capacity, at the expense of other creatures.
E�ime,-1:!llrnan--pop11lation-has.-incr..@ased. But man has now
learned to rely on a technology that augments human carrying ca
pacity in a necessarily temporary way-as temporary as the extension
of life by eating the seeds needed to grow next year's food. Human
population, organized into industrial societies and blind to the tempor
ariness of carryin g capacity supplements based on exhaustible re
source dependence, responded by increasing more exuberantly than
ever, even though this meant overshooting the number our planet
could permanently support. 4 Something akin to bankruptcy was the
inevitable sequel.

Old Ideas, New Situation
The sequel has begun to happen, but it is not generally recognized for
what it is. 5 We have come to a time when old assumptions that compel
us to misunderstand what is happening to us have to be abandoned.6
We and our immediate ancestors lived through an age of exuber
ant growth, overshootin g permanent carrying capacity without know
ing what we were doing. The past four centuries Qfm;:iggiftcentprog
ress w �! � 1_I1ade p�ssible by two non-repeatable achievements: ( a)
5
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discovery of a second hemisphere, and (b) development of ways to
e xpJofr the planet's energy savings deposits, the fossil fuels. The re
sultin g opportu nities for economic and demographic exuberance con
vinced people that it was natural for the future to be better than t he
past. For a while that belief was a workable premise for our lives and
institu tions. B u t when the New World became more populated th;m
the Old World had been, and when resource depletion became signifi
cant, the future had to be seen through different lenses.
Assumptions that were once viable but have become obsolete
must be replaced with a new perspective, one that enables us to see
more effectively and to understand more accurately. This book seeks
to articulate that needed perspective. It is no easy task, for the new
way of seeing must differ sharply from traditional assumptions. B eing
unfamiliar, the new perspective will initially be distasteful and seem
implausible. We shall continue to wish that some of the experiences it
enables us to u nderstand more clearly were not happening. B u t if we
have the wisdom implied by the name we gave our own species, we
must face the fact that continued misunderstanding of unwelcome
experiences cannot prevent them from happening and cannot insu
late u s from their consequences.
People accustomed to expectations of magnificent progress have
been appalled to find that they have lost their confidence in the future.
The idea that mankind could encounter hardships that simply will not
go away was u nthinkable in the Age of Exuberance. This idea must
be faced in the post-exuberant world. I t seemed at last that it might
really be faced when the thirty-ninth president of the United States
decided (shortly after taking office) to emphasize energy conserva tion
in response to manifest depletion of once-abundant fuels, rather than
resorting to the traditional American urge to "produce our way out" of
mounting difficulties. Important options had been lost irretrievably
when humanity irrupted beyond the earth's permanent carrying ca
pacity. 7 N ew and different imperatives now must be faced. Their eco
logical basis must be seen.
Man is like every other species in being able to reproduce beyond
the carfying capacity of any finite habitat. � an is like no other species
in that he is capable of thinking about th fs -fact and discovering Jts
consequences. Thinking about other species, man has seen their de
pendence upon environmental chemistry and upon the energy of sun
light. Man has recognized the many-faceted interdependence of di
verse organisms, their impact upon their habitat, their impermanence,
and their inability to foresee and evade the processes leading to their
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own displacement by successors. Thinking about our own species,
however, at least until April, 1 977, too many of us imagined ourselves
exempt, supernatural. Until a president not yet worn down by the
compromises inherent in officeholding nudged Congress and the
American people into serious discussions of conservation, men and
women throughout the United States and many other lands rehed on.
technological progress to cure the very affiis_tim:rnJLhad.be.en_causing.
Nature1s gofn�J[X�qarr eieduction of human dominance over
the world ecosistem.8 The changes this will entail are so revolutionary
--.
that we w1.IT15eiilmost overwhelmingly tempted instead to prolong and
augment our dominance at all costs. And, as we shall see, the costs
will be prodigious. We are likely to do many things that will make a
bad situation worse. It is hoped that the kind of enlightenment offered
in this book may help curtail such tendencies.
The paramount need of post-exuberant humanity is to remain hu
man in the face of dehumanizing pressures. To do this we must learn
somehow to base exuberance of spirit upon something more lasting
than the expansive living that sustained it in the recent past. But, as
if we were driving a car that has become stuck on a muddy road, we
feel an urge to bear down harder than ever on the accelerator and to
spin our wheels vigorously in an effort to power ourselves out of the
quagmire. This reflex will only dig us in deeper. We have arrived at a
point in history where counter-intuitive thoughtways are essential.
·

· ·····

·

Plan of the Book
To answer that need, the six parts oiJhis�.boJ>k am int.ended as inte
grated contrib.uOon.� to an overdue "paradigm shift." The phrase is
from Thomas Kuhn, who recognized that, even in the sciences, fun
damental ideas about the way things work may guide our seeing
(rather than simply resulting from what we have seen). A paradigm is
an underlying basic idea of what kind of thing it is we are trying to
understand. Such an idea of the nature of our subject matter prompts
us to make certain kinds of inquiries; it also dissuades us from asking
various other sorts of questions (or from seeing that we could, or that
they would be relevant). So, when we need to ask questions made
inconceivable by our old paradigm, we have come to need a new par
adigm.
We get some of our fundamental ideas about what things are like
and how they work from the kind of language we use in talking about
7
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them. As the philosopher Max Black has made clear, the vocabulary
we are accustomed to using for describing what happen's ill the wOrtd
around us will cause some aspects of reality to be emphasized ariO.:
other aspects to be neglected. New words can yield new sensitivity, for
vocabulary filters experience, shapes perception, and guides under
standing.
This book uses an ecological vocabulary in describing and ac
counting for events that most people have been accustomed t9 think
ing about in quite non-ecological terms. Accordingly, following the
present chapter's outline of our topic, the three chapters in Part II
should provide a truly eye-opening experience. Chapter 2 describes
the process by which Homo sapiens painted himself into a comer. Our
conventional, pre-ecological paradigm has prevented us from seeing
that that is what we were doing. Chapter 3 shows how woefully mis
leading are some assumptions bred into us by the culture of exuber
ance. Chapter 4 outlines the alternative responses of various people to
the obsolescence of traditionally exuberant expectations.
Then Part III (Chapter 5) highlights the contrast between the
venerable American dream and its sequel. It examines some of the
events of America's transformation from a vibrant young nation epito
mizing the world's high hopes, into a country fumbling (with the rest
of mankind) to come to terms with post-exuberant circumstances. It
is especially intended to suggest that our persistent preoccupation
with merely political facets of these events blinds us to (but does not
protect us from) the enormity of the change.
The five chapters of Part IV spell out the consequences of our
unwisdom in mistaking a temporary and unreliable increment of car
rying capacity for a permanent expansion of opportunity and a durable
form of progress. Chapter 6 sets forth basic principles of ecology, prin
ciples which have become as essential as literacy but which are ha
bitually ignored by most leaders. Chapters 7 and 8 show how appli
cable ecological principles are to man. Chapter 9 corrects the
misinterpretation of human uniqueness that has provided the excuse
for ignoring these principles. Chapter 1 0 describes and explains the
fateful course upon which we embarked when (understandably, but
invalidly) we claimed independence from nature.
In Part V, Chapter 1 1 describes some common tactics of mental
evasion by which people of the post-exuberant world have sought to
say their extravagant dreams can yet be fulfilled. Chapter 1 2 shows
how, as the world became post-exuberant, more and more of its people
felt the kinds of pressure that dehumanize. Intensified intraspecific
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competition was undermining hope and decency. Typical responses to
pressure aggravated the pressure.
But, as we see in Part VI , the future that was widely thought to
be remote and even improbable was already arriving. Events that can
be seen from the new ecological perspective to have been ominous
previews of our impending de-civilization were not seen that way, as
Chapter 13 shows, because of the old blinders we wore. Chapter 1 4
describes events that began at last to remove the blinders. The final
chapter shows that mankind must gamble on an uncertain future, for
phenomenally high stakes-and that, ironically, the less optimistic the
assumptions we let ourselves make about the human prospect, the
greater our chances of minimizing future hardships for our species.
To keep from dehumanizing ourselves (and even gravitating toward
genocide), we must stop demanding perpetual progress.
Of necessity, unfamiliar words are involved in the presentation of
an unfamiliar worldview. A glossary at the end of the book is meant to
minimize the inconvenience this terminology might otherwise cause.

Needed Realism
We live in a world where it is becoming increasingly evident that, for
quite non-political reasons, governments and politicians cannot achieve
the paradise they have habitually promised. Political habits persist,
though, and people have seen their leaders continuing to dangle be
fore them the kinds of carrots ordinary men and women know are
becoming unattainable. The result has been erosion of faith in politi
cal processes. As that faith disintegrates, societies all over the world
are floundering, or becoming dictatorial.
Even among Americans, who confront worldwide shrinkage of
political liberty with a proud memory of two centuries' experimenta
tion in democratic nation-building, faith in democracy has been seri
ously strained.9 That strain may be reduced when politicians are as
tute enough to discover, and realistic enough to point out to their
constituents, the non-political reasons why certain traditional goals
are no longer attainable.
The alternative to chaos is to abandon the illusion that all things
are possible. Mankind has learned to manipulate many of nature's
forces, but neither as individuals nor as organized societies can hu
man beings attain outright omnipotence. Many of us remain, to this
day, beneficiaries of the once-New World's myth of limitlessness. But
9
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circumstances have ceased to be as they were when that myth made
sense. Unless we discard our belief in limitles�ness, all of...us-are-in_
danger ofbecorriing its victims.
In today's world it is imperative that all of us learn the following
core principle:
· · ·

Human society is inextricably part of a global biotic commu
nity, and in that community human dominance has had and
is having self-destructive consequences.
That principle is the basis of the non-political obstacles that now frus
trate human societal aspirations everywhere on earth. The obstacles
are non-political because they are not uniquely human. In less-than
global ecosystems, as we shall see in Part IV, other dominant species
before us have also been unavoidably self-destructive. We and our
leaders need to understand such examples and to avail ourselves of
the light they cast on our own history and our own situation. They
exemplify a stark fact about life which we desperately need to grasp
and we need to see that grasping it will actually help us to adjust
sanely to an unwelcome but inescapable future.
Because we haven' t known these things, we, the human species,
are inexorably tightening the two jaws of a vise around our fragile
civilization. As we shall see in the next two chapters, there ar�_ajready
more human beings alive than the world's renewable resources can
perpetually support. We have built complex societies that therefore
�epend on rapid use of exhaustible resources. Depletion of resources
w�.d_o11't know how to do without is reducing this finite planet's car
rying capacity for our species. That is one jaw of the closing Vise. The
other is the accumulation of harmful substances that are unavoidably_
created by our life processes. There are so many of us, using so much
technology, that these substances accumulate too fast for the global
ecosystem to reprocess them; in fact, by overloading the natural repro�
cessing systems we are even breaking down their already limited ca
pacity to set things right for us. 10 This accumulation of toxic materials
also reduces the earth's human carrying capacity.
Oblivious of the fact that we were living between these two jaws,
most of mankind has until recently applauded each turn of the vise
handle. From the archaic perspective we are struggling to outgrow, it
seemed like welcome progress. Hundreds of millions want the handle
turned at least one or two more revolutions, for they have not yet fully
shared in that progress. And that is what their leaders continue to
promise.
IO
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Futile Vilifica tion
Homo sapiens has not been th�.J!r�Ltyp_e__()f ornanism to experiens�
this v1se-fightening, nor even the first species to in]i.zd u'pon{isef]th�s
kiJu!-o��Pre-humaninstances of this common phenomenon hold
important lessons for us, as we shall see. For mankind, as the pressure
intensifies, ignorance of its most fundamental causes (and ignorance
even of how common the phenomenon has been in nature) makes it
easy to succumb to the temptation to vilify particular human groups
and individuals. "If only .. . ," we have been tempted to exclaim,
" . . . if only those
weren't up to their nefarious business." Then
history could resume its march of millennial progress (we suppose).
"They" are the obstacles to our attainment of benevolent goals.
Depending upon which outraged in-group was doing the finger
pointing, "they" has referred to different out-groups. In place of "those
---," devout Maoist Chinese could read "Russian revisionists." Be
deviled Israelis could read "PLO terrorists," while embittered Arabs
could read "land-grabbing Zionists." Angry Irish Catholics could read
"Protestant extremists," and irate Ulster Protestants could read "IRA
Provisionals." Black Rhodesians could read "the colonialist white mi
nority regime"; Fidel Castro in Cuba could read "Yankee imperialists";
American motorists annoyed by increased gasoline prices could read
"the oil cartel"; etc.
W hile vilification often brings emotional gratification, it brings no
solution to our common plight. lng_�_clLit aggravates life's difficulties.
Our common plight is not reallv due to yill?iris. Too few of a troubled
world's proliferating antagonist ; have known the concepts that woulq
enable the·m fo see the common roots of their own and their supposed
adversaries' deprivations. Under pressure, people retreat from the mu
tual understanding mankind has so falteringly achieved. Pressure also
makes us disinclined to comprehend the human relevance of nature's
impersonal mechanisms. It behooves some who have borne the pres
sure only marginally to discern and discuss its nature, that all may
stand some chance of abstaining from the plight-worsening actions to
which pressure so easily tempts us.
The pressure to which we have collectively subjected ourselves,
needs to be turned off, of course. But it is already too late to evade the
future by so doing. This book is not a belated harangue for more birth
control, much less a plea for one more revolution, or one last orgy of
repentance. There is no point to another morbid wringing of hands
over mankind's alleged "greed" or immoral myopia. Merely to deplore
---
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human appetites and short-sightedness is useless, without some effort
to unders tand them (and to put them in perspective by comparing
them with those of other species).
The purpose of this book, therefore, is to ill uminate_the_nature
and causes of the human predicament, so as to make possible
some
mitigation of its social, emotional, and moral effects. To_ mitig a�Jiie
effects of post-exuberant pressures, we must recognize the� <!ee�st
roots. We must learn to relate personally to what may be called "the
ecological facts of life." We must see that those facts are affecting �ur
lives far more importantly and permanently than the events that niake
headlines. To understand the human predicament now re�ireE
truly ecological perspective.
We need an ecgl9gic;ll �o__rJd.Yi�:w ; nobl�intentions an�odi
cum of ecological information will not suffice. ThfSiiewparadigm will
help us see how the self-destructive ways of mankind are in many
respects typical of the paths followed by other creatures. Until the
reader has made the paradigm shift herein called for, it will doubtless
be difficult to see why it matters whether we recognize the typicality
of our seemingly unprecedented predicament. It will not be easy to
see how finding our plight to be natural or ineluctable provides any
consolation. As Kuhn pointed out, it is difficult (even in scientific dis
cussions) for adherents of one paradigm to communicate effectively
with those who perceive and reason in terms of a different paradigm.
But I have tried to achieve communication across the paradigm bar
rier by writing as clearly and persuasively as I can, albeit from an
unconventional perspective. I ask the reader to make an equally ear
nest effort to achieve the reorientation of thought represented by the
following chapters. This is not a book to be read either casually or
passively.
With active effort, the reader may find it possible to accept the
view that, since human beings are not the first creatures to foul their
own nest, no special burden of shame or guilt need fall upon us for
the present and future condition of our world. As we discover and
encounter "the wages of overshoot," mankind's humane tendencies
will be strained to the breaking point. They will need the solid rein
forcement they can obtain from knowledge that our species has not
been unique in proliferating beyond carrying capacity. It will be essen
tial to realize that what is happening to us is a mere sequel to our past
achievements.
As we reap the whirlwind of troubles necessitated by excessive
success, thinking ecologically of our global predicament may reduce
the temptation to hate those who seem to be trespassing against us.
12
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Notes
1. Swin g 1 964, p. 1 37.
2. " Desertification," the makin g of deserts in previously productive places, is
a modern word for j ust one type of humanly relevant example of such
environmental degradation. See Glantz 1 977.
3. As Ophuls ( 1 977, p. 222) says, in terms of values derived from four cen
turies of "progress," we now face a great deal of "retrogression." Heil
broner ( 1 9 74, p. 1 32) foresees "convulsive" change. Ehrenfeld ( 1 978, p.
259) believes global economic depression "withou t war if that is possible"
is the best that can be hoped for now.
4. See Brown 1 978 ; Ophuls 1 9 77, p. 1 3 3 ; Woodwell 1 9 70.
5. See Ophuls 1 9 77, p. 1 34 ; C atton 1 9 76a.
6. Cf. E hrenfeld 1 978 ; Watt et al. 1 977, Ch. 2.
7. See Ophuls 1 977. Chs. 4, 5, 6.
8. This point is developed in Ch. 1 0, " I ndustrialization : Prelude to Collapse."
9. Poll results have reflec ted a loss of faith in the several branches of govern
ment, disillusionment with educational and religious institutions, with
the news media, and with business. The erosion of confidence ran deep
enough so that President Carter alluded to it as a basic reason for Ameri
can inability to unite and resolve such matters as the energy problem ; see
New York Times, July 1 7, 1 979, p. A 1 5. For some insights into the growth
of a critical-cum-cynical ou tlook, see S kolnick and Currie 1 9 76 ; Riesman
1 9 76.
1 0. See the two articles by C. F. Wurster cited in C atton 1 9 76b.
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Eventually
Had Already Come
Yes terday

. . . any area of land will support in perpetuity only a limited
number of people. An absolu te limit is imposed by soil and climatic
factors in so far as these are beyond human control, and a practical
limit is set by the way in which the land is used.
If this practical limit of population is exceeded, without a
compensating change in the system of land usage, then a cycle of
degenerative changes is set in motion which must result in
deterioration or destru ction of the land and ultimately in hunger
and reduc tion of the population.
- William Allan

St udies in Africa n Land Usage
in Northern Rhodesia, p. 1
The carrying capacity for human populations has been forced
upward in a progressive series of steps . . . . Each step representecl
some cultural advance, like elimination of some competitor or over
exploitation of some resource, with a conseq uent overriding of the
previous regulatory mechanisms restricting the population
growth . . . . As the ecosystems . . . could not receive any greater
input of energy, this increased . . . population could only be
achieved in one of two ways. It could be effected if there were a
corresponding reduction in the biomass of competing species
populations . . . . Or it could be achieved by "mining" accumulated
resources of the ecosystem . . . .
- Arthur S. Bou ghey

Man and the Envi ronment
(2nd ed. ), pp. 25 1 , 254
To a people who had known no other restrictions on their hunting
than those imposed by the nature of their crude weapons, the
thou ght that it might be possible [ with rifles] to kill too many deer
did not occu r.
- Farley Mowat
The Despera te People, p. 20

2

The Tragic Story
of Human Suc cess

Origins o f Man's Future
We are already living on an overloaded world. 1 Our future will be a
product of that fact ; that fact is a product of our past. Our first order
of business, then, is to make clear to ourselves how we got where we
are and why our present situation entails a certain kind of future.
To this purpose, consider the information about the human saga
assembled in Table l . Taken a row at a time, this table tells an enor
mous (and enormously revealing) story. It is the story of a world that
has again and again allllI'.oached. the condition of being saturated with
hl.lrrlaii 1T1habitants, qnly to have the limit raised by human ingenuity.
The firsCse�e�al rounds of limit-raising we.re accompijshed by. a
series of technologkarbreaktliroughs ..that took almost two million
years. Th�se, oreakthroughs en�bleci human IJopulations repeatedl'}C to
iake over for human use portions of the earth's total life-supporting
capacity that had previously supported other species. The .mo.st recent
episode of limit-raising has had much more spectacular results, al
though it enlarged human carrying capacity by a fundamentally dif
ferent method : the drawing down of finite reservoirs of materials that
oo iiof replace themselves within any human time frame. Thus its
reswrs-cannot be permanen t . This fact puts mankind out on a limb
Whiclrthe "activities ofmodem life are busily sawing off.

In the Beginning
Some two million years ago, as represented in the first row of Table 1,
creaturesofanother species-human, but not our kind of human
had evolved from prehuman ancestors by finding themselves more
and more adapted to a place in the web of life somewhat different from
the place their ancestors had occupied. They had discovered somehow
that they c_?._ul_d use (rather than merely avoid) fire; they could warm
17
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TAB L E

1. History of Major Technological Breakthroughs
and Ensuing Population Increases

World
population
in millions

Date

;\lost advanced
Limit-raisin g
economic
technology
type
hunting and
gathering

2 million B . c .

Population
increase

Generations
elapsed

Increase per
generation

I

use of fire,
tool-making
78,600

3a

3 5 , 000 B . C .

spear-thrower,

lbow and arrow

3b

8000 B . C .

4000 B . C .

3000 B . C .

?

?

1 000 B . C .
1 A.D.

300

1 800 A . D.

agrarian

d

959

0. 09%

975o/c

1 60

l . 50'7c

249%

1 60

0. 78%

metall u rgy
(bron ze)

£

1 865 A . D.

137lg

1 9 75 A . D .

4 000 h

plow

iron tools
········ ··············

33 5 e

1 398 A . D.

1 , 080

cultivation of
plan ts

horticultural

3 5c

l 67o/c

.

. . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 2%

55.9

0.20'7c

1 88 . 4%

1 6. l

6.80'7c

4 1 . 5%

2.6

1 4 . 28%

1 9 1 .8%

4.4

27. 55%

hand firearms

indu strial

fossil fueled
machinery
antiseptic
surgery, etc.

•

Arthur S. Boughey, Man and the Environment, 2nd ed. ( New York: Macmill a n, 1 9 75),
p. 25 1 .
b Ansley J . Coale, "The History of the H uman Population," Scientific American 23 1
( Sept . , 1 9 74 ) : 4 3 .
c Edward S . Deevey, J r. , "The H uman Population," Scientific American 203 ( Sept . ,
1 960) : 1 96.

d

;\lidpoint of ran ge of estimates evaluated by John D. Durand, "The M odem Expansion
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them seh·es \\ith it, ward off predators \\ith it, cook wi th it and thus
render di ges tible certain organic substances that would not othernise
ha\·e been aYailable to their bodies as nu trition. \\'hate\·er the world's
capacity had been for supporting their prehuman ancestors, there was
now an addit ional place for the hu man descendants of those earlier
creatures. Their human traits enabled them to li\·e partly upon por
tions of the world's substance not u sable by their forebears.
These newly human bein gs h ad also begun to make and u se
simple tools. �Iorem·er, they could teach their progeny how to make
and-use-·rriese artifac ts. Eacli' generation did not ha,·e to redisco\·er
independentl!� the tec hniq ues tharhad contributed to its parents· sur
\i\·al. Still, the-accu1'r1 ulatio�of1ldapm·e culture \'•ould ha\·e been pro
digiou sly slow at first, and for hundreds of thou sands of years there
could not h a\·e been \·ery m any of these creatures. £,·en \\ith fire,
tools, and traditions. these humans remained what their preh uman
ances tors had been : consumers of natura!Ka\·alla.b le fcXXISt-llffS ob
tainedi'rom "ild-sOui-C::-es--by hunting and gat-herin g.
--rfiere \\0ere no census bureau s in Paleolithic times. of course. But
by kno\\ing the dependence of early man upon wild food sources. we
can make reasonable es timates of max.imum feasible aYerage popula
tion densit}� and can e s timate the extent of the earth"s land area ca
pable of supporting such hu nters and gatherers. The important fact
that emerges is that t��mlld...Jl e Yer ha••e been very many .millions
of them . 2 :\'eYertheless. these earh- hu mans were s u cces s-fu l : thev sur\iYed, reproduced, adapted, and c�ntinued eYohin g.
Bv the time almost 80.000 g_enerations of human hun_ters _and
gath e
Ih-ed. th eir biological and c ultural responses to the se
lecQQ_n pressure s imposed by their spreading habitats had gi\·en rise
tQ._ a descendan t population \\ith ess entially the inheritable physical
traits we see amon g men and women today. Thu s by about 35.000

-

-

.

r�

Bl::,-·the humans on earth were of our own species, Homo sapiens .
Probably about three milli on o f them were li\in g b y gatherin g and

-

�g:--

-
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Increased Hun ting Proficiency
\Ve cannot really say that three million was the maximum number the
'l'th could ever have supported in the manner in which they were
then living. S till, we can be reasonably sure, from their slow attafn
ment of even that number, that the_ earth's carrying capacity for that
kind of creature with that kind of lifestyle was not much greater than
that figure. However, the gradually evolving cultures of Homo sapi�ns
eventually increased the earth's human carrying capacity.
About 35,000 B . C . , someone discovered how much harder and far
ther a spear could be thrown if the thrower effectively lengtheneObis
arm by fittin g the end of the spear into a socket in the end of-rlrand
held stick. Someone else invented a way of propelling ll1i-nia ture
spears (arrows) not only faster, but also in a manner that permitted
line-of-sight aimin g, by fitting their notched ends to a cord tied to the
two ends of a springy stick. Using .tools like the spear-thrower aqd_the
bQW and arrow, humans became more proficient hunters, and more.cl
the earth's game animals became nourishment for human bodies.
With these technological breakthroughs, the worldwide popula
tion of Homo sapiens increased in a little over one thousand genera
tions from about three million souls to about eight million.3 The total
human biomass on earth had more than doubled. Still, most 6f the
people in each of those thousand generations would have been utterly
unaware of increase, for, as the entry in the far right-hand column of
the table shows, each tribe was enlarged on the average by less than
1 / 1 0 of one percent during one generation-i.e. , during rou ghly the
quarter century it took for each new parent to raise his own children
and reach grandparent status.

·""

-

-

-·

Learning to Manage Nature
But the time came, eventually, for another major breakthrou gh and
another enlargement of the earth's human carrying capacity. Some
where, some of the people who gathered wild seeds for grinding into
flour observecf thaTseeds spilled on moist earth near where the-rainily
carried on its activities sprouted into plants that grew at least as- well
as those in the wild. In time these plants would bear a new crop-of
seeds, conveniently h �estable. Homo sapiens went on to -develt>p
this discovery into techniques of plant cultivation, effecting a major
transformation of the relation of our species to nature's web of life.
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Henceforth_, some of us were going to obtain_nourishment from a hu
manly managed portion of the biotic cor nmunity, rather than merely
gathenng the products of plant and animal species that we could u se
if we reached them before other consumer animals or invisible decom
p()ser organisms.
This horticultural revolu tion, by which hunters and gathen�rs
turned into farmers, was followed by a tenfold increase in the earth's
human population.4 This increase occurred in 116 as many genera
tions as the previou s increase phase. Such acceleration indicates that
mankind's daring to u ndertake the management of a portion of nature
had again raised the earth's human carrying capacity. Biologically, this
specie-S, with the remarkable capability of achieving cultural innova
tions, was proving a resounding success.
It began t() be possible for a m�nuscule but increasing fraction of
any human tribe to devote its time to activities other than obtaining
sustenance. H uman social organization could begin developing along
more elaborate lines, and the rate of cultural innovation could further
accelerate. Each increment of technology gave mankind a competitive
edge in interspecifk competition. Our species was well on its way to
beiiifffie-dominan t member of the ecosystem.

Compound Interes t
Note that, even after this horticultural acceleration of population
growth, change would have remained almost unnoticeable to those
living throu gh it. The increment in an average generation was sti l a.
mere 1 . 5 percent. The starting population of 8 million was, in effect,
multiplied in one generation by a factor of 1 . 0 1 5, and then that prod
uct was again multiplied in the next generation by 1 . 0 1 5, and so was
that product, and so on. The "interest" of 1 . 5 percent on the initial
"investment" was compounded by each generation- 1 60 times be
tween 8000 B . c . and 4000 B . c . Thus:
86,000,000, approximate!� 8,000,000 x (1 + 0. 0 1 5) 160
=

.

_

So the numbers shown in the " generations elapsed" column of Table
1 are more than just expressions of the time intervals between the
dates shown in the first column ; _they ill. li st be n�ad as exponents ap
pli��1:' l_�ip.!i�!"..s �!Jat ;;ire, g�rived from the figures in . tl1e last col
umn. Even at low percentage rates of increase per generation, the
" cmnp ound interest" pattern can produce great change when e11c>u gh
generations elapse.
·
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As advancing human culture extended the niches available to
mankind, recurrent surges of essentially exponentfal growth in num:
bers became possible. (The well-known "population explosion" of our
own time was merely the most recent episode in a process that has
been going on since antiq uity. )

Tools, Organiza tion, and S tandard of Living
By about 4000 B . C . , stone and bone tools began to be au gmented and
then superseded by metal tools as Homo sapiens moved into what his
history-writing descendants would one day label the Bronze Age. This
enhancement of man's tool kit was followed by furthefpopulatiQnJn
crease. Metallurgy enhanced the ability of the human speci-es to h'![
vest nature's products, rather than leavin g them to be u sed by_o.ther
consumer species. I t also gave further impetus to the elaboration of a
"division of labor" among lncreasfogly specialized occupations. From
here on, the growth of organization among humans would be_ an in
creasingly important factor in their dominance over the environment
supporting them. 5
If cultural innovations were to cease, or if some ultimate limit
proved impossible to transcend by cultural progress, exponential
growth would give way to a curve of diminishin g returns. Limited
carrying capacity would reduce the rate of growth in succ:�s_sive gen-=
erations. Eventually, as populatfofi approached carrying capacity, ili�
growth rate would approach zero-of necessity. That is what "carrying
capaci ty" means. 6
B u t innovations continued, and the ceiling was raised again.
Around 3000 B . c . , man the cultivator of plants went in for an early
version of "mass production," tilling land in larger tracts than before.
This was made possible by invention of the plow, which enabled the
farmer to begin using non-human energy to turn over the soil-en
ergy supplied by the muscles of an ox or a horse, though at first a plow
was sometimes pulled by a slave or a wife (and had to be rather small).
One farmer could manage more soil with this addition.al tool. But an
agriculture that used draft animals had to u se some ofltl> land to raise
crops to be eaten by those_ an_jmajs, so this new technology woulaY10t_
immediately raise human c arry i ng capacity as dramatically as pre
viou s innovations had done.
There was also an alternative u se for this particular increment in
sustenance-producing power. A farmer with a plow and a draft animal
could farm enou gh land to feed himself, the animal, his own family,
·
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and perhaps have a bit to spare. So some small but gradually increas
ingrfaction of the population could now do things other than raise
fcioa� Human groups could opt for further elaboration of their lives '
rather-than for simple expansion of their numbers.
- Ab�t_ 1000 }�, c . , iron tools began to supplement and replace th.ose
made of bronze. Again, some of the carrying capacity increment was
used to eri_h�_nc�, Httle by little, the standard of living of at least some
groups.
The separate effects of these last several innovations upon popu
lation increase cannot be assessed, because usable estimates of popu
lation numbers at the times these new tools and techniques came into
use are not available. 7 But between the beginning of the Bronze Age
and the birth of Christ (a date for which there does happen to be a
mor ;or less agreed upon population estimate) their cumulative effect
wa�_N �;xpand the world's lrnman stock from about 86 million to about
300,"million-an average rate of increase of about 3/4 of one percent
p �generation. Slower increase continued for another millennium.

Firearms
Then came a different kind of breakthrough. Earl)'.jn the fQurteepth
CeJ!tt�_l}' firearms were invented, and were immediately put to military
use. The firsf Ifre-arms were hardly portable, and hardly suitable for
any non-military purpose. If they were to have any effect on carrying
capacity, that effect had to be indirect. By changing the nature of war
fare they would eventually change the nature of political organization,
which would, in turn, alter the way human populations would relate
themselves to the resources of the world around them.
WithinJ!iree generations after theseJirst firearms came into use,
hi!,nd�carried _firearms began to be made. Since these could have had
some direct bearing upon_h!-!man ability to harvest meat, they (rather
than their more cumbersome military forerunners) are given a place
in Table 1. In the next sixteen generations, we see a higher _average
ra�e_of population increase than ever before. It is_too_Jilgh,!n fact, to
be solely due to imp:rnved game�h?.[Vesting effic�ency. It came about
quite differently.
The cumulative effects of human increase over the past two mil
lion years were becoming significant. The portions of the earth's land
surface available to those human tribes that had thus far experienced
all of these technological breakthroughs were coming to be rather
fully occupied by humans. But the tools and the knowledge available
__
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to these culturally most advanced segments of Homo sapiens were
enabling (and causing) some men to leave the land and-Yenture more
and more daringly onto the sea. Less than a century after the inven
tion of portable firearms, Europeans would _discover land�- ti1ey_ h_ad
not previou sly known existed. In the generations after that discovery,
the Europeans' superiority in weapons would enable them to take pos
session of whole new continents whose prior human inhabitants were
much less numerous, because they were still living mostly at the
Stone Age hunter-gatherer or early horticultural level.
Firearms did not enlarge the planet. However, they served to en
large once again the carrying capacity of the world known to Europe
ans, by makin g available for settlement and exploitation a "virgin"
hemisphere. The expansion of territory available for use by �_!Irgpe's
already advanced means is the main reason why firearms can be said
to have led to the unprecedented rate of increase iri human- numbers
during this last portion of the agrarian period.

Abundance
I shall c all the centuries that followed the sudden expansion of Euro
pean man's habitat by voyages of discovery the Age of Exuberance, for
reasons to be spelled ou t in later chapters. During that age,m an
largely forgot that the world (i. e. , Europe) had once been saturated
with population, and that life had been difficult for that reason. Dis
covery of the New World gave European man a markedly changed
relationship to the resource base for civilized life. When Columbus set
sail, there were rou ghly 24 acres of Europe per European. Life was a
stru ggle to make the most of insufficient and unreliable resources.
After Columbus stumbled upon the lands of an unsuspecJed hem i
sphere, and after monarchs and entrepreneurs began to make those
lands available for European settlement and exploitation, a total of 1 20
acres of land per person was availablein the expanded European habi
tat-five times the pre-Columbian figure !8
Chan gelessness had always been the premise of Old World social
systems. This sudden and impressive surplus of carrying capacity
shattered that premise. In a habitat that now seemed limitless, life
could be lived abundantly. The new premise of limitlessness spawned
new beliefs, new human relationships, and new behavior. Learning
was advanced, and a growing fraction of the population became Jiter-
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ate. There was a sufficient per capita increment of leisure to permit
exercise of ingenuity than ever before. Technol9gy_ pr9gressed,
and technol �gi�al advancement came to be the common meaning of
the word "progress."
B u t the aura gflimitless opportunity .bad another effect : further
acceleration of population growth . To go into some details not shown
explicitly in Table 1 , between 1 650 and 1 850, a mere two centuries
thLworld's. human population dou bled. There had never before bee�
such a huge increase in so short a time. I t doubled again by 1 930, in
onlieighty years. 9 And the next doubling was to· take orily about forty
five years ! As people and their resource-using implements became
more numerous, the gap between carrying capacity and th�_r��ource
useJq!ld was inevitably closed . American land per American citizen
shfimlM<t"-a-mere n .acres-less than half the space available in Eu
·
rop£-for-each European just pri� to c·olumbus's revoluti o nizing voy
age. M eanwhile, per capita resource appetites had grown tremen
.dously: The Age of Exuberance was necessarily temporary ; it
undermined its own foundations.
Most of the people who were fortunate enou gh to live in that age
misconstrued their good fortune. Characteristics of their world and
their lives, due to a "limWessness" that had to be of limited duration,
were imagined to be permanent. The people of the Age of Exuberance
looked back on the diSmal lives of their forebears and pitied them for
theii -''uii realistic" notions abou t the world, themselves, and the way
human beings were meant to live. Instead of recognizing that reality
itself_ h ad act1:1a1lY . changed-and would eventually change again
they congratulated themselves for outgrowing the " superstitions" of
ancestors who had seen a different world so differently. While they
rejected the old premise of ch angelessness, they failed to see that their
owE belief in the permanence of limitlessness was . also an overbelief,
a superstition.
As the gap closed, conditions of life did change-of necessity. The
world reentered an age ofpopulation pressure. I ts characteristics had
to resemble, in certain ways, the basic features of the Old World of
pre-Columbian times. Except that now there were ever so many more
human beings, all parts of the planet were in touch with each other,
per capita impact on the biosphere had become enormously amplified
by technology, depletion of many of the earth 's non-renewable re
sources was already far advanced-and the inhabitants of this post
exuberant world had acquired from the Age of Exuberance expecta
tions of a perpetually expansive life.
more

.

·
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Ttze Takeover Method
The Europeans who began taking over the New World in the six
teenth and seventeenth centuries were not ecologists. Although they
soon were compelled to realize that the Americas were not quite un
inhabited, they were not prepared to recognize that these new lands
really were, in an ecological sense, much more than "sparsel)"' inhab
ited. This second hemisphere was, in fact, essentially "full." As we
have seen, the world supported fewer people when th�y were auh�
hunter-gatherer leve(than when they advanced to the agrarian level,
In the same way, a continent that was (ecologically speaking) "full" of
hunters and gatherers was bound to seem almost empty to invaders
coming from an agrarian culture and accustomed to that culture's
greater density of settlement.
Ethnocentrism prevented most Europeans from seeing th�m
selves as they must have appeared to the Indians-as competitors for
resources the Indians were already exploiting as fully as they knew
how. Ecologically, these vast "new" lands did not have "plenty of room"
for Indians plus Europeans, as the Europeans easily supposed. Indi
ans living by hunting-gathering and by simple horticulture were
going to be displaced by incoming hordes of Europeans practicing ad
vanced agrarian life.
Even if there h ad been less ethnocentrism, and if principles of
Christian compassion had sufficed to preclude all suspicion, hostility,
and bloodshed in the interactions between "civilized" and " savage"
peoples, total ignorance of the ecological implications of different lev
els of technology would have enabled the takeover to occur. Europe
ans were able to move to the New World with no pangs of conscience
about relegating the native peoples to a shrinking fraction of these
continents. The shrinking fraction afforded insufficient carrying ca
pacity (when exploited by hunting and gathering or by primitive hor
ticulture) to accommodate the number of I ndians already generated
by their previously more extensive environment. B u t neither the con
cept of carrying capacity nor its relation_to stages of _hp_JI1an ciifo.ire ·
was part of the European settlers' mental equipment. So the-disPJ acement occurred.
Essentially the same displacement followed from the same-eth
nocentrism and ecological naivete when settlers from Europe inv;:ided
Australia and New Zealand. An approximation of this pattern also pre
vailed for a while as Europeans later took over the more or less tem
perate parts of j�fric_a,, althou gh there a difference in the invader.ma·· -
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tive ratio eventualJy��l!_to_ reverse _the relationship with more
numerous Africans eventually beginning to oust Europeans.
All over the world, Europea.n_s h_<!.d acted on the premise that it
was only fair and reasonable for "unµsed" or "undernsed" lands. (i.e. ,
lands befog used by non-agrarian non-Europeans) to be "put to good
use." In the absence of ecological understanding, that premise had
seemed utterly sound.
The takeover method of enlarging carrying capacity was far older
than the Agecl Exploratfon ·aij(fthe ceHturies of colonial expansion.
Invacffng--and -usurpfrig lands already ocGupied by others was essen
tiall}'what rriafiRinff haabeen doing ever since first becoming human.
Each enlargement _of carrying capacity reviewed in the preceding
page"Scorisfated . esse11tially oJ c#l,!erting some fraction of the earth's
life�supporting capacity from supporting other kinds of life to support
ing our )<jnd. Our pre-sapiens an��s!_ors, with their simple stone tools
and fire, took over for human use organic materials that would other
wise have been consumed by insects, carnivores, or bacteria. From
about 10,QOO years ago, our earliest horticulturalist ancestors began
ta)9ng over iand upon which to grow crops for human consumption.
That lan_c;L wotJld otherwise have supported trees, shrubs, or wild
grn.s.ses. and all the animals dependent thereon-but fewer humans.
As the expanding generations replaced each other, Homo sapiens took
over more and more of the surface of this planet, essentially at the
expep._se of its other inhabitants. At first those displaced were crea
tures with teeth and claws instead of tools, with scales or feathers or
fur instead of clothes.
In this takeover process, man was behaving as all creatures do. 1 0
Each living species has won for itself a place in the web of life by
adapting more effectively than some alternative form to a given role.
What is true of a species is also true of a subdivision within a species.
A given tract of land has greater carrying capacity for the subspecies
that can extract more from it than for other portions of the species
that happen to be less equipped to exploit it.
None of fuis is.. .sai.dJor the sake of justifying displacement of
American )n,clfans (or Polynesians, Aborigines, or Africans) by Euro
.(:ll!allS . Recently aroused pangs of guilt have made European-de
scended Americans more conscious of the suffering of those who were
displaced. Although guilt feelings cannot resurrect the Indians who
were forced to yield their place to more powerfully equipped Europe
ans, perhaps such feelings can prompt us to think about matters we
might otherwise have continued to neglect. By explaining this human
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displacement episode as a special case of the ecological principle of
"competitive exclusion," we can at least take note of how comi'non the
takeover process has been in the ecological history of the world. Then,
having seen that, we should also be able to see how fundamentally
different the takeover method was from another method by Wbich hu
man carrying capacity has been most recently stretched. Recognition
of the difference is essential to understanding the human predica
ment.

The Drawdown Method
About 1 800 A. D . , a new phase in the ecol9gical history of humanity
began. Carrying capacity was tremendously (but teri1porarily) aug
mented by a q uite different method ; takeover gave way to drawdown.
A conspicuous and unprecedentedly large acceleration of human
population increase got under way as Homo sapiens -began
to
supersede agrarian living with industrial living.
Industrialization made use of fossil energy. Machinery powered
by the combustion of coal, and later oil, enabled man to do things on
a scale never before possible. New, large, elaborate tools could now be
made, some of which enhanced the effectiveness of the farming that
of course had to continue. Products of fann and factory coµld be trans
ported in larger quantity for greater distances. Eventually the tapping
of this "new" energy source resulted in the massive appllcatfon of
chemical fertilizers to agricultural lands. Yields _Qer acre increased,
and in time acreages applied to the growing of food for humans were
substantially increased-first by eliminating draft animals and their
requirements for pasture land, but also by reclaiming land through
irrigation, etc.
This time mankind was not merely taking awa)'-fromcompetitors
an additional portion of the earth's life-supporting capacity. (He was
still doing this, and still not recognizing that this was what he had
always done. But-worse-he was now also not recognizing the true
nature of something else he was doing on a vast scale. So man was
painting himself into a corner.) This time, the human carrying _ca
pacity of the planet was being supplemented by digging__up_ energy
that had been stored underground millions of years_a_g9_, _ captured
from sunlight which fell upon the earth's green plants long before this
world had supported_ any mammals, Jet alone hµmans, or even pre
human primates. - The solar energy had been captured _by photosyn
thesis in plants that grew and died and were buried during the Car-
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boniferous period, withou t the efforts oLany fann ers. (As we shall see
in the next chapter, the fact that no farm labor had to be paid to raise
the Carboniferous vegetation, and that no investments in farm ma
chinery u sed to grow those prehistoric " crops" had to be amortized,
etc . , helped get us into our present predicament. )
Carrying capacity was thi_s. tirn� . 2�i11g a,ugmented by drawing
down a finite reservoir of the remains_of prehistoric organisms. This
was therefore going to result in a temporary extension of carrying
capacity;in ccmtrasl, preVious· eii.Taigements haa been
essentially per·
l tive .
man_ent , as well as · cum u a
Bein g imperirianeni, thi� rise in apparent carrying capacity
begged one_enonnously important question:- -What happens if popula
tion, �s_ u_s_11�, Increases until it nearly fills this temporarily expanded
!?.���f_()p_po1:'tu_nities, arid then, oecause the expansion was ·only tem
porary, the world finds itself (like the Indians on their shrunken terri
tories) with a popl!lation.excess? What are the implications of a car
rying- - capacity deficit for mankind's future? What happens, for
example, when supplies of oil become scarce, when tractor fuel be
comes..unavajlable or prohibitively expensive, and when farmers again
have to take 1/4 to 113 of the land on which they now raise food for
humans <!Od convert it i11stead to raising feed for draft animals? 1 1
Such q uestions were not asked Ci� Jon g as we viewed our world
with a pre=ec-ologicat paraa!gm.- The myth of limitlessness dominated
pegple's -minds. H ad anyone conceived such - implau sible-seeming
questions in the Age of Exuberance, the answer might have seemed
equally incredible : post-exuberant nations and individuals would have
a compulsive need to deny the facts so as to deny their own redun
dancy. (We shall examine such denial of the new reality in Part I I I of
this book, and again in Part V. )
Industrialization -��m_e about at a fcis t enough pace so that it en
larged per capTtawealth and was not entirely devoted to enlargfrlg
population. fo prinCiple, any increase in carrying capacity-temporary
or permanent-affords a choice between enabling the same number
of individuals to live more lavishly or enabling a larger number of in
dividuals to live at previous standards. When the enlargement of car
rying capacity is modest and is spread over many generations, it tends
to be used mainly to increase numbers ; if it is enormou s and comes
so suddenly that human numbers just don't rise at the same pace, it
raises living standards. The European takeover of the New World had
enlarged carrying capacity (for Europeans) just fast enou gh to begin
having this salutary effect. By drawing down stores of exhaustible re
sources at an ever-quickening pace, industrialization (temporarily)
__
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au gmented carryin g capacity even faster, affording opportunity �or
q uite a marked rise in prosperity and for a phenomenal acceleration
of population increase. The welcome rise in prosperity reinfor� ed the_
dangerous myth of limitlessness and obscured for a while the hazards
inherent in the population increase.

Overshoot Aggrava ted
Scarcely more than two generations had tasted the fruits of industrial
ization when the growth of population was still further accelerated by
truly effective death control. The role of micro-organisms in producing
diseases was discovered. In 1 865 the practice of antiseptic surgery
began. It serves in Table 1 as a reasonable demarcation of the be gin
ning of an era filled with related breakthroughs in medical technol
ogy : hygienic practices, vaccination, antibiotics, etc. The total effect
of this recent series of achievements has been to emancipate mankind
more and more from the life-curtailing effects of the invisible liuie
creatures for which human tissues used to serve as sustenance. Like
other prey species newly protected from their predators, we have been
fruitful and have so multiplied that we have much more than "replen
ished" the earth with our kind.
These achievements in death control re-channeled-the-effects of
industrialization ; they increased the rate at whic_b huma11 po2ulation
could increase. More of the unprecedentedly rapid rise in apparent
carrying capacity resulting from industrial drawing down of resource
stocks was devoted to supporting population growth, and less was de
voted to supporting enhanced living standards, than might otherwise
have been the case.
Death control was a real boon to the first three-or four-generations
that experienced it. Increasingly, parents were spared bereavement
during their child-rearin g years, and people of all ages were spared
the suffering and debilitation that infectiou s diseases u sed to inflict.
Fewer children became orphaned. Fewer adults became widowed in
the prime years of life.
B u t all these benefits helped u s to overs}:i_oot _El'nnanen t caming
capacity. 12 For most people, as this was happening, "carrying capacity"
remained an unknown phrase. The concept was absent from the par
adigm by which people in the Age of Exuberance perceived and
understood their world. Industrialism had given us a temporary in
crease in opportunities-a very dangerou s blessing. Death control
gave us a further rapid increase in population not based on a further
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rise in carrying capacity. Thus, in the seven generations since 1 800,
worl� population quadrupled, and mankind came into a really precar
iQUS situation.
The precariou sness remained unseen by many. Looking back on
a century or two of remarkable technical achievements, accompanied
by growth of human numbers that was itself culturally defined as a
kind of progress (as every town aspired to become a city), minds that
had not yet learned the distinction between methods of boosting car
rying capacity and methods of overshooting it foresaw no insurmount
able difficulty in simply repeatin g past breakthrou ghs . It was imag
ined, for example, that "fast breeder reactors" and other technological
eggs-not-yet-hatched could be counted on to provide further incre
ments of carrying capacity whenever nature's limits began to h urt.
(This attitude will be given a suggestive name in Chapter 4 and ex
plored further in Chapter 1 1 . )
During World War I I , the brashly American words of a popular
song proclaimed : "We did it before, and we can do it again !" A genera
tion after that conflict, we seemed to be taking a demilitarized version
of that cliche as the basis for presupposing the supportability of fur
ther increases in the population-technology load upon finite environ
ments. People displayed either persistent ignorance of the carryin g
capacity concept, or naive faith that carrying capacity could always be
expanded, that limits could always be transcended . Such an assump
tion seemed to underlie the stubborn refusal of capitalists and Marx
ists alike to acknowledge that the myth of limitlessness had at last
become obsolete. There was also the assumption that further ad
vances in technology would necessarily enlarge carrying capacity, not
reduce it . Enlargement of carrying capacity had been the role of tech
nology in the past ; however, we shall see (in Chapter 9) that there has
been a reversal of this role in the industrial era. Technology has en
larged human appetites for natural resources, thus diminishing the
number of us that a given environment can support .

Back to Hunting and Ga thering
The breakthrou gh we call industrialism was fundamentally unlike
earlier ones. It did not j u st take over for human use another portion of
the web that had previou sly supported other forms of life. Instead, it
went underground to extract carrying capacity supplements from a
finite and depletable fund-a fund that was created and buried by
nature, scores of millions of years before man came along. The draw31
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down method that we call industrialism relied for its increase of op
portunities upon u se of resources that are not renewed in an annual
cycle of organic growth. To expect to "do it again" is_Jo_exp.-ecUo find
other exhaustible resources each time we tlse up a batch of them.
Only once could the technologically most advanced nations of man
kind discover a second hemisphere to relieve the pressure in a filled
up first hemisphere ; nevertheless, modem industrial societies have
continued to behave as if massive "exploration" efforts could forever
continue to "discover" additional deposits of mineral materials and fos
sil fuels. I n short, industrial life depends on a perpetual hunt for re
quired substances. To take one example, in order to continuepre-sent
rates of use of copper, the U nited States must each year find 250 mil
lion tons of ore (containing 0.8 percent copper)-more than a ton for
each of us.
The mineral and fuel deposits upon which we are now so depen
dent were put into the earth by geological processes that happen only
at a pace enormou sly slow by human standards. Since 8000 B . c . man
kind has been takin g over management of contemporary botanical
processes, the source of sustenance materials that have renewal times
much shorter than a human lifespan. Now we rely, as members of
industrial societies, upon other substances with renewal times that
may be thou sands or even millions of times longer than a human
lifespan. Their renewal is by geological processes ; present stocks of
them were put in place by operation of those processes over im
mensely long stretches of earth history. Mankind cannot realistically
hope to assume management of prehistoric events, or to replenish the
ores and fu els now being extracted so ravenously. Instead, we must
face the fact that, after ten mille nnia of progress, Homo sapiens is
" back at square one." Industrialization committed us to living again,
massively, as hun ters and gatherers of substances which only nature
can provide, and which occur only in limited quantity.
A major oil company whose credit card has been a convenience
to me in my travels has recently confirmed this-unwittingly, of
course-by printing at the bottom of my monthly statement a bit of
institutional advertising. In an effort to enlist customer support for its
resistance to congressional pressures against combined ownership of
both "production" and " marketing" facilities, this company's message
proclaims that it "does the whole job-finding and delivering oil prod
ucts you need" (my italics).
Our species had been ':l.IJ_enonnous- biological success. But suc
cess carried to excess ciri=be disas.tro!JS. The shift from takeover to
drawdown actually yielded excessive success. As we shall see, this
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situation has had a natural sequel. Much of the turmoil so vexing to
thegenerahon tfiatsawthefOurtb btllio n added to the world's human
population can be understood in such terms. We had already begun to
encounter the penalties of becomin g again what our remote ancestors
were-consumers of substances provided by nature and not by man,
substances we obtain from sources not subject to replenishment by
our manipulations. We became heavily dependent upon hunting for
natural deposits of these substances, and upon continually gathering
vast quantities for our u se. Euphemistically calling the new versions
of these ancient activities "finding" and "delivering," or "exploration"
and "production," only blinded us to what we were doing. It did not
protect us from the consequences.

Notes
I. Calculations supportin g this statement appear in the next chapter; the

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
1 0.

present chapter tells the story of our arrival in this predicament. For an
other statemen t indicatin g that this is indeed the nature of our situation,
see Kingsley Davis, " Zero Population Growth : The Goal and the Means,"
Daedalus 1 02 ( F all, 1 973): 26.
For examples of the reasonin g behind any inference as to the size of pre
historic populations, see Hollingsworth 1 969; Ehrlich, Holm, and Brown
1 976, p. 457; Coale 1 974, p. 4 1 ; Desmond 1 962, pp. 3-4.
For documentation of this and subsequently mentioned population esti
mates, see sources cited in the notes for Table I .
Estimates o f prehistoric world populations are less exac t than modern
population fi gures, of course; but the increase discussed in this paragraph
would be no less significant if its magnitude were appreciably less or
somewhat more than stated.
S ee Childe 1 95 1 , pp. 25-26.
In technical terms, carrying capacity is represented by the upper limit of
an S-shaped logistic growth curve, into which an initially exponential
growth curve gets converted by the finiteness of the habitat and its re
sources.
I t was not un til the latter part of the seventeenth century that scientific
study of population began. A British mathematician, John Graunt, in
1 662 studied parish clerks ' records of baptisms and burials, and derived
sex ratios, fertility ratios, measures of natural increase, etc. In 1 693 the
astronomer Edmund H alley constructed a life-expectancy table from
church records.
Webb 1 952, pp. 1 7-1 8.
Desmond 1 962, p. 1 2.
See the brief comments in Bau ghey 1 975, p. 1 7, on " competitive exclu33
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sion" and "resource partitioning," and the more extensive exposition by
Hardin 1 960. To recognize the displacement of one population of humans
by another ( with more advanced technology) as an instance of this com
mon ecological process, it is useful to think in terms of a concept devel
oped in Chs. 6 and 9, "quasi-speciation."
1 1 . From 1 973, as shortages of fossil energy came to public attention, it was
often su pposed that "energy plantations" would afford a solution. The fact
that this would put fuel- burning engines into the same competitive rela
tion with food-con suming humans that formerly applied to farmers' draft
animals was almost universally overlooked.
1 2. Since "carrying capacity" is by definition the maximum permanen tly sup
portable population, the expression "permanent carrying capacity" is re
dundant. The redu ndancy may serve, nevertheless, to underscore the na
ture of ou r predicament. A related point is made by introducing in the
next chapter the concept of "phan tom carrying capacity" to refer to such
thin gs as fossil energy ; to speak of "temporary carryin g capacity" would
be a contradiction.
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D e p endence on
Phantom C arrying Capacity

Other Founda tions, Other Limits
Because the people of industrial nations did not recognize themselves
as hunters and gatherers, they adhered to premises that were becom
ing more and more false. Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke for all believers
in those premises in the next-to-last sentence he ever wrote : "The
only limits to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today."
Six years before Roosevelt's final expression of the optimistic faith
that had become standard in the Age of Exuberance, one of the world's
foremost demographers, P. K. Whelpton, had written that increasing
numbers of people were only compatible with a rising standard of liv
ing when a nation either was still underpopulated, or could still call
upon technological progress to offset the disadvantages of overpopu
lation. According to Whelpton, the United States in 1 939 was already
overpopulated . 1 Technology, which had formerly enlarged carrying ca
pacity, was growin g in its power to do j ust the opposite-to increase
per capita resource requirements, and thus aggravate the overload.
S till, assumptions and expectations from the Age of Exuberance
persisted for another generation, making more convulsive than it
might have been the eventual change entailed by their obsolescence.2
Roosevelt died in 1 945 without recognizing the end of exuber
ance. He was drafting a Jefferson Day radio address when a cerebral
hemorrhage struck him down. His final sentence was : " Let us move
forward with strong and active faith." U nder his leadership, actions by
the American nation (in concert with many others) had done much to
renew the commitment of people to this exuberant spirit, delaying for
another generation widespread comprehension of its obsolescence.
Strong and active faith was characteristic of the age of apparent lim
itlessness ; it had motivated nation-building and other impressively
creative human activities. After World War I I , for one more generation,
people in many parts of the world would act from the ill u sion that the
world's less fortunate could reap the benefits of an age of neo-exuber36
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ance by creating new nations in areas formerly held as colonies by one
European power or another. But terminating colonialism could not
renew limitlessness. Both imperialism and the subsequent graduation
of the earliest and richest colonial components of empires into the
status of new nations had been results, not causes, of the age of sur
plus carrying capacity.
The achievements of Homo sapiens have always required foun
dations other than the self-assurance and determination to which
Roosevelt appealed. Sheer will-power, important as it can be, cannot
be implemented without material resources and physical energy, re
gardless of the institutional expectations of a people. As long ago as
1 893, at a meeting of the American Historical Association, Frederick
Jackson Turner insisted that "Behind institutions, behind constitu
tional forms and modifications, lie the vital forces that call these or
gans into life and shape them to meet changing conditions."3 In the
special instance of American institutions, these vital forces had con
sisted very largely, Turner said, of the presence of free land and the
continuous westward advancement of American settlement by Euro
pean immigrants and their descendants into areas previously inhab
ited only by disregardable non-Europeans.
When the land was filled up and no longer available at little or no
cost, and when its inhabitants were no longer people who could be
disregarded, institutions had to change. But persistent myths would
delay institutional adaptations that were eventually inevitable. These
obsolete myths would impede understanding of the real causes of
change.4

No Longer Hypothetical
Here was a characteristic instance of cultural lag : by the time a sub
stantial number of people began to worry out loud about what to do
"if' the world "eventually" were to become overloaded, it already was.
In the 1 960s many books and articles appeared which spoke of dire
troubles ahead "unless" growth of population were halted, or "if' the
rate of extraction of petroleum or other resource!> from the earth con
tinued to double every N years. Some of this kind of literature had
come out in the 1 950s, and one emphatic treatise on the subject
William Vogt's Road to Survival-was published in 1 948.5 The impli
cation in nearly every one of these publications was that the dire
troubles were still hypothetical, a possibility still avoidable, provided
the right corrective measures were adopted in time. The purpose of
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most writers was to arouse people to accept or demand the necessary
preventives before it was too late. Althou gh some authors insisted that
it was already later than people generally realized, few ventured to
suggest (even in the 1 970s) that, for the post-exuberant world, even
tually had already come yesterday.
The growth and progress upon which we looked back with such
pride h ad commit ted mankind to living on a scale that exceeds the
su stainable carryin g capacity of this finite planet, and the leaders of
nations continued to devote far more effort toward attempting to pro
long overshoot than toward undoing it. Reluctance to face facts was
driving us to make bad matters worse. The faster the present genera
tion draws down the fossil energy legacy upon which persistently ex
uberant lifestyles now depend, the less opportunity posterity will have
to live in anything like the same way or the same numbers. Yet most
contemporary political proposals for solvin g problems of economic
stagnation or ineq uity amount to plans for speeding up the rate of
drawdown of non-renewable resources. 6

Invis ible Acreage
The tru th of these statements is implicit in the concept of " gho.st
acreage." Georg Borgstrom, a food scientist at Michigan State Univer
sity, devoted a whole chapter of his 1 965 book, The Hungry Planet, to
this subject. A number of nations have seemed to get away with ex
ceeding the h uman carryin g capacity of their own land, but Borgstrom
pointed out that they had only been able to do so by drawing _iJp_on
carrying capacity that was "invisible"-i . e . , located elsewhere on the
planet. The food required by such a nation's population comes- only
partly from the harvest of "visible acreage"-farm and pasture land
within the nation's borders. A very substantial fraction comes from net
imports of food . Not all the imports come from other countries; some
are obtained from the sea. Borgstrom therefore subdivided " ghost
acreage" into two components, "trade acreage" and "fish acreage." By
each phrase he simply expressed, in terms of land area, the additj�n_<l}
farming that would have been needed to provide from internalsour��s_
the net portion of a nation's su stenance ac tually derived from sources
outside its boundaries and in excess of its own carryin g capaci�
we shall see, a third component must be recognized if we are to un
derstand fully the · part played by ghost acreage -in the · life of modern
man.
To see the importance of Borgstrom's two components, trade and
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fish acreage, let u s consider two examples: Great Britain, a national
ancestor of the United S tates, and Japan, a booming industrial giant
in the Far East. By 1 965 more than half of Britain's sustenance was
coming from ghost acreage. 7 If food could not be obtained from the
sea (6. 5%) or from other nations ( 48% ), more than half of Britain
would have faced starvation, or all British people would have been less
than h alf nourished. Likewise, if Japan could not have drawn upon
fisheries all around the globe and upon trade with other nations, two
thirds of her people would have been starving, or every Japanese citi
zen would have been two-thirds undemourished8 (which presumably
means that nearly all might have died). Yet this was the most prosper
ous nation in the Orient, the one whose low birth rate supposedly
exemplified Asia's hope of averting overpopulation.
These densely populated nations had continued to exist and pros
per only because, on top of their own intensive agriculture, they could
harvest the oceans and could export non-agricultural products in ex
change for food from countries with agricultural surplu ses. Accord
ingly, ghost-acreage-dependent countries like these were vulnerable
to foreign efforts to manipulate their policies (e. g. , the Arao-Oilem
bargo). They were also threatened by population growth in the food
exporting countries, for such growth would stem the flow of food ex
ports they needed in order to survive.
When there ceased to be agricultural surpluses anywhere, and
when all nations became dependent on oceanic ghost acreage, popu
lation densities of a British or Japanese magnitude would be more
obviously non-viable. In the meantime, Americans, Canadians, Aus
tralians, etc. , habitually pointed to their own wheat surpluses and re
assured themselves that they were a long way from being overpopu
lated. " Look at Japan," said their people, blinded still by the old pre
ecological paradigm : "-much more heavily populated than we are,
yet prospering."
Space Age accomplishments at last brought some recognition
that the earth must be considered as a unit. It is man's one habitat.
This planet is an island, more absolutely than Japan or Britain. When
Homo sapiens in the 1 960s became able to "export" a few manufac
tured items from earth to the moon, to Mars, to Venus, etc. , only new
knowledge came back in exchange-there were no imports of food
stuffs. The knowledge increments were magnificent achievements,
well worth pursuing ; still, the terms of the exchange by which they
were accomplished began to underscore the fact that mankind as a
whole could not disregard overpopulation, as some component coun
tries had continued to do when they ou tgrew the carrying capacities
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of their own territories. There was no " trade acreage" in ou ter space.
" Fish acreage," if considered globally, could also be seen to pro
vide only a shrinking reserve for the world's family of nations to fall
back on . The earth's oceans are finite. In the 1 970s the fish, whales,
and other edible marine creatures were already bein g harvested in
greater quantities than would permit a sustained yield.9 From over
fishing and from poll u tion, the seas were dying. 10 Accordingly, various
nations were becomin g more overtly competitive in their use of this
reserve. Some were compelled by circumstances to express such com
petitiveness in the form of territoriality. Human societies thus turned
out to behave much in the manner of communal groups of other mam
mal species, when one group begins to suffer from encroachments by
others upon resources it needs in order to sustain itself. A typical ani
mal respon se to population pressure is to assert territorial Clii:i.�nd
to exclude competitors from the claimed area. 1 1 A number of nations
unilaterally extended their claims to exclusive fishing. The original
"three-mile limit" of national sovereignty over the seas became a
" twelve-mile limit," and then variou s nations went on to extend their
fishin g claims out to fifty miles, or a hundred , or two hundred. 12
The so-called Cod War between Britain and Iceland, and similar
friction between the United S tates and Peru , were temtorialist re
sponses to the end of exuberance. These territoriilist responses were
becomin g so universal that they compelled the United Nations to be
gin rewriting the law of the sea to institutionalize such marine claim
stakin g. Meanwhile, the U nited S tates unilaterally proclaimed a 200mile fi shing limit effective March 1 , 1 977, and this severely pinched
fish acreage-dependent Japan. On a November day in 1 976, when
talks began that were intended to lead to a bilateral North Pacific fish
eries agreement between Japan and the U . S . , thousands of banner
carrying Japanese took to the streets of Tokyo in protest. In a news
paper ad, the Japan Fisheries Association said the 200-mile limit off
American shores could seriously restrict Japanese protein consump
tion, curtailing by as much as 44 percent the amount of fish that
would be eaten in Japan. 1 3

Importing from the Past
The onetime American shibboleth , " Freedom of the seas," had been
an idea born in the Age of Exuberance. Post-exuberant overload was
now depletin g the world's resources and requiring even the United
States to take such steps as fencing off a private fishing domain. But
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the predicament was global. Withou t knowing it, Homo sapiens faced
a plight much like that of Japan when confronted with fish-depleted
oceans. As an island in space, the world could not rely on imports from
elsewhere; nevertheless, it was already heavily dependent upon im
ports from elsewhen . That we were importing from the past becomes
clear whe11 we logically extend Borgstrom's ghost acreage concept to
include a third component: ieC:hriological progress had made man
kind · heaVily dependent upon imports of energy from prehistoric
sources. M an's u se of fossil fuels has been another instance of reliance
on phantom carrying capacity.
The energy we obtain from coal, petroleum, and natural gas can
be expressed as "fossil acreage"-the number of additional acres of
farmland that would have been needed to grow organic fuels with
equivalent energy content. Mankind originally did rely on organic
fuelS, · c:hiefly wood. Wood was a renewable resource, though even in
the world's once vast forests it grew in limited quantity. Access to vast
but non-renewable deposits of coal and petroleum came to be mis
taken by peoples and nation s as an opportunity for permanently tran
scending limits set by the finite supplies of organic fuel.
When fossil fuels had been depleted enough to make supplies of
them precariou s, insufficient, and increasingly expensive, proposals
for making up the shortfall included various versions of "energy farm
ing"-;-growin g crops from which fuels could be derived. The acreage
required for fu ture energy plantations is an obvious measure of the
phantom carrying capacity upon which fossil-fueled civilization had
been dependin g. As we shall see in the next section of this chapter,
re-expressing modem rates of energy use in ghost acreage terms en
ables.us.to.recognize how seriou sly our hunting-and-gathering indus
trial civilization overshot the real (i. e. , permanent) carrying capacity
· of the planet's visible acreage.
Everything human bein gs do requires energy. At the barest mini
mum, animals human in form but with no technology would have
been converting in their own bodies some 2,000 to 3,000 kilocalories
of chemical energy (from food) into heat in the course of a day's activ
ity. With the mastery of fire and with the domestication of animals,
additional energy came under human u se, even before some of the
energy from flowing water and movin g air began to be harnessed for
the conduct of human tasks.
Fire extended man's range and man's diet, thereby enlargin g the
world's carrying capacity for our species. U se of this form of energy
set early hominids apart from other animals that relied entirely on
their own metabolism. Fire's heat, used directly, helped make us hu·
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man ; but, in time, Homo sapiens attained a kind of superhumanity by
learning to convert the heat energy from fire into mechanical energy
by means of various engines. J ust before the Continental Con gress
gave the world a new nation to serve as the prime model of the exu
berant way of life, James Watt devised for the world a practical engine
for converting heat from fire into rotary motion , by means of steam
pressure moving a piston in a cylinder and turning a crankshaft. The
steam en gine began to transform men into supermen. At first fueled
sometimes with wood, later exclusively with coal, and still later largely
with oil, these devices and their successors made available for the per
formance of an immense assortment of tasks the prodigious quantities
of energy stored within the earth, in the transformed remains of or
ganisms that lived millions of years ago. M an thus became uniquely
differentiated from all other mammals by his ability to use solar energy
that had reached the earth long before he existed-energy captured
in prehistoric photosynthesis.
A geological savings bank had been accumulating these deposits
of fossil energy for hundreds of millions of years. The steam engine
and various improved successors to it-gasoline, diesel, jet, and rocket
engines-gave man the key to this geological bank. What marvels
poured forth from the turnin g of that key ! The energy expended in
two decades by a vast labor force of E gyptians stacking up some
2,300,000 blocks of stone (each weighing about two and a half tons)
to form the Great Pyramid of Cheops was less than the energy released
in a few minu tes by three stages of a Saturn V rocket propelling men
toward the moon. 14 Little wonder that the illusion of limitlessness was
reinforced by space flights. In 1 972, for example, the first Bangladesh
head of state, Sheik M ujibur Rahman (destined for assassination
within a few years by disillusioned constituents), pleaded for Ameri
can aid for his newborn and frail nation, exclaiming, "If you Ameri
cans can put a man on the moon, you can do anything." 15 It seemed
so, but it was far from true.
Fossil-fueled engines were to serve as the prime mover in launch
ing the Industrial Revolution ; they thereby brought about comprehen
sive reorganization of human societies. Industrialization compounded
exuberance ; James Watt was as much a revolutionary as Columbus
had been. The apparent limitlessness of opportunities was under
scored by the availability of ener gy in such quantities, and at such
unprecedentedly low cost per man-hour equivalent, that human slav
ery lost its economic value. When men very much wanted tasks ac
complished but could not or would not pay a free worker's wage, en
slaving other h uman bein gs used to be the only solution. Clever
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machinery and cheap, abundant energy broke this pattern, servin g as
a great emancipator-th e more so as invention continued to widen the
range of tasks in which power-driven apparatus could substitute for
human hands.
As we shall see, the "abundance" of this fossil energy was due to
man's readiness to withdraw and spend it thousands of times faster
than nature had deposited it in the earth's savings. And the energy
from fossil fuels was cheap only because no workers had been paid (or
slaves maintained) to grow the vegetation from which coal and oil had
been formed. The cost of fossil energy, then, was determined essen
tially by the cost of extracting these fuels from storage. At the begin
ning of 1 974, when oil prices had begun to rise sharply, a million kil
ocalories (equivalent to approximately one man-year of food-supported
muscle power) cost only about $ 1 6 if obtained by burning 32 gallons
of gasoline (at service station pump prices in the U . S. ). That amount
of energy would have cost some thirteen times as much if obtained
from burning a liquid derived from contemporary agriculture (e. g.,
com oil, 52 gal lons at $4 per gallon, retail). If gasoline and other fossil
fuels haff beeri thirteen times as costly, we would never have fallen
into the trap of reorganizing our social systems around their abundant
use.
Our overcommitment to dependence on fossil acreage was the
'-resiilt ·of the temporarily low cost of energy from antiquity Because
the low c-o st was temporary, it was an unrealistic basis for a way of
liJe. 1 6
Within two eventful centuries of the time \Vhen James Watt
started JJ s.,, �u_bstjtuting fossil energy for muscle power, per capita en
ergy _use in the U nited States reached a level equivalent to eighty or
so ghost slaves for each citizen. The ratio remained much lower than
that in many other parts of the world. But, dividing the energy content
of total annual world fuel consumption by the annual rate of food
energy consumption in an active adult human body, the world average
still worked out to the equivalent of about ten ghost slaves per person.
Otherwise stated, the average human being, whatever he might have
done in a day with his own unaided muscle power, could now do about
ten times as much by u sing his bodily energy mainly to direct the
activities of mechanical servants u sing energy derived from fossil fuel
combustion (i. e . , from ghost acreage). More than nine-tenths of the
energy u sed by Homo sapiens was now derived from sources other
than each current year's crop of vegetation. Plants capture con tempo
Jary solar energy and produce combustible organic materials from in
organic substances. The fossil fu els, on the other hand, contain pre
historic solar energy, for they were geologically formed from organic
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materials produced by ancient photosynthesis. The exuberant way of
life was now based, therefore, on a pattern of energy use thaUnvolved
a high ratio between prehistoric energy and contemporary energy-a
ratio that could hardly continue. Yet until the Arab oil embargo in
1 973 this fact went almost unrecognized by news media, and there
was little concern among the general pu blic about the ratio's precar
iousness.
Recognition of the social significance of physical energy re
mained almost nil among politicians and social scientists until de
pleted resources began failing to meet persistently exuberant demand.
But in a book call ed Energy and Society, whose enormous importance
was insufficiently realized when it was pu blished just a decade after
the end of World War I I , Fred Cottrell of Miami U niversity in Ohio
made clear the fact that "man can exist only where he is able to re
place the energy he u ses up in the process of living. He must regularly
be in control of energy equ al to or in excess of this minimum. A per
manent deficit makes life impossible." 1 7 Full comprehension of the
information and a thorou gh understanding of the reasoning in Cot
trell's vital but neglected book would have shown the salience of
Borgstrom's " ghost acreage" concept for the post-exuberant -world. I t
was important t o consider not j u st the food that keeps human bodies
alive, but the energy of all kinds u sed by the mechanical extensions
of man's bodily apparatus. Chapter 9 will explain why this was so im
portant. For now, it is enou gh to be aware that, throughout the world,
vast quantities of machinery driven by vast quantities ofjossil energy
had become indispensable for doing the things that had become part
of human living during four centuries of exuberance.

Precarious Way of Life
Any nation that realized its self-sufficiency had fallen to less than 1 0
percent would almost certainly sense the precariousness o f its exis
tence. Borgstrom did not cite any nation whose visible acreage met as
little as 1 0 percent of its needs. In energy terms, however, the condi
tion of the post-exuberant world had become precariou s in just that
way. The human species, throu gh technological progress, had ll]ade
itself more than 90 percent dependent on phantom carrying ca
pacity-a term we must now define. Phantom carrying capacity
means either the illusory or the extremely- precarious capacity of an
environment to support a given life form or a given-wayof1ivtng. It
can be quantitatively expressed as that portion of a populatfoii that
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cannot be permanen tly supported when temporarily available re
sources become u navailable.
Althou gh the living generation did not realize that it was 90 per
cent redu npant, the �ffucts of dependence on phantom carrying ca
pacity were beginnin g to be noticeable and disturbing. The reason for
these effects remained unacknowledged, due to the continued grip of
obsole �e���.LQ!'l our thinking. Obsolete (i. e. , ecologically naive)
concepts impaled the minds of those in hign office as well as the man
in 'the street. As late as the end of 1 973, both the president of the
U nited S tates and the chairman of the Senate In terior Committee pro
claimed as a goal of American policy the attainment of "energy self
sufficiency" by 1 980. If the expression meant anythin g at all, it had to
mean- -Cirr Borgstrom 's terms) a goal of derivin g all energy u sed by
Americans from visible acreage, none from trade acreage. B\Jt the liv
ing generation could not become really self-sufficientj ust by ending
its dependence on trade acreage ; this would only accelerate the draw
down of energy deposits hidden beneath the domestic (visible)
ac:reage. To achieve independence from OPE C opportunists by this
method mean t inflicting upon American posterity a legacy of aggra
vated resource depletion. In short, energy independence was illusory
so.l on g as massive quantities of energy were still to be obtained from
fossil sources.
Neither the senator nor the president showed any understanding
of the deep dependence of all modern civilization u pon imports of Em
ergy from the prehistoric past. In 1970 American energy use amounted
to the equivalent of approximately 58 barrels of oil per capita annually.
Were it to become necessary to obtain all this energy from agricultural
crops (i. e. , from contemporary solar income, the only basis for per
manen t " self-sufficiency") rather than principally from the earth's sav
ings deposits, the acreage req uired can be calculated as follows. Sup
pose alcohol derived from corn were to be the standard fuel. From
each bu shel of com, abou t 2 . 3 U . S . gallons of alcohol could be pro
duced. 18 In 1 9 70 the en tire U nited S tates com crop came to about
4. 1 5 billion bushel s ; this would have yielded abou t 9.67 billion gall o ns
of alcohol-if we had been willin g to forgo exporting any of the com,
or eating any of it, or feedin g any of it to livestock. Since each gallo n
of alcohol has heat value equivalen t to abou t 0. 7 gallons of gasoline,
this m eans the entire 1 970 com crop, converted to alcohol, could have
supplied less than 7112 percen t of that year's domestic demand for mo
tor fuel ! I t would h ave supplied only 1 . 27 percent of total U . S . energy
consumption. Even the record corn crop tabulated in 1 976 (j u s t over
6 billion bu shels 19) would have suppliedJes�s thaf! 2 percen t.
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In pther words, if we could miraculously increase com yields
abo u t fifty fold, making 5, 1 00 bu shels grow on each tract of land now
producing 1 00 bushels, we could eat our com and have our fuel, tot
free from dependence on depletable antiq uity.
M ake the merely optimistic assumption that we could perpetually
hope to harvest 1 00 bu shels of com per acre, u sing energy inputs no
larger th an the 3 1 gallons of gasoline equivalent per acre that a 1 944
estimate said were required to drive the machinery u sed in modem
farming. 20 (Actually, the impressive rise in per-acre yields since 1 952
up to a point where that 1 00 bushel figure is plausible has depended
on further large energy subsidies in the form of heavy applications of
synthetic fertilizers . ) The energy cost of raising each 1 00 bllsh�ls_.of
com would amount, then, to the fuel derived from about 1 9 bushels_
So the net fuel production would be based on no more than about 8 1
bushels per acre. Each acre would yield the net eq uivalent oCaimost
3 barrels of crude oil. To provide for the energy Americans were using
in 1 970 entirely by growin g com and converting it to alcohol, we
would have needed j u s t about 20 acres of good farmland per ca2ga.
B u t in 1 970, the U nited S tates h ad j ust slightly more than five acres
of farmland per capita-about half the nation's total area, and barely
more than one-fourth of what it would take to meet American energy
"requirements" from energy plantations converting contemporary s_Q"
lar energy into fuel. If all the farms in America had been devoted en
tirely to growin g fuel-producing com, and all could have yielded a net
3 barrels of crude-oil-equivalent per acre, the nation's human carrying
capacity without ghost acreage would have been no more than 5 1 mil
lion persons. ( I t would have been appreciably less than that, actually,
becau se presu mably we would have wanted to u se some of the farms
to produce something to eat. )
As a drawdown-dependent nation, the United States was-thus al-
ready relying upon fossil acreage four times as extensive as its total
visible farm acreage. Our concern for the incidental fact that an ap
preciable and growin g fraction of that fossil acreage was overseas and
under the control of potentially hostile peoples was permitted to over
shadow the more permanently significant fact that fossil acreage any
where, and u nder anyone's control, was non-renewable. We were liv
ing on four parts of phantom carrying capacity for every one part of
permanent (real) carrying capacity.
It should be clear, therefore, that the actual population of the
United States had already overshot its carrying capacity measured by
the energy-producing capability of visible American acreage. To
achieve genuine self-sufficiency in energy by 1 980, assuming a 1 9 70
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way of life but depending on visible acreage only, the population of
this nation would have had to level off no later than 1 880.
So the exu berant lifestyles of modern Homo sapiens were far
more precarious than people realized. They could be practiced only as
long as it was possible to continue extracting enou gh fossil fuels to
maintain a high ratio of ghost acreage to visible acreage. 2 1 When two
things put this high ratio in conspicuous jeopardy, some perceptive
people began at last to sense the fact that continuation of the exuber
ant way of life was threatened. Qne signal was the build-up of pollu
tion; accumulation of the combustion products from fossil fuels began
tomd1cate that continued use in continuou sly increasing quantities
posed real hazards to human health and survival-and to the health
and survival of other organic species upon which humans depend.
The other signal was increased diffi c ulty of obtaining the fuels them
selves ; some of the most accessible deposits had been depleted, and
SO'iiie·of the largest known remaining reserves were under the terri
tories of nations not always eager to turn over such wealth to Ameri
can or West European consumer nations-at least not without exact
ing a price that seemed exorbitant by standards forged in the Age of
Exuberance.
That age was over, and its standards were already obsqlete, Be
cause of c ultural lag, their obsolescence would be only belatedly rec
ognized. Meanwhile, prices \'\'Quld inevHably rise. Politicians and pun
dits, working fromthe old �paradigm, would continue invoking mereiy
fiscal explanations for this inflation, neglecting its ecological basis.
Among its effects would be some loss of the emancipating influence
of cheap energy. Opinion leaders would generally continue seeking
political explanations for the erosion of freedom, and would continue
neglecting the ecological pressure causing it. By scorning as mere
"Arab blackmail" the second signal mentioned above (the increased
difficulty of obtaining fuels), such minds insisted on remaining blind
to a reality far more significant than its surface political manifesta
tions. 22

Solu tions That Aggravate Problems
Most of the world did not recognize the extent to which it was depen
dent on phantom carrying capacity in its use of fossil fuels. Non-rec
ognition of dependence on invisible acreage, or the illusion of self
sufficiency, could lead to disaster, for actions based on illusions are
inherently hazardous.
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Consider, for example, the consequences of imagining that the
resourcesOI11rii te oceans were limitless: 'flie more depenQ.e_nt_a gi�
n"1,tiori became on "fish acreage," the more it was driven to improve
the technology of fishing or to increase the fraction ofitsTabor force
engaged in. fishing. It needed to maximize its proficiency fr:i bar\res!ing
food from the sea. The more fish it could take, the better its · pe9ple
could be supported-as long as there remained fish stocks to graw
down. When the oceans seemed vast and fish stocks seemed unlim
ited, there were no inhibitions against perpetually increasing the. an
nual catch. By the time the danger of destroying the resource became
evident, the people who needed the fish were already present� an--cltbe
nation's dependence on resource-destroying rates of haryest was al
ready established. Only after a lapse of time would calamity overtake
it. If a fish-dependent nation's rate of harvesting fish exceeded ilie
sustained yield rate, the effects of the damage to world fish stocks
would be spread (for the time being) among other fishing nations.
Although only a fraction of the immediate damage would be felt by- a
particular fisheries-dependent nation, that damage-committing nation
would get all the benefit of its own excessive harvest.
Whenever the in- group directly and exclusively benefits from its
own overuse of a shared resource but the costs of that overuse are
"shared" by out-groups, then in-group motivation toward a policy of
resource conservation (or sustained yield rates of harvesting) is un
dermined. In other words, competition for scarce resources is the
enemy of self-restraint. This becomes especially so, as Garrett Ramin
showed in a 1 968 article in Science magazine, when scarcity becomes
increasingly acute.23
Even so, in the case of "fish acreage," it was possible for substan
tial numbers of people both in the fish-dependent nations and in the
more nearly food self-sufficient ones to see that a rate of harvesting in
excess of the rate of replacement led to exhaustion of the resource in
the long run, and could be advantageous only in the short run. In
deed, an appreciable fraction of the earth's human population was ap
parently beginning to grasp the sustained yield idea in regard to living
resources such as fish or forests.
U nderstanding a principle and abiding by it are not the same
thing. Overfishing continued in the 1 970s, from necessity. The need
for food now prevented men from always exercising the self-restraint
they might know was necessary to ensure food for posterity. Posterity
doesn't vote, and doesn't exert much influence in the marketplace. So
the living go on stealing from their descendants.
Comprehension of the principle of sustained yield with respect to
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fish acreage has not prompted people to extend the idea very far into
their thinking about other kinds of resources. Ghost acreage of the
Carboniferou s period was the resource base for "modern" living. In
Asia, Japan was the nation most dependent upon such prehistoric
photosynthesis. In Europe, Britain has been dependent on it longer
than other nations. Americans were heavily dependent upon it, in
spite of their h u ge expanse of visible acreage and their conspicuous
agricultural surpluses. The mqre "modem.'.:_a_ nation had become, the
more �t�_way_ ofJife was based � ii}mporti11g �pergy- from hundreds� of
millions �f years ago. Yet SQ _powerful was the old. paradigm ' that it
prevented most minds from even entertaining the thought that a re
pJ��Lrate__fQr.JQs_�iJ.i�_el deposits was as salient as the replac:e
ment rate for fish.
wehave overu sgclfo.s_siLacreage far more than we have overfished
the seas_,_ Overfishing means harvesting fish faster than they repface
�ves by reproduction and growth. The inevitable result of con
tinued overharvesting is eventual exhaustion of the resource. If it had
been thought that men were harvestin g fish as much as 1 ,000 (or
even 1 00) times faster than the fish could replace themselves, there
would have been much alarm around the world already. By 1 970, the
worldwide ratio__be_tween oµr u se ofJossil fuels and the natural rate : of
t h�ment by geological processes was more like 1 0, 0Q_Q _to 1 .
Yet, at least until 1 9 73, neither the rat�_e_y�11J:he_ c:: o ncept of re
placement as sucf1 f1a(f enterea the !h9_u.ghts of most of the world's
ravenous userSOf-ir�IiiSiofif. �ii.�.igy, Jmb:uec:I as the1 still were with
thenornmoflim1Hessness.
'
For human minds Sh aped by the culture of exuberance, the clos
est approach to concern for a replacement rate in the realm of energy
seemed to be the vague pu blic awareness that continued geological
exploration was con§!;intly leadini;.Tcf wscov�iY -9f aaditional depo�its
of fossil fuel�_\¥ discoyeries would "replace" the known "reserves"
mankind was <;Q!l!imrn!ly deP.� g. Oil well s were known to rurtaiy,
but new wells were continually being "developed." The rate of discov
ery had rioiela1io1rt<fthe rate af which nature was laying down these
deposits, but it looked like a rate of replacement. For_ a while it ex
leadingly.called,"producti<;>n"t.�o_!_he
ceeded the rate of extra t
e�fuL!l resource
iliyszo
sustaiued
¥iald...f@l
t
-almost_plausfule,,
a
that, in pril)_£!.Ql0ad.. to. he exhaustible� Deceptive lan guage. -sup_
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exploration, expanded geological knowledge, and intensified effort
because only the less readily discoverable deposits remained to be
found. Wheu the "production" rate was lt;!SS than the discQ�te.._
as it had been for several decades, the known "reserves" had�
increasing from year to year (though the oil thaiexiStea1n�e_wor!d
was not increasing). " Prod uction" continued increasing even af�r .the
discovery rate began to decrease. The two curves crossed fo - 1 96 1 . 24
Thereafter, even the superstitious notion that a rate of discovery some
how sufficed in lieu of an actual replacement rate could no longer
,,.wpp o rt the illusion of sustained oil yields.
Modern �sled himself.iJ1 a number_oLvays. He made prodi
gal use of -pre_historic ghost acreage to achieve illu_sory increai;;e1> in
"efficiency" in farmiTig the �1siJ>I� acreage o_f Qi �J�!e1>�nt.25 Cottrell
showed in his book, for example, that much more energy wasjQveste.d
to raise 50 bushels per acre in wet-rice farming by mechanized meth
ods in Arkansas than by hoe culture methods in J apan. The illusion
that the Arkansas procedures were more "efficient" arose fro �e fact
that less than two man-days of human labor per acre were involved
there, as against 90 man-days in Japan. To achieve that saving of 88 +
man-days of h uman labor, however, the ArkansaSfarm.er had to invest
in tractor and truck fuel, electricity, and fertilizer, an !nvolV:ing ener gy
that was equivalent to at least 800 additional man-days of effort. This
energy extravagance would be even more flagrant if the accounting
l_ rrf<l[I]l_ai n 
include�ith�_eQ_ergy u sed in manufactunn g, -shipping;-::al�
ing the tractor, tru ck, electric pumping apparatus, etc .
Toward the end of 1 973, when a no longer deniable shortage of
petroleum was curtai lirlgthe u se of automobiles in many countries,
and was producing other unanticipated modifications of human activ
ity, one American foqd distributor w�rnec;l �µstomers .that-.food--bills
might be increased more than travel costs by the oil shortage. The
distributor reported that the U . S . Department of Agricultu.re had said
some 30 percent of the nation's fuel consumption was used in growing
food and conveyin g it to the consumer's table. What neither that dis
tributor nor his customers seemed to recognize was that the figure
cited implied that several times as much energy went inro-producing,
processiiig; ·artd'distributing food as the food itself contained ! rncerms
of "newspeak," the perverted language from George Onvell's dystopian
novel, 1 98 4 , here was another inversion of meaning, similar to "war is
peace" and "freedom is slavery." Fossil fuel u se had enabled man to
believe that "prodigality is efficiency."
Under these thou ghtways men continued at the close of the
1 9 70s to imagine that the solu tion to energy pro �l{!_m s was to improve
.
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the_technology for 12-_c ating deposits and for extracting combustible
substanc.es.J'rom. natures ·unaergrollna storage, or to increase the fi
nancialincenti.ves - fm.: doing these things. It was as if a family whose
members were livin g far beyond their current income should urge the
head of the household to solve their problem of overspending by in
creasing his proficiency in filling out withdrawal slips at the bank. I t
was a s i f they were t o commend rather than reprimand him for with
drawing more each week than the week before. Newspeak : " Extracti9�''

Living on Ten Earths
A good estimate of the rate at which nature migh_t be replac;:J!lg the
energy deposits man was withdrawing could havt; been easily calcu
lated. One merely needed to know ( 1 ) the total weight ofthe ea�th 's
atmosphere, (2) the fraction of it that was oxygen, (3) how longithad
taken for that much oxygen to be released from carbon dioxide (in
which it had formerly been bound), and ( 4) the comparati\'e weight of
the one atom of carbon to th� Jwo atoms of oxygen in each former
molecule ofaim-ospheric C0 2 . No ri e oftl-iis information was secret or
urn:trncoveiea ; Tt wasn't even very obscure. Sea-level atmospheric
pressure was commonly known , as was the approximate diameter
(from which could be calculated the surface area) of the earth. So the
weight of all the air on earth could be calculated to a reasonable ap
proximation with ordinary high school mathematics. Rou ghly one
fifth of the air was now oxygen, and 99 percent of that free oxygen
had been released, it has been estimated, in the last 600 million
years. 26 The atomic weights of carbon and oxy gen were readily avail
able, and their ratio was simple to calculate. So it turned out that
abou t 625,000 tons of carbon per year had been the average amount
buried foaeposiis" of coal", oil, natural gas, and other less combustible
sulJSlance·s slrtce lhe photOsynthetic process began releasing into th.e
atmosphere a net total of one million billi on tons of oxygen. Much of
thm-extraction of _<;:arbon from the atmosphere had occurred -in the
C�rboniferous period, between 2 1 5 and 300 million years ago, so the
presen t average·-a:ri nual addition to the world's fossil fuel deposits
could scarcely be as much as half the long-term average.
By the l 97Q§,_�ev__er, the world's _hu_m_�Q.Q2P.!:l!�t�Of1, with all � ts
technology, �urning_.tlies_e___fililistances...at a_ra_te� th'!t re-oxidized
anci_ie.fuffie�r-mGr@-thanfou.F-billion--tons oLcarbo_n �a_ch):ear.
In short, the rate of "harYesting" from this ghost acreage ( 4 x 1 09 tons
..
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per year) was more than 1 0,000 times what the rate of replacement
might now be ( V2 x 6. 25 x 1 05 tons per year). Conservative as the
estimate of a 1 0,000 to 1 ratio might be, it was not calculated in time
to deter deep commitment of human societies to such overuse.
Even more simply, it would have been possible (had it not been
for the pre-ecological paradigm) to see how much the output of agri
culture and forestry and fishing would have had to increase if Homo
sapiens were to try to derive more of his current energy expenditures
from current energy income. M an was withdrawing annually ..fi:Qm
savings a,bput ten .times as much energy as he was obtaining from
current in_c-9me (from organic sources}; therefore, to reduce hfade
pendence on fossil ac reage by only one-tenth, man \vouiCCha��-to dou
ble- ms use of contemporary photosynthesis. That would obviouslyen
tail improvements fallin g somewhere in the almost surely unattainable
range, between another doublin g of yield per acre and another dou
bling of tilled acreage at existing yields.
To Q.�9[11_e_ gompletely free from dependence on prehistoriU!J,_:_
ergy (without reducing population or per capita energy consumption),
modem man would require an increase in contemporary carrying �a
pacity equivalent to ten earth s-each of whose surfa,ces was forested,
tilled, fished, and harvested to the current extent of our planet. With
ou t ten n e w earth s, it folloiV�C!_that man's exuberant way of life wJ2.!:!ld
be cut back drastically sometime-in the fu ture, or else that there would
somedaY be many fewer people. Neither alternative, and none O'rthe
reasons for them, were contemplated by those who glibly sought " en
ergy independence."
J ames Watt h ad been conventionally regarded as something of a
cultural hero for giving man access to a vast " new" source of energy.
In the eighteenth century no one could recognize that, by inventing
the steam engine, Watt was inventing a way for mankind to overshoot
the su stainable carrying capacity of this one earth . Watt was a clever
and decent m an who lived in (and exemplified) the Age of Exu ber
ance. His invention compounded the influence of Columbus's discov
ery, extending the carryi ng capacity surplu s that briefly shaped our
ideas, our lives, and our institu tions. Watt reinforced man's belief in
limitlessness.
Neither Watt nor Roosevelt, who also reinforced that belief, was
ever tau ght to think in terms of carrying capacity or ghost acreage. So
Roosevelt could not know, while inspiring and leading his countrymen
toward recovery from economic depression, or when helping ensure
Allied victory over Axis aggression, that he was prolonging unrealistic
expectations of exuberance. No one in his " brain tru st" could warn
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him of this, because even the keen minds of his advisors were tuned
to the old comucopian paradigm and were not trained to reco gnize
the perils of dependence on phantom carrying capacity.
Once mankind was committed to heavy reliance on continued
us � o( e�Jia!,!5t1�le1"esour'c es such as· tlie aeposits of fossil energy, it
was certain to be as painfulJ'<?.!'2�2.e!!: J.o �� ancipate themselves from
their own technological entrapment as it had IieenTor earlier men to
emanciE_?,!� tb�m!!�ly:es. from owning human slaves.
From the end of 1 9 73, Americans began worrying about the ratio
between thefr consumption of "foreign oil" and their consumption of
"domestic oil." We.let these worries ov�rshadow completely th� more
profound- issue that should have concerned everyone : the ratio be 
tween our dependence on energy from antiquity and our use of con
terrrpora:fy energy, i. e. , thg_£CJ.ti()_p� �w.�en exp enditure§_of �_it.QQ�awn
sclvmw; and ��noftu:i;�.s of current income. The four billion hum-an
inhafatants of this one earth had learned to live as if they could count
on harvesting each year the equivalent of ten earths' worth of combustible substan.ce..

No tes
1 . Recognition of this called for a change of national policy that long ago.
See Whelpton 1 939.
2. Compare discussion of the revolutionary potential when "cultural lags"
pile up (Ogburn 1 957) with the statement by Heilbroner ( 1 974, p. 1 32 ;
listed amon g references fo r C h . 1 ) explaining why the ou tlook i s fo r "con
vulsive chan ge."
3. Frederick J ackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in American
History," Proceedings of the S tate Historical Society of Wisconsin 4 1
( 1 894) : 79- 1 1 2.
4. Neither the change nor the misunderstanding of it would be exclu sively
American. This was important : the world had been affected by the free
land in the Western hemisphere. It had also been affected by the technol
o gy that increased man's power to extract from the land in both hemi
spheres more wealth than earlier generations ever dreamed possible. So
the whole world was now also affected by the filling up of formerly free
land, and by the accumulated side-effects of modem technology. See
Webb 1 952 (listed amon g references for Ch. 2) and Cottrell 1 955.
5. There were a few ways in which bigots might misread their racism into a
book like Vogt's, and some writers (e. g., All a n Chase, The Legacy of Mal
thus: The Social Costs of the New Scien tific Racism [ N ew York : Alfred A.
Knopf, 1 976] , pp. 3 78 -380) were offended by these aspects of the book.
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In a later book ( People ! Challenge to Su rvival [ N ew York : William Sloane
Associates, 1 960] ) Vogt acknowledged that he had been accused of rac
ism for urging sharp reduc tion of birthrates especially among Latin
Americans, Asians, and Africans, but he pointed out that his acc users
"chose to forget my belief that the U nited S tates would [ also] be better off
with less people." They also seemed to have read through Road to Sur
vival without grasping its central message, as expressed in statements
like these :
[p. 80] We must realize that not only does every area have a limited
carry ing c apacity-but also that this carrying capacity is shrinking
and the demand growing. Until this understanding becomes an in
trinsic part of our thinkin g and wields a powerful influence on our
formation of national and in ternational policies we are scarcely likely
to see in what direction our destiny lies .
[p. 284 ] B y excessive breeding and abuse of t h e land mankind has
backed itself into an ecological trap. By a lopsided use of applied sci
ence it has been living on promissory notes. Now, all over the world,
the notes are fallin g due.
Payment cannot be postponed much longer. Fortunately, we still
may choose between payment and u tterly disastrous bankruptcy on
a world scale. It will certainly be more intelligent to pull in our belts
and accept a long period of austerity and rebuilding than to wait for
a catastrophic crash of our civilization.
Critics who dismissed Vogt as an implicit racist were evading the neces
sity of facing that choice between revising our drawdown policies and
u ndergoing global bankruptcy. Vogt had said (p. 284), " I n hard fact, we
have no other choice." And he was hardly being racist or xenophobic
when he insisted (p. 285), " Drastic measures are inescapable. Above
everythin g else, we must reorganize our thinking. If we are to escape the
crash we must abandon all thought of living unto ourselves." By accusing
Vogt of racism, however, preoccupied critics could even remain blind to
such warnings as this :
[p. 68] We are an importing nation ; and every day we waste hundreds
of millions of gallons [of gasoline] . . . . Our tensions find outlets in
. . . travelin g at high speeds that reduce the efficiency of our cars. We
build into our automobiles more power and greater gas consumption
than we need. We use the press and radio to push the sales of more
cars. We drive them hundreds of millions of miles a year in pursuit of
futility. With the exhaustion of our own oil wells in sight, we send our
Navy into the M editerranean, show our teeth to the U . S. S . R . , insist on
access to Asiatic oil-and continue to throw it away at home.
6. For example, American officials urge Saudi Arabia to keep oil output high
to help stabilize the world economy in the face of shortages from other
sources ; the administration pushes throu gh Congress a proposal for an
Energy Mobilization Board with powers to "cut red tape" (i. e. , by-pass
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environmental protection legislation) when energy-related projec ts such
as pipelines, oil refineries, synthetic fuel factories, etc . , are at stake ; the
government "deregulates" natural gas and petroleum prices partly to " give
incentives" to "prod ucers."
B orgstrom 1 965, p. 78.
I bid.
See such sources as Small 1 9 7 1 ; Colin Clark, "The Economic s of Over
exploitation," in Hardin and Baden 1 977, pp. 82-95 ; P. A. Larkin, "An
Epitaph for the Concept of M aximum Sustained Yield," Transactions of
the American Fisheries Society 1 06 (Jan. 1 9 77): 1-1 1 . There is an impor
tant relation between the sus tained yield concept and the concept of car
rying capacity. Carryin g capacity could be defined as the maximum popu
lation of an exploit ing species supportable by sustained yields of exploited
resource species. See the definitions of these two terms given in the Glos
sary.
See M oorcraft 1 9 73.
See Wynne-Edwards 1 9 75.
See several of the papers in Schmidhauser and Totten 1 9 78.
"Japanese Protest U . S . Fishing Limit," Seattle Times, N ov. 4, 1 9 76, p. G4.
Richard S . Lewis, Appoin tmen t on the Moon ( New York: Viking Press,
1 969), pp. 504, 546, gives the total weight of the Apollo 1 1 Command
Module plus Service M odule plus Lunar M odule plu s Lunar Adapter as
50 tons. The velocity to which all this weight had been boosted when it
left earth orbit en rou te to the moon was 24 ,000 miles per hour. It had
thus had imparted to it 2. 6 1 times 1 0 12 j oules of kinetic energy. For com
parison: since three-fourths of the Great Pyramid's 450 foot height is
above its cen ter of mass, the 1 1 . 5 billi on pounds of stone u sed to build it
were raised an average 1 1 2.5 feet from the ground ; this imparted to the
2. 3 millio n stone blocks a total of 1 . 76 times 1 0 1 2 j oules of gravitational
potential energy-rou ghly two- thirds of the energy imparted by rocket
en gines to the spacecraft bound for the moon.
Newsweek, M ar. 27, 1 9 72, p. 39.
In 1 9 79, American gasoline prices began to catch up with the higher
prices most of the world's other peoples had already experienced for years.
The rise continued to be mistaken for " gou ging" or " blackmail," even
though in ecological terms it was fundamentally an approach to greater
realism, i . e . , the beginnin g of a continuing correction of past underpric
ing.
Cottrell 1 955, p. 4.
See Ayres and Scarlott 1 952, pp. 233-239, and Cottrell 1 955, pp.
1 4 1-1 42.
Chris tian Science Monitor, N ov. 12, 1 9 76, pp. I, 30.
Cottrell 1 955, p. 1 42.
Recent research even indicates that biomass farming would, with present
technology, yield negative net energy ; energy inputs would exceed the
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22.

23.
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energy content of the u sable fuels made from the harvests. This shows
even more emphatically how dependent upon phantom carryin g capacity
modern nations have allowed themselves to become. See Weisz and M ar
shall 1 979.
At a time when other nations were devising "carless day" schemes, or
were at least having to curtail the hours or days of the week on which
gasoline could be sold, the American Daily News Digest (put out by Re
search Pu blication s, of Phoenix, Arizona) expressed its "conservative,
free-market economic s philosophy" by asking "Why is it that only the U . S.
has a gasoline shortage? " The answer it su ggested (in the third week of
May, 1 9 79) was that "only the U . S. has a Department of Energy." S tar
tlingly similar views were expressed the following month by the 1 976
winner of the Nobel Prize for Economics , M ilton Friedman, who called
for immediate abolition of the DOE and elimination of all price controls
on petroleum products and natural gas, "confident that the market will
promptly bring the energy crisis to an end." See his column in Newsweek,
June 18, 1 9 79.
H ardin's article has been widely cited and reprinted, and is included in
Hardin and Baden 1 977. See p. 28 therein .
See H ubbert 1 969 (listed in references for Ch. 1 0), p. 1 78.
When u sed with insufficient care, "efficiency" can be a very misleading
word. I t always has a hidden reference : efficient with respect to what? In
America and throu ghout the industrial world, labor efficiency has been
purchased at the price of energy inefficiency. The latter type of efficiency
has simply been neglected ; as lon g as energy was unrealistically cheap
and lavishly abundant, even the familiar concept of capital efficiency
served very inadequately as a correlate or indicator of energy efficiency.
See the chapter by Lloyd V. Berkner and Lauriston C. Marshall in Bran
cazio and C ameron 1 964. For a less technical version, see the article by
the same authors in the tenth anniversary issue of Sa turday Review, M ay
7, 1 966.
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Waters h e d Year :
Mode s of Adaptation

Illusions and Delusions
Like Damocles, the courtier of ancient Syracuse who could not see
what a mixed blessing it was to be kin g, we in the Age of Exuberance
needed some reminder of the precariousness of high living. ( Diony
sius is said to have su spended his sword by a hair above Damocles'
place at a banq uet table to show him the sense of insecurity appropri
ate to a position of royal eminence . ) We industrial hunters and gath
erers, lacking any such reminder, were led by the culture of exuber
ance to suppose that mankind was largely exempt from nature's
constraints.
This delusion of human exemptionalism was induced and en
couraged by the myth of limitlessness made so plausible by the N ew
World's carryin g capacity surplus. Ancestors of today's Americans, in
both the New World and the Old, acqu tred a deep convictionti1aiillen
and women could live in abundance, working towarcTtl1eir own · gmrl�.
in their own way without interfering with each othEi'S- pursuit of hap..::_
piness. That was the essence of the American dream, and that was
what most fundamen tally was changed by moving into a post-exuber
ant age. It was in America that the dream had seemed most obviously
valid, so in some w ays it was especially difficult for Americans to face
the inescapable task of reassessing customary assumptions.
The old dream of an essentially non-competitive life (h"1man
brotherhood, we sometimes called it) could not be restored by militant
activism, by revolutionary terrorism, or by dropping out of a corrupt
social order. N or could it be preserved by adamant resistance to politi
cal, economic, and social change. In response to post-exuberant dis
tress, all of these strategies were tried in the 1 960s and 1 970s 1 ; none
could work, because the Age of Exuberance had been neither created.
nor destroyed by political action. Opportunities for non-competitive
human relationships were inherent in the N ew World when it was
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new ; they were irretrievably diminished when the New World ceased
being new.
As humans became increasingly numerou s, acq uired increasing
technological power, and faced diminishing natural resources, pursuit
of self-interest no longer had the heroic ring of nation-building. Suc
cess in the post-exu berant age often came at the expense of others
not because we were more unscrupulous, but because we were more
numerou s and technologically more potent.
Modem technological advantages made us dependent on vanish
ing resources and on precarious economic relations. The world was
becoming a place wherein actions that used to be quite harmless to
othe�s became harmful to all of us. Actions taken withou t any malevo
lent intention could now harm people by harming their habitat, or by
u � ing � _!g�ources_noL§ufficient!y abundant for all (or for posterity),
or15Lkiytng unwarranted reinforcement to old ill u sions. Scientists
breeding 11ew high-YiE!ld stra,ins of crop plants seemed to be fending
ol'f starvation, but t,he effect was to sustain population increase in an
already overloaded world. Internationally, foreign economic aid turned
ou t sometimes fo be, in the final analysis, a means of enabling addi
tional peoples to undertake living by drawdown, aggravating world
dep e'Il dence on phantom carrying capacity.
Progress also posed other problems. In medicine, new techniq ues
of prolonging life thru st upon unprepared and unwilling human
beings the burden of decision (rather than leaving to luck and mi
crobes the task of "deciding") when human beings should die. New
techniques of abortion began to give women "control over their own
bodies" and freedom from "compulsory pregnancy"; they also began
to give to the living more power to implement the antagonism between
themselves and the unborn, antagonism which was being intensified
by the age of population pressure. For the whole Western world, the
tradition of bestowing upon fu ture generations advantages exceeding
those received from the past was becoming inverted. We had become
competitors with, rather than benefactors of, our descendants.

A Specter Confronting the World
These were the circumstances in 1 9 73 when the collision came. It
was a head-on collision between the world's obstinate believers in lim
itlessness and the specter of too much technology wielded by too
many inhabitants of a planet with obdurately finite carrying capacity.
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The sense of having been hit hard by something began to evoke
panic responses-a crashing decline in the stock market (unload your
shares in energy-dependent enterprises while you can), spiraling in
flation in consumer goods (grab all the profit you can before it's too
late to do anything with it). Both these responses abated a year or so
later, when it turned out that we had survived the collision for the
time being. But the collision came abou t in such a way that adherents
to the cornucopian paradigm could persist stubbornly in their non
recognition of wha t was hitting us. Smitten by the dependence of
America and other indu strial nations on prodigal use of exhaustible
resources, opinion leaders grasped at the straw that appeared, and
began to attribute the profusion of problems to an out-group. For�
another moment, the people could evade the realizaticm that their own_
abundance was their basic affliction.
"Arab__oil IJJ�ckmail" was the phrase made to order for this evasion.
Arabs obligingly presented themselves to the industrialized world as
s �egoats - Convenie ? tly, t � ey w �re foreigners ; blackmail was an un
_
pnnc1pled .act of mampulat10n (with connotat10ns
of cruelty). As long
as a sudden deluge of troubles could · be attributed to villains in an
other land, the world could seem to remain in tune with traditional
definitions of righ t and wron g. The industrial nations, their leaders
insisted, had done a right thing by "developing" the oil resources of
the otherwise impoverished Middle East. Arab leaders were doing a
wrong thing in holding Europeans and Americans overa }>arrel and
demanding that they recant their neutral or pro-I sraeli attitudes.
When 1 973 began, the belief that morality required firm resis
tance to oil blackmail was yet unborn, but resource shortages and
other problems already beset mankind. A war-weary United States
had only just extricated itself from its abortive military engagement in
Vietnam ; however, the end of American belligerency in Southeast Asia
brought no end to the nation's woes. For a while the continuing
troubles were imagined to be chiefly political-Watergate, abu ses of
power, and other scandals in Washin gton claimed public attention,
nurtured cynicism in some, and reinforced in others the traditional
expectation that a change of government would put things right. But
lurking in the background were a host of economic pangs potentially
more relevant as symptoms of the New World's superannu ated state.
Over the celebrations of prisoner-of-war homecomings there
hung a chill due to shortages of home heatin g oil. As spring advanced,
shortages of variou s other commodities made themselves felt. Food
prices increased throughou t the winter and spring. Even government
price freezes remained less than effective. One commodity in short
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supply was soybeans. "I can think of no shortage about which I could
care less," I was told by one historian whose work had won him more
than a dozen honorary degrees. To minimize internal effects of this
shortage, the U nited States government banned soybean exports. The
fact that Japan was heavily dependent upon American soybeans as a
ghost acreage protein source was overlooked by the U . S. government
(as well as by the learned historian). Japan protested. Amid some em
barrassment, exports of soybeans to Japan were resumed, on a re
duced scale. 2
Then, as the 1 973 wheat harvest got underway, growers were
elated and bread buyers were outraged by the record heights to which
wheat prices ascended. Both were still tempted to see the situation
chiefly in political-economic terms, unmindful of the drawdown of
world grain reserves. Sellers of wheat credited the administration for
their sudden prosperity. Consumers of bread felt that administration
favored profiteers from the previous year's huge sale of American
wheat surpluses to Ru ssia were to blame for 1 973's inflation in super
market prices. Ru ssia had needed American wheat to make up for
weather-caused inadequacies in Russian wheat crops. 3 Americans
imagined for a while that bad weather and crop failures could only
happen in backward foreign countries, never in modern America.
Thu s we continued not to see that a world population dependent on
optimum weather was a world population that had overshot the car
rying capacity limits imposed by actual (fluctuating) weather. 4
M eanwhile, summer tourists i n variou s parts o f America i n 1 973
were contendin g with service-station closures. Travelers occasionally
were unable to buy gasoline by the usual tankful. Americans began to
su ggest government restriction of oil exports, not yet acknowledging
the true dimensions of American dependence on imports (already
abou t 30 percent).
All these manifestations of the head-on collision preceded the
sixth day of October, when E gypt and Syria again commenced their
chronic hostilities against Israel. Chronology thus made it indisputa
ble : the recurrence of conflict in the Middle East only aggravated but
did not cause the resource shortages. E gyptian and Syrian forces
gained a sligh t edge in the early days of fighting, due to the fact that,
on the day when military action was launched, the I sraelis were pre
occupied with the Jewish day of atonement, Yorn Kippur. By calling
the 1 973 outbreak "The Yorn Kippur War," newsmen joined statesmen
in letting themselves neglect a deeper reason for the Arab belligerents'
choice of timing. The major powers that were ordinarily predisposed
in favor of I srael were all located in the northern hemisphere and thus
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shared the same cycle of seasons. It was autumn for all of them when
the Middle East hostilities broke out again. Over the past two decades
these major powers had all made themselves more and more depen
dent upon oil,5 much of it obtained from wells on Arab territory, not
only for industrial u ses but also for winter heating. In October, with
winter j u s t ahead, the leverage implicit in the strategy of oil export
curtailment by Arab countries was approaching a seasonal maximum.
I t worked, making I srael's Arab opponents freer from constraint by the
major powers than they might otherwise have been. Choice of Yorn
Kippur as the precise day of attack within the pre-winter season was
perhaps only an added bit of tactical finesse.
As Egypt and Syria seemed at first to be forging ahead in a cam
paign to retake the Arab lands occupied by Israel since the six-day
blitzkrieg of 1 967, other Arab nations lent support or joined in. The
1 973 Arab war effort also received encouragement and material sup
port from the Soviet U nion, giving the American government its cus
tomary rationale for taking sides. This enabled the United States to
implement its traditional sympathy toward I srael by "resupplying" Is
rael's losses by a quick airlift of weapons and supplies-even thou gh
the dust had barely settled from the Asian war in which America had
spent so much of its self-respect.
The U . S. government thus at first indulged its traditional pro-Is
rael reflexes-before starting in 1 974 to make major concessions to
the Arab nations. The administration in Washington was still groping
its way into the new era. The Arabs had an ace up their sleeve, but
Washington at first seemed unaware of it. Government minds appar
ently did not immediately envision the full economic impact of even
marginal deprivation of oil. In no previous conflict had we been so
dependent upon oil imports.6 Nor did the men at the top see the futility
of trying to counteract an oil embargo by indignantly stigmatizing it
with a nasty label. "Blackmail" or not, the Arab pressure was going to
work, because of the industrial world's need for ghost acreage.
Emergency sessions of the United Nations Security Council re
sulted in a cease-fire order. Pressure from their Soviet and American
sponsors compelled the Arab nations and I srael to accede to this order,
following only a few weeks of fighting so deadly that total Israeli losses
were, on a per capita basis, comparable to those suffered by American
forces in eight years of action in Vietnam. The cease fire was also
preceded by a momentary threat of armed confrontation between t p e
two superpowers themselves, as Soviet and American military forces
went on an alert. 7 All this helped disguise the fact that, in the final
analysis, by withholding oil for a few months the Arab nations sue62
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ceeded in obtainin g a truly drastic change in the previously pro-Israeli
policies of the world's industrial nations, especially the United States.
When the sounds of battle subsided, the precarious coexistence
in the Middle East continued. Maps were changed slightly to show
Israel temporarily in control of somewhat more Arab territory, but the
conservative King Faisal of Saudi Arabia was spearheading an Arab
restriction of oil exports to Europe and a complete embargo on oil ship
ments to the U nited States. Faisal was later assassinated, but world
dependence on Saudi Arabian oil continued.
In rapid consequence, the price of oil on the world market rose
sharply. Even the Canadian government more than quadrupled its ex
port tax on oil shipped to foreign customers such as the United States.
Americans were suddenly obliged to acknowledge the fact that a non
negligible fraction of the oil they had become accu stomed to using
was coming from outside their nation's borders. The ghost acreage
concept was abruptly salient, thou gh the phrase remained unfamiliar.
People in all parts of the industrialized world became energy con
sciou s. The previou sly unseen but chronic predicament of Homo sap
iens came suddenly (and briefly) into public view as " the energy cri
sis." Where before there had been almost abysmal ignorance of the
physical indispensability of energy as the basis of mankind's myriad
activities, there was now astonished awareness. People were startled
to discover the many ramifications of an energy shortage. Fear arose
that a seriou s economic depression would soon befall the developed
countries.
As 1 973 ended, United States government policies and responses
reflected an obstinate refusal to comprehend the full message about
the perils of the drawdown method. As leaders of the world's most
colossal industrial power, American officials chose to persist in the
delusion that carrying capacity was unlimited. They sou ght to evade
the limits imposed by the finiteness of man's global habitat, assuming
that their constituents would suppose any felt limits were being im
posed only by Arab governments.
For their part, Arab leaders seemed to sense that cleverness can
be pushed too far and can become its own undoing. Too much pres
sure of resource deprivation could have aroused retaliatory reactions
by the maj or oil-consuming nations-up to armed intervention in the
Middle East " to protect our vital supplies" (and to uphold morality and
punish "blackmailers"). Members of the administration in Washington
let on that such a course of action was under consideration. However,
in 1 974 the Arabs, having won enormou s concessions, turned the oil
flow on again. In America many people did as their leaders had ex63
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pected, by continuing to miss the point of what had happened. They
persisted in discounting the significance of American dependence on
phantom carrying capacity. The markedly higher prices they now had
to pay for gasoline and fuel oil led many Americans to persuade them
selves that the shortage had been contrived by oil -company tycoons
for the purpose of price-gouging. The oil companies lent plausibility
to this eager self-deception, for they took full advantage of the short
age to boost prices and reap sudden profits ; they also launched huge
advertising campaigns to extol their own devotion to serving the pub
lic interest throu gh "developing" new (but more expensive) energy
sources. Many common folk, like their government and like the ad
writers, stubbornly denied the finiteness of man's habitat and the ex
haustibility of its resources.

Repercussions
Obstinately insisting that the world was limitless did not remove its
limits or keep them from having an impact. So, from this odd se
quence of developments, fuels previously considered mundane and
taken very much for granted began to seem precious. Assurance of
their availability swiftly acquired priority over certain other values to
which a great deal of lip service had been paid only a short time be
fore. For example, the U . S . Congress enacted legislation in November
1 973 to end the Environmental Protection Agency's ban on construc
tion of the 800-mile oil pipeline across Alaska from the North Slope oil
fields to the port of Valdez. A consortium of pipeline companies and oil
firms had waited for years for the opportunity to invest several billion
dollars in this project, only to be delayed by official and public concern
for the hazards inherent in taking a fracturable pipeline across four
earthquake zones and over permafrost that could be softened by the
warmth of the oil flowing throu gh the pipe, causin g serious risks of
saggin g, breakage, and a massivel y polluting spillage of oil onto the
tundra.
Similarly, the administration lifted its ban on oil drilling in Cali
fornia's Santa Barbara channel. Less than five years before, a U nion
Oil Company well some six miles offshore had blown ou t and spewed
an estimated 3,000,000 gallons of oil into the sea. The well had flowed
for eleven days before bein g capped, and something like $5,000,000
had to be spent afterward on clean-up operations. The incident had
not only caused extensive damage to marine life and to coastal amen
ities ; it had also arou sed widespread opposition to offshore oil explo64
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ration and exploitation-overridden now by an unsatisfied "need" for
fuel. Takin g advantage of that need, the oil companies began pressing
for authorization to drill offshore along the Atlantic coast, too. 8
Various entrepreneur corporations had been waiting for oil prices
to rise high enou gh to make it profitable to "develop" the vast oil shale
deposits in Colorado, Wyoming, and U tah. Several of these firms now
offered more money per acre to lease these public lands for this pur
pose than it cost to buy good farmland elsewhere in the country. 9 So
called development of this relatively unspoiled remainder of the
American West would involve blasting mountains apart, scooping up
the fractured rock, and cooking it to extract a barrel or so of heavy
hydrocarbons per ton of rock. From this barrel of hydrocarbons could
be made more or less the same products refineries had been making
from easier-to-use liq uid petroleum.
The fact that mankind now considered turning to this more diffi
cult resource meant that the world's energy appetite had reached such
a m(lg_nitude. ancit.he.surplus.c arzying capacJty that had enabled man
kind to enjoy an A� Of Exa!J'eranc,e had bee r{ so drawn down, that
·
peopte wouICr-now s mash mountains in pursuit of their illusions.
Thete was ·a pfous-preten se that natural landscapes would be restored
afterward, but man's ability to imitate faithfully the natural effects of
geological forces has never been great, and water shortages in the
area, as well as skimpy financial arrangements, made the pretense
appallingly transparent.
In response to the energy shortage, authorization was given for
steam plants generating electricity to revert to burning dirtier fuels, or
to operate at capacities that resulted in emissions exceeding anti-pol
lu tion regulations. A program of structural changes had been in prog
ress when the oil shortfall became acu te in 1 973 ; additional steam
plants were being converted from burning dirty fuels to burning com
paratively less pollu ting fuels. This program was halted. 1 0
To compensate for anticipated shortages of home heating oil as
winter came on in 1 973, the U . S . Department of Agriculture relaxed
restrictions on cu tting free firewood in its 1 55 national forests.
Whereas previously only "bona fide settlers, miners, residents and pro
spectors" on national forest lands could indulge in this vestigial bit of
frontiersmanship, now permits were granted without regard to an ap
plicant's place of residence. 1 1 For some of the people who went into
the national forests that winter with small chain saws and axes, taking
home trailer-loads of firewood , the illusion of having retrieved the
frontier era may have been briefly heartwarming. But no such liftin g
of controls could actually revive the Age of Exuberance, or restore the
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confidence in the future that was characteristic of a world with sur
plus carrying capacity. 1 2
I n Europe, more drastic measures were req uired, for European
dependence on ghost acreage was more recognizable. European in
dustry's postwar conversion from coal to petroleum had been almost
as drastic as America's change ; in addition, much more of the oil u sed
in Europe came from external sources. Europeans rediscovered walk
ing as a substitu te for the au tomobile more readily than did Ameri
cans, and for a few months the governments of European nations
were perhaps even less su btle than their American counterpart in
making efforts to curry favor with Arab governments by abandoning
I srael.
Throu gh all these responses there ran persistent hope that the
crescendo of shortages must be temporary. There was obstinate reluc
tance to face the fact that mankind was desperately dependent on
ghost acreage, and that the world's human-dominated and technologi
cally altered ecosystem was no longer operating on a sustained yield
basis. Shortsighted preoccupation with the incidental fact that some
of the phantom carrying capacity was based on imports from foreign
places whose leaders might temporarily interrupt our access to it con
tinued to obscure the larger fact that even more of it was being im
ported from the prehistoric past, and that nature would someday ter
minate the flow irredeemably. In an overpopulated and over-engineered
world, the notion of limitlessness was quite obsolete.

Resis tance to Realism
In mid-N ovember 1 973 a Philadelphia woman was quoted in an As
sociated Press article as saying there were " too many shortages for it
to be real. Everything you go to buy they holler there's a shortage.
Then they raise the prices and there seems to be an excess of it." 1 3 I n
N e w York City, another product o f the culture o f exuberance asserted
his belief that "there is plenty of fuel." Of the na tional effort to cut fuel
consumption, he complained : " I think it's a lot of politics. I j u st don't
see the necessity."14
This kind of naive reaffirmation of the myth of limitlessness was
not alien to ostensibly more sophisticated minds. For example, the
editors of The Economist of London asserted in January, 1 974, that
" the recent wild changes in expectations about oil prices will lead to
an energy glut . . . according to all that is known up to now abou t the
elasticity of supply for energy." 1 5 They virtually echoed the views of
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the Philadelphia hou sewife when they set forth the basis of their ex
pectation : "The present energy 'crisis' is abou t the fifteenth time since
the war when the great maj ority of decision-influencing people have
united to say that some particular product is going to be in most des
perately short supply for the rest of this century. On each of the pre
viou s occasions the world has then sent that product into large surplus
within 5 - 1 0 years." And they reflected the fact that technical knowl
edge of economic principles does not suffice to prevent mistaking the
pace at which it is temporarily possible to draw down an exhau stible
resource for the pace at which an industrial society can depend on
using that resource. Lik� many others,.Jh�y Jet !hemselves be mis
led by c9nv_�n!!C>ttal _U \>_e o(the_ word 7' production; , to refer to a process
of ii.tiil,.ction : " I n m.o dern conditions of high elasticity of both produc
tion and substitu tion, plu s surprisin gly equal lead times for many in
vestment proj ects, we now generally do create overproduction of
whatever politicians and pundits 5 - 1 0 years earlier thou ght would be
most urgently needed, becau se both consensus-seeking governments
and profit-seeking private producers are then triggered by that com
mentary into starting the overproduction cycle at precisely the same
time." Neither such faulty language nor implicit disregard for the
world's finiteness can prevent oil wells from going dry. "Gluts" don't
last.
From the following summer onward, the frequent violation of the
fuel-conserving 55 mile per hour speed limit on American highways
indicated that a good many people just did not and would not " see the
necessity." But in Idaho, during the winter of 1 973 -74, the Lewiston
Morn ing Tribune headlined a leading editorial more realistically : "The
good life is running ou t of gas." 16 The editorial writer began by point
ing out that population experts and environmentalists had been
"wrong" in warning that serious shortages would occur in the 1 980s
and 1 990s-wrong becau se the age of shortages arrived much sooner.
After several paragraphs of comment on the seriou sness of the oil
problem, the editorial concluded :
The sobering of America this year does not mean the end of the
world. But it quite probably does mean the end of the very good life
of unlimited consumption per capita on top of unlimited U . S . and
world population growth.
The C adillac must give way to the Volkswagen, the bicycle, the
bus and the foot. The toasty room will give way to the sweater. And
there will be more sacrifices to come before, many winters hence,
there will be some hope of fulfilling the lesser per capita demands
of th e smaller national and world population.
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Less than six years later, as we continued to rely on phantom carrying
capacity, the realism of this editorial was corroborated, and the tem
porariness of any plausibility for the " glut" hypothesis was revealed.
Following the revolution in Iran, American motorists again competing
for curtailed supplies of imported fuel actually resorted to occasional
violence in gas station q ueues.
In Washington, D . C . , in 1 973 -74, there was unrealism in the of
ficial stance7ilie-i:lamii11Stfatioo� I t was at this tffi'lt:that-t+rt presi
dent proclaimed the start of "Proj ect I ndependence,'' a. r�!?�<l.r:Gh and
.
development effort he wanted Congress to authorize and fund_so th at
the United States could attain " self-sufficiency in energy by 1 980." 1 7
It was not widely recognized that such a project would only reduce
American dependence on foreign-held ghost acreage by drastically in
creasing the already disastrous dependence on drawing down the fos
sil acreage beneath U nited States territory (and offshore). As the
economist Paul A. S amuelson had shown, the follies of past energy
economics included accelerated depletion of U . S . oil reserves by re
strictive q uotas on imports and by tax concessions to domestic oil ex
tractors. 18 If the old paradigm had not had such a strong grip on so
many minds, it should have been possible to see that Project Inde:e.,e n
dence was mainly an inchoate plan for_ w_ors_ening A111�rican dr�w 
down.
It was also hoped, of course, that "new sources of energy" would
be "found" by Proj ect Independence, including breakthroughs ·ir[flu
clear power plant design, geothermal generating facilities, and t�h
nological devices for u sing solar ener� Such hopes amounted to a
faith that endless substitutions of one resource for another could pro
long limitlessness in the face of resource depletion. Like the family
that lives beyond its income and expects to get away with it because
next year the breadwinner's salary may be raised enough to cover the
debts run up this year, the nation_ ctnd mankind weE incx��
staking their evasion of ecological bankruptcy. on hoped..foi: bucuncek
tain progress. (This evasive ploy will be examined further in Chapter
1 1.)

Tunnel Vision and Insigh t
This book is concerned with the predicament of the whole human
species. Hu t people differ, and it is important to re_gi_ii)fie-·vc:1.ri� s
in nl1man awareness of this predicament. Various comb!D__g,ti.ons_9f in
sight and .tunneL\'.ision can_be_ obsel}'ed. S ome peoEle...If.co gnize that
-
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the New World is old, and that this ne�essitates major institutional
change. Some people h�v_e faith that further technological break
throughs will obviate the need for major institutional change. _Some
pe � b'!.Y� faith that such measures as family plannin g, recycU � g
centers, and anti-pollu tion laws will suffice to keep the New World
new. Some people do not believe that the New World's former newness
made any difference, or that its present oldness really matters. And
some people stubbornly insist that the assumption of limitlessness
was and still is valid.
These strikin gly different opinions constitute different modes of
adaptation to our post-exu berant age. Each represents a combination
of responses to two new ecological understandings required by our
new situation. First, people differ in their readiness to understand that
the Age of Exu berance has ended, that this planet is already overpo
pulated, and that with our technology we have already made prodigal
use-of the world's savings deposits. Second, people differ in their readi�
ness-to understand that inexorable consequences follow from these
changed circumstances (and that Arab leaders, corporate executives,
or any otnei-convenient scapegoats function only as agents of the un
avoidable change, not as its fu ndamental causes). All forms of human
organiza,tjQn and behavior that are based on the assumption of limit
le�I}�ss . will necessarily change somehow to forms compatible with
th e_ecosystem's finite limits. The various combinations of responses to
these two new ecological understandings are analyzed in Table 2.
The "Ostriches" in this analysis represent the truest adherents of
the old cornucopian paradigm. The " Realists" are the truest adherents
of the new ecological paradigm. The world looks very different to
people who think in terms of such different perspectives. Communi
cation between them can be as difficult as between people who share
no common language. Paradigm differences were thus bound to make
painful the process of adj usting to post-exu berant realities.
_ _

Eff�ct� of Disillusionmen t
Transition from the old paradigm to the new one was complicated by
events. Some deplorable things happened in the 1 960s. With public
attention riveted on events like the 1 963 murder of President Kennedy
and later preoccupied with eight years of unpopular war in Vietnam,
it was easy to suppose that all the anxieties and antipathies so visible
in that era were due to such events. I t was not easy to see that the end
of exuberance would have fostered dismal attitudes even if shots had
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TAB L E 2. Analysis of Several Modes of Adaptation to Ecologically

Inexorable Chan ge

New Ecological U nderstandings
ADAPTATION S

I. Some people
recognize that the New
World is old and that
major change must
follow.
I I . Some people have
faith that technological
progress will stave off
major institutional
change.
I I I . Some people have
faith that family
planning, recycling
centers, and an tipollu tion laws will keep
the New World new.
IV Some people do not
believe that the New
World's newness once
did, or that its oldness
now does, have any
significance.
V Some people insist

that the assumption of
limitlessness was and
still is valid.
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=

=

=

=

C I RC U M STAN C E :

CON SEQUENC E :

The Age of
Exu berance is
over, population
has already
overshot
carrying
capacity, and
prodigal Homo
sapiens has
drawn down the
world's savings
deposits.

All forms of
human
organization
and behavior
that are based
on the
assumption of
limitlessness
must change to
forms that
accord with
finite limits.

circumstance
accepted

+

consequence
accepted

circumstance
accepted

+

consequence
disregarded

circumstance
disregarded

+

consequence
partially
accepted

circumstance
disregarded

+

consequence
disregarded

circumstance
denied

+

consequence
denied

NAMES

=

=

Realism

C argoism

Cosmeticism

=

=

Cynicism

Ostrichism
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not been fired in Dallas and in the Tonkin Gulf. People nurtured in
the culture of exu berance could hardly shift instantly, in the post-ex
uberant world, all the way from the Type V to the Type I attitude. M any
were bound to become transitional types. Some made it to Type I I I
(Cosmeticism) o r Type I I (Cargoism), but many others bogged down
in Type IV (Cynicism). It was easy to misread that cynicism as merely
a response to the war, or to the power structure's misdeeds.
The American people (and much of the world) had eagerly em
braced the illusion, prevalent during the years of the Kennedy admin
istration, that the so-called New Frontier, with its earnest drive to " get
America moving again," was actu ally reopening the Age of Exu ber
ance. That could not be done. But the will to believe had exceeded our
ecological understanding. Disillu sionment had to ensue.
Ecological reality made such disillusionment an eventual cer
tainty even for perenially optimistic Americans. The world and its re
sources are finite, althou gh we were trying still to live by a creed that
denied this fact. Thus it was not the profound jolt from the first assas
sination of an American president in more than six decades that
caused the chaos in the years that followed. That, and a divisive war,
only unleashed the chaos (as some other j arring event might have
done h ad these never occurred).
But what happened in 1 963 did have symbolic significance. From
Dallas onward, an abysmal sense of the mortality of all that is admi
rable led to a crescendo of u gly, mindless, and malicious behavior. The
fru stration- bred view that unattainable grapes must have been sour
anyway was variou sly expressed. Grace and elegance, once admired,
came to be widely detested as "establishment" values, to be mocked,
or trampled under bare feet. The growth of worldwide "countercul
ture" movements, already begun, now accelerated. The neo-exuber
ant will to believe in a New Frontier was replaced in the later 1 960's
by an equally excessive will to believe that the old faith was not just
innocently obsolescent but had always been flagrantly hypocritical.
Naive but commendable Type V attitudes (such as the renewed ideal
ism of the early 1 960s that drew keen young Americans into the Peace
Corps) gave way in a few short years to rampant iconoclasm, a version
of the Type IV (cynical) attitude.

Typical Antinomianism
We need to recognize that all this iconoclastic defiance of once-re
spected norms was typical. M any times in previous centuries, in one
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part of Europe after another, the shattering of hope (by famine, con
q uest, or other disaster) had nurtured antinomian movements. 19 Par
ticipants in those movements would turn against the moral codes of
their times, as if those codes, and not other circumstances, had been
the source of their troubles. In the name of revolution or righ teous
ness, they indulged in orgies or in masochism. Now this was happen
ing again .
The significance of these responses would be missed if we did not
discern that history was repeating itself. But it was so easy to be pre
occupied with the specific grievances of the present and to overlook
the recurrent patterns. It was so plau sible to attribute the rage of the
1 960s to frustration s arisin g from evil events of the 1 960s. Patterned
similarities between this and previou s antinomian ou tbreaks were
thu s obscured , postponing for many of us our eventual recognition
that the widespread sense of despair and loss of faith in the future
were expectable repercu ssions of the post-exu berant condition of our
world.
Reactions in the 1 960s to the erosion of neo-exuberant hope
ranged from ostentatious asceticism to " trashin g" and wanton vi
olence. These thin gs were done in the name of various ideals : peace,
love, equality, participatory democracy, law and order. Conventional
wisdom attributed the loss of hope to factors as incidental as person
ality contrasts between the assassinated president and his successor,20
or as accessory as the u nresponsiveness of government, or the power
of giant corporations. But America's troubles and the world's agonies
were not that transient.
Antinomian behavior has been happenin g in many parts of the
world, in nations that had not suffered a shocking presidential shoot
in g, and in countries that were not party to an unwanted war. 2 1 Anti
nomian responses cannot re-create the carryin g capaci� surp I�
'
whose - tenninatfon provoked them. Nor can any attitude.:' Ifut: :a.Ili
hope-oTcoping with the difficulties inflicted by the carryin_g_ capac;jty
deficit we now face must surely depend upon achievement of a real
is tic understanding of our situation.

Notes
1. For reviews and analyses of the tumult see O'Neill 1 97 1 ; Roche 1 972;
Yinger 1 977.
2. See articles in the New Yorh Times: June 28, 1 973, pp. 1, 77; June 29, pp.
49, 54 ; July 3, pp. 1, 4 1 .
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3. History repeated itself in 1 979, when U . S . grain sales to the Soviet Union
surpassed by 7 million metric tons even the 1 9 72 figure of 1 8 million. See
Ward Morehouse I I I , " N ew Grain to U S SR, Higher Prices to You,"
Christian Science Moni tor, Oct. 5, 1 979.
4. For an indication of our dependence on a run of good weather, see Bryson
and M urray 1 977.
5. Davis 1 9 78, pp. 4 8 - 1 09. See also Jensen 1 970 (listed among references
for Ch. 1 0) and Udall et al. 1 974 (listed among references for Ch. 1 1 ).
6. See Schmidt 1 974, pp. 2 1 3 -22 1 .
7 . Ibid . , p . 224.
8. Before the 1 9 70s ended, Mexico had begun exploitation of huge oil de
posits discovered in its coastal waters, the U . S . had sought to negotiate
access to this new source of supply, and cartoonists had been blessed with
an opportunity to satirize the way Mexican oil came to an oil-hungry U . S . ,
after a M exican offshore well went out o f control and began repeating in
enlarged form the Santa Barbara experience. Tarry blobs washed ashore
on Texas beaches. The tourist industry on the Texas gulf coast suffered,
not being imaginative enough to advertise for people to visit the area spe
cifically for the purpose of having a look at "waves of the future."
9. Comparison based on local land prices in eastern Washin gton wheat
country and shale leasin g figures reported in New York Times , J an. 9,
1 9 74 , p. 1 5.
1 0. See articles in the New York Times : Nov. 8, 1 9 73, p. 5 1 ; N ov. 9, pp. 1, 26 ;
Nov. 1 6, p. 2 1 ; N ov. 27, p. 40; Nov. 28, p. l ; Dec . 2, p. 7 1 , and sec. IV, p.
5 ; Dec. 5, p. 37; Dec. 9, p. 70.
1 1 . Reported by Associated Press, Nov. 19, 1 973 . See also articles in Sea t tle
Times , N ov. 1 3 , 1 9 73, p. D 3 ; New York Times, Dec. 22, 1 973, p. 50.
12. In fact, by the end of the 1 970s, woodbumin g stoves for home heating
were reappearing on the American scene ; see, for example, ads in various
issues of American Fores ts, as well as mail order catalogs from Sears,
Roebuck, and from other mail order houses. It began to appear that the
U . S. would j oin the trend toward depletion of fuel wood supplies already
causing seriou s problems in Third World nations ; see Erik Eckholm, "The
Other Energy Crisis," American Fores ts 8 1 ( Nov. , 1 9 75): 1 2-1 3.
1 3. " Energy Crisis : Real to M any, Phony to Some," Seattle Pos t-In telligencer,
Nov. 1 5, 1 9 73, p. D8.
14. I bid.
1 5. "The Coming Glut of Energy," The Economist 250 (J an. 5, 1 974) : 1 3 - 1 5.
1 6. Lewis ton Morning Tribune, N ov. 1 9, 1 9 73, p. 4. Cf. Ross Cunningham,
" U pheaval in Our Way of Life Is Only Beginning," Seat tle Times, Nov. 1 3,
1 973, p. A l 2 ; J ames Reston, " Even Texas Is Running Short," New York
Times , N ov. 1 4 , 1 9 73, p. 45.
1 7. Davis 1 978, pp. 94-96.
1 8. Paul A. Samuelson, "Energy Economics," Newsweek, July 2, 1 973, p. 65.
19. See Adler 1 968; Cohn 1 970 (listed among references for Ch. 1 1 ) ; Yinger
1 9 77.
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20. For example, \Vic ker 1 968; Goldman 1 968.
2 1 . The reversion to I slamic fundamentalism in Iran after overthrow of the
Shah in 1 979 is a case in point.
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S iege
and the Avoi dance
of Truth

Thou gh progress has occurred in the past, its accelerating kinetics
preclude it from bein g an everlasting feature of human history in
the fu ture.
- Gun ther S . Stent

The Coming of the Golden Age: A View
of the End of Progress, p. 94
The trends . . . do not point toward a sudden, cataclysmic global
famine . . . . M arginal people on marginal lands will slowly sink into
the slou gh of hopeless poverty. Some will continue to wrest from
the earth what fruits they can, others will tum up in the dead-end
urban slums of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Whether the
deterioration of their prospects will be a quiet one is quite another
question.
- Erik P. Eckholm

Losing Ground: Environmen tal S tress
and World Food Prospects, p. 1 8 7
. . domestic distu rbances and slower [economic ] growth rates will
tend to force industrialized nations to cut back on their
international commitments and be less generous in their foreign
assistance.
- Edward F. Renshaw

The End of Progress : Adjusting to a
No-Growth Economy, p. 235
. . . if the underdeveloped world is furnished with the mobile
resources of capital and skill. its underdeveloped populations can
be harnessed to modem production and modem technology and so
enrich all nations to an extent unparalleled in man's records that
would. within a measurable period, gu arantee the abolition of
poverty everywhere on earth.
- David H orowitz
The Abolition of Pm•erty, p. I 65
Throu ghou t their history Americans have insisted that the best
was yet to be.
- Henry Steele Commager
America in Perspective, p. xi

5

The End
of Exuberance

Unders tanding New Circums tances
U ntil we learn to see the non-ideological reasons why the Age of Ex
uberai:ice-� appened , and. ended, we cannotcomprehend our changed
Iufure. Tii en:�-were-ecoIOgical prerequisites to abundance and liberty.
Those prerequisite conditions are gone ; in their absence, their social
benefits may be impossible to perpetuate, at least on the scale we had
come to expect.
The rest of the world can no longer be expec ted to attain the high
standard of living to which so many in America became accustomed .
Even where high levels of affluence have been reached , they are in
j eopardy. 1 I nsofar as democratic political stru ctures were nurtured by
the New World's carrying capacity surplus, the movement of mankind
into an age of dependence on drawdown and an age of carrying ca
pacity deficit threatens liberty. 2
Pre-ecological interpretations of history, heretofore conventional,
have tended to conceal the nature of our predicament. From the more
revealing angle of vision developed in the first four chapters, there
fore, let u s now review the rise of a splendid American dream, take
note of its ecological basis, and begin to assess the conseq uences that
flow from termination of that ecological foundation.

The American Dream
Not so lon g ago, becau se the land and resources of the American con
tinent seemed inexhausffbTe , men in both the Old World and the N ew
fefVentTy-b�U� ved that America offered them unprecedented opportu
nitres fo succeed without having to put down rivals. The pioneer knew
htsiife 'was a stru ggle, but he saw himself stru ggling mainly against
the elements or against Qther-Species. Trees occupied land men
wanted forothet uses ; unwanted plants and animals were ruthlessly
77
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des troyed. (As we shall see in Chapter 7, this removal of species of
indirect competitors to enlarge human carryin g capacity was an im
portant instance of mankind's perennial effort to tum bac k tides of
ecological succession. ) Some species were driven to the brink of ex
·
tinction , or over it. The loraly bison, once so numerot!'s , -��; almost
wiped out. Predators such as coyotes and cou gars were not tolerated,
becau se they fed on the same species the pioneers fed on. The pi
oneer's stru ggle to master his new environment did sorrietimes in
clude conflict with a race of h uman competitors whose invasion of the
Allle rican land mass had antedated his own by twenty thou sand years
or so. However, th e pioneer was no anthropologist ; he was simply a
see ker of life's blessings in what was to him a wilderness. Indians
seemed a part of the New World's wildlife.
To put the matter ecologically, it seemed to the pioneer that com
petition in the N ew World was m ainly between man and otner-spec1.es.
In the Old World, with its carrying capacity for Homo sapiens (and his
existin g cu lture) already saturated, competition within the - numan
species had been quite obviously a shaping condition of life. This dif
ference between the two world s, althou gh partly illu§o_ry_E,[lC:l §pme
w'ffat exaggerated , mattered very much to settlers in America an:d�t o
those in Europe who dreamed of coming to the land of opportunity. As
the Chicago sociologist W I . Thomas once noted , situations that men
define as real h ave real consequences. 3 The American dream w�s a
very real thin g, even if in America's time of disillusionment it b�came
fashionable to point ou t real discrepancies between the dream and our
actual history.
From the beginnin g there was in America, as in all human socie
ties, some hypocrisy, some ru thlessness, some subterfu ge, some
crime. On the frontier trapping, prospecting; home-st�ading, .and na
tion-buildin g were engag�d in - by rugged .indiyidualist£:::::.hU L1here
wa·s-a1Sov1gifantism. - In this new nation blended from many nations
there-=de.Y.e}Q].�Q cultµral pluralism-but there also arose attitudes of
nai:I�ism ai:!<!ci_c ts of ly!lst"iin g. There was slavery. civil War cafne, lhen
carpetQ__a_gging, then segregation and discriminatjon. It was u seless for
Arilericans to su ppose: ·in their post-exu berant time of anguish , that
these flaws in their heritage had never before been recognized . But
j ust as truly it was misleading to forget (as many who developed Type
IV attitudes of cynicism began to do in the 1 960s) that earlier Ameri
cans really did expect wrongs to be righted. They expected change.
For a while it was genuinely believed that America was to be a
"melting pot" which would fuse diverse peoples into a lustrou s and
durable alloy:1 I t was quite natural for Americans of an earlier time, so
__

__
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aware of their good fortune, to extend toward the Old World an open
invitation for "The wretched refu se of your teeming shore" to come
and participate in this new nation's good fortune. The more who
shared in it, the greater it would become. The American dream held
no premonition that someday the invitation would be withdrawn, per
petuated only as a poetic inscription on a bronze plaq ue on Liberty
Island in New York harbor, commemorating a bygone era : " Send
these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me : I lift my lamp beside the
golden door."
From the beginnin g of the nation to its bicentennial, some 47
million immi grants to America accepted that invitation. The fact that
they kept on coming year after year and generation after generation
confirmed the belief of those already living in America that it was a
very special nation. M assive immigration was vivid testimony that the
dream was shared by millions. U ntil recently that consensus was all
the "evidence" most of us req uired to validate our dream. When we
tried to express the dream in oratory, we continued to rely on words
from Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson had not tried to be original ; he only
meant to express the aspirations widely shared by the people of the
first new nation. It was to be a nation wherein all people could be
recognized as equ ally entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi
ness. They could differ in how they lived, how they u sed their liberty,
and how effectively they pursued happiness.

Basis of the Dream
Later, President Jefferson's purchase of the Louisiana Territory from
France added to the U nited States an area larger than eight Great
Brita.ins. Jefferson explained his action to Congress by saying that this
fertile and ex tensive country would afford "an ample provision for our
posterity, and a wide spread for the blessings of freedom and equal
laws." It was as if the au thor of the Declaration of Independence
sensed that the human rights enumerated in 1 776 could reinairrina
lienable only if there could be perpetuated a fundamentally non-com
petitive relationship among men-by means of a " spread" wide
enough to ensure low population pressure. 5
With hindsight, it is possible to wish that an ecological vocabulary
had been available soon enou gh for Americans of Jefferson's time and
ensuing generations to u nderstand unambiguou sly ajgt_ th�ir third
12resiq�nLurgently sensed : a carrying capacity surplus facilitates de
v�lopment and maintenance of democratic institutions� a carryin g ca79
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pacity deficit weakens and undermines them . H ad such knowled ge
been widespread, national policy might have given highest priority to
perpetu ating the condition of surplus and preventing transition to a
condition of carryin g capacity deficit.
Wl:!_e n Americans not eqmpped with ecological concepts tried to
describe and explain the contrast between their land of opportunity
and the old countries from which they had come as immigrants, it
became conventional to emphasize the political and ideological con
trasts. We tended to forget that the freedoms America offered were. not
exclu sively political. Even more, we forgot that the political qiffer
ences between America and the older nations in Europe were caused
by factors not mainly ideological. Europe was full of people ; America
was full of poten tial.
Ecologically speaking, the American dream expressed in human
terms an exu berance that characteristically follows invasion of a new
habitat by any species that happens to have the traits required for
PI"Ompt and effec tive adaptation to it. 6 H uman bein gs have exagger
ated the apparent uniqueness of their own encounter with the felici
tou s circumstances of a N ew World. The " uniqueness of Homo sap
iens" will be carefully reconsidered in a later chapter. For now, it is
sufficien t to note that few people have realized how frequently a simi
lar experience h as happened to other species whenever access was
gained to a suitable but previously inaccessible h abitat. As long as tne
members of an invading species remain far less numerous than the:
maximum population ultimately permitted by the carrying capacity of
a new h abitat, proliferation is easy, and competitive pressure upon the
members of that species population will be low. <;gmpetition within
the species may even be negligible when the small population is sur
feited with unu sed resources waiting to be exploited .
It is time now to take note of the fact that the word " exu berance"
has two meanin gs. I t can refer to an emotional state, as.well as to an
ecological stage. The two meanings are connected. Some of the near
synonyms for exu berance inelude such words as "luxuriance," "lavish
ness," " effu siveness," " superabundance," and "profusion." These words
reflect the ecological meaning of exu berance-::-l avish exploitation of
abundant opportunities. But other near equivalents can be "excite
men t," "ebullience," "effervescence," and " enthusiasm." Such word s
connote emotional exuberance, a mood that can approach euphoria.
What matters sociologically is that the ecological kind of exuber
ance can produce among humans the emo tional kind. It did this for
Americans, with profound social effects. Unused carrying capacity
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makes .the future hopeful, which produces an optimistic spirit as
people set abou t freely exploiting their abur:iciant opportunities.
America's history has thu s exemplified the dependence of political lib
erty upon ecological foundations.
Both kinds of exu berance-ecological and emotional-had to be
temporary, for they led inexorably to a change in the environmental
conditions that had made them possible.
In 1 896, before the U nited S tates had thrust itself into the role of
an imperial power by taking overseas possessions away from Spain, a
prophetic essay on this problem was published by the Yale sociologist
William Graham Sumner. Sumner's parents had both been born in
En gland. His father had migrated to the New World because of the
scarcity of j obs in England and their abundance in America. Sumner
had lived (as a graduate student) in Switzerland, Germany, and En
gland, and had seen the difference between an old and crowded Eu
rope and the spaciou s and vigorou s America that was j u st be ginning
to become truly industrialized as he was growing up in it. Reliance on
surplus carrying capacity acquired by takeover had only begun to be
au gmen ted (and was not yet overshadowed) by reliance on drawdown.
Sumner entitled his essay " E arth Hunger." 7 Parts of it argued against
the folly of political imperialism, suggesting that, for the already
land-rich U nited S tates, an appetite for territorial aggrandizement mo
tivated by national vanity would be seriou sly dysfunctional. B_1,1J ba�i
cally the essay was an incisive analysis of the dependence of demo
cratic institutions upon favorable ecological circumstances. It was a
warning few Americans chose to read, then or now

T he Unheeded Warning
The characteristics and well-bein g of human societies depend strongly
upon the ratio between resources and people, as Sumner could see.
This ratio limits the extent of civilization and comfort that can be at
tained. For various reasons, the social ramifications of the ratio can
remain obscure. The ratio changes all the time. Nations change their
boundaries. Even if boundaries don't change, human numbers do.
M oreover, as we saw in Chapter 2, changing technology alters the
utility of an acre of land. Thou gh S umner did not u se ecological terms,
he could see that a given quantity of land can have more carryin g
capacity as technology enables it to be worked more effectively. The
advancemen t of knowledge increases man's ability to manage the
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forces of nature to his own ends. Developments of human o rga n iza
t ion also raise our power to extract abundance from a fixed quantity
of land. 8
The caITying capacity o f a continent i s thus neither fixed nor easy
_to calculate-bu t that does not m ake it infinite. For a given q uantity
of land and a specified state of knowledge and organization, Sumner
pointed out that the population that can be supported must vary in_
versely with the standard of livin g. During an era of increasing pro
ductivity (when the population is well below the carrying capacity
limit) this inverse relationship between population density and hu man
well-bein g seems not to apply. In due course, it will.
All this was clear and seemed fundamental to S umner, yet he
could see that his countrymen tended to explain their standard of liv
ing and their liberty in quite different terms. America in 1 896 was still
in the exuberant phase. Sumner was ahead of his time in percept_i vely
insistin g that all forms of social disorganization and all h uman error
have the effect of wasting carrying capacity-reducing the number of
people who c an be supported by a given acreage of land, or the level
at which a given number can be supported. Most people had no incen
tive to think about such matters when there seemed to be carrying
capacity to squander. All discord and q uarreling, said Sumner, inten
sify the antithesis between population growth and per capita standard
of living. The antithesis was invisible to most Americans in the Age of
Exu berance because the experience of population pressure seemed so
remote. It was invisible even to many Europeans, because America
was there as a safety valve.
When population density is low, hu man equ ality is feasible and
even probable. Each individual is economically valuable to others ; it
is, accordingly, hard for others to subordinate him. Class distinctions
fade in such circumstances. Sumner tried to get us to see that demoC:
racy in Europe as well as in America had been fostered by the New.
World's low population density. This low density had relieved Old
World pressure. Abundant land in another hemisphere influenced the
European labor and land markets. Wages went up, food prices were
held down, and land rents were kept lower than they would otherwise
have been. The power of each European landed aristocrat was re
duced by the availability of land elsewhere on the globe, not under his
control. Still, Europeans tended to attribu te their new freedom to new
institu tions and new doctrines, not seein g that the institu tional and
doctrinal changes were responses to the effective reduction of popu 
lation pressure.
Long before Thomas Kuhn wrote about the perception-coercing
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power of paradigms, Sumner pointed out how misleading doctrines
legitimize abuses, provide alibis for human folly, slow down the ma
chinery of society, waste effort, and reduce the effective carrying ca
P.acity of the habitat. The main reason we submit to such "sand in the
gears," said Sumner, is because we have not acquired sufficient un
derstanding of how things really work. Scientific inquiry, by disabus
ing us of doctrines that mislead us, can reduce wasted effort and make
more effective our pursuit of happiness.
Sumner, who earlier had been a professional purveyor of doc
trines-an ordained clergyman (in the Episcopal church)-came as a
sociologist to regard the belief that prosperity and liberty were due
primarily to ideologies rather than to low population density as not
much different from the belief of the savage that a fetish worn on his
person was what gave him success in hunting and fishing,�Poctrines,
Sumner now saw, could lower carrying capacity by fosterin g misuse
qf resources. ( Nations may fi ght over doctrines, for example, and
fighting or preparing to fi ght wastes resources. In the year when the
American people celebrated the bicentennial of their independence,
eighty years after pu blication of " E arth H unger," the nations of the
world-including the U . S . -were busily using an increasingly irre
placeable fraction of the planet's diminishing resources to support a
global arsenal comprising 35,000 combat aircraft, 1 24 , 000 tanks, and
over 1 2,000 combat ships. The total stockpile of nuclear weapons in
existence added up to the explosive equivalent of about 1 2 tons of
TNT for each of the earth 's four billion human inhabitants.9 If the
en tire gross national product of the United States for each of the first
forty-six years of the twentieth century were expressed in 1 976 dol
lars, the average per year would fall j ust short of the world's total mili
tary expenditures in 1 976. 1 0 )
Doctrines may be a frightful burden, Sumner said, for, with the
prestige of antiquity and tradition, they deprive the living generation
of an open-minded capacity to face facts.

Besieged and Bewildered
Some facts were almost too disturbing to face. Seventy-two years after
Sumner's warnin g, the English novelist and physicist C. P. Snow jour
neyed throu gh many lands around the world and reported that he
found people in all of them feeling and acting like men u nder siege
anxious abou t the future, perhaps stoical, but not hopeful. As numer
ous and as technologically advanced as mankind on the average had
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already become after four centuries of exu berance, we had bes ieged
ou rselves. Each of us was now doing damage, j u st by living, to the life
support systems of our finite planet.
It was almost literally incredible to people living two centuries
after Jefferson that the world and man's relation to it had changed so
fundamentally. The New World was not new anymore. Even our most
normal and non-reprehensible ways of u sing resources to support hu
man life and pursue human happiness were now putting our habitat
and our species in peril. The Age of Exuberance was past. The world
was now suffering the consequences of overshoot. The inve-rse· rela
tion between numbers and well-being was making itself harder to ig
nore. E cological stresses gave rise to scarcity, inflation, and unemploy
men� and the5e-ecooemic..co ooitions-led Hf hunger, forced-migratibn,
and political li hrest·- B u t rhafil_:wgrld leaders persisted in their commitment to a corn
ucopian paradigm. For example, the pope, to no one's �urprise, during
the World Eood Conference in Rome at the end of 1 974 insisted, "It is
inadmissible that those who have control of the wealth and resources
of mankind should try to solve the problem of hunger by forbidding
the poor to be born." 1 1 From this statemen t it was evident that "carry
ing capacity," "overshoot," and "drawdown" were alien to the papal vo
cabulary.
Equally anachronistic and unsurprising was the vice-minister of
agriculture from the People's Republic of China, who all e ged at the
conference that the industrialized countries had provoked the world
food crisis. 1 2 ( His vocabulary was ideological and did not eq uip him to
see-and to say-that if the industrialized countries had done this, it
was by committing themselves and the rest of mankind to dependence
on ghost acreage ; his concern was not the drawing down of temporary
carrying capacity. ) When he praised the oil-exporting nations for hav
ing achieved a "victory" over the industrial nations, he showed that
the level of political power stru ggles was as deep as his thinking could
go.
The Ostrich response of non-ecological minds was evidently not
confined to frustrated consumers who thou ght there were too many
shortages for the scarcity to be real. Dean Rusk, secretary of state
under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, also viewed the world in that
way. Childhood poverty had compelled this fu ture Rhodes scholar, col
lege dean, army colonel, foundation head, and secretary of state to
attend school withou t shoes. From the perspective of his own upward
mobility, he saw the county where he grew up as an underdeveloped
area that became modernized, and he generalized its attainments as
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the potential destiny of all underdeveloped areas. According to David
Halberstam, in his own lifetime Rusk had seen that boyhood environ
ment revolutionized "with education, with technology, with county
agents, and with electricity." Rusk refused to believe assertions that
underdeveloped countries would need two or three more centuries to
rise to the American level of affluence "because I know it isn't true.
Because I 've seen it with my own eyes." 13

Missionaries of Demoralization
The destructive potential of that kind of unrealistically expectant atti
tude had already been discerned. The Golumbia University sociologist
Rob�� K. ]\1erton, himself a beneficiary of similar upward mobility,
had pointed ou t in his 1 949 article on "Social S tru cture and Anomie"
that there is pressure toward deviant behavior on a large scale when
a system of cultural values extols above all else certain success-goals
foi everybody, even thou gh there are structural barriers restricting or
precluding access to those goals by approved means for a considerable
pai_t of the population.
U nder post-exuberant conditions, Secretary Rusk's Horatio Alger
view of things typified a worldwide force that has fostered anomie.
There have been efforts on all continents to attain, by fa ir means or
foul, the blessings of limitlessness in the face of limits. As Merton had
seen, exaltation of a goal that is unattainable by socially acceptable
action generates demoralization-a "de-institutionalization of the
qi�ans." 1 4 Accordingly, in a world where success for many had become
unattainable because there was no more unused carrying capacity, a
missionary effort to induce peoples of underdeveloped countries to as
pire toward economic development should have been expected to
lower both morale and morality.
Faced with this unintended and deplorable result of their mis
sionary efforts, many of the benevolent people of the developed coun
tries (who had held out the unreachable carrot to frustrate the under
developed nations) remained Ostriches (the Type V adaptation) or
became Cynics (Type IV).
__

__

Achieving Chaos
The illusion of limitless opportunity for economic development per
sisted partly becau se it was embedded in such documents as the
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United N ations Charter. According to the Charter pream ble, the
peoples of the United N ations were determined in 1 945 not only to
" save succeedin g generations from the scourge of war" but also to
"promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom"
and "employ international machinery for the promotion of economic
and social advancement of all peoples" (italics added). If the earth 's
limits made it fatuous to universalize these hopes, then ( by reasoning
alon g the lines set ou t by Merton ) it followed that sentiments ex
pressed in the Charter pream ble were a prelude to global anomie.
B u t men of good will pressed on toward u nsou ght chaos. In De
cemoer--W4fi the United N ations Gen�ral _A�s�ll1 �1Y C1dogt��- a UnTi;r
sal Declaration of H uman Rights. Its preamble again procfaimecl,
amon g other things, determination " to promote social ptogt¢sJ>- and
better standards of life," and its Article 25, Section 1 , said (italics
added ) : "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for
the health and well-being of him self and of his family, includin g food,
clothing, housin g and medical care and necessary social services,- and
the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disabil
ity, widowhood , old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances
beyond his control." Overshoot and resource depletion were certainly
circ umstances beyond the control of inhabitants of the post-exuberant
world ; the Universal Declaration virtually proclaimed their---iIT ele
vance as determinants of a human being's life chances.
U nseein g, and therefore undaunted , the General Assembly in
1 960 adopted a Declaration on Grantin g Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Among its ecologically questionable pieties
was the proclamation that all peoples could "freely determine their
political statu s and freely pursue their econom ic, social and cultural
development." Inadeq uate "political, economic , social or educational
preparedness," it said, m u st never serve as "a pretext for delaying i_n 
dependence" (italics added). By implication, economic inadeq uacy
was expec ted always to be a trumped-up excuse and never a genuine
reason for delayin g independence. Again the very possibility that real
limits might impede attainment of yearned-for goals in a post-exu ber
an t world was not acknowledged, and apparently not seen.
In 1 962 part of a former Belgian UN tru steeship in east-central
Africa became a new nation, Burundi. A nearby former British protec
torate gained independence as U ganda. But high hopes and benevo
lent intentions at the U nited Nations could not insulate mankind from
travesty. The constitution of Burundi alluded to inspiration provided
by the U niversal Declaration of H uman Rights, and in the U gandan
constitu tion there was a bill of rights, also traceable to its influence.
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Subseq uent inhumanities of man toward man in those fled gling na
tions seemed to corroborate the expectation derived from reasoning in
the manner of M erton : to exalt goals that unalterable circumstances
make unattainable is to play with dynamite.
For� i_gn eCO!]O�ic aid had by this time become a more or less fully
institu tionalized expression of the conviction that, with enough help,
underdeveloped countries could rise to industrial stature. Net official
disbursements by the mem ber nations of the Development Assistance
Committee of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel
opment more than dou bled in a dozen years. Paul G. Hoffman, U nited
N ations Development Program administrator, believed at the begin
ning of the 1 9 70s that a solid foundation had been laid during the
1 960s "for building new and better economies and societies throu gh
out the low-income world." Means were at hand, he felt, " to complete
this vital process of nation building. What remains to be tested, how
ever, is the will . . of all countries, rich and poor, to cooperate fully
and to work unremittin gly for meaningful development progress." 1 5
An old cliche had asserted, "Where there's a will, there's a way." I t
was plausible when resources were undepleted and constraining pres
sure from non-volitional limits was negligible. But it was a manifesta
tion of the obsolete cornucopian paradigm and could hardly suffice as
a valid perspective for statesmen in the post-exu berant world.
S� E:!:.e�§c: o logical thoughtways prevented most people from
seeing that the U nited States and other industrial nations could not
really export, in full measure, their own su ccess. But they had already
succeeded in exporting to the non-indu strial peoples the aspira t ion to
become economically developed beyond the world 's capacity. Willard
L. Thorp, who was for five years chairman of OECD's Development
Assistance Committee, wrote in 1 9 7 1 that economic growth had be
come a goal for which governments were expected by their constitu
ents to strive. This was especiall y so, he said, for governments in the
less developed countries. Leaders in those nations typically promised
more economic growth (as an expec ted result of newly won political
independence) than any regime could deliver. Many of the new gov
ernments were soon ousted because of " the inability of any particular
set of incumbents to meet popular demands for specific improvements
or a generally higher level of living." 16
Under such circumstances no one should have been surprised at
an ou tburst of genocide in one of the newborn African nations (Bu
rundi), or, almost next door (in U ganda), the rise of a despot to power
and his expulsion of persons of Asian descent from that country_ to
enable black U gandans to take over the property an� the elite j obs of
.
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the expelled. These perversions of exu beran Cexpectancy were the sort
of things Merton's analysis of the anomie pattern made broadly pre
dictable.

Whether Recognized or Not
But real limits not seen are not limits repealed. By whichever para
digm we comprehend things, the fact remains that it took ships, as
well as desires, to bring European emigrants to the New World. It took
abundant natural resources, not j u st human aspiration, to make the
New World modern. (It would have taken unprecedented mutual re
straint, as well as industrial progress, to make alabaster cities gleam,
undimmed by human tears. )
The world's limits would limit, whether recognized or not. Os
triches in the S tate Department or in U nited N ations agencies, bound
by paradigms from the Age of Exuberance, were sincere in their de
nial of nature's limits ; nevertheless, they were doin g a grave disservice
to the peoples they meant to assist. The new ecological paradigm was
prerequisite to seeing that universal developmen t was an unattaina
ble goal. It was tragic that such a goal came to be universally sou ght.
The effects of this pursuit of the infeasible were grievous, and they
were grievou sly misunderstood. Most of the poor nations of the world
would never become rich. And the rich nations were just beginning
to discover how improbable it was that they would remain rich in a
poor world.
A mood like that of people u nder siege therefore overwhelmed the
time-honored capacity of Americans for witty self-assurance. There
was a grave loss of confidence in the future. This was not due to mere
ideological apostasy ; rather, the traditionally ebullient belief in the
inevitability of progress was a casualty of our belated awakening to
post-exuberant realities.
N o inspirational rhetoric will suffice to revive a faith in the future
which past generations drew less from fine prose thanfrom the New
World's once vast carrying capacity surplus. Persistence of.an obsolete
paradigm caused people to discount the fact that for no species, not
even for man, can an Age of Exuberance be more than temporary in
a finite world. But let u s be relativistic enough to hold no grievarice
against our forebears, who in their day could not anticipate the pres
sures to which we, their descendan ts, were being committed by their
-great expec tation s.
Living in the twilight of the American dream and of the exuber---
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ant way of life is inevitably painful. The crowded world easily becomes
a world in whic}1 antagonists en gage in round after round of mutual
"retaliation." Acts of terrorism beget acts of terrorism. But bitterness
serves no purpose, even in these discouragin g straits. Nostalgia is a
more u s_eful response. We should never disdain to cultiva.te memories
that. nurture courage and compassion. The right kind of nostalgia can
be a fe-gitimate and rational response to irreversible change for a na
tion or a world, j ust as it is for an agin g individual.
Americans have perhaps been hit harder; in some ways, by the
shattenllgaf- -the- dream, becau se Americans had experienced the
greatest exu berance. By cultivatin g an ennobling form of nostalgia,
perhaps we- can prevent the blood spilled in Dallas and in Memphis,
or the oil spill ed off the Santa B arbara shore, from obliterating our
vision of a nation undimmed by human tears, with brotherhood from
sea to shinin g sea as a crownin g expectation.
We have be gun to sense that we are never going to achieve that
utopian condition, but when reality falls short of our ideals we need
more than ever to recognize that ideals h ave value in themselves as
expressions of human nature.
We must not forget.
Settlers in a New World did create a new and inspired form of
governm.ent in a land of opportu nity. That land did provide a haven for
millions of dispossessed, and a refu ge from religiou s and political tyr
anny. Americans tore themselves asunder to recant the odious doc
trine that man could be man's chattel, and painfully they sutured the
na tion al w ound. Americans did win the West, and it was a West that
far ou tshone its television parody. A great nation was built in a wilder
ness-and then its people learned to cherish samples of the wilder
ness before it was all chan ged. The nation tried honestly and passion
ately to preserve three dozen national parks and scores of national
monuments as places of natural splendor and reminders of a pioneer
ing heritage. I t tried honestly and generou sly to share the fuits of its
frontier experience with people in other societies overseas, where the
national park idea was often genuinely appreciated when some of
America's other cultural exports were regretted. 1 7
Until recently, nothing req uired the citizens of an exu berant na
tion to realize that a pioneer community cannot endure forever with
out turning into something very different. It is not a "climax commu
nity." The meanin gs of such terms, and of the inexorable process of
change c alled " succession," will be made clear in the chapters that
follow.
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Notes
1. Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1 974.
2. That this would happen was seen as long ago as 1 896 by William Graham
Sumner, whose essay on the subject is discussed later in the present
chapter.
3. The principle was q uoted and elaborated upon by Merton ( 1 968, pp.
4 75ff). Merton's interpretation of the Thomas principle may too easily be
misconstrued as an assertion that the actual consequences of defining a
situation in a certain way are inevitably j ust what the definition of the
situation lead s people to expect. This is not so (and it is not really what
Merton was sayin g). All that the Thomas principle really tells us is that it
mat ters how people define the situations they encounter. It does not de
clare that obj ec tive physical reality h as no effect on human experience;
nor does it mean that the consequences of a real situation depend alto
gether on the vagaries of expec tation and perception. As Merton pointed
out (p. 485), " E ventually, life in a world of myth must collide with fact in
the world of reality."
4. For reference to this belief and discussion of its more recent erosion, see
Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. M oynihan, B eyond the Melt ing Pot (Cam
bridge : M IT Press, 1 963) ; and J. Milton Yin ger, " Ethnicity in Complex
Societies : S tructural, Cultural, and Characterological Factors," Ch. 1 1 in
Lewis A. Coser and Otto N. Larsen , eds. , The Uses of Con troversy in
Sociology (New York: Free Press, 1 976), pp. 1 9 7-2 1 6 .
5. S e e Peterson 1 970 ; Benson 1 97 1 .
6 . See, for example, Quick 1 974, pp. 3 l ff. ; A . J . Nicholson, "An Outline of
the Dynamics of Animal Populations," A u s t ralian journal of Zoology 2
( M ay, 1 954 ) : 9 - 65.
7. In the same volume of S umner's essays that includes "Earth H unger"
there is another that has gained increasing pertinence for understanding
our post-exu berant predicament. Originally published in 1 887, "The Ban
quet of Life" argued that if there were any such thing as was connoted by
that then-modish expression, we needed to understand that it was "not
set for an u nlimited number.''
8. Technology and organization are two of the three components of what
Robert E . Park termed, in a 1 936 article, "the social complex." The three
components, in mutual interaction with each other and with an emiron
ment, constitute what Otis Dudley Duncan later called " the ecological
complex." See pp. 2 5 1-252 in Riley E. Dunlap and William R. Catton, Jr. ,
" Environmental Sociology," Annual Review of Sociology 5 ( 1 979) : 243-273.
9. J ohn Dillin, "World-at-Peace Arms C ost-$350 Billion and Growin g,"
Christian Science Moni tor, May 9, 1 977, p. 1 .
1 0 . Calculated from data given in Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics
of the Un i ted States, Colon ial Times to 1 9 70, Bicentennial Edition (Wash
in gton : U . S. Department of Commerce, 1 9 75), I, 224.
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1 1 . Quoted in the New York Times , Nov. 1 0 , 1 974, p. I .
1 2 . Mentioned in a radio newscast. Cf. Gladwin Hill, " M arx vs. Malthus:
Ideas S tir Rancor at Population M eeting," New York Times , Aug. 26, 1 974,
p. 1 0, and the editorial, " Demagogy in Bucharest," ibid. , p. 28.
1 3. Quoted in H alberstam 1 9 72, p. 3 1 4.
1 4 . Merton 1 968, p. 1 90.
1 5. Quoted from Hoffman's " I n troduc tion" to Legum 1 970, p. xxvii.
1 6. Thorp 1 9 7 1 , p. 25.
1 7. See the remark by a New Zealand visitor to some of the national parks in
the U . S . d uring the Vietnam war, q uoted in P. H . C. Lucas, Con serving
New Zeala nd's Heri tage (Wellington : A. R. Shearer, Government Printer,
1 970), p. 84.
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IV

Toward
Ecological
Understanding

. . . hu man life represents a continuous process of metabolism in
receiving energy, transforming it, and expending it in the form of
excretions . . . . [Thisj process . . . ought to receive attention not
only from the biologist but also from the sociologist, i.e., from the
investigator of hu man behavior and of social processes.
- Pitirim A. Sorokin

Hunger as a Factor in Human Affairs,
pp. 3-4
Whereas other animals depend largely on genetic changes for
adaptation to environment, man's chief form of adj ustment has
been throu gh agencies external to himself but largely of his own
fashioning. Instead of developing claws, win gs, hard shell
coverings, horns, etc., man has construc ted tools, clothing,
weapons, and various other devices from the materials of his
environment.
- Amos H. Hawley
Human Ecology, pp. 24-25
A pond in an evergreen forest may receive very little sunlight,
deriving its energy from forest detritus that blows or falls into
it. . . . For some purposes it is u seful to conceptualize a city as a
detritus ecosystem, dependent on external sources of energy and
other resources.
- Arthur S . Bou ghey

Man and the Environment (2nd ed. ), p. 9
. . . industrial technology is by nature exploitative and destruc tive
of the materials that are necessary to maintain it . . . and at the
very minimum must find and develop substitu tes for those
resources that become exhausted.
- Richard T. LaPiere
Social Change, p. 530
Even tually they cannot survive in the conditions they themselves
have made.
- part of a picture caption in an in terpretive
display about ecological succession, in the
visitor center near Fishing Brid ge,
Yellowstone National Park

6

The Processes
That Matter

Escape from Arrogance
W � n human h2_s_to_ry 4i_d_ not war� out accordin g to the high hopes
engendered by the Age of Exu berance, we began in the pbst-exu ber
an.t\vorla to ·suffer from the illusion that we could retrieve the good
oH Clays by hati!J.g someone for stealing them frmn us. Examples
abmiilcI People to be hated have ran ged from commuri_tg�_ to capital
ists, from whites to blacks, from true believers (wron g brand) to revi
sionists. Parties, nationalities, races, classes, and faiths have all served
as targets for frustration-bred hatred. Weimar Germany became the
genocidal Third Reich of Adolf Hitler because there were desperate or
humiliated crowds willing to embrace the doctrine that "non-Aryans"
were the source of their nation 's woes.
Because the rest of us are susceptible to the same kind of enraged
response to desperate circumstances, 1 we urgently need to see that
what has befallen mankind was no mere manifestation of some sinis
ter conspiracy. Nor was it due to some chronic flaw in the national
character of any of u s. It was the natural gyt�Q.!'l!e of a natural process.
We might endure it less self-destructively if we cardeam to see it that
way. M an has been too arrogant in exaggeraUng the difference be
tween himself and other creatures, between human. history and nat.u-

J_atht�oiy:

-

·

According to the ecologjcal- paradigm . this book is meant to advo
cate, whatfias flilPPe necrt� t h� /\;;;�ri� a;; ci��am� a�d what is liap peri
irrg to human life all over the world, can be understood as ecological
success ion (and related processes). Members of the human species
failed to heed clear omens of our own predicament because we did not
know they were precedents. We had not yet learned what processes
matter most. Some of the processesrnosCaeeply- affecting human life
were those that seemed trivial by conventional standards of thought.
We disregarded innumerable instances in which populations of orga
nisms so chan ged their own environments that they undermined their
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own lives. Most of us didn't know that this was what these examples
exemplified. And we never supposed the pattern could include us.
In winemaking vats, which provide a finite but lavishly stocked
habitat for micro-organisms that ferment j uice from cru shed fruit, the
organisms grow exuberantly at first, deplete the initially: anunda:nt ntF"
trients upon which they thrive, and eventually die from the accumu
lation of alcohol and carbon dioxide they produce. The same k_tod _ill_
thing happens in a pond when its plant and animal inhabitants fill it
with organic debris and turn it into a meadow, in which aquatic c re;
tures can no longer live. I t happens again when a meadow becomes a
forest.
Who cares abou t such episodes? We all need to. We need to see
that, in each case, the organisms u sing their habitat unavoidahly-·re"
duce its capacity to support their kind by what they necessarily do to
it in the process of living. In making their habitat less suitable for
themselves, organisms sometimes make it more suitable for other spe
cies-their successors. This is what mankind has been doing. We
have overshot environmental limits and have begun inflicting serious
damage u pon our habitat's capacity to support our species.
It may be human to respond to changed circumstances that we
do not u nderstand by indulging in puerile blame-placing, or in "retal
iatin g" against su pposed perpetrators of our troubles. But it would be
more humane to acknowled ge that we did not recognize precedents
in time to avoid the frustration of ill-founded aspirations.
We can still learn an important lesson by belatedly seeing that the
precedents were precedents. We can at least recognize that the loss of
the American dream is no uniquely h uman event, so it does not need
to fill us with seething h atred, either toward ourselves for some sup
posed apostasy or malfeasance, or toward some alleged tyrant, villain,
or enemy nation.
The rest of this chapter will ou tline principles that help explain
the human predicament. They differ altogether from the rhetoric by
which the leaders of nations, parties, industrial organizations, dissi
dent groups, or revolu tionary movements purport to account for con
temporary history. They are principles we can no longer afford to dis
regard as "merely academic."
·

·

Universal Interdependence
Let us begin with the fact that all the many forms of life on this planet
have the same ultimate chemical basis. In many and varied-ways,
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their life pr9�e��es ar� _also interdepende nt. Each form (including
man) takes certain subst<lnce� from its environment and puts certain
subs��� i nto_ its _environment; these affect other organisms. The
influences of variou s species upon each other are often intricate indirect, and supJle.
--one- of the first men to gain a re�ly deep appreciation for these
complex co_l_!l1�ctio�s was �!i_ar_l �s Darwin, who spoke of the web of
life. Not only did Darwin painstakingly work out the evolu tionary im
plications of the ways living things interact, but he also called such
strong attention to the interconnectedness of the web of life that the
subseq uent emergence of a science concerned specifically with inter
actions amon g diverse organisms was inevitable. That science later
acquired the name "ecology"-a name which later came to have too
superficial a meanin g, for some of the groups amon g whom it became
in the 1 9 70s an "in" word . 2
.,.E<;:ology is concerned with far more fundamental ideas than food
fads, returnable bottles, or even the banning of aerosols. It is danger
ou s and unnecessary to remain preoccupied with the peripheral, the
particular, or the superficial. The basic principles of this science are
so impo5_t�l!� to man's effort to comprehend what is happening to him
and to his hopes that they need to be made a part of everyone's com
mon-knowledge.
Significant understanding can be developed from the well-known
fact that most of the organic world is divided into two "kingdoms"
plants and animals. There is a simple but all-important division of la
bor benyeen these two kingdoms : they "cooperate" in sustaining life
on earth. Gre � - plants, u sing energy from sunlight, extract carbon
dio�e_aunosphere (or the sea) and u se it to form variou s
organt£Jnolecules. which other organisms can then u se as food. I n
this process o f photosynthesis, plants give o ff oxygen, which becomes
part of the atmosphere. Animals need the oxygen to breathe, so they
can "oxicliie their food and release the solar energy stored in it, j u st as
the solarener-gy stored in a stick of firewood is released when we bum
it':'"l3ecause animals cannot manufacture the carbon-based organic
�ol�cuTes - ilieffiseives,- they need plants to feed upon {or the .ftesh of
otlrera.himals that was formed by eating plants). As animals breathe,
they return carbon dioxide to the atmosphere (or the sea). These two
chemical elements, c arbon and oxygen, circulate in an endless bio
geochemical cycle.
This clear interdependence between the plant and animal king
dofi1s _provides a model for understanding more detailed instances of
"co�p_e�ation" between different kinds of organisms in the web of life.
·- --

-
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If there are cooperative interactions, there are also competitive inter
ac tions. Only m an, of course, can apply these somewhat anthropo
morphic but highly illuminatin g labels to these processes and under
s tand how such interactions arise, how they work, and how we are
inescapably affected by them.
WJ:ien life began on earth, the plant kingdom at first h ad the place
to itsel (Tor aii!rfral s could not evolve until millions of generations of
plants had made"oxy_gen abundant. Originally, there was no fr�-��
gen in the earth 's atmosphere, j u st as there appears to be little or none
in the atmospheres of the solar system's other planets or the earth
sized satellites of Saturn and J upiter. 3 The members of the plant king
dom consumed carbon dioxide, which was then abundant in the air
and in solution in the sea. The i:ila.11t� g�ve off oxygen. The cumulative
effects of the life processes of the plant kin gdom changed the world"
(The effects could be cum ulative partly because some plant substance
from each generation got buried somehow, and the carbon in it was
prevented from re-oxidizin g. Eventually such buried organic matter
was transformed by heat and pressure into coal, etc. ; from what has
been said in previou s chapters, it will be recognized that that was one
way these biogeochemical processes acquired political and economic
relevance. B u t even more important, as we shall see in a moment, we
humans could not exist if these things hadn't happened. )
A s plant life chan ged the world, forms o f plants that could only
thrive in an atmosphere rich in co2 became extinct when the .habitat
to which they were adapted had been made non-existent by their us.�
of it. As a further result, other forms of plant life were able to take
their place, and animal life also eventually became possible.
As animals evolved, their life processes began to balance the ef
fects Q_[R}�ii_t life. Animals consumed plants, took in oxygen, oxidized
the ;nergy-rich c arbon compounds in the plants they ate, and gave off
carbon dioxide. After hundreds of millions of years in which m any
new species emerged and many old species became extinct, an ap
proximate chemical equilibrium was reached between the two king
doms. The rate at which the plant kingdom was changing the world
in one direction was now j ust about offset by the rate at which the
animal kingdom was changing it back in the other direction.
That equilil>rtum was reachedJon g before man appeared. Evolu
tion could rWtproduce any creature with the traits of man until the
world had u ndergone the changes that would enable it to support
such a creature. 4 Or, to put it the other way around, we are theJgnc:l_
of creature we ar.e because our species evolved in a habitat that had
already been brought to the conditions recently known by our not-so<

•
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distant ancestors. H owever.--like- the life processes of every _previous

speCfes, 1wman life processes modify the environmen t upon which we
depend. That is a law which no creed can repeal

As hum�l]" _'?l1!!1b�i:s and eq uipment increased, human impact on
the enviroiunent increased, so Ii departed faster and faster from bein g
the kirfd-m eiivjr911meri_t in \vfocb our species had evolved. For ex
ample, in the prehu man emironment much of that carbon removed
from the atmosphere by green plants was locked safely away in th�
e�l'["w1iere it could not be returned to the air by respiration. Disre
garding his own need for a nearly carbon-free atmosphere, man per
ceived the deposits of coal and petroleum not as safe underground
storage of n atural pollu tants, but as "fossil fuels" ; he set abou t eagerly
u nearthing them to fulfill his growing demand for energy. By energy
releasing com\:>JJ s tionlle was returning the carbon to the at mosphere
at a r'!_te that has now imparted a significant imbalance to th� _(:ll!'bon
cycle. Experience of SU bmariiie crewmen Jlas shown wh �re such im
b:lrai1c e can lead u s . For example, in 1 973, the chemicals in the air
purification system aboard a su bmerged u ndersea research craft
proved insufficient when the su b became entangled in a ship's wrec k
age ; two members of the research crew shared the pli ght of the zym
ogenic micro-organisms in the wine vat, their lives ended by the ac
cumulated au totoxic products of their own life processes. 5

Photosynthesis and the Basis of Life

If�h�bk.ai.r Js essential to u s, so is energy. Energy from the sun is
the ultim?,te bash; of all life. Solar energy enters the web of life by way
of gr�e"Ii plants. By the light-powered chemical process called photo
s ynthesis, plants produce all the food for the animal kingdom. Sun
light falli ng on an animal's body contributes to its warmth, of course,
but cannot energize its mu scles and other organs. For that the animal
must depend on solar energy that was earlier trapped and stored in
chemical form in the plants at the beginning of its food chain.
Such d ependence is transitive, as the term "food chain" signifies.
This important concept embraces the following kinds of relationships.
First, as we h'!Y� 5�-�I1, most plants manufacture their food from
abfotfC(inoi�)i!.£.) _s!lbstances. Some of the organic matter in plants is
consumedby animal_§_ . Jn the bodies of herbivores (vegetarian ani
mciIS},"organic" molecules of plant origin are converted into flesh and
blood, or eggs, or secretions such as milk. Animals may eat other ani
ma.IS'-eggs. Carnivorou s animals may eat herbivorou s flesh ; some eat
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lower-order carnivores. All organisms, in short, are linked to other or
ganisms ih--<l'nierarchy" of consumption. Organisms thu s consist of
substance that. u ndergoes a continual flow upward throu gfi a fooa
��

-

AQimals, then, are consumers ; most plants are producers. But

certain kinds-of pfanls (a:s well as animals) are consumers of detritu s.
They reprocess organic matter that already had accumulated in their
habitat-from falferi leaves ofliving trees, or the log of a dead free, or
from the decomposed bodies of other organisms on the ground or at
the bottom of a pond. The implications of a life style based on detritus
consumption will be examined in Chapter 1 0.
Not all organisms occupy fixed positions in a food chain. Some
animals, for example, are partly or occasionally herbivorous and partfy
or occasionally carnivorous. We are of this type ; we can shift our-po
sition in the food chain upward or downward. With each link bet\veen
us and the bottom of the chain, rou ghly 90 percent of the substance
and energy from the lower link are lost into the inanimate habitat.
Conver_sion from one living form to another is about 1 0 percent effi
cient� The food available for h uman consumption is more abundant,·
as-the public began to learn in the 1 9 70s, if man places himself low in
the food chain. Food is less abundant as we place ourselves higher (by
eatin g more meat, eggs, or dairy products, instead of cereal grains). It
is about ten times more difficult to raise the quality of the human diet
than it is to increase the quan tity of food available for human con
sumption. 6 The web of life can include fewer human beings thttmore
carnivorou s they insist on being. But man is so constructed that he
needs particular nu trients that are not easily i ncluded in an all-vege
table diet. Protein deprivation in infancy, for example, can m ake him
less human by seriously impairing brain development.

Symbiosis and Antibiosis
The interrelations between organisms are not always the interrela
tions of the eater and the eaten. There are many instances of unwit
tin g cooperation (symbiosis) between one kind of organism �d an
other. Herbivorous animals, for example, are dependent u pon sym
biotically coexisting bacteria within their bodies. The_bacteria .co.ntrib
ute to the digestive processes of the host animal. The host animal
provides the moist, warm, dark conditions required by the bacteria
and gathers the food upon which both it and the bacteria subsist.
Flowering plants provide food in the form of nectar for flying insects;
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th._e ins��� provide a service in pollinating the plants and enabling
them to reproduce. I egume-...w;;h.�..as clm:er .ilQd alfalfa have on their
roo(_fn�cl u l�s of bacte.ria that are able to capture nitrogen from the air
and convert it into substances needed by the host plants.Jn fact, the
symbiosis between the leguminous plant and its associat�d bacteria
cail"nx"riiirogen in sufficient quantity so that it enhances the fertility
of the so!}, Iff�P.!lri_ng it to support other, humanly useful plant life.
Within either the plant or the animal kingdom, different species
make different demands on the environment. When the environmen
tal demands of different species are mutually complementary, so that
one species puts in to the environment what the other needs to take
ou t and vice versa, their relationship is symbiotic. 7 While we have al
ready seen that this kind of relationship holds, in a broad way, between
the whole plant kingdom and the whole animal kingdom, here we are
taking note of its occurrence between differentiated species within a
kingdom. In other words, there is symbiosis in detail, as well as sym
biosis in general.
Now let u s pursue some of the ramifications of this idea so that
we can see how it applies to man and why it is perilous to disregard it.
Let us suppose we have j ust visited a zoo, or a botanical garden in a
city park, or have j u s t been doing some weeding in a small window
box. We are therefore acu tely aware of the fact that organisms come
in many forms. B u t now let us remind ourselves that what matters
ecologically is not the conspicuous fact that two species have different
shapes or appearances, but the less obviou s fact that they req uire dif
ferennhings from their environment and do different things to it. Spe
ciation, the separation of organisms into distinct non-interbreedin g
types, h as ecological significance largely as an indication of "occupa
tional" differentiation, rather than differentiation of form.
To this way of understanding the importance of differences be
tween species we must add the fact that, among th� higher forms of
life, increasin gly elaborate symbiotic relationships within species
emerge. Different mem bers of the same species can behave differently
from each other, making somewhat different demands on the environ
ment. M an in particular is one species that can become so behavior
ally differentiated that it is as if he were divided into many species.
The interactions between h uman roles, or different labor-force occu
pations, are functionally eq uivalent to the interactions between di
verse species. Each role has a distinctive confi guration of competitive
and symbiotic relationships to organisms occupying other roles. Thu s
many o f the ecological principles that describe relationships between
spectes-c;fri als6 be u sed to understand · relationships between fu nc·
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tionally differentiated categories within the human spectes. The_ �nor
mous capacity of Homo sapiens for behavioral differentiatfon turns
many ecological principles into sociological principles.
As was pointed out by Sumner, the sociologist who wrote " E arth
H u n ger," the ratio of a population to the available q u antity of a neces
sary resource is an important determinant of the intensity of compe
tition . This ecological principle, so clearly applicable to human society,
was tragically neglected by most of S u mner's contemporaries. Never
theless, when each individu al in a population affects the other mem
bers of that population by u sin g up some of the common supply of a
resource u pon which they all depend, there is competition among
them .
Insofar as the members of a particular species tend to make iden
tical demands on-theff envrronfr1ent, their relationship toeacn other
tend§ -1,() be competitive. It will be only mildly competitive as !Ong as
population densityisiow relative to the resources required by the spe
cies. As the population becomes more numerou s, competition be
tween its members must be intensified .
Not only does every organic species take su bstances from its habi
tat in the process of living ; it also puts substances ·-into- die- haOifci.i.
The life processes of many organisms put into their -habitat certain
soluble chemical compounds whose presence affe cts the life pro
cesses of these organisms themselves, and of other organisms sharing
the s ame h abitat. S ome of these "extrametabolites" act as inhibitors of
growth ; others act as promoters of growth. The antibiotics u sed in
medical prac tice are extrametabolites. 8 The word "antibiotic" is merely
the opposite of " symbiotic." The penicillium mold, or fungus, produces
an extrametabolite that inhibits growth of variou s bacteria. The bac
teria it c an inhibit include many that cause disease in the human
body. I n refined form, therefore, this extrametabolite (penicillin) has
wide-ranging medical u se. Few of the people whose lives it has pro
longed have u nderstood that they were beneficiaries of an ecological
process. Likewise, few of those in whose vocabulary "ecology" means
merely the piou s denunciation of waste or pollution have recognized
the full scope of ecological knowled ge. Accordingly, the tragic neglect
of ecological u nderstanding by political leaders is pardonable.
When the chemical by-products of the life processes of one spe.,,
cies are harmful to another species, their relationship to each other'. is
. antagoni stic . Thg genicillium mold is·anragonistic to variou s disease
_causin g - bai:£erta. ( From the point of vie\v of the badena�-penicillin
exuded by the mold is a "pollutant" of the environment. ) Similarly, the
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man-and-machine systems of Los Angeles are antagonistic to the pon
derosa pines in the San Bernardino N ational Forest; the smog derived
from automobile exhaust and industrial fumes is a kind of extrameta
bolite exuded by megalopolis and is toxic to other organisms such as
trees.
Obviou s as it might seem, it is worth noting that, in the ecological
context, antagonism is q uite impersonal. The word does not have the
emotional connotation s it would have in reference to human conflict.
There is neither animosity nor vituperation between the people of Los
Angeles and the ponderosa pines, or between the penicillium mold
and the bac teria. This emotionless meaning of the word is noteworthy
becau se this impersonal kind of antagonism can happen between hu
man beings j u st as truly as it happens to other living thin gs. Antago
nism in ecology merely mean s that the fulfillment of one organism's
ne'eds is antithetical to the maintenance of environmental conditions
in whieh another organism's needs can be fulfilled .
Among human bein gs, however, it may be that ecological antago
nism tends to produce its emotional counterpart, just as ecological
exuberance gave rise to exu berant feelings. H uman animosity can
perhaps be arou sed by mu tual interference between human groups,
even when the interference is indirect and unintended . I f so, that is
one way an age of overpopulation could become an age of war. To
recognize that human conflict may arise without villainy, from e':o
logical sources, may be an important step toward preventing u nnec
essary escalation of frictions misinterpreted. Not always blessed are
the would-be peacemakers. if they rely too mudi on exhortation and
take no interestTndiscovering environmental sources of antagonism .
If incon gruent with the facts of the real world, their hortatory efforts
ll1aymtensifyrather than abate the human frictions they deplore.
N aive liberalism (political and religious) tend s to deny the exis
tenceand -neglect the occurrence of any valid basis for antagonistic
reiatTons between human beings. Byjrnplication, if not always explic
@i!Uwiibl.ites conflict to mere h-uman perversity. It avoids the q ues
tion of whether what passes for a character defect has deeper
causes-whether or not the ability to practice brotherly love, self-re
stramt; arid a decent respect for the opinions of mankind depend s on
sucnerivifonmental prerequisites as low population pressure and rela
tive ahseri_¢e ()f civilization-made extrametabolites. By ignoring these
iSsUeS: s�ch liberal ideology probably nurtures its opposites: those ide
ologies that regard conflict as inherent in the nature of society or the
nature ofman.
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Comm unity, Niche, Succession
Variou s differentiated organisms which influence each other adapt
collec tively to the life-supporting conditions of the _ habitat A " com
munity" is a more or less self-sufficient and localized web of life mak�
ing such a collec tive adaptation. The roles in a community are per=
formed by many different species of living things, both plant and
animal, so it is referred to as a " biotic community."9
There are biotic communities in which the most significant roles
are performed b"y' plants ; these are appropriately called "plant com
munities" even though there may be some animal species playing
q uite indispensable roles in them-e . g . , pollinating insects, seed-dis
persin g birds, etc. In other circumstances, animals play a more con
spicuous part in the collective adaptation of the association of diverse
organisms to its habitat ; these can be called " animal communities"
even thou gh some plant species are indispensably involved. When
man, throu gh his own extensive differentiation on social and occupa
tional lines ( q u asi�s pecfaffo-ri), plays so many of the roles that the com
munity appears to be mostly under his control, it is properly regarded
as a "human commu nity." But man is not self-sufficient; the human
body cannot, for example, make its own food by photosynthesis-from
abfufiC SU bstances. Because of the dependence of the animal Kingdom
(includin g Homo sapiens) upon the plant kin gdom, there can be no
f:\;clus ively hu man community, nor any exclu sively animal commu
nity.' The phra�e "human commu nity," therefore, should always be re
garded as shorthand for a biofiC- coirimimity dominated by hTiman
bein gs. Once again, however obvious these points may seem, it is im
portant to remind ourselves that they were not at all obvious in the
Age of Exu berance. The illusion of human autonomy has continued
to influence national policies right on into the post-exuberant age.
Each kind of organism has its own distinctive functional role in 3
community's collective adaptation. The distinctive part it plays is that
organism's niche. As competition between organlsmrmrensifies,
there is a tendency for them to become differentiated in the thin gs
they do to the habitat and the demands they make upon it. In short,
there is a tendency toward "niche diversification." E ach organism in '!
community competes principally with the limited number of other or
ganisms within its own niche, not with all other organisms In l � e
habitat. Niche diversification is thus an adaptive response tQ. popula
tion pressure. It � .tl:ir:ough this process that evolution has led to
greater and greater commu nity complexity. Although the French so
ciologist Emile Durkheim pointed out the human social significance
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of such ecological principles in 1 893, the ecological nature of his
study of The Division of Labor in Society has not always been recog
nized even by sociologists, and his work has not been generally known
by a wider public. 10
N evertheless, this brings u s to the principles most indispen sable
for understandin g the h uman predicament. A human community, like
any other biotic community, is ( 1 ) an associatfon of diverse organisms
(2) colled ively adapted to (3) the conditions of its habitat. Such con
ditions are not fixed . Habitats change. Adaptive patterns must change
in response. Often a particular association of organisms cannot avoid
altering the characteristics of its habitat by its very mode of adaptation
to it. By una_JJ_Q_icja,QJy modifying its habitat in the process of living in

it, an associat ion of organisms compels itself to change its own mode
ol!!:!!:!! t ation . In other words, the configuration of niches in a biotic

community is no� usually static. Community structures change. They
cnan ge as a result of the community's own impact on its habitat.
Conceivably (but, in practice, rarely) the organisms that are as
sociated1n- a particular h abitat could arriv e at an equilibrium, where
their collective impact on the h abitat leaves it unchan ged from year to
year.- Such a "climax c ommunity" 1 1 can only come about when the
as�ortment of niches within it is such that their environmental effects
are mutually complementary, and the population in each niche is kept
stable by its interactions with the populations in the other niches. In
this equilibrium condition there are no superfluous types of orga
nisms, because none persists without a niche (a part to perform in the
collective adaptation). In the climax community, if we "consider the
lilies of the field," we find there is some way in which they do their
share of " toiling" and "spinnin g."
The climax community is, in short, an integrated and self-per
petuc1.ting community. It comprises a combination of species that can
successfully oui�compete any alternative combination that might oth
erwise exist in its place.
What dqes it mean to say it is "integrated" and "self-perpetuat
ing:? C�der again the model of cooperation implicit in the circula
tion of carbon between the two big kingdoms, plants and animals. In
a climax community, the organic fixation of carbon by photosynthesis,
or what ecologists mean by "production," is in_ ���_pfe with the return
01 oxidized carbon to the atmosphere by "re.spiration." This is an im

portant point, but it has been disregarded by industrial civilization .

Most communities are not climax communities. They undergo contin
ualchange wherein one species is progressively replaced by another.
J'.'.ven more emphatically, most human comm unities (at least in the
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modem world) cannot be climax communities. Certainly in the mod
ern city photosynthetic production does not match oxidation of carbon
(by respiration plus combustion). 12 As the next several chapters will
show, man's efforts to do the very things for which his species has
special aptitudes have the inescapable effect of fostering this imbal
ance, so human ascendancy undennines itself.
This happens to various associations of non-human species, too.
Community transformation results from modification of the habitat by
the community that exists in it at a given time. As the habitat changes,
the association of plants and animals it will support must change� This.
is "succession," the process of change from one community type to
another.
Sometimes, even without alteration of the environment, a more
effectively adapted species out-competes (and replaces[a less effec
tively adapted species. This too may be called succession, but it is a
milder kind. Sociologists h ave meant this mild kind of replacement
process when they have applied the word "succession" to events ob
served in human communities. The displacement of one ethnic group
by another in a given neighborhood of a city has typified what succes
sion means to sociologists. Important as the social repercussions of
ethnic turnover may be, and traumatic as the experience may be for
some of the individuals involved in the process, this is hardly th�_� t
important form of community transformation affe cting human beings.
As we shall see in the next chapter, because sociologists have paid too
little attention to the larger kind of succession whereby a community
causes its own demise by what it does to its habitat in the process of
using it, their studies h ave shed less light than they should have on
the more seriou s dimensions of the human predicament.
The entire sequence of community types characteristic ofa given
site is what ecologists c all a "sere;' and the developmental steps in the
process of community successfon are " seral stages:' 1 3 The key idea
involving this cluster of concepts is that most biotic com:qnmities are
subj ect to change because they do alter the characteristics of their
own enviro"nments. Succession is a very common (and virtually ines
capable) ecological process. It happens to human communfties as well
as to animal and plant communities. The Age of Exuberance in which
the American dream unfolded was an early seral stage in the succes
sion of New World community types. The post-exuberant age iS-alater
stage in the same sere.
By not recognizing the ecological pattern, we have misconstrued
our own history. 1 4. Our misunderstanding enabled us to overshoot car
rying capacity. If misunderstanding persists, it can tum the ecological
·
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kind of antagonism into the emotional kind, making an unkind fate
crueler than necessary. As other mammalian species have moved into
a post-exu berant stage, increased antagonism and competition typi
cally have led to increased violence and behavioral degeneracy. S tatus
hierarchies become more abrasive. Care and training of the young
become inept and even reluctant; the young come to be treated as
intruders. One result of these changes is a slowing down of the rate of
population increase. Another is the suffusion of fear, hostility, and mis
ery into all aspects of life. Such responses to overpopulation of a lim
ited habitat have been observed in careful studies of other primates
(baboons, monkeys), as well as in laboratory rats. 15
M an has imagined himself to be more unlike other mammals
than he really Ts , so when human behavior has shown these same
...___
charaderist1cs, variou s other explanations have been put forth which
nave obscured the significance of population pressure itself. In the
twentieth century, with human numbers enlarged and resource draw
.down becoming significant, man went to war. He rioted in the streets.
H e committed more and more crimes of violence. His political atti
tudes polarized and he created totalitarian governmen ts, some of
which gave license to sadistic tendencies. A generation gap widened
and deepened. In spite of earnest efforts by humane acti\ists to inhibit
racism and to rectify economic ineq uality, disparities between people
remained and animosities became more virulent. Standards of de
cency in behavior toward others and expectations of considerate self
restraint were eroded and degraded in many places.

Man's One World
We need to remember that mankind is part of the animal kingdom.
__ _
The human species is as depend e nt as theresfofthe· animal kingdom
upon the plant kingdom. As human numbers have increased, an in
cr�g::fra.ction _Qf the_ plant kin gdom's total productivity has been
diverted from feeding other animals to feeding man or the animals
man uses. One ecologist has estimated this fraction as one-eighth of
the net pro�-oTthe world's land areas. 16 Thus, with only three
more doublin gs of human numbers, we and our domestic animals
would be consuming everything else that grows on all the continents
and all the islands of the world , and eatin g it all j ust as fast as it could
be grown and harvested. H ow many heads of government or members
of legislative bodies have begun to face up to the implications of these
numbers ?
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Since man began to shift from hunting and gathering to agricul
ture some 1 0,000 years ago, our species has appreciably altered the
structure of the worldwide web of life. Hu man effort has tremen
dously increased the fraction of that web that consists of human flesh,
as we saw in Table 1 . I n. only about 400 human generations-a short
time in an evolu tionary perspective-the human population has dou 
bled nine times. 1 7 Nine seems like a small number. But nine d@.blings
(that is, increase by a factor of two raised to the ninth power) is a more
than five-hundred-fold increase. Since the dawn of agriculture, the
world's people have become about 500 times more numerous. Worldwide, therefore, the effort to divert to human use still larger
fractions of the annu al product of photosynthesis has become more
arid more imperative. This task had to become more and more diffi
cult, since the least difficult diversions would obviou sly have been, in
general, the first achieved. I ncreased difficulty of diverting still more
productivity to human use appears to have increased man's nostalgia
for earlier and easier times, althou gh the causes of such feelings re
mained obscure, as long as these ecological relationships had not yet
become folk knowledge.
From the early nineteenth century onward, new tools and new
techniques gave man increased power to out-compete other members
of the animal kingdom in consuming the products of the plant king
dom's life processes. I n other words, even thou gh it was becoming
more and more diffi cult to enlarge human carrying c apacity by further
takeovers, technological advances had further enhanced our power to
do so despite the difficulty. We pressed on with the .old. _�akeover
meth od ; at the same time, we were exuberantly forging ahead with
the newer drawdown method . Accordingly, human numbers in
creased more rapidly than ever-two of those nine dou blings during
the hundred centuries since the dawn of agriculture were confined to
the most recent one and a h alf centuries. After mechanized agriculture
began to be the dominant mode of sustenance production, the web of
life was altered more extensively and more swiftly than ever before. If,
somehow, man's agricultural modification of the web of life (with steel
plows, mechanical harvesters, fossil fuel-burning tractors, and syn
thetic fertilizers and pesticides) were to falter, and the web were to
revert to something like the structure it had only six human genera
tions ago, then (becau se of these two most recent doublings) four
earths would be needed to support the present human population of
this one earth .
With four earthfuls of people (by pre-mechanized standards), and
with reasons to dou bt the stability of an ecosystem modified by the
·
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drawdown method, the post-exuberant world found itself facing seri
ous trou ble. The drawdown method of overshooting human carrying
capacity h ad given increased impetus to the older takeover method of
extending it. As �he hl!Jl1a.n component of the animal kingdom in
cr�he._nonhuman parts ofit inevitably had to decrease. The total
sustenance base for animals provided by the plant kingdom-was not
enlarged by man's efforts ; recent evidence suggests it has actually
been �!gf!ifi�<!.ritly diminished. 1 � What human beings did tl:uough s�:
le-Ctjje _br�eding anci intensive cultivation of usable plants was to dis
place types �_cj_Q_not. consume with types we do consume, or.with
plants COJ1§.Um_�<:l_ by animals we consume. The illusion that man was
riial<ing the world "more productive" arose from simply making a
larger-share -ofits limited productivity serve human wants. Local ex
tensfons of total pl}o�qsynthetic productivity throu gh irrigati�� of for
merdeserts -were offset by creation of deserts throu gh deforestation,
overgrazing, etc., and throu gh turning formerly productive land into
deserts of another sort-burying arable land under buildings, high
ways, mine tailings, junkyards. Industrial man also reduced the life
sustailllTi g--capacity of the earth's air and water, diminishing the ma
nne -g ho�! acreage upon which he sometimes assumed he could fall

oack
-

Homo s_g,pJKns was becoming a global "dominant." A dominant is
a _§)�c1es;ith greater influence than any other in its biotic commu
nrty upon the characteristics of its habitat and upon the lives of the
other species associa,ted with it. 19 M an apparently regarded himself as
a dominant-species long before he had paved, poisoned, or plundered
vast portions of the planet that produced him. He was consciou s of his
own dominance even in biblica_l times, when his "Clomfofon over every
living--i:filiig -thaf moves upon the earth" was assumed to have been
uivinely established. But most men have never fully recognized the
implications of such dominance for their own future. There has never
been a law of nature to gu arantee that our species would retain its
dominance forever, once we had achieved it. It could almost be said
that the laws of nature make it impossible for the dominance of any
sp�cies to be permanent. 20 Against these considerations, the petulant
strivings of nations for political� economic, or military hegemony seem
almost grotesq �ely transient.
The fonrierrelative isolation of various parts of the globe from
each other meant that the world was effectively divided into many
more or less independent biotic communities. M an, however, became
a very mobile species. People proceeded to shift other animals and
plants from the si t� s where they first evolved to other habitats where
1 09
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they entered new biotic associations, SQ_ 111 u ch so Jhatwe-have vir
tually converted the world into a single biotic community. H uman ac
tions now dominate that global community more than ever, for our
technological equipment has grown more extensive and more potent
(in ways that will be assessed in Chapters 9 and 1 0).
Dominance, however, is not omnipotence, even for man. T]le life
of any organism depends upon an adaptive fit between its traiJ_s_and
the characteristic s of its habitat. The J)rganism's traits -are what they
are because of evolu tionary selec tion in a habitat that developed be
fore the organism did. But all species produce changes in the habitat
that supports them, and these may or may not be offset by other
changes produced by other coexisting species. Unless the influences of
the various species in a community balance each other, the dominant
species will u ndo its own dominance by its environmental impact.
As th� form of a biotic community changes through succession,
one dominant species replaces another. Succession thus involves sev
eral alternative fates for the dominant species: loss of dominance, ex
tinction, or migration elsewhere. If the species cannot relocate� but
the conditions that enabled it to thrive and attain dominance have
chan ged, it may continue to live as a subdominant member of the
commu nity. If it cannot do that, it may-cea�-� t� live in ffsTorrner lo
cality. If the species is mobile, it may migrate elsewhere to avoid loss
of dominance or extinction.
For modern man there has ceased to be any "elsewhere." History
has seen Homo sapiens preserve his dominance more than once hy
migrating from one local habitat that he had changed to another that
he proceeded to modify from the moment of his arrival. fylan has mi
grated to a new "promised land" time and time again, after exha1isting
the old country's soil, or fishin g out its lakes and �treams, or killing off
too much of its game, or harvesting the timber that once made it rich,
or playing out its mineral desposits, or pumping dry its oil fields. The
" ghost towns" dottin g the American West testify to the relevance of
succession in human history.
J ohn Steinbeck's 1 939 novel, The Grapes of Wrath, depicted the
plight of thou sands of people who migrated from ruined Oklahoma
farmlands to C alifornia-where other people were already dominant
and were reluc tant to share their precariou s niche with new arrivals.
Earlier, durin g the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and nine
teenth centuries, overpopulated Europe spilled scores of millions of its
excess people into the N ew World. The people already inhabiting the
Western hemisphere, the I ndians, were neither sufficiently numerous
nor technologically equipped to resist the European invasion effec1 10
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tively; nor could they have dominated and appreciably changed the
diverse biotic communities upon which their various tribes had de
pended. The Europeans brought wi th them the power to change
everything-everything except the laws of nature. They could not
change the principles of ecological succession which would ensure
that their dominance was less than eternal.
Four hundred years of European (and American) dominance of
the global community had changed so much of the world that less and
less of it resembled the habitat in which Homo sapiens had evolved
and to which he was genetically fitted. The once separate human
communities scattered over the earth coalesced under the impact of
European-American technology and culture into a single but inhar
monious commu nity. This came about in an age when the dominan t
people happened to be Europeans and then Americans. But no law of
nature req uired that the dominant position must forever be reserved
for Europeans or Americans. On the contrary, natural precedents
strongly su ggest that man's dominance in the global biotic community
is temporary. Likewise, the dominance of Americans in a global hu
man comm unity had to be temporary. It was temporary for the British,
upon whose empire the sun finally did set-in the years following an
ostensibly successful expenditure of blood, sweat, and tears to defend
the land of hope and glory from loss of dominance to the Luftwaffe
and the Wehrmacht.

! Contemporary history continues to be badly misunderstood unless we
have in our working vocabulary these clusters of concepts :
web of life
photosynthesis
food chain
producers, consumers
biogeochemical cycles
symbiosis, antibiosis
extrametabolites
antagonism

competition
niche diversification
speciation, quasi-speciation
biotic community
dominance
succession, seral stages
climax comm unity
detritus ecosystem

A highly unfamiliar attitude toward change is required and becomes
possible if we add these ecological concepts to our normally myopic
economic-political vocabularies . Then we can begin to apply prin
ciples containin g these concepts to the human situation.
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ln nature, community succession (and the displacement of one
dominant species by another) results from habitat ltari-sf'Ormation, �
from violent conquest. lts__annQ� be prevented by any actions.J:e.Sem
bling military defense. A dominanf species cannot fight off its pro
spec tive su ccessor; it may or may not surpass it in successfully adapt
ing to environmental conditions.
A natural sequence of succession took us from the Age of Exu
berance and the American dream into the age of overpopulation and
the global trauma. M an's war against his insect competitors and his
bacterial predators was, it seemed, a resounding success. However, its
sequ el is goin g to be as unsought and unwelcome as the sequel to
Anglo-American success in the war Winston Churchill thou ght need
not, if won, lead to "dissolution of the empire." Jugged in retrospect by
iis consequences, the mechanization of agriculture may"seem more Of
a curse than a blessing. The so-called Green Revolu tion, welcomed
with the 1 970 Nobel Peace Prize for development ()f the .high-yield
grains that fuel it, m ay burden the close of this century with almost
another doubling of world population.21 The result will probably be
further intensification of man's substitu tion of fratricidal behavior for
fraternal behavior. The American dream may be made twice as irre
trievable as it is already.
It was a fact of life that frontier America (with its partially
achieved promise of liberty, eq uality, and progress) was not, and could
not be, a climax community. No rewritin g of history on ideological
lines could change that. Nor can a fossil-fueled industrial civilization
prevail as a climax, affording affluence forever. Disease, starvation, or
another war m ay possibly decimate mankind , in which case another
brief age of exu berant recovery for the survivors might follow-until
the losses h ad been replaced. That way of revertin g to the earlier seral
stage whose passage we now mourn can hardly be welcome.
Hindsight tells us it would have been vastly better had the human
propulation h ad the foresight to stop its own increase two or more
doublings ago.

Notes
1. The fact that the genocidal response was not unique to Nazi Germany
will be further developed in Ch. 1 3.
2. An extreme instance of the superficial conceptualization of "ecology" is
given by Worthington in Rogers 1 972, p. 7.
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3. See Brancazio and Cameron 1 964 (among references listed for Ch. 3).
4. Cloud 1 9 78, p. 1 1 7 ; Fogg 1 972, pp. 96-1 00.
5. Reported in articles in the London Times, J une 20, 1 973, p. 1 ; J une 2 1 , p.
8.
6. I t is now known, of course, that there can also be too m uch food of animal
origin in our die t ; the incidence of both heart disease and cancer tends to
be increased thereby. It remains generally true, however, that quality dif
ferences in national diets can be rou ghly assessed in terms of "percent
food of animal origin"-if not " the higher the better," then at least " the
less the poorer."
7. M ore precisely, this aspec t of symbiosis (or "livin g together") is called m u 
tualism, a strong interdependence between different bu t associated life
forms. See Odum 1 9 75, pp. 1 40 - 1 44.
8. Ibid . , pp. 1 55-1 57.
9. Cf. Odum 1 97 1 , pp. 1 4 0ff.
1 0. Durkheim ( 1 933, pp. 266 -270) clearly recognized the sociological impor
tance of what Bau ghey ( I 975, p. 1 7, listed among references for Ch. 2)
call s "resource partitionin g."
1 1 . Odum 1 9 75, p. 1 52.
1 2 . Odum 1 9 7 1 , p. 9 8 ; Bolin 1 9 77.
13. Odum 1 97 1 , p. 25 1 .
1 4 . The depth of our misreading of history becomes apparent when signifi
cant books seeking to correct it are examined. See, for example : Carson
1 962 ; Day and Day 1 964 ; Graham 1 970; Dasmann 1 972.
1 5. See Russell and Russell 1 968 (listed amon g references for Ch. 1 3), and
John B. Calhoun, " Population Density and Social Pathology," Scient ific
American 206 ( Feb. , 1 962) : 1 39-146.
1 6. Odum 1 97 1 , p. 55.
1 7. See Table 1, in Ch. 2.
18. See comments by Odum ( 1 97 1 , pp. 43, 46, 48) re garding differences be
tween gross and net produc tivity, and nature's tendency to maximize the
former as con trasted to mankind's effort to maximize the latter.
1 9. See Elton 1 927, pp. 9 - 1 0 , 1 3 - 1 5, 29; Krebs 1 972, pp. 540 -543; Odum
1 9 7 1 , pp. 1 43 - 1 4 5.
20. An eminent British paleontologist, H . L. Hawkins, pointed out more than
four decades ago that althou gh mankind was able "to become the most
successful type of animal that has ever existed . . . the reward of success
in that direc tion is death." Quoted in Raymond Pearl, The Na t u ral His
tory of Popula t ion ( New York : Oxford University Press, 1 939), p. 288.
2 1 . Cf. the comments on implications of "miracle" rice and wheat in a context
of "energy subsidies," in Odum 1 975, pp. 1 7-2 1 ; see also M ichael Allaby,
"Green Revolu tion : Social B oomerang," The Ecologist 1 ( Sept. , 1 970) :
1 8 -2 1 .
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Suc c e s s ion
and Restoration

From His toric to Nondescript
New devices have made people more and more successful in their
competition with other species, but often at the cost of obliteratin g
visible reminders of their heritage. Thus, after a fifteen-year absence
from the town he loved, the former rector of Bru ton Parish fou nd
chan ges that appalled him when he returned. The quiet town of Wil
liamsburg h ad seen chan ge before, bu t when its principal link to the
rest of Virginia was a dusty carriage road, such change came slowly.
Durin g his previou s residence there, the Reverend Dr. W A. R. Good
win had thus been privileged to walk in the imagined presence of
great eigh teenth-century Virginians for whom Williamsburg's streets
and many of its survivin g buildings had been the scene of their forma
tive political endeavors. 1
Before he left in 1 908, Dr. Goodwin had spent six gratifying years
as pastor of the old brick church on Duke of Gloucester S treet. In
1 923 he was returnin g to take up a position at the College of William
and Mary. Americans had meanwhile participated in a war in Europe,
worldviews had been restru ctured, and at home the au tomobile had
taken hold as a maj or factor in an emergin g new way of life. In a
natural bu t regrettable process of local succession, colonial houses
and insufficiently appreciated historic buildings were giving way to
gasoline stations, garages, and new stores-in which one could no
longer feel the presence of George Washin gton, Thomas Jefferson,
George M ason, or Patrick Henry. U tility poles now disfi gured once
tree-lined s treets, obscuring visions of the politically monumental
events that occurred there six generations before. Williamsburg
seemed to be sacrificing its heritage in a thou ghtless quest to become
j ust another modem town.
In Dr. Goodwin 's eyes, Williamsburg was special. He did not have
to be against chan ge and modernism elsewhere to regret the change
and modernization he saw happening in this particular town. Ven1 15
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erable buildin gs, streets, and landscapes were being replaced by new
and u seful but his torically nondescript successors. He may not have
known how irresistible su ccession often is in biotic communities, but
in this particular community he knew great efforts must somehow be
made to resist unwelcome trend s.
Efforts to turn bac k tides are often frau ght with fu tility, but Dr.
Goodwin's effort was extraordinary. It arose from passionate conviction
that an older Williamsburg had symbolized a worthy heritage. This
made him feel it was in the interest of mankind for that Williamsburg
to remain visible.

Pas t Succession
The past Dr. Goodwin hoped to preserve had not been Williamsburg's
earliest seral stage. Growth and succession were not j u st twentieth
century phenomena; many of the historic events for which the town
was known had occurred when it was into its second century, already
much changed from its first decades. 2 Some of the earliest changes
experienced by Williamsburg, and especially the succession of uses to
which one of its chief buildin g sites had been put, will serve to exem
plify natural and non-extraordinary processes characteristic of all
kinds of biotic comm unities. They have been well studied in plant and
animal communities.3 These chan ges in Williamsburg will also show
how truly the mission this earnest man conceived for himself was one
that involved the arrest (and, by grace of generous philanthropy, even
the reversal) of a sere.
En glish settlers had first established themselves on the N orth
American continent at nearby J amestown. One generation later, that
hardwon beachhead of colonization had enabled other English settle
ments to come into existence in the vicinity. One of them, sligh tly
farther inland, was called Middle Plantation. It remained for its first
sixty years a rather insignificant village, until it and the Virginia
Colony had grown populou s enou gh to support a college. When Wil
liam and M ary, the second institu tion of higher learnin g (after Har
vard) to be es tablished in the English colonies, was founded, the town
became an intellec tual center, and it was soon apparent that it should
therefore also be the colony's capital. Government was transferred
there from Jamestown in 1 699, and the town of Middle Plantation was
renamed William sburg. It remained the seat of government until con
tinuing growth of the colony and further shifts of population inland
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led to selection of Richmond, forty miles farther up the York Penin
sula, as a more centrally located capital in 1 780.
Seven years after the colonial government moved to Williams
burg, the General Assembly appropriated £3,000 for construction of a
Governor's House. The building was not completed until 1 720, by
which time it had come to be called the " Palace." As one royal governor
followed another, the house was enlarged and extensively remodeled,
becoming q uite elegant with the addition, for example, of a handsome
ballroom win g. It was surrou nded by magnificently landscaped
grounds and a number of ancillary buildin gs.
When men build a building, they are modifyin g for their own use
a localized bit of habitat. When they remodel or enlarge that building,
they are further modifyin g their earlier modification. Their propensity
to do such th_ings is not extraordinary ; it is an adaptive trait they share
with beavers, birds, wasps, moles, prairie dogs, etc. There was nothing
extraordinary about the fact that the Williamsburg Palace, a building
intended for official occupancy, grew as the importance of the office
grew (as the population of the colony grew). Nor was there anythin g
extraordinary about the fact that the house was eventually destroyed ;
such mishaps happen. After its destru ction, reuse of the remainin g
foundation, out-buildings, debris, and grounds was to be expected.
Early in the morning hours of June 8, 1 775, the last royal gover
nor of Virginia left this Palace with his family and several servants,
taking refu ge aboard a British man-of-war in the York River. The man
sion remained vacan t for a time, in possession of the General Assem
bly and presumably cared for by slaves who remained as part of the
property. But in 1 776 the Palace Green served as a parade ground for
Revolu tionary troops, the governor's park was occupied by cavalry, and
the general commandin g the troops u sed the Palace briefly as his res
idence. When Virginia proclaimed itself a commonwealth and chose
Patrick Henry as its governor, the Assembly appropriated £ 1 ,000 to
refurnish the Palace for his u se. Thomas Jefferson succeeded him as
governor three years later and lived in the Palace briefly, until moving
to Richmond.
Again the building was vacant for a while. When Washington's
army besieged Yorktown, only a few miles away, the Palace became a
military hospital. Among the wounded soldiers of the Revolu tionary
army who were brou ght to it, more than 1 50 died and were buried in
unmarked graves in its gardens. In December, 1 78 1 , a three-hour fire
burned the Palace to the grou nd. Arson was suspected. The followin g
year an agent of the governor was au thorized to sell the reusable
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bricks. Two buildings flanking what had been the front entrance to
the Palace were also sold. (One had been the governor's office. ) They
were now u sed as private residences, and remained standing until the
middle of the Civil War.
After the Civil War a school was built on the land just in front of
the Palace, with its rear wall based on the Palace's front fou ndation.
Presumably the school was built in that precise location because the
Palace provided a u sable foundation. Moreover, now that the more
indu strialized North had defeated the plantation South, the states of
the secessionist Confederacy would enter the industrial age (following
the rest of the U nion they were obliged to rejoin). Thus, some years
after the Civil War, a factory was put up at the north end of the old
Palace garden, and a railroad ran across the Palace grounds. After
additional increase in the population and further change in the pat
terns of Am erican life, a large high school was erected just at the head
of the Palace green, the erstwhile parade ground of Revolu tionary sol
diers .
Thomas J efferson had helped give impetu s to education in Vir
ginia; it would not have suprised him to revisit Williamsburg and find
new school buildings. H e was also keenly interested in science and
technology, so despite his preference for an agrarian America he
might not have been astonished by the factory, or even by the railroad .
Onset of indu strialization in America, and eventually in this small Vir
ginia comm unity, was a natural conseq uence of economic forces un
leashed by expansion of European population and culture into the
N ew World .

Turning the Tide
In retrospect, these forces and their effe cts were not difficult to un
derstand. But neither were Dr. Goodwin's efforts to retrieve from the
twentieth century an eighteenth-century version of Williamsburg.
Some of the successive u ses of this one site became known from
the meticulou s archeological research that was undertaken to imple
ment Dr. Goodwin's tide-turning dream . � Maps in possession of the
College of William and M ary showed the arrangement of buildings in
colonial times. The remains of 1 56 Revolu tionary War soldiers who
had died in the Palace were found buried in strai ght rows in the for
mer garden when the site was excavated to disclose well-preserved
fou ndations. A floor plan of the Palace, drawn by Thomas J efferson,
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was obtained from the Massachu setts Historical Society. A copper en
graving that showed how the front of the building appeared between
1 732 and 1 74 7 was found in Oxford, England. Journals of the House
of Burgesses contained informative references to the Palace, and in
ventories of its furnishings had been made by three colonial gover
nors.
From such information it became possible to undo changes that
had occu rred since colonial times. Newer buildings were removed and
the Palace was rec onstructed on the original foundations. All told, in
Williamsburg, more than 600 modern buildings were removed to
make way for reconstruc tion of scores of their colonial predecessors.
Some 80 colonial bu ildin gs were still standin g when the work was
started, and they were restored . More than 60 colonial gardens were
reestablished. 5
For our purposes, the reestablishment of those gardens takes on
particular importance. I t helps to highlight important features of the
restoration process, and to show j u st what succession really means.
The reestablishment of Colonial Williamsburg itself was ecologi
cally equivalent to the -restoration of a garden. A garden is a con t rived
ecosystel1f; ir�g!:!i�!LC:.ontinuous attendance by a gardener to keep it
in TtScfeslfed state. His efforts m.u st be directed toward compensating
-ftttj!!�i!::.chang�s caused by its occupants, and toward preventing
the invasion of unwanted plants (weeds). When a garden has lon g
been-unattended and has advanced into a later seral stage, reestab
lishing· ir as · a garden means artifically undoing the natural succes
sron. Similaffy, restoration of the colonial version of the town meant
artificially u ndoing a human instance of succession. This human
succession had occurred as naturally as the plant succession in the
gardens.
To restore a garden, succe ssor plants must be removed, soils must
be restore_d]Q]'mii e rconditions, and earlier occupants of the site must
be reinfr(,)du ced. To restore an earlier seral stage in Williamsburg it
self, it was necessary similarly to remove some 1 1 ,000 lineal feet of
concrete sidewalks and replace them with such earlier materials as
oyster shells, bric k, fl agstone, and gravel. Fences, benches, garden
walls, hitching posts, and halyard signs for shops and taverns had
disappeared as Williamsburg moved throu gh the nineteenth century
into the twentieth ; these had to be replaced , as did the old streets and
buildings. Arresting succession and undoing it was an expensive, dif
ficult, and time-consuming bu siness.
The Raleigh Tavern (a building that served for at least 1 1 7 years
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as a social and commercial gathering place for Williamsburg and all of
Virginia, and as a center for seditious secret caucuses j u st before the
Revolu tion) was the first colonial building to be reconstructed on
original foundations and opened to the pu blic. From colonial tavern
keepers' inventories the new R aleigh Tavern was refurnished with
furniture and accessories au thentic to the colonial period . It was here,
in the original building, that the first chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa
Society was said to have been formed in 1 776 by students at William
and Mary.
In 1 924 a New York banquet of Phi Beta Kappa was addressed by
Dr. Goodwin, and was attended by the extraordinarily wealthy John ri.
Rockefeller, Jr. Contacts between these two men continued ; more
than two years later, when they conversed privately at a formal Phi
Beta Kappa dinner at the college in Williamsburg, M r. Rockefeller de
cided to finance the restoration of Colonial Williamsburg. It took more
than $70,000,000 of Rockefeller money to accomplish this u ndoin g of
the effects of natural succession in one small but historic human com
munity.

The S truggle agains t Succession
So large an expenditure j u st to restore a portion of one small town to
a former seral stage surely indicates that succession is a powerful pro
cess in human communities. I magine how costly such restoration
would be on a scale req uired by a community such as New York, Bos
ton, or Philadelphia ! The world's wealthiest philanthropist could
hardly begin to finance an anti-succession proj ect of such magnitude.
Community restoration efforts on the seemingly monumental
scale exhibited in this one small town in Virginia were a minu te
sample of something Homo sapiens had been doing ever since the
dawn of a griculture. In particular, reestablishment of Williamsburg's
colonial gardens by removal of successor plants, restoration of soils to
an earlier condition, and reintroduction of earlier plant occupants of
the site represented , in miniature, a process upon which mankind has
become increasingly dependent over the last 1 0, 000 years. What the
Williamsburg example reveals is this : if human numbers�have...been
able to rise from· a few-million to several thousand .milli9n in only ten
mtllennia (as we saw in Chapter 2), it was because human beiligs nad

learned how to devote their efforts to impeding succession .

A�!!O

less than a garden or a town) is a contrived ecosystem. !t is a greatly
�
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simplified plant community. �n, successional terms it is thus a very

early seral stage, and is therefore inherently unstable. Abandoned, a

farm will undergo natural succession toward a most unfarmlike cli
max, some kind of wilderness. 6 Agriculture, ecologically understood,
is the continu al undoing of succession.
As we noted at the beginning of Chapter 5, the ru thless displace
ment of unwanted plants and animals was part of the takeover process
by which American pioneers inflicted European agriculture upon the
New World . N ature's tendency is to turn farms into wilderness ; man's
tendency during the past 1 0,000 years has been to turn wilderness
into farms. The Europeans who came to the N ew World didn't merely
fight India_r:i� ; they also fou ght succession, thereby claiming more of
the New \VorJd 's cauying capacity for Homo sapiens than the Indians
h�g c:lon e.
All humans alive today, bein g so many times more numerous than
their pre-agricultural predecessors, depend for their existence upon
man's success-thus far-in artificially converting a climax commu
nity (with minimal bu t permanent human carrying capacity) into a
less· mature seral stage (with greatly enlarged but precarious human
carrying capacity). Althou gh a climax community, or wilderness, has
more inherent stability than a farm, it won't feed as many human
beings-because more of its total net production is consu med by other
species.
As we have seen, the drawdown method au gmen ts human car
rying capacity on a strictly temporary basis. \Ve have assumed so far
that the takeover method yields permanen t increments of carrying ca
pacity. N ow, relatin g this method to succession, we can see that the
gains are precariou s. The increments are only po ten t ially permanent.
Agriculture was much more than simply a convenient means of
obviatin g man's need for good luck in hunting and foragin g. I t did
more than simply replace uncertainty with routine. It was like a dike
or a levee, requirin g constant maintenance and perpetual improve
ment, to hold back the poundin g floodwaters of succession (and mass
starvation). I n a j)opulou s, post-exu berant world, an ecologically ra
tional governille!;t would not imagine it had created a " Department of
DefenSi?' for its people by combining its former \Var and Navy Depart
mentS":"arid heavily budgeting the combination. Instead, to defend its
people from the real enemies to their security, it would combine its
Departmem ofAgriculture, its Public Health Service, and its N ational
Scieg��- -f oundatfon, and would give the lion's share of its budget to
that combination.
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Succession Misunde rs tood
Continually increasing world population became more and-more de
pendent on this continual stru ggle to u ndo succession. But the c ul
ture of exu berance made almost everyone (including for a while even
those sociologists who were beginning to call themselves human ecol
ogists) blind to this important conception . 7 We insisted there was, as
Roderick D. McKenzie said, "a basic difference between human ecol
ogy and the ecologies of lower organisms." That difference, we be
lieved, lay in man's capability of what M c Kenzie c alled "a higher level
of behavior" by which, as a cu ltural animal, man "creates . . . his own
habitat."8 The cu lture of exuberance seemed to impute almost super
natu ral capabilities to Homo sapiens. It prevented us from seeing that
the process of " creatin g our own habitat" might be a trap,-:iliat- tech
nology might come to enlarge our resource appetites instead_
- ofour
world 's carryin g capacity.
An importan t volume on Plant Succession was pu blished in 1 9 1 6
by Frederic Clemen ts. I t recognized the fact that the kind of biotic
comm unity that can thrive in a given habitat depends on the charac
teristics of that environment and how those charac teristics act upon
the organisms in the commu nity. It _also .clearly recognized that the
organisms, in the process of living, react upon the habitat. 9 Plan ts
chan ge the soil in which they grow. Tall plants provide shade, making
the site suitable for shade-tolerant species that could not have gro\vn
there before. Plants that require stable conditions of moisture may
thrive only after other plants have established a moisture-holdin g
grou nd cover. The reac tion of a community upon its habitat, Clements
saw, was at the heart of the process of succession. Early seral stages
"pave the way" for their own replacement by later seral stages.
Almost immediately, a few sociologists (such as Robert E . Park, of
the University of Chicago) began to apply some of the ideas from
Clements and other ecologists in their efforts to understand human
experience. 1 0 While they talked of succession, most of them missed
this key insight into its nature. Students of Park's colleague, Ernest
W Burgess, came to regard succession in hu man communities essen
tially as a process of aggression ; invaders were imagined to be succes
sion's driving force, pu shing ou t prior occupants who supposedly
might otherwise have thrived forever on a given site. The fact that
occupants of a site may make it unsuitable for themselves after a time,
by the use they have made of it, was not recognized. This idea was
incompatible with the culture of exuberance, so the sociologists who
1 22
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pioneered a specialty they began calling "human ecology" did not
grasp it.
The idea that man's dominance of a world ecosystem might be
only a pre-climax stage in a sere with other stages to come (not dom
inated by man) was quite alien to the culture of exu berance. The idea
that industrial man's impact upon his habitat might make it unsuita
ble for industrial man clashed with the prevalent idea that human
control over nature was a great achievement in the exploitation of lim
itless resources. B u t only ten years after McKenzie's intimation of hu
man exemption from ecological principles of a kind that applied to
lower organisms, Amos H awley insisted that " the only conceivable
j ustification for a human ecology must derive from the intrinsic u tility
of ecological theory as such." 1 1 H awley further affirmed in his later
writing that man was like every other living creature in being "inex
tricably involved in the web of life." All life requires the association of
diverse species, he said. H uman wants had multiplied, and so had the
techniques for their satisfaction. Rather than exempting our speeies
from ecological principles, according to Hawley this had "served to
implicate man more thorou ghly than ever in the natural environ
ment." Homo sapiens, wherever found, was "an integral part of a biotic
community." 1 2
By the 1 960s other sociologists, such as Otis Dudley Duncan, be
gan to adopt this perspective and narrow the gap between human
ecology and general ecology. 13 But going into the 1 970s their insights
were still largely eclipsed by pu blic beliefs left over from the culture
of exuberance. By this time, human self-displacement by the reaction
of indu strial civilization upon its habitat had proceeded much further
than when the Williamsburg restoration began. The dependence of
mankind on complex technology relying on ghost acreage had bur
geoned, and the earth's human load had more than doubled in the
half-century since Robert Park first saw the human relevance of
Clements's studies of plant succession.

Notes
1. The story of Dr. Goodwin's return to William sburg and the conseq uences
thereof is nicely told in Chorley 1 953.
2. See Lewis and \Valklet 1 966.
3. See various papers included in Colley 1 9 77.
4. Visitors to the restored historic town are introduced to examples of the
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5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

1 1.
1 2.
13.

careful research underlying the restoration by exhibits at the I nformation
Center and the Archaeological M useum. See Colonial Williamsburg 1 964,
pp. xviii-xix, 1-2, 4 0 - 4 1 , 89.
Ibid . , p. xvii.
See, in particular, the papers in Galley 1 977, by Crafton and Wells ( pp.
55-76) and Odum (pp. 1 02-1 1 7).
For a notable exception see M u kerjee 1 932. Probably his familiarity with
situations in India, where man's membership in (rather than outright
dominance over) biotic communities was more visible, sensitized him to
ecological ideas whose sociological relevance would remain obscure for
another generation or two of American sociologists.
H awley 1 968, p. 4 1 .
Clements 1 9 1 6 , pp. 79-1 1 0 ; note especially pp. 80-8 1 .
See the adaptation from Clements i n Robert E . Park and Ernest W. Bur
gess, I n t roduction to the Science of Sociology (Chicago: U niversity of
Chicago Press, 1 92 1 ), pp. 525-527. See also Park 1 936.
H awley 1 944, p. 399.
H awley 1 950 (listed amon g references for Ch. 6), p. 55.
Duncan 1 96 1 ; 1 964.
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E cological Cau s e s
of Unwelcome Change

B io t ic Poten tial versus Ca rrying Capacity
In the next seven generations after the English clergyman-scholar
Thomas Robert M althu s came to the dismal conclu sions expressed in
his 1 798 " E ssay on the Principle of Population," millions of Britons
emigrated to the New World. Nevertheless, during that time the resi
dent population of Great Britain dou bled, doubled again, and almost
doubled a third time !
One contention in M althus's essay became widely known : " Popu
lation, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio. Su bsistence
increases only in an arithmetical ratio." 1 Throu ghout the essay M al
thus was referring to human population, and by subsistence he meant
food. As we shall see, these conceptions were unduly narro\V. But the
really basic M althu sian principle is SQ important that it needs to be
restated in- the-rrH5re accurate vocabulary of modern ecology. It states
a relationship of ineq u ality between two variables :
Tl:l!!_cumulative biotic potential of the
-- human species exceeds the
carrying capacity oflts habitit.

No interpretation of recent history can be valid unless it takes..J.hes e
two factors and this relation between them into account. No one can
truly understand tbe intensification of competition u_n!es!) h e�gp s
this principle. People whose political, religious, and ideological per
spectives cau se them to ignore these two variables will not succeed,
even with the best of intentions, in improving the human condition. 2
The phrase " biotic potential" refers _t_o Jhe to t al number of off
spring a parental pair would be theoretically capable of prQ.aucing.
The cumulative biotic potential of the human s pecies refers to the
total number of people that could result after a series of g�l}_�ffi!!§ns if
each generation fully exercised its reproductive IJ9.\'.\'.er. Tl)e cariYfilg
capacity of the habitat, of course, is simply the- maximum number of
livi11g individuals the available resources can indefinitely support. It is
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limited not j u s t by the finite supply of food , bu t also by any other
su b stance or circumstance that is indispensable bu t finite in quantity.
The least abundant necessity will be the limiting factor; it may or may
ti o f be food: For indus trially developed countries it began to appear in
the 1 9 70s that the limiting fac tor might be oil, while in some places it
was water. It could be some other necessity.
- - For most of these seven generations, people fondly imagined that
somehow Malthus had been proven wron g.3 With the vast territorial
expanse of the New World, and with new agricultural technology to
exploit it, plu s new means of transportation and trade, and improved
organization , we expanded food produc tion more than Malthus would
have dreamed possible. N evertheless, the M althu sian principle still
held. We were only able to suppose it was mistaken because our ex
cepnOnalcirc umstances (in the Age of Exu berance) made us commit
two oversigh ts. l'.:!!:cst, becau se the existin g population was for the time
Oefii g appreciably less than the world's suddenly au gmented carrying
capac1ty: w-e did not see the hu man relevance of the carryin g capacity
concept. �ec;ond, we failed to think about cumulative popu lation. Un
til lat�jhere always seemed to be room for the increment we ex
pected next year, or in the next generation.
- Charles Qarwin was more perceptive. He recognized not only the
Malthu sian principle's tru th, but also its significance. It was the key
insigh r he needed to u nlock the riddle of evolution-and thus to lay
the foundation u pon which his successors could build the science of
ecology. 4 In effect, Darwin _s<l_w that the adj ec tive "h uman" was un
necessary in the M althusian principle, for the principle was not lim
it.e._Om u_!_�e species. D!i.r'vin's version of it (recast here in the ecological
language of today) was universal rather than specific :
The cumulative biotic poten tial o f a n y species exceeds the carryin g
capacity of its habitat.

As a result, there is compe t i t ion amon g the members of a species
�p_ufation (or_ u se of resources that are in short supply relative to their
Qymbers. Not all competitors will su cceed ; not every individ ual will
live throu gh all stages of the life cycle. The population, pressing on its
limited resou rces, will suffer attrition .
--nieattrition of the population will not be random, however. Dar
win saw that, since there are differences between individuals, some
co_!!!Retit.ors wilL have. advantages (however slight) that ot�ers will
lack. Those with advantages will be somewhat more likely to survive
to reproduc tive age ; they will be somewhat more successful in mating,
reproducing, and providing care for their progeny. Thus they will, on
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the average, leave more descendants than those with disadvantages.
Moreover, Darwin saw that what traits are advantageous and what
traits are disadvantageous will depend on what environmental cir
cumstances the organism must cope with. Environmental selection
pressures, he realized, need not alter the traits of any individual, Evo
lu tion happens when environmental pressures merely influence com
parative reproductive success. By influencing the comparative abun
dance of a particular organism's descendants, the req uirements
imposed by the habitat influence the future prevalence of that orga
nism's inheritable traits amon g the total population.
The fac t that evolution does operate shows that the Malthu sian
principle is valid. So, too, does the fact that there are food chains. If
each species did not overreproduce, then predation would always lead
to extinction of prey, the predatory species in tum would starve, and
life would long since have vanished from the earth. Herbivores do not
meticulously wait for seeds to ripen and fall before consuming the
plants that bear them. Carnivores do not generously abstain from eat
ing herbivores until the latter have replaced themselves with progeny.
Every species that serves as another's sustenance can endur:e only by
virtue of a reproduc tive capacity sufficient to compensate for such at
trition. The persistence of life in a world where organisms consume
other organism s confirms the Malthusian principle. To deny that prin
ciple, as we have naively done, is to deny evidence all around us.
With self-restraint, humans have been able sometimes to harvest
such things as timber, fish, or other u seful species on a "sustained
yield" basis. 5 This fact should be seen as evidence for, not against, the
M althusian principle. Depletion of such resources by an overly prolific
human species was never the only predictable result of the M althu
sian principle. We supposed it was becau se we thought abou t the prin
ciple too anthropocentrically. Sustained yields represent reproduction
in excess of replacement by the resou rce species ; the excess is then
"harvested" by an exploiting species-in this case, Homo sapien s . I f
M althus were s o wrong, there would have been n o sustajned yields of
anythin g. In every bite of our daily bread there is a reminder of the
wheat plant's ability to produce more seeds tha11 required Tor its mvn
replacement.
One of the great ironies of history has been the notion that our
species was somehow exempt from a principle that manifestly applies
to all other species. M althus stated the principle of reproductfon in
excess of carrying capacity for man in particular. Darwin later gener
alized it to cover all species, and went on to discern its evolu tionary
implications. In the years since Darwin, most non-biologists seem to
.
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have smu gly reversed Malthus by "slightly amending" Darwin's gen
eralized version-ac cepting its application to all species except one,
ourselves, the very species about which the principle was first as
serted.
To be sure, man does differ from other animals, for man transmits
t() his 'descend ants a cultural as well as a genetic heritage. The cul
tural heritage is conveyed socially rather than biologically-by sym
bolic language rather than by chemical code. It is thus more readily
and deliberately mu table. 6 I ts mu tations can sometimes be mothered
by necessity rather than by random accident, and perhaps somewhat
more of them can be adaptive rather than lethal. But for some time
there have been more and more signs that this cultural heritage does
not exempt our species from the full ramifications of population pres
sure in a finite habitat. The ratio of load to carrying capacity can
change culture itself. We had supposed our difference from other spe
cies exempted us. In the 1 9 70s, some of the wistful remembrance of
earlier times reflected the wish that we could go on supposing.

Learning How to See
People everywhere, but especially Americans and Europeans, had the
illusion that the Age of Exuberance could be perpetu al. 7 Our lives as
individu als and as nations have been conducted in ways that would
make sense only if living in a scientific age and knowing abou t evo
lution, food chains, etc . , merely required us to believe that the cumu
lative biotic potential of every species except Homo sapiens exceeds
the carrying capacity of its habitat.
In the 1 970s we be gan-some of us-to open our eyes and look
afresh at what was really happening.8 To do this, we had to learn an
other lesson from Darwin, a lesson in how to see. Darwin was a me
ticulou s observer of nature. H e painstakingly collected vast arrays of
information based on careful observation of natural specimens. But,
like Thomas Kuhn more than a century later, Darwin also recognized
that one sees with ideas as well as with eyes. He was fully aware that
it \Vas'because he bad absorbed an important idea (from Malthus) that
he was able to see the pattern and meaning in his observations of
nature. For Darwin, reading M althus induced a paradigm shift.
The 1Cleas by which people in a post-exuberant age need to see
their world and their experience in it are the ideas of ecology. This
m �ns reinterpreting many things we have conventionally viewed in
quite a different perspective. It does not mean we should merely be1 29
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come eco-pharisees-piously deploring the condition of Lake Erie, for
example, and u ttering newly fashionable words like "recvcled" and
" biode gradable" with little real comprehension, meanwhi ie ignoring
the really basic process of succession.
U n,til recently, toofew of us had learned nature's langu ag�, so we
kept misreading the message implicit in our own experience. Our con
ventional perspectives have called attention to some facets of history
that will be ignored in the pages that follow, but have cau sed us to
ignore some facets we must now notice. The interpretation offered
below, then, makes no pretense of being an exhau stive account of
modern history. Nor does it purport to be a complete explanation for
the events mentioned. It should be read merely as an attempt to re
view some familiar history in a way that fills some gaps in our ·u sual
understanding of how these things happened. This attempt empha
sizes some ecological implications to which we have, in the past, been
insensitive.

How to Read the Signs
The Americ_fln way _of life was generated by the tremendous contrast
between a relatively�ns etti ed we-stern hemisphere and th�.d�nsely
settled Eastern hemisphere. 9 Early in the nineteenth century, Ameri
cans committed themselves to the belief that these tw9 hemispheres-
were two separate worlds, each with its separate destiny. The te"aching
of history in American schools held up the Monroe Doctrine as a vivid
example of American wisdom ; it had permanently declared the New
World off limits to the Old World's rulers. Separate development' ofthe
two hemispheres became an article of American faith. Americans
came to feel more and more detached from the "quarrels" of the Old
World, while congratulating themselves for being blessed with unlim
ited opportunities for unquarrelsome progress in their vast undevel
oped territory.
This faith in the separateness of the two worlds was transc:ended
and yet also, in a sense, reaffirmed by the continuous flow of Euro
pean immigrants to American shores. Each ilmnigrarit's decfsion to
leave a benigh ted "old country" and seek h �rtune in- tne land oTthe
free seemed obvious testimony to the shining destiny of AmenCa... I t
provided what sociologists call "consensual validation" of the A111.eri
can dream. But an idea or a dream can be "validated" bv consensus
and yet be flagrantly invalid in terms of the conditions im p osecr:Qf the
real world. Americans were putting too much faith in the assµmed
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perrn311 ence of a condition that had to be temporary. As people filled
up the land, exploited its resources, and built great cities, the contrast
bet\veen the New World and the Old was steadily diminishin g. Ameri
cans were thereby underminin g the American way of life by eliminat
ing its environmental basis, just as countless other dominant species
in other biotic communities have modified (adversely to themselves)
the habitats upon which they depended.
Instead of recognizing these changes as symptoms of succession,
public officials and dissiden ts alike persistently interpreted in political
and moral terms events that needed to be viewed ecologically. Virtually
everyone overlooked ecological causes of unwelcome changes. Our
Age of Exu berance did not just terminate in the 1 970s, or even in the
1 960s. The exu beran t phase was already shadin g into an excessive
load phase as lon g ago as the time when American doughboys sailed
for Europe to "make the world safe for democracy." That involvement
with the Old Worlc;l was a major departure from the separate develop
mentscneme'1or the two hemispheres. I t implied that Americans had
alreaay- begun to think of international relations as antagonistic (in
the ecolqgical sense of that word): the American people were comin g
to believe t hat t�eir own opportunities to pursue happiness would be
restncfed by other n ations' pursuit of other people's goals. I do not
mean-to imply that the antagonisms that were taking hold of us were
imaginary. I t is just that we were too deeply accustomed to in terpret
in g them in political terms. \Ve had not learned to understand the real
nat�d-thexeal effects of the Age of Exuberance. Most people had
never heard of such concepts as "carryin g capacity" and did not think
in terms of load limits.
At the close of the nineteenth cen tury, the American culture of
exuberan ce was deprived of the frontier conditions that had nurtured
it. Distort�d by this change, it expressed itself militarily in the very
\Vay Sumner had warned against in " Earth Hunger" (see Chapter 5).
In the Spanish-American \Var, the United States, withou t quite know
ing what it was doing, became an Old World type of political power by
re aching out to take possession of some overseas territories. Previou s
American territorial expansion had involved contiguous lands that
were expected eventually to become integral parts of the nation. This
acquisition of more remote colonial possessions which were not in
tended to be nurtured to eventual statehood and full membership in
the federal union marked an American shift to Old World perspectives.
The typical Old World - method ofreaping the advantages of the
Age of Exuberance in spite of carrying capacity saturation at home
had consisted of laying claim to overseas ghost acreage. The overseas
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colonies acq uired by the United States never could function very ef
fectively as ghost acreage, however; they were not rich sources of ma
terial wealth, as New World lands had been for the nation s ofE uiope.
So American imperialism was essentially fruitless (and it cost the
United States a considerable loss of previou sly uncontested self-righ
teousness). H aving acquired some remote colonial territory, the
United S tates continued to profess but not really to practiceseparatfon
of the two worlds.
I t is difficult to believe that practical-minded Americans would
have slipped so readily (and clumsily) into such self-deception if the
growing settlement of their own continental territory had not already
narrowed the difference between New World life and Old World life.
Why else would the glorious little war fought against Spain for the
ostensible purpose of consolidating separation of the hemispheres (lib
erating C u ba) have ended by the U . S . taking over the Philippines
(hardly a part of the New World)?
Less than twenty years later, the German navy's " unrestricted
submarine warfare" converted commerce between the New World and
the Old into a force that involved America in what her citizens would
formerly have termed "an Old World quarrel." Aftenyard, in their post
war recriminations, Americans failed to recognize that their com
merce with Europe had signified (rather than caused) American
abandonment of the concept that the two hemispheres were two
worlds. Technological advances had increased the feasibility of fr·ade
across the oceans. Increased trade across the Atlantic showed that the
two hemispheres were not two separate worlds. By praising such
signs of progress as scheduled steamship traffic between Europe and
America, and the transatlantic cable, for having "shrunk the globe,"
Americans were both rationalizing the termination of their professed
commitment to hemispheric separateness and obscuring in their own
minds the fact that they could never revert to the fortunate conditions
of the Age of Exu berance. 10
After tpe Great War the American people did try to revert briefly
to the old notion of hemispheric separation. The United States stayed

out of the League of N ations and piously proclaimed a firm intention
never again to become involved in "pulling Britain's chestnuts out of
the fire." C@_Kr__ess enacted "neutrality legislation" to keep the country
from being drawn into another European war, but soon had to amend,
evade, and then repeal it, when the American people found them
selves again responding to the reluctant recognition that both shores
of the Atlantic (and even both shores of the wider Pacific) were on the
same planet. We tried going "back to normalcy" in other ways, too, but
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it turned out that disillu sioned cynicism was simply unable to restore
American faith in a New World with an exuberant and fully autono
mous destiny. It could not have turned out otherwise, for the world
had in fact ch anged ; the ecological basis for the Age of Exuberance
no longer existed.
Meanwhile, the continuing flow of immigrants into the land of
opportunity had begun to be felt by earlier arrivals not simply as tes
timony to the American dream's validity, but now also as an economic
threat. Pressure toward legal restriction of immigration was resisted,
however, by political idealism that extended right up to the level of a
presidential veto. Even a mind of the caliber of Woodrow Wilson's con
tinued to see such issues in terms of idealistic principles uncon
strained by ecological insights. He insisted on reaffirming the now
anachronistic concept of America as a land of unlimited opportu nity.
America's former sparseness of population had enabled it so eminently
to serve as a haven for the oppressed. Wilson (whose paradigm was
pre-ecological) found it unthinkable that this might no longer be pos
sible.
In the early part of the twentieth century, the number of arrivals
from the Old World sometimes exceeded a million a year, and their
competition in the labor market tended to keep wages from rising.
Union leaders found the competitive presence of job-seeking immi
grants an obstacle to organizing workers for collective bargainin�.
Eventually, in the 1 920s, when labor union fears of competition for
jobs coalesced with concerns of some misguided intellectuals about
"mongrelization" of the American population by the increased immi
gration from sou thern and eastern Europe, a series of increasingly
severe immigration restrictions became law. The ecological signifi
cance of the legislation lies in the fact that it did come in response to
renewed intra-species competition. In the New World, where compe
tition had once seemed to be mainly between man and other species,
human niches had become saturated. From an ecological perspective,
enactment of these restrictive laws can be seen as signifying the twi
lighfofthe New World's Age of Exuberance. But high-minded Ameri
cans continued fo_r half a century to suppose it was more important to
regardltiem -as unequivocall y shameful and to heap condemnation
upon them, rather than to understand that such laws were expectable
products of ecological change.
The racist element in the laws was real. Equally real were the
increasing niche saturation and intensified competition, the facts that
qrou§ea exclu sionist sentiments. In 1 975, these sentiments were
reas serted: 54 percent of Gallup poll respondents obj ected to admit1 33
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ting refu gees from war-ravaged Vietnam in a t i me of A merican un
employmen t . President Ford, like Wilson, deplored such sentiments
as an unworthy departure from America's "haven" heritage. A few
years earlier, exclusionist sentiments had also appeared in Britain, in
violation of a long tradition of Commonwealth-wide common citizen
ship. That tradition became a casualty of B ri t ish overpopula t ion, and
of the fac t that ghost-acreage-supported Britain seemed a haven of
freedom for a while to non-white immigrants from severely overpo
pulated former British colonies in Asia, Africa, and the Wes t Indies.
Britain's new immigration laws sou ght to soften the stigma of racism
by also abridging the long-assumed "rights" of Canadians, New Zea
landers, and Australians to settle in the mother country. The old idea
that emigran ts from Britain (and their descendants) could remain
British, with full rights of reentry, simply was not viable in a post
exu berant world. Overseas Britons had been too exuberant and be
come too numerou s, like everyone else.
In reporting these changes, news media continued to overlook
the importance of the fact that Britain's carrying capacity was simply
insufficient to accommodate everyone of British descent. The media
indulged an illusion by exaggeratin g the causal role of politicians,
such as the Conservative member of Parliament, Enoch Powell, who
could sound so racist. Subsequently, even Australia and New Zealand,
young nations thou gh they were, felt obliged by economic difficulties
to curb Bri tish immigration to their lands.
All these changes could have been seen as indicative of succes
sion had the word been familiar and correctly understood. The exu
beran t expansion of European man into new niches overseas had
wiped ou t the basis for exu beran t expansion. The culture of exuber
ance stood in the way of recognizing this as an instance of succession.
Of course, it is deeply regrettable that Americans came to .the
point of closin g their doors and excluding other would-be Americans,
bu t it is also regrettable that they continued to misperceive the rea
sons for this change. G:t:e_at ideals from the Age of Exuberance c9uld
hardly be reinstated in the populou s world of the 1 970s by bi:a_yefy
reopening the doors. Accordingly, ecological realists could hardlv be .
anything but charitable in thinking about Britain when her dream_of
being " home" for all citizens of the Commonwealth was crumbling
from erosion by the tide of almost three population doublings and
heavy industrial growth since the time of Malthus. No habitat's car
rying capacity is unlimited-not Britain's, or America's, or any other
land's.
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Environmen tal B rakes on Exuberance
Modern nations had staked their fu ture on perpetual harvesting of
supplies of non-renewable resources. M en now built with steel, con
crete, or aluminum, rather than with wood. We had evolved into socie
ties so iarge and complex that they required quantities of energy too
vast to be supplied by contemporary crops of organic fuel. We allowed
ourselves to bes.;9me so numerou s that we could not really grow the
food we needed without enormous "energy subsidies," augmenting
sunlight an(fmu scle power in agriculture with industrially produced
chemical fertilizers and fuel-burning machinery for planting, cultivat
ing, -narvestin g, shipping and processing. 1 1 Americans thus were
farmin g n_ot only the great plains of Iowa and N ebraska but also the
gas-wellsof Texas and Alaska and the oil wells of the continental shelf
ofishore. Even_C!.gticulture, the ultimate achievement in man's devel
opment of "th� takeover method of carrying capacity expansion, had
be.come converted to drawdown methods. The most "prosperous" na
tio ns were.liVfrig ori phantom carrying capacity but had not learned
the concept. By usin g still more enormou s quantities of energy for
new occupations unrelated to agriculture, we p u t off recognizing that
our p_9pulatiol}__bad outgrown its maintainable niches. H ad people
understood the ecological implications of the Industrial Revolution , it
might have been seen not so much as a great step forward for m an
kind but, as we shall make clear in Chapter 1 0, as a tr'!gic transition
to human dependence on temporarily available reso ur� es.
To provide charcoal for iron smelting, the British in the eigh
teenth century had h arvested their timber faster than it grew. Deple
tion uf·British forests led fo increased coal mining. 1 2 The need for
pumping devices to remove water seeping into the mines provided the
impetll s for deve!Opment ofsteam en gines. Those engines could con
vert the cl'iemic-aJ energy in a fuel such as coal into mechanical energy
that could do u seful work. In addition to working the pumps at the
mines, other applications for steam engines were soon found, and they
made great industrial expan sion possible. Reliance on current photo
synthesis (annual timber growth) was replaced by dependence on ac
cumulated past photosynthesis (coal deposits). There was a rapid pro
liferation of coal-consuming machinery. As a result, Britain evolved an
econom_y that traded British factory output for food and other agricul
turafProd ucts grown overseas. Those dpublin gs of British population
.
sll!�e M alth u s, and the exporting of .British people to o_t_her lands
around the world, were thus made possible by exchangin g a way o f
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life based on visible acreage for a way of life based on two levels of
ghost acreage. By heavy use of fossil acreage, British industry pro
duced the goods that gave Britain access to trade acreage.
So British exu berance since Malthus was no refutation of the
Malthusian principle. By the drawdown method Britons merely post
poned the day of reckoning. They lived beyond their energy income,
harvestin g timber on a faster-than-su stained-yield basis. Then they
bou ght further time by exploiting ghost acreage-both ov�rse�<![ -and
underground. Despite such measures, only two hundred years after
J ames Watt's invention, the time Britain had thus bou ght seemed to
be running out. 13
Britain was the first nation to experience what economists came
to call the " takeoff' into supposedly self-sustaining economic growth.
Long after the evidence had turned against the idea, the illu sion per
sisted that a similarly brilliant destiny remained possible for all na
tions. This was partly due to economic theorists' belief that the takeoff
was a product of British accumulation of monetary savin gs in the form
of profits from overseas trade. 1 4 It depended, in fact, on the geological
accumulation of energy savings in the form of coal deposits. 1 5 In the
last third of the twentieth century, althou gh the vast majority of the
world's energy savings were still in the ground, the vast majority of
the most accessible fraction of those savings had already been ex
tracted and spent.
In the decades since World War I I , all the leading industrial na
tions h ad plun ged still more deeply into living on nature's exhaustible
legacy. Furthermore, they had committed themselves to technology
that relied on the huge advantage petroleum had becau se it is liquid,
whereas coal is solid. Consumption of petroleum products increased
enormously, although petroleum was very much less abundant in the
earth than coal. The relative share of energy obtained from coal dimin
ished, and for some countries even the absolute amount declined.
Many national economies made themselves deeply dependent on the
continu ed sailin g of growing fleets of supertankers. In the meantime,
however, the volume of oil reserves discovered by each additional mil
lion feet of exploratory drillin g was rapidly declining, despite ex
panded technical knowhow. This showed us that we had already ex
tracted and burned the most accessible supplies, and that the existing
and still increasing rate of consumption would virtually exhaust even
the less accessible reserves within the lifetime of people already livin g.
The social repercussions were going to be staggering.
Many people refu sed to believe it, and national economic policies
continued to be based on a myth of inexhau stibility. The coal miners'
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strike in Britain in 1 9 72 provided a temporary foretaste of the social
and economic chaos that would have to come when a fuel-dependent
world runs short of fuel. 16 The Arab oil embargo the following year
added a sharp reminder. Before retiring as prime minister, however,
the charac teristically indomitable Harold Wilson looked to future
North Sea oil "prod uction" as Britain's economic savior-without ac
knowledgin g that salvation achieved by drawing down fossil acreage
would have to be temporary.
Other mineral resources required by industry were also running
shorter tnan p eople realized, were already probably operating as limits
on tbe \varfds -iate of industrialization, and may even have been al
ready limiting the productivity of existing industrial facilities. In the
United States, for example, the number Qf £<?l)nds of copper obtained
per ton of ore m ined was by 1 965 less than half what it was in 1 925.
Over those four decades, total copper production had almost dou bled ;
this had obscured for an uncritical pu blic the problems connected
with a fourfold increase in ore extraction. 1 7 Intensified efforts to se
cure such increasingly scarce resources could be expected to have
serious social repercu ssions. Two ca�es will suffice to show the nature
of the problem.
First, in Britain there were mountin g worries over the likelihood
that the ren1ainipg "amenity areas" of tne country, such as Snowdonia
National Park in Wales, would soon be devastated by strip mining for
metallic ores needed by British and European industry. 18 For many
metals, the world 's richest ores had already-been mined and smelted.
Leaner ores had begun to be in increased demand. The leaner the ore
being mined, the greater the volume of rock removed per ton of metal
obtained. Even if the budget for mining operations were required to
include provision for cleaning up and replanting after an area had
been stripped, it would be impossible to restore the landscape char
ac teristics that were imparted to Britain by the Ice Age. These were
the features that contributed so much to the beau ty of Britain's north
ern countryside.
Second, in an effort to prevent white minority-ruled Rhodesia
from establishing its independence in disregard of the full rights and
aspirations of its large black majority, the United N ations had imposed
economic sanctions u pon that country. U N member nations were
obliged to refrain from _importin g Rhodesian goods. But, faced with
difficulty in obtaining from anywhere else (except Russia) adeq uate
supplies of clirn_mium needed for certain all oys, the U nited States gov
ernment chose in 1 972 to stop complying with the UN sanction.
American firm s resumed importing Rhodesian chrome. 19 The Ameri137
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can government decided to permit this in spite of strong internal pres
sure against giving aid and comfort to a regime internationally
branded as racist.
If, as these examples show, advanced industrial nations with hu
mane democratic traditions were thus pressed toward actions deeply
deplored by many of their own citizens, it was clear that national econ
omies were already feeling the pinch of ecological limits. These limits
\vere-1he ultimate basis of some of the most revolutionary changes in
our lives, particularly the rising sense of post-exuberant despair and
oppression. The number of resources upon which our way of life de
pended for its continu ation had been very greatly enlarged by the eco
logically distinctive traits of modem humans. So the depletion of al
most any one of many resources that were now essential could put the
brakes on our neo-exuberance.

The Real Error
Malthus did indeed err, but not in the way that has_been commonly
supposed. He rightly discerned " the power of population" to increase
exponentially "if unchecked." He rightly noted that population growth
ordinarily is not u nchecked. He saw that it was worth inquiring jnto
the means by which the exponential growth tenc\.enc_y_is- nonnally
checked. He was perceptive in attaching the label "misery"_tQ_!,?Om� 9f
the ramifications of these means. Where he was wrong was in sup
posing that the means worked fully and immediately. (That this was
his error has not been seen by those who reject his views. )
Bein g himself under the impression thcit it was not possible for
the human load to exceed the earth 's carrying capacity, Malthus en
abled those who came after him to go on misconstruin g � 9ntinugd
impressive growth as evidence against, rather than as_eyjdenc;:: � Jor,
his basic ideas. Carrying capacity was a concept almost clear to Mal
thus. He even sensed that the carrying capacities of earth's regions
had been repeatedly enlarged by human cultural progress. 20 If he was
not yet able to make clear to himself and his readers the distinction
between means of enlarging carrying capacity and means of over
shooting it, we do ourselves a serious disservice by perpetuating his
shortcomin g. And we do j u st such a disservice by continuing to mis
take overshoot for progress, supposing drawdo\V� to -b�rent
from takeover. By erring thus we prolon g and deepen our predica
ment.
Despite M althus's belief to the contrary, it is possible to exceed an
- ---
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environment's carryin g c a_llil�- temporarily. f\J. any species h ave
done it. A species with as long an interval between generations as is
characteristic of ours, and with cultural as well as biological appetites,
can be expected to do it. Our largest per capita demands upon the
world's resources only begin to be asserted years after we are born.
Resource depletion sufficient to thwart our children's grown-up aspi
rations was not far enou gh advanced when our parents were beget
ting, gestating, and bearing us to deter them from thu s adding to the
human load.
By not quite E;eeing that carrying capacity can be temporarily ov
ershot, ME-lth u_s l1nderstateg life's perils. He thus enabled both the
admirers and the detrac tors of his admonitory writings to neglect the
effects of overshoot-environmental degradation and carryin g ca
pacity reduction. In his analyses he assumed linear increase of carry
ing capacity. While this fell short of sustainin g exponential growth of
would-be consumers , it was, even so, a far brighter prospect than car
rying capacity reduction.

Notes
1 . M althus 1 906, p. 7. Note the q u alifying phrase, "when unchecked." Just
as I saac N ewton had not completed the statement of his famous first ax
iom (which began, " Every body continues in its state of rest, or of uniform
motion in a right line") until he added the qu alifying clause, "unless it is
compelled to change that state by forces impressed upon it," so M althus
meant the q ualifyin g phrase, " when unchecked," to be taken as an essen
tial in gredient of his axiom . Newton was not tryin g to prove that all mo
tions are straight line motions ; he was trying to es tablish a basis for ana
lyzin g how and why motions depart from straight lines. Likewise,
M althus was not trying to show that population growth, as observed, al
ways follows an exponential curve ; he was trying to establish a basis for
analyzing why it doesn't, and for understanding the real social signifi
cance of the forces impressed upon it.
2. Allan Chase, for example, denounces as the "core myth" of M althus the
idea that our power to reproduce exceeds our power to provide suste
nance. In attempting to develop his ar gument that M althus was biased
_
against the poor and against other races, Chase neglects passages in M al
thus's essay that show he was not merely defending an An glo-dominated
status qu o . S ee Chase, The Legacy of Malthu s : The Social Costs of the
New Scien t ific Racism (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1 9 76), pp. 77-79. For
example, M althus ( 1 906, p. 83) wrote : "There are many parts of the
globe, indeed, hitherto uncultivated and almost unoccupied ; but the right
of exterminatin g or drivin g into a comer where they must starve, even
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the inhabitants of these thinly-peopled regions, will be questioned in a
moral view." He was neither morally myopic nor misanthropic when he
perceptively pointed out ( 1 906, p. 83) that " I f America continue increas
ing, which she certainly will do, though not with the same rapidity as
formerly, the I ndians will be driven further and further back into the
country, till the whole race is ultimately exterminated." Nor was he laying
foundations for racist policies by also insisting, as he did, that "To exter
minate the inhabitants of the greatest part of Asia and Africa, is a thought
that could not be admitted for a moment." By personality, Malthus was,
according to those who knew him, cheerful, serene, amiable, good na
tured , and gentle (see Appelman 1 9 76, p. xi). His purpose in writing
about the vice and misery by which population pressure would tend to be
checked in the absence of moral restraint was to enhance the probability
that moral restraint would obviate the otherwise inexorable drift toward
even those kinds of vice and misery deplored by writers like Chase.
This has been especially the case, particularly in the twentieth century,
among economists. See the discussion in Glass 1 9 53, pp. 60ff, ; and for an
exemplification see H agen 1 962, pp. 4 7-48. Blaug ( 1 968, p. 55 1) claims
that at the turn of the century every schoolboy "could prove that M althus
had gone wrong by underestimatin g both the potentialities of technical
progress and the possibility of family limitation by birth control devices,"
and he insists not only that this "refu tation" is "perfectly valid" but that it
can be surpassed in sophistication when M althusian theory is recognized
as "metaphysics masquerading as science."
See Appelman 1 9 70, pp. 7 1 , 83-84, 1 03, 1 1 7, 492.
As was pointed out in Ch. 3, note 9, carrying capacity for a predator (or
consumer) species can be defined as the maximum population that can
be permanently supported by sustained yields from prey (or producer)
species.
See the chapter on "The Evolu tion of H uman Behaviour" in Burnet 1 9 7 1 .
For example, see Hagen 1 962, Chs. 2 , 3 , and Appendix I I ; Horowitz
1 969. Cf. Culbertson 1 9 7 1 , pp. 29-32, 293.
See Culbertson 1 97 1 , preface and Chs. 1, 1 5.
See references to Sumner, Turner, and Webb, in Chs. 2, 3, 5.
For a more complete, but also more conventional (i. e . , non-ecological)
treatment of the events of American history recounted in this and follow
in g paragraphs, see M orison 1 965 (listed among references for Ch. 5).
See, for example, S teinhart and S teinhart 1 9 74, and Udall et al. 1 974
( both listed amon g references for Ch. 1 1 ) ; also see Cook 1 9 7 1 .
Cottrell 1 955 (listed amon g references for Ch. 3), p . 79.
Goldsmith 1 9 7 1 ; cf. Taylor 1 9 70.
See Culbertson 1 9 7 1 , pp. 24 1-243, 28 1-286.
Cottrell 1 955 (see note 1 2, above), pp. 1 24ff.
See numerous articles in the London Times from Jan. 25, 1 9 72, through
Febru ary, and on into M arch.
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1 7. Lovering 1 969, p. 1 24.
1 8 . James Lewis, " M inin g and the National Parks," The Guardian, Apr. 1,
1 9 72.
1 9. See editorials in the New York Times, Jan. 26, 1 972, p. 36 ; Feb. 28, p. 30;
Mar. 1 7, p. 40.
20. This is evident in the following passages from the 1 798 Essay (Appelman
1 976, pp. 27, 29, 3 1 ): " I n the rudest state of mankind, in which hunting
is the principal ·occupation and the only mode of acq uirin g food, the
means of subsistence bein g scattered over a large extent of territory: the
comparative population must necessarily be thin." " I t is well known that
a country in pasture cannot support so many inhabitants as a country in
tillage. . . . " "The reason that the greater part of Europe is more populous
now than it was in former times is that the industry of the inhabitants has
made these countries produce a greater quantity of human subsistence."
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Nature and
the Nature of Man

Detachable Organs
Somewhere in North Dakota I had an unexpected opportunity to dis
cover just what is most ecologically distinctive abou t Homo sapiens.
My family and I were on an au tomobile trip, driving east on a two-lane
road. We h ad had to slow down appreciably when we became momen
tarily trapped behind a bicycle. Soft shoulders at the side of the road
confined the cyclist to the pavement, and westbound traffic in the
other lane prevented us from passing him for a mile or so.
While driving our car for a few moments at the unfamiliar speed
of the bicycle ahead of it, I began to notice details of this " traffic ob
struction" that otherwise would have escaped my atten tion. First, be
cause sporadic fuel shortages had already raised the possibility that
au tomobile touring might someday be only a fond memory, I studied
the pannier bag hanging astride the rear wheel of the bike, and won
dered just what items of spare clothing, etc. , one migh t be able to
include in one's severely limited lu ggage when traveling on two
wheels instead of four. I noticed also the mu scles in the cyclist's
tanned calves, and the steady rhythm of his pedaling. Then a sligh t
motion of his head called my attention to a short, stiff wire that curved
forward from the bill of his plaid cap. On the tip of the wire was a
small round object which I suddenly realized was a thumbnail-sized
mirror. Being just a few inches from his face, a mirror small enou gh
to offer ne gligible wind drag was large enou gh to give his inboard eye
an appreciable field of vision to the rear, withou t requiring him to turn
his neck awkwardly and unbalance himself in looking back over his
shoulder.
To all intents and purposes, I realized, this cyclist had "eyes in the
back of his head." Before an opportunity arose to speed on past him,
another realization had become obvious-that havin g easy and ade
quate rear vision could have significant survival value for anyone pe-
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daling a bike on a highway used mostly by au tomobiles. Then the
phrase "survival value" brought Darwin to mind.
Even at au tomobile speed, crossin g the North Dakota prairie
gives one time for extended thought. Long after the bicycle tourist
was no longer visible in my own rear-view mirror (an artifac t I had
taken for granted for years), I was contemplating the thousands of
generations it might have taken for unfavorable mutations to be elimi
nated and the rare ones that yield advantageous phenotypic traits to
accumulate throu gh natural selection to the point where humanoid
creatures might literally have had an eye or two facing aft. I knew it
could not happen. Even if humans lacked the inventiveness to short
cut the process by hanging a mirror from a cap, the era in which
bicycles would be followed by au tomobiles was not going to last
through enou gh generations for selection pressures from this situa
tion to influence evolu tion in that way.
B u t rabbits had done it ! I remembered learning in my childhood
that the eyes of a rabbit, positioned at the sides of its head, have fields
of vision that overlap slightly in the rear, rather than in front-an ev
olutionary result of what happened to rabbits if they could not always
see any predator pursuing them while they leaped evasively this way
and that, heading for cover. 1 For the rabbit, rear vision given him by
evolution entailed only minor costs. By slight movements of his head,
the rabbit's effective field of sight could span the full 360 degrees, and
the fact that his eyes did not face straight ahead was no disadvantage.
The rabbit's mode of living did not require the precise depth percep
tion achieved by simians and humans throu gh placement of both eyes
in a frontal position permitting stereoscopic vision.
For monkeys, however, there was less survival value in rear vision
than in accurate depth perception. To move advantageou sly throu gh
an environment of tree branches, where misperception could mean a
fatal fall, required not only a restructuring of mammalian paws (into
grasping hands) but a restructuring of the head so that converging
eyes would enable distances from branch to branch to be perceived
with centimeter precision. 2 An arboreal niche had imposed selection
pressures that cau sed the useful combination of hands and binocular
vision to evolve to high perfection. Later, some descendants of crea
tures thus endowed somehow became surface dwellers. In a new
niche, the advantages of depth perception and grasping hands could
be tu rned to new uses. Eventually the result was a proliferation of
tool-using. Tools (including weapons) enabled the descendants of
tree-dwellin g simians to do on the ground things they could not have
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done so well with only the organs their genes gave them. 3 Chipped
stones could cut things teeth couldn't sever-or could be replaced
when broken teeth could not. Hollow gourds (and later mud-daubed
woven baskets, and still later fired pottery) could carry larger quan
tities of water a greater distance from the riverbank than a pair of
cupped hands could.
Thus there came to be a population of creatures whose way ()f
living involved considerable use of external supplements to their own
organic eq uipment. · insofar as they found it advantageous to use such
detachable organs (for t-hat Is what tools of any kind are), these cre;i
tures becanie_.Subjec:t to n�\:V .§tlectionpres_s tues. N ow that tool-using
was part of their method of coping with their habitat, those with
greater ability to devise and use tools would be able (on the average)
to leave more progeny than those with less such ability, In short, there
was now going to be selection based on ability to make and u se de
tacg;1ble organs. Before t here had always been selection only for or
gans (or behavior patterns) capable of coping with the habitat but in
tegral to the creature's body.

Man, the Pros thetic Animal
Nature had achieved, so to speak, an evolutionary breakthrou gh. Hu
man extensions of natural organs have come a lon g way since ·t eeth
began to be supplemented with flint scrapers. Some of the supple
mentary artificial organs have even moved inside. Anyone with a den
ture (or even a filling) in his mou th can appreciate the technical aq
vanc-es that have, in effect, made teeth repairable or replaceable.
Defects or damage in other organs can also be redeemed by artificial
means. Anyone who wears glasses can easily recognize the utility of
detachable organs, thou gh he may never have thou ght to apply such
a phrase to the device he hangs on the brid ge of his nose and hooks
behind his ears each morning. His visual acuity depends upon exter
nal supplements to the imperfect organic lenses within his eyes.
For a small minority of the human species, the availability of more
sophisticated detachable organs has been more than a matter of mere
convenience. I t has been a matter of life or death. Several good friends
come to mind whose hearts have been stopped and surgically re
paired. Not only were the tools wielded by the surgeon (as extensions
of his hands) vital to these patients; their lives were sustained during
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the operation by heart-lung machines-temporary substitutes for
their own hearts and lungs. Thousands of people have also been en
abled to live on after complete failure of their natural kidneys by at
taching themselves periodically to a machine that externally performs
the blood-purifying hemodialysis no longer possible in their own bodies.
In a milder way, an artificial leg is a tool designed to perform at
least some fu nctions of a natural limb. The word "prosthetics" refers
to the branch of surgery that deals with replacement of missing parts. 4
It may seem a rather remote and morbid subject, but all humans iT1habiting other than tropical environments are users of essentially
prosthetic devices-clothing. Homo sapiens can survive where he
would othenvise perish by taking from another animal the protective
cover normal to that animal as a product of natural selection. Like
wise, our shoes have served as a kind of prosthesis for the hooves we
were not equipped with at birth, enabling us -to walk additional por:
tions of the uneven face of the earth. The evolu tionary and ecological
significance of such prosthetic devices has been to facilitate the
spread of mankind over a more extensive range than we could have
occupied with only the equipment of our own bodies.5
Eventually man learned to obtain prosthetic insulation without
killin g the animal source-by shearing wool, spinning it into yarn,
and weavin g or knitting it into garments. More recently it even be
came possible to do the spinning, weaving, and knitting without in
volving other (contemporary) animals at all , relying on the remains of
organisms that lived during the Carboniferous era by using fibers
chemically synthesized from coal or petroleum derivatives.
The ecological implications of prosthetics have not been clearly
seen by either social scientists or biologists becau se the concept has
seemed so narrowly medical. Yet nature's evolutionary breakthrou gh
mav best be understood by viewing it as a shift ffom-(a) selective're
ten t ion of organic t raits on the basis of their adaptive u-tility-tO- (b)
selective retention of prosthet ic tools on .the basis of their adapti_ye
utility. It was no longer necessary to evolve eyes in the _ back of the
head when a species needed rear vision ; a tool could cope\:Vlih the
problem.
Viewing tools as detach able organs, viewing man as the pros
thetic species, and viewing man-tool complexes as a new com__p onent
of ecosystems were perhaps novel ways of looking at familiar things,
but they were not reall y radical departures from conventional evolu
tionary knowledge. Nature h ad made comparable evolutionary break-
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throu ghs before ; these were known already. The resemblance could
be recognized and could be illuminating.
Life had once been confined to the sea. The chemical processes
involved in life depend on moisture. Invasion of dry land by livin g
forms could come abou t only as more or less waterproof skins were
evolved that enabled organisms to maintain within themselves a wet
"internal environment" even when not immersed in water. By enclos
ing a bit of the sea within themselves, organisms could escape from
the sea.6 H undreds of millions of years later (but still scores of millions
of years ago) a similar principle was applied again by nature in open
ing up another new ran ge of niches. When animals had depended
largely upon the temperature of their surrou ndings as the main deter
minant of the temperature inside their skins, opportunities for animal
life remained scarce wherever environmental temperatures rose to tis
sue-damaging highs, or fell to activity-suppressing lows. The evolu
tion of "warm-bloodesJ'' birds and mammals opened new niches in new
climf!.J�s by enclosing within an animal's skin a homeostatically tem
pernt.e mini-climate.
Man has further extended this enclose-and-control principle of
nature, not only with clothin g, but also with centrally heated or air
conditioned buildings. If the mini-sea or the mini-climate enclosed
within the skin of an organism is ordinarily regarded as part of the
organism, rather than part of its habitat, then, broadly speaking, even
furnaces, refrigeration units, and thermostats can all be understood
as prosthetic devices. They are detachable parts of extended human
beings. The walls of our buildings and the shells of our vehicles are
(like the Eskimo's fur parka) a kind of prosthetic skin with which we
surround our enlarged selves, enclosing mini-environments within
them.
\Vhen nature spawned man, nature generated a new mode of in
teraction between organism and habitat. 7 Man would invent new ways
of enclosin g within his own expanding boundaries those conditions
required by his original organic traits. Much of what would happen
after nature made the human breakthrou gh would amount to sponta
neous and prolific exploration of the potential of that new mode of
interaction between organism and habitat. By the time the Age of Ex
uberance turned into a post-exu berant age of overpopulation, it was
beginning to be possible to see not only the amazin g lengths to which
the prosthetic nature of man had carried nature's experiment, but also
the fact that the enormous potential of the new mode was not without
both hazards and limits. 8
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Species of Many Niches
Several years before I happened to see the mirror-wearing cyclist on
the highway in North Dakota, I had attended in Boston a meeting of
the American Society of Naturalists. The presidential address was
given by a California geneticist, G. Ledyard Stebbins.9 His topic was
"The N atural History and Evolutionary Future of Mankind." He had
looked at the human species in the way naturalists look at other spe
cies, raising a more or less standard set of questions abou t it. Where
does man occur, he asked. Everywhere on earth, he answered. Why
does man occupy so ubiquitou s a niche, he asked. Because he can
modify his external environment, he answered. When did he occupy
this niche? From many thousand years ago to the present. How? By
using tools, organizing himself into societies, and coping with prob
lems by means of deliberative foresight. Man's fu ture, said Stebbins,
would depend on improvin g his capacity for social organization and
overcoming his tendency for self-deception ; he sometimes pursues at
tractive but disastrou s goals.
I t was a thou ght-provoking address, but I had gone away both
ered by his reference to man's niche (singular). As a sociologist, I was
trained to be sensitive to the diversity of man's ways, and it seemed to
me to make better sense to think of our species as filling many niches.
E s pecially in modern indu strial societies, human life is characler
ized by a highly ramified division of labor between a vast assortment
of occupational specialties. This has had adaptive advantages. ff every
au thor had to grow his own wheat and bake his own bread to--obt;ajn
the strength to mine his own ore and smelt his own iron to make his
own typewriter before starting to write� the world would have few
typewriters and few books (even on agriculture, baking: ·mfmhg; or
manufacturing). The cliche fits: if people had to be j acks of all trades,
trades
they would be masters of none-and there could be oniya-few
and comparatively few people.
What happened was that the members of a single specie� s! iscov
ered ways to behave almost as if they were many differenLsp.ede�
Technology facilitated this u seful differentiation of one species into
many "quasi-species." A man or woman with one set of ioolS could do
one sort of job (fill one sort of niche), while a person with a different
set of tools could do another sort of job (fill another kind of niche).
Lon g after I heard Professor Stebbins's address, the mirror on the
cap of the bicycle tourist gave me closure ! It occurred to me that the
choice between speaking of one worldwide niche versus speaking of
many distinct niches scattered across all parts of the planet simply
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depended on whether tools were seen as devices that modify habitats
to fit them to people, or as detachable modifications of people that fit
them to varied habitats.
Highly varied man-tool combinations can live in highly varied en
vironments ; -that \v-as the fa.cf io which S tebbins had called attention.
It couH oe interpreted two ways, however. From the one-niche per
spective, tools could be said to have enabled Homo sapiens to homoge
nize an otherwise diverse world-making all parts of it available for
human habitation. From the multiple-niche perspective, the same
tools could be said to have enabled a more or less homogeneous spe
cies to diversify itself enou gh to live in many different kinds of habitat.
Toa -cultural anthropologist or a sociologist, the latter interpretation
was more congenial. Homo sapiens remains one species genetically,
but by means of diverse sets of artifacts (and diverse cu stoms for using
them) this one species has become ecologically diversified. Social sci
entists carried thei_r insight too far, however, as we now begin to see.
They so emphasized the power of mankind to become diversified cul
turally (including technologically) that they assumed this differen
tiated -Homo _sci,pit?m from all other species and made irrelevant the
concepts by which we understood the forces affecting other forms of
life. -sociologists, impressed with the special humanness of humans,
;Jm ost lost sight of the mutuality of impact of organism and habitat
uponeacn oilier. Regaining awareness of the in teraction of organism
andlia5ftat was a necessary antidote to our self-deceptive tendency,
which, as Stebbins pointed out, has enabled our species to pursue
some disastrous goals (such as exuberantly overshooting permanent
carrying capacity).
All O!_g�I1isms have to adapt; it has always been arguable whether
adaptation refers -to what the h abitat does to the organism, or what the
organism does to the habitat. Always the effect is really mutual. As we
saw in the last section of Chapter 7, recognition of the mutuality of
the effect is the distinctively ecological insight that has been so diffi
cult for the human mind, after an Age of Exuberance, to keep in fo
cus.
Adaptation means somethin g has been modified to "fit" or " go
with" something else. I had seen the mirror on the cyclist's cap as a
modification (extension) of his visu al organs, not as a modification of
his environment. In the same way we could see flint scrapers as sup
plementary teeth or fingernails. Proto-humans with flint scrapers
could interact with their environment in ways that other proto-hu
mans with only natural teeth and fingernails could not. After thou
sands of generations, these most primitive tools would be superseded
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by more sophisticated supplementary organs. The pocketknife I have
catTied since I was in grade school, for example, excelled the flint
scraper's utility by as much as that stone tool had excelled nature's
tooth and cla\v.
Not only would man devise artifacts that could do better the
things his own organs might have done crudely ; he would also devise
them to do things he could not otherwise have done at all. Just as we
did not have to evolve eyes in the backs of our heads when the need
arose to see behind us, we did not need to evolve feathered forelimbs
in order to fly. Most of us easily took up the habit of assuming that we
fly by " getting into" an airplane. But when an airline pilot with thirty
three years of flying experience refers to the familiar act of buckling
his cockpit seatbelt as "strappin g a DC-8 to my waist," it is clear that
even a modern jetliner can be seen as an elaborate prosthetic device.
From the one-niche perspective, we might have thought of it as a tool
for modifying the thin upper atmosphere to make it inhabitable by
surface-dwelling man. Wings speeding through thin air make it
" solid" enou gh to support the passengers' weight, and the cabin pres
surizing pumps make it dense enough for them to breathe. From the
multi-niche perspective, the airplane is a set of prosthetic wings and
lungs that people "put on" when they have occasion to fly into an
environment for which they were not genetically prepared.
Lookin g at matters this way, it was not j ust Neil Armstrong who
in 1 969 took the " short step for a man" down from the modified envi
ronment within the lunar landing craft onto the moon's inhospitable
surface. It was a fantastic man-tool combination (astronaut clad in
spacesuit with life support pack) that took the " giant step for man
kind." By the enclose-and-control principle, this man-tool combination
was recapitulating the experience of the sea-bred creature that first
made a go of it on land.

Altered Carrying Capaci ty
Two million years after his ancestors learned to walk upright, Homo
sapiens (with tools par excellence) had left footprints on the moon.
He had also learned to fly in bunches of three or four hundred to
business conferences on the far side of a continent, or to holidays on
the far side of an ocean, by strapping on a DC- 1 0 or a Boeing 747.
If people in the post-exuberant world could really become accus
tomed to thinking of even a j umbo jet as an enormous prosthetic de-
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vice, a detachable organ, perhaps they could then make headway to
ward understanding the real ecological nature of the predicament our
species had got itself into.
As we have seen, Homo sapiens made a breakthrough ten thou
sand years ago that enlarged (for the time being) the carrying capacity
of his habitat. He learned to plant seeds and manage the growth of
vegetable matter for his own sustenance, rather than leaving it to un
tended nature. As his horticultural endeavors progressed, advance
ment had to include improved methods of cultivating the soil. The
simple diggi�g stick was superseded by the hoe and eventuall y by the
ox-drawn wooden plo\V. Only one hundred centuries after agriculture
began, the digging process was accomplished in the most "advanced"
nations by steel plows propelled by tractors that burned fossil fuel.
In those same societies, Homo sapiens had in the meantime dis
covered other reasons for digging into the earth's surface. Besides
wanting to plant seeds, people now wanted to extract from below the
surface vast qu antities of non-renewable resources such as coal. If the
digging stick was a prosthetic device, so was the modern power
shovel, however enormous it might have become. Modern man's de
pendence on the ghost acreage of fossil fuels was so great that his
power shovels became incredibly hu ge. A Kentucky lawyer, writing in
The A tlantic Mon thly of September, 1 973, described industrial man
as " the greatest geological calamity to hit the world since the melting
of the ice sheets." He portrayed one of the mining devices operated by
the Central Ohio Coal Company. The machine stood twenty stories
high, he said. It u sed five-inch steel cable to lift a boom 3 1 0 feet long.
With each bite into the earth it could remove 325 tons of "overburden"
to permit "recovery" of coal underneath. 1 0
From the time when the evolutionary breakthrou gh by nature
brou ght forth the human way of evolving, the carrying capacity of
man's habitat has never been fixed. Ever since man became human
by making himself dependent on tool use, his dependence has con
sisted increasingly of the fact that he occupied niches made possible
b y his tools-niches that were previou sly nonexistent. In broadest
terms, then, the function of technology has been to enlarge the hu
man carrying capacity of any habitat. From dugout canoe to jet clip
per, and from digging stick to giant power shovel, technology had en
abled human bein g s to go places they could not otherwise reach, and
to u se substances they could not otherwise have exploited. Without
the technology to m ake them usable, many substances in man's envi
ronment would not have become "resources."
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Too Much of a Good Th ing
Technological progress went beyond facilitating the takeover method
of carrying capacity expansion. It led to our commitment to the self
destructive drawdown method. I t facilitated useful quasi-speciation;
but it also fostered excessive quasi-speciation, as we shall see in a mo
ment. Nothing inherent in tools guaranteed that they would always
be u sed in positively adaptive ways. The capacity for self-deception
mentioned by Stebbins was important. Tools could be misused, and
tool-using could also lead to an overwhelming " success" that would be
tantamou nt to failure.
Consider misu se first. Take as an example the fire-making and
fire-using tools that were fro m-ifieou tset an hnportant parrof-human
and spread into new
technology. These tools helped mankir.id multiply
niches. They extended th£1ist of o� ganic s � bst aT1ce s people c�e
as food. They extended the list of inorganic substances they could use
for making other tools. They supplemented th� h�<lt:gene:r:<iting a.bffitY
of a warm-blooded, mammalian bodyJ'1- ·Even tu ally t h ey became so
phisticated enou gh to give access to that temporary carrying capacity
buried as ghost acreage in-the Carbonife rous period. But always there
was the poss1folity of accidental or deliberate rrifsuse of fire. Eire .c i::m l d .
inj ure. Fire could d�stroy tools ; it could destroy crops; it could destroy
forests people thou ght they were not u sing (because they had not
learned to recognize the indirect ways in which such "unused" lands
served them). After a human-cau sed forest fire, with water-retention
capacity lost in the denuded area, erosion could result that would de
stroy the crop-growing potential of lands people did know they were
using.
But consider also the fact that essentially symbiotic (and even
predatory and parasitic) relations were generated· ;,u:rioiig_JLuman
beings when their tool-u sing cultures enabled them to diff(!rentiate
into many interacting "quasi-species." Another form of misuse arose
and became common as a result of this. Each person's welfare no
longer depended simply on what he could himself harve.�tfioi!l soil
and water. It now depended on what he could obtain by exchange,
from other human beings differently specialized. Whatever prOcluct or
service one's own specialized efforts produced, it was unlikely one
could subsist on it alone. A person h ad to obtain fro.m Qtb�!:§ _fulfill
ment of some of his own needs, and provide fulfillment..for.some of
theirs. Th at was a basic aspect of being human. Becau se of the ex
change relationship generated by this aspect of humanness, � uman
..
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_b._�ing!'l. .9!!HLl!lJ::>� _cl�fined as resources. When humans defined hu
mans as resources, @su se be._c.ame_probable�.In nature it was normal for one species to be a resource to an
other. Lions ate zebra s no t because lions were viciou s, but because
lions \Vere lions (and zebras were edible). M an, the prosthetic species,
was capable of (or subject to) quasi-spec iatiOH�as -different men used
different to_ols. As a result, men would exploit (use) other men simply
because men were men (and other men \vere different).
Homo sapiens was a species that could enlarge the carrying ca
pacity of its own habitat by using tools. This ability meant that human
beings would increasin gly discover ways of u sing as tools things that
had not been tools originally-including other human beings. Just as
a non-lactatin g mother could use a cow to provide milk for her child,
or a blind person could use a dog to lead him about, so one human
being could use another human being's skills. 1 2
Q11� 5>rn_�_nisQ1 _can be a prosthetic device to another. Bein g so
cially differentiated, a human population could be prosthetic to one
another, althou gh humans were never merely prosthetic devices.
Cows and dogs generall y acquiesced in their tool roles, but humans
might not. If it was natural for humans to function as tools, it was also
natural for huft1an too1s to assert non-tool aspects of their humanity.
Inherent in man's capacity for quasi-speciation, therefore, was a
source of chronic tensions. Prosthetic differentiation of the human
species was a cause of human . \voe far more deeply endemic than
either the " contradictions" M arxists supposed were specific to capital
ism, or-the ·aggressive and deceitful tendencies "free world" leaders
supposed were specific to authoritarian regimes.
The very aspect of human nature that enabled Homo sapiens to
become the dominant species in all of nature was also what made
human dominance precarious at best, and perhaps inexorably self-de
featin g. Altpough man could not be human without quasi-speciation,
perhaps with it he could neither avoid habitat destruction nor remain
humane.
Which brings us back to the problem that success can lead to
failure. Mankind extended to a_n unprecedented scope nature's prin
ciple that niches can be multiplied by the technique of enclose-and
control. H uman bein gs became enormou sly numerous by using a vast
assortment of detachable organs, many of them fantastically compli
cated and prodigiously large. An almost incredibly large fraction of the
biosphere was thus enclosed and controlled by man-tool systems. This
situation had to bring our species up against the influence of limitin g
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factors. Belief in the illusion of limitlessness could not protect u s ; in
fact, it probably hastened our encounter with nature's limits by has
tening drawdown.
For all organisms, the necessity of maintaining some constancy
of conditions inside the system has required the existence -o-f an "out
side." Maintenance of constancy within the system involves processes
of importing and exporting materials and energy-to compensate- for
chan ges that would otherwise happen inside the organism's bou_ri_"ilii 
ries. Life has always depended on opportunities for living system& to
obtain "resources " from their environment, and to exhaust spent sub
stances (with au totoxic properties) into the environment. So the ad
vantage to be gained by enclosing a piece of the environment within
the system has always depended on there being plenty of environment
left ou tside. Too many systems too much enlarged vitiate this advan
tage by seriously diminishing the environment/system ratio. (To those
who use the word "exploitation" polltically rather than ecologically, the
importance of all this remains invisible. )
Homo sapiens has exploited too much. H µman " success" �ntailed
enclosure of an unprecedentedly large fraction of the total environ
ment within the expanding boundaries of proliferating man-tool sys
tems. There was consequently less "outside" in proportion to "inside"
than had ever before been the case. The ironic result was that tech
nology, which originally had been a means of increasing the human
carrying capacity per acre of space or per ton of substance, became
instead a means of increasing the space required per human oc_c_u.pant
and the subs tance required per human consumer.
Post-exu beran t man found himself playing a game with changed
rules. It was no longer uniformly true that additions to technology
added to llls habitat's c arrying capacity. At 500 miles per hout1rmok
fewer planes than at 1 50 miles per hour to make the airways crowded.
At 325 tons per bite, it took fewer digging operati911s than..J..Vith _a dig
ging stic k to devastate the countryside.
M an u sed to live in a world where carrying capacity \� eq ual to
the product: resources t imes technology. M an's "success" changed it
into a world in which carrying capacity was coming to equ.aJ the quo
tient : resources d ivided by technology. The predicament of mankind
no longer consisted merely of the simple M althusian problem of an
expanding popufadorl pressing against fixed limits or a ffrilte habitat
(or against less rapidly rising limits of a stretchable habffat). Nbw lf
was a worse predicament-an expanding population with burgeoning
technological power was shrinhing the carrying capacity ofits habitat.
The human comm unity was undergoing success ion. as a direct
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consequence of man's nature as a prosthetic or tool-using species. The
more potent hum;ln technology became, the more man turned into a
colossus. Each human colossu s required more resources and more
space than each pre-colossal h uman. Contrast the environmental im
pact of the Central Ohio Coal Company and its huge machines with
the environmental impact of the Stone Age people who inhabited the
same area a few centuries before. 13 The Indians had not necessarily
possessed any more virtue ; they simply u_sed cruder tools. They were
non-colossal.
The same kind of problem would be much easier to recognize if
mankind were afflicted with some kind of mu tation that had the cu
riou s effect of causing children to grow to twice their parents' adult
size-so that they req uired twice as much food and fiber per capita to_
sustain life and comfort. Suppose, further, that the effect were some
how cumulative, so that each generation grew twice as large and vo
raciou s as the preceding one. Quite obviously, the world's carryin g ca
pacity would be much less for later generations of giants than for
earlier generations of runts. J ust as obviously, neither conventional
political �q_s tn.1ms .nor revolutionary agitation could do much to
remedy the situation.
"
Verhaps-\v e would know this if we ceased to call ourselves Homo
sapiens and began to call ourselves Homo colossus. If we were accus
tomed to thinking of a human being not j u st as a nakea ape or a fallen
angel but as a man- tool system, we would have recognized that prog
ress.could become a disease. The more colossal man's tool kit became,
thefarger man became, and the more destructive of his own "fu ture.

Notes
I. Actu ally, the visual fields of a rabbit's two eyes do overlap somewhat in
front; the rear overlap is not in the horizontal plane, but is somewhat
elevated, su ggesting that selection pressure from predatory birds may
have had more to do with rabbit evolu tion than threats from surface
dwellin g predators. See Austin H u ghes, "The Topography of Vision in
Mammals of Contrastin g Life Style : Comparative Optics and Retinal Or
ganisation," Ch. 1 1 in Frederick Crescitelli, ed . , The Visual Sys tem in
Vertebra tes ( B erlin : Springer Verlag, 1 977), pp. 6 1 3 -756.
2. Bau ghey 1 9 75, pp. 3 1-35 (listed among references for Ch. 2). Cf. Camp
bell 1 974, pp. 84-90.
3. See Campbell 1 974, pp. 1 96 -202, 234 -24 1 ; Washburn and Moore 1 974 ,
pp. 6 1-82.
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4. See Ehrlich, H olm, and Brown 1 976 ( listed among references for Ch. 2),
pp. 482-483.
5. C ampbell 1 974, pp. 384 -40 1 .
6. This idea was ingeniously developed by Cannon 1 932.
7. Kraus 1 964 , pp. 285-288.
8. Compare with each other the followin g : Cannon 1 932, pp. 287-306 ;
Campbell 1 974, pp. 40 1-408 ; M on tagu 1 965, pp. 1 99 -2 1 3 ; Sears 1 957,
pp. 4 5 - 60 ; and Salk 1 972, pp. 53-1 1 8.
9. S tebbins 1 970.
1 0. H arry M. Caudill, " Farming and Minin g: There Is No Land to S pare," The
Atla n t ic Monthly 232 ( Sept. , 1 973) : 85-90.
1 1 . Campbell 1 974 , pp. 24 1-244.
1 2 . Cf. Dice 1 955, pp. 28-30.
13. Cf. Sears 1 957, p. 2 1 .
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Industrializatio n :
Prelu d e to Collap s e

Unrecognized Preview
The Industrial Revolu tion made us precariously dependent on na
ture's dwindling legacy of non-renewable resources, even thou gh we
did not at first recognize this fact. M any major events of modern his
tory were unforeseen results of action s taken with inadequ ate aware
ness of ecological mechanisms. Peoples and governments never in
tended some of the ou tcomes their actions would incur.
To see where we are now headed, when our destiny has departed
so radically from our aspirations, we must examine some historic in
dices that point to the conclu sion that even the concept of succession
(as explored in previous chapters) understates the ultimate conse
quences of our own exuberance. We can begin by taking a fresh look
at the Great Depression of the 1 930s, an episode people saw largely in
the shallower terms of economics and politics when they were living
throu gh it. 1 From an ecologically informed perspective, what else can
we now see in it?
The Great DeIJre_§sion , looked at ecologically, was a preview of the
fate t oward which m ankind has been drawn by the kinds of progress
tharhavedepenaed-on consuming exhau stible resources. We need to
see why it was not recognized for the preview it was ; this will help u s
to grasp a t last the meaning missed earlier.
We did not know �-e wer� \.\_'.�_t.ch!ng_ � preview becau se, when the
world economy fell apart in 1 929 -32, it was not from exhaustion of
essenttai-ru-els or lll a terfals. From the very definition of carrying ca
paC1ty=-ffi e maxim�m indefinitely supportable ecological load-we
CaQ.E.OW see that non-renewable resources provide no real carrying
caQacity ; 1h�y ·P.r9vide only phantom carrying capacity. If comin g to
depend on phantom carryin g capacity is a Fau stian bargain that mort
gages the future of Homo colossus as the price of an exuberant pres
ent, that mortgage was not yet being foreclosed in the Great Depres
sion. Even so, much of the suffering that befell so much of mankind
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in the 1 930s does need to be seen as the result of a carrying capacity
deficit. The fact that the deficit did not stem from resource exhaustion
in that instance makes it no less indicative of the kinds of grief en
tailed by resource depletion . Accordingly, we need to understand what
did bring on a carrying capacity deficit in the 1 930s.

Ca rrying Capaci ty and Liebig's Law
To attain such an understanding we need to step ou tside the usual
economic or political frames of thought, go back two-thirds of a cen
tury before the 1 929 crash, and reexamine for its profound human
relevance a principle of agricultural chemistry formulated in 1 863 by
a German scientist, J ustus von Liebig} That principle set forth with
great clarity the concept of the "limiting factor" briefly mentioned in
Chapter 8. Carrying capacity is, as we saw there, limited not j u st by
food supply, but potentially by any substance or circumstance that i s
indispensable but inadeq uate. The fundamental principle is this:
whatever necessity is least abundantly available (relative to per capita
requirements) sets an environment's carrying capacity.
While there is no way to repeal this princiRle, which is known as
" the law of the minimum," or Liebig's law, there is a way to make its
application less res trictive. People living in an environment where car
rying capacity is limited by a shortage of one essential resource can
develop exchange relationships with residents of another area that
happens to be blessed with a surplus of that resource but happens to
lack some other resource that is plentiful where the first one was
scarce.
Trade does not repeal Liebig's .la\V. Only by knowin g Liebig's law,
however, can we see clearly what trade doesao, fff-ecologicaI ��rm�
Trade enlarges the scope of application of the law of the minimum.
The composite carrying capacity of two or more areas with different
resource configurations can be greater than the sum of their separat�
�arrying capac!ti_e s. Call this the principle of scope enlarge111e nt ; it
car1 be e'x pressed in mathematical notation as follows :
cc

(A �

BJ>

C CA

+

CC B .

The combined environmen t (A -t B) still has finite carrying capacj�y,
and that carrying capacity is still set by the necessary resource avai)_:_
able in least (composite) abundance. B u t if the two environments a��
truly joined, by trade, then scarcities that are local to A or B no long�_r_
have to be limiting.
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A good many of the events of human history need to be seen as
efforts to implement the principle of scope enlargement. Most such
events came abou t as results of decisions and activities by men who
never heard of Liebig or his law of the minimum. N ow, however,
knowin g the law, and understanding also the scope-enlargement prin
ciple, we can see important processes of history in a new light. Prog
ress in transport technology, together with advancements in the or
ganization of commerce, often achieved only after conquest or
political consolidation, have had the effect of enlarging the world's
human carrying capacity by enablin g more and more local populations
(or their lifestyles) to be limited not by local scarcity, but by abundance
at a distance.

Vulnerabili ty to Scope Reduction
As human numbers (and appetites) grew in response to this ex
change-based enlargement of composite carrying capacity, continued
'
access to non-local resources became increasin gly vital to human
well-bein g and survival. As the ecological load increased beyond what
cctuld have been supported by the sum of the separate carrying capac
ities of the formerly insulated local environments, mankind's vulner
ability to any disruption of trade became more and more- critical. 'The
aftermath of the crash of 1 929 demonstrated that vulnerability.
Unfortunately, modern transport systems, and some aspects of
modern organization, are- base d very heavily upon exhau stible re
source exploitation. Insofar as th1s is true, they must eventually
founder upon the rocks of resource exhau stion. But even before they
might succumb to such physical disaster, the trade arrangements
upon which the earth's extended carryin g capacity for Homo colossus
has come to depend can be torn apart by social catastrophe. 3 It is im
portant to recognize at last that that _g; �hat happened in 1 929 -32. In
fact, some of it began happening during, or as a repercu ssion of, the
Gr�at War of 1 9 1 4 -1 8.
World War I disrupted relationships between the variou s peoples
of Europe and between Europe, the New World, and the Orient. I t
also resulted i n reallocation of th e stilLcolonial parts of _the world
amon g .the variou s imperial powers seeking to exploit them as ghost
acreage. Not all aspects of these changes wrou ght by the war would
have reduced the scope of application of Liebig's law, but some cer
tainly did, for some peoples, to some extent.
In the case of defeated Germany, access to resources from outside
·
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German territory was c u t off. At the same time, the staggering re
quirement of reparations payments to the victoriou s Allies agg-ravated
the load to be borne by Germany's limited indigenous carrying ca
pacity. Even internally, Germany suffered as inftfil!9! L§.hattered the
vital exchange relations between its diverse localities and between the
occu pational categories (quasi-species) into which its culturally ad
vanced population had become differentiated. 4 Destruction of t!te
value of currency meant destruction of the medium of mutui!UsJ!l; as
inter-occupational symbiosis crumbled, hardship was rampant.
The astronomical German inflation was thu s no mere fluke of
history. Rather, it was a preview of the larger preview to come, when
other forms of financial disruption would rend the fabric of trade
throu ghout the world. By thu s compelling a reduction of the scope of
application of Liebig's law back down to local resource bases, such
trade dislocation would convert existing loads of human resource-con
sumers, previou sly supportable by composite carrying capacity, into
overloads no longer fully supportable by fragmented carrying capaci
ties.
In America in the 1 920s, after a brief post-war depression, a pe
riod of neo-exuberance set in, leading in the later years of the decade
to such an expecta t ion of perpetual progress and prosperity that some
people found they could prosper from the expectation itself. " S pecu
lation" in the stock market became the expected way to get rich. 5 In
hibitions against speculation were relaxed ; people supposed the
American prototype democracy, having enabled the Allies finally to
triumph over Kaiser Germany, had made the world safe for getting
rich and had established the right of everyone to try to do so.
The essential contrast between speculation and genuine invest
ment is this : speculators buy stock not for the purpose of acquiring
claims on future dividends from the business in which they acquire
shares, b u t for the purpose of profiting from the expected escalation
in their stock's resale value. When nearly all buyers are speculators·;
then virtually the only value of their shares is the resale value. Stock
prices continue to escalate under such circumstances only as long as
virtuall y everyone expects resale values to continue rising, and are
thus willi n g to buy. The fact that prices may already grossly exagger
ate a stock's intrinsic (dividend-paying) worth simply ceases to con
cern the speculator during the time when price escalation is confi
dently expected to continue. Breakdown of that faith, however. turns
the process around. Anticipation of inexorable enrichment gives way
to fear of ruin as self-induced price escalation turns into self-induced
price decline. Panic, in the stock market sense, means the competitive
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drive to sell before falling prices fall farther-which drives prices
down.
What connected the 1 929 Wall Street crash to Liebig's law was
the fact that so much speculative buying had been done with bor
rowed money. Collapse in the "value" of stocks thus led to an epidemic
of bank failures, becau se the banks were unable to retrieve the funds
they had lent to the speculators:Stock certificates taken in by the
l:laiiks as security from borrowers were worth much less money after
the crash than the number of dollars borrowed on them before the
crash. When banks failed, depositors with accounts in those banks
suddenly found them selves shorn of the purchasin g power formerly
signified by their bankbook entries. As depositors went broke, they
ceased being able to buy goods Qr hire employees. Sellers ofwhatever
they would have bou ght, or workers they would have employed, were
therefore also suddenly bereft of revenue sources. In a society with
elaborate division of labor and a money economy, a "revenue source"
is the magic key that provides access to carrying capacity. Collapse of
fiscal webs thus confronted millions of people with loss of access to
carrying capacity, as truly as if purchasable resources had actually
ceased to exist. Nations whose citizens had increasingly become mas
ters of one trade apiece and j acks of few others found themselves sud
denly unable to rely on composite carryin g capacity drawn from a non
local' environment. What I have called the "medium of mutualism"
was no longer functioning, so the scope of application of Liebig's law
of't:f1e_'ftifoimum was being constricted once again to local (or per
sonal) resources.
There was not in those days any Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
poration to back up the solvency of an individual bank when it suf
fered a "run" by its depositors. The failure of bank after bank in a time
when banks had no institutionalized way of pooling their assets for
mutual protection can thus be seen as a fiscal instance of the hazards
of scope reduction. Had bankers understood that an ecological prin
ciple formulated by an agricultural chemist could apply to the world
of finance, perhaps something like the FDIC would have been in
vented sooner.
The fiscal collapse had an even more important implication than
this fot.Q �I" ecoTogicaiullderstanding of the human predicament. That
implication appears in the generalized Depression that followed. Con
sider the f�mtP.QPl.!li!QQlJ ill America. Like almost everyone else, fa.rm
families were compelled, by the repercussions of bank failures and-tfie
ramifications· of" geheral pank, to cut their consum�r expenditures.
F armers. also.. often. had to allow their land, their buildings, and their
161
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eq uipment to deteriorate for lac k of money to,pay for maintenance Clo.fl
encumbered by mortgages-mortgages
repairs. Many farms were
.
\
which were foreclosed by banks that now desperately needed the payments farmers could not afford to make. ( B ank failures were even
more common in rural regions than in major cities. ) In spite of all
these difficulties, however, the farm population in America ceased de
clining (as it had been doing) and increased between 1 929 and 1 933
by more than a million. The long-term trend of movement out of farm
niches and into urban niches was reversed during the Great Depres�
sion. 6
Niches everywhere were bein g constricted by the Depression.
However, the urbanizing trend that had been occurring as a result of
indu strial growth in the cities and from elimination of farm niches by
mechanization of agriculture was disrupted by this economic break
down. At the heart of the reversal was a simple fact : the nature of
farming in the 1 930s was still such that, whatever else they had to
give up, there was still tru th in the cliche that "the farm family cart
always eat." Other (non-food-producing) occupational groups that
now had to fall back (like the farmers) on carryin g capacities of re
duced scope could find themselves in much more dire straits.
If we read it rightly, then, we can see the differential impact of
the Depression upon farm versus non-farm populations as a cogent
indicator of the dependence of the total population on previou sly
achieved enlargements of the scope of application of Liebig's law� With
breakdown of the mechanisms of exchange, variou s segments of a
modem nation had to revert as best they could to living on carrying
capacities again limited by locally least abundant resources, rather
than extended by access to less scarce resources from elsewhere. Al
though scope reduction hurt everyone, rural folk had local resour:f�S
to fall back upon ; urban people, in contrast, had so detached the_gi
selves_ a�JQ J:ilive almost ceased to recognize the indispensability of
those resources. For reasons we shall examine in a moment, economic
hard times hit the farms sooner than they hit the cities, but in the
final scope-reducin g crunch the farmers turned out to have an advan
tage sufficien t to interrupt a clear trend of urbanization.

No Fairy Godmother
The Depression also interrupted the advance of indu strialization and
its attendant occupational diversification of the population. With hind-
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sight, that interruption becomes an opportunity to bring the previous
diversification into ecological focus.
An �c;; o logical perspective enables us to see pressure toward niche
diversifi cation as the natural result of the overfilling of existing
niches. Among ·non-human organisms, this pressure leads eventually
fo the emergence of new species. Among humans it leads through
s9ciocultural processes to the emergence of new occupations (quasi
species), which, as we noted in Chapter 6, had been made clear by
Emile Durkheim as long ago as 1 893. To bring Durkheim's analysis
and the ecological perspective to bear upon the Great Depression,
however, we must take into account the fact that nature is no Fairy
Godmother and provides no guarantee that new niches will automati
cally be already available at the righ t time and in the right quantity to
absorb immediately the surplu s population from overfilled previous
niches. Nor does nature-guarantee pre-adaptation of the surplus indi
viduals to whatever new niches do become available.
In nature, overfilling of old niches can result in massive death.
Many organisms fall by the wayside in the 'march of speciation.
Amon g human organisms the principles hold, but the process is mod
erated because h umans are occupationally differentiated by social pro
cesses rather than by biological processes. Ostensibly, when old
niches become obsolete, we can retrain ourselves for new roles. So,
for Homo _ 1?api1ms, overpopulation and death are avoidable results of
.llidl.��it uration. The avoidance is not easy, however, and retraining
for new niches can be traumatic.
-- A
n ecological perspective thus heightens the significance of a
classic sociological study that clearly showed how unlikely it is, even
among members of the relatively flexible and plastic human species,
that re-adaptation to new niches (as old ones close up) will occur eas
ily or automatically. Between 1 908 and 1 9 1 8, W I. Thomas at the Uni
versity of Chicago analyzed mountains of documentary data on the
experience of Polish immigrants in America. 7 The people he studied
had come to the New World after absorbing the folkways of their na
tive Poland. In America they were faced with the necessity of adapting
to unfamiliar circumstances. Thomas found that old ways of behaving
and thinking were not easily abandoned or changed. New ways were
learned only with difficulty when they contradicted the migrants' old
country upbringing. Thomas generalized from the immigrants' situa
tion to say something abou t social change in broader contexts. He
concluded that an accustomed way of behavin g tends to persist as
long as circumstances allow. When circumstances change , making
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familiar and comfortable ways unworkable (or unacceptable), a de
gree of crisis is inevitable. Re-adaptation hurts. It is resisted. 8
We know now that the change that makes re-adaptation neces
sary need not be relocation. Any event that makes old ways unwork
able and new ways mandatory can provoke the trauma of reorienta
tion. Conflict and tension are natural accompaniments of change ;
they tend'To-continue until some new modus vivendi is worked out.
The new form of adaptation will typically combine some elements_of
the old with some features imposed by the chan ged circumstances.
·:cultt1re shqck" became a familiar term for denoting the enervat
ing disorientation and bewildem1ent associated with movement into
unfamiliar societal contexts. Even a casual tourist can feel it when he
travels abroad. H alf a century after the phenomenon was studied by
W I. Thomas among Polish peasants resettled in America, Alvin Tof
fier coined and popularized another phrase that extended the concept.
"Fl]ture shock'' was his apt new term ; forced adjustment to new 'YES
can be as traumatic as forced adj u stment to foreign ways. 9
People in a post-exuberant world found themselves surrounded
by alien conditions. They underwent a great deal of fu ture shock,
years before they got that name for it. By mechanization of agriculture
in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the West ern world
greatly reduced the number of farm workers needed to provide suste
nance for themselves and for urban dwellers. Displaced from agricul
tural occupations, ex-farmers naturally migrated into cities in search
of alternative employment, employment for which their farming ex
perience or upbringing had not prepared them. Indu strial expansion
connected with World War I took up the slack temporarily, making
employable on an emergency basis many persons who would other
wise have been passed over as unprepared for a given job. The war
also helped hasten the mechanization of agriculture that was creatin g
the displaced farm-worker surplus. After the war, urbanization and
the proliferation of industrial occupations could not altogether keep
pace with the continuing displacement of workers from the farming
sector. There continued to be more farmers than were needed, so the
agricultural portl.On ofilie economy was beset with "overproduction."
This depressed farm prices-several years before the Wall Street crash
provided the impetus that depressed prices for everyone. The result
in g loss of purchasin g power by the farming population helped de
press, in tum, the urban-industrial sectors of the world's economy.
Ecological difficulties were aggravated, of course, by human er
rors-the glibly confident indulgence in speculation in 1 928 being
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one ex ample. But the causal importance of some human errors was
easily overestimated. Amid the economic and political �y�nts of
1 929 -32 it was plausible for Americans, unaware of the ecological
basis-for what was happening, to see all the difficulffes oftliaTdiffici.i1t
time- as products merely of the failures of the I-loover a,dmi_11i stration.
This attractive oversimplification neglected one fact that shou id have
beerfoovfous : many other nations, over which Mr. Hoover did not pre
side, were undergoing the same calamity.
For those of radical inclination, it seemed plausible (in the ab
sence of an ecologkaCparadigmffu-attributetliedfre situation to a
failure of "the capitalist system." But socTalisis believeaas ard�n-iIY as
capitalists in the myth of limitlessness. In spite of socialists' commit
ment to production for use rather than for profit, they were not then
(and have not been since) any more cautious than capitalists about
ad.opting the drawdown method. They assumed that sociaiist-spon:
sored versions of drawdown could somehow eliminate such "capitalist
contradictionsf' as· simultaheolis overproduction and abject pove:r;ty.
The)" remained j ust as unconcerned as the capitalists about over
shoot. 10
(29.nservatives, .on .the other hand, who were not necessarily mis
anthropes, found it plausible to whistle in the dark, insisting that pros
perity would automatically return if we j ust waited for the system to
adj ust itselI.TI1e)' were the Ostriches of their time, holders of the 'J:v pe
Vat tihide (delineated in Chapter 4). They believed nothing essential
had chan ged from the Age of Exuberance.
-itoosevelt was elected to replace Hoover, new approaches were
put rapidly into practice, and a discouraged nation took heart. But full
economic recovery continued to elude even the New Deal until prepa
ratIOnforWod(��'Cl:� UJ�egan tQ wur massive industrial activity-with
even more th an the usual disregard for long-range drawdown costs.
Economic recovery u_nder the _�.�.�. Peal �(ls no_t u11i_qY,e-� azi
Germany also overcame its depression, reducing unemploymenCifi
lie first four ·years tinder ·Hitler from six million to one million.
(People outside Germany did not automatically interpret this achieve
ment as validation of Nazi tactics. ) UI_!de[ t_he _Nazi method, millions_
of the unemployed could be employed as soldiers, and millions more
could be compulsorily retrained and given niches as producers of mili
tai:)/ " hardware. The war economy nurtured demand for consumer
goods for the soldiers and for these re-employed makers of military
materiel ; furthermore, it provided " the correct psychological atmo
sphere," enabling the civilian sector to accept painful re-adaptation.
_
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War psychology overcame natural human resistance to departure from
cu stom. 1 1 The war also u sed elaborate technology and drew down the
world's stocks of natural resources.
In the U nited States, wartime economic recovery supposedly
proved that New Deal "pump priming" by fiscal deficits had been the
right kind of response to a stagnant economy, except that it could not
be done in adequate volume until the need to re-arm rapidly for all - out
war made truly massive red-ink budgets politically acceptable. But
American recovery from the depression of the 1 930s did not unam
biguou sly validate the Keynesian economic theory implicit in Roose
velt's approach.
In either the German or the American portion of the Great
Depression, an economic interpretation (by minds unaccustomed to
an ecological perspective) enabled us to miss the point. Very simply,
the ecological paradigm enables these events to be read as follows :
Expansion of the military establishment, at the cost of additional re
source drawdown, suddenly provided new niches (in industry and in
the armed forces) capable of absorbing the overflow from the whole
array of saturated civilian occupations. And the wartime social climate
provided the patriotic push that made the trauma of re-adaptation to
new occupational roles endurable. The new or enlarged military�il)
dustrial niches had been previou sly either non-existent or under seri
ou s stigma. What was important, ecologically speaking, was the fact
that previou sly existent and acceptable niches had been satura ted;
there were people to spare-in America because of technologl.cal prog�
re s s and population growth ; in Germany because of the deoaCieof
World War I and its aftermath, which left the German economiOc
cupational stru cture, and national morale in a shambles. Moreover,
human redundancy throu ghout much of the world had become mani
fest when, in variou s ways and in various places, the medium of mu
tualism came apart, leaving everyone to cope with carrying capacity
limits set by local minimums.
In the American case, the fiscal deficits run up during World War
I I were merely the ledger-book picture of the chan ge that eased the
problem, not the cause of that change. Red ink didn't re-employ the
unemployed. The growing national debt (expressed in money) was a
fiction of accountancy, a fiction that enabled Americans to believe iliat
wartime drawdown of the once-New World's resource reservoir only
constituted "borrowing from ourselves," rather than stealing from the
fµture. The realiiy of _diachronic: competi�icm remai11�c!_ 1mackn12..w
ledged. Nevertheless, resources u sed up in World War I I were made
unavailable for use by posterity.
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Circular versus Linear Ecosys tems
Whatever the origins of human redundancy, and whatever the sequel
to it, we needed to see (but were not seeing) that what had happened
to us between the wars, and especially what happened to us since
World War I I , had not resulted merely from politics or economics in
the conventional sense. The events of this period had simply acceler
ated a fate that began to overtake us centuries ago. The population
e xpIOSion�ftei_ 1 �45.and the explosive increase of technology.ouring
a�� t�r. the _':\'ar were only the most recent means of that accelera
�
tion.,
Human communities once relied almost entir�ly on organic
sources of energy-plant fuels and animal musclepower-supple
mented ·very modestly by the equally renewable energy of moving air
and flowing water. All of these energy sources were derived from on
going solar income. As long as man's activities were based on them,
this was, as church men said, " world without end." That phrase should
never have been construed to mean "world withou t limit," for supplies
can be perpetual without being infinite.
Locally, green pastures might become overgrazed, and still waters
might be overu sed. Local environmental changes through the centu
ries might compel human communities to migrate. As long as re
sources available somewhere were sufficient to sustain the human
populatio�h en in existence, the implication of Liebig's law was that
carrying capadfy (gfobally) had not yet been overshot. If man was
then living within the earth's current income, it was not from wisdom,
but from ignorance of the buried treasu re yet to be discovered.
Then the P.arth's savings, and new ways to use them, began to be
discovered. MariRihd became committed to the fatal error of suppos
ing that life coulci'thenceforth be lived on a scale and at a pace com�
mensurate with the rate at which treasure was discovered and
unearthed. Drawing down · stocks of exhaustible resources would not
have seemed significantly different from drawing upon carrying ca
pacity imports, at a time when nobody yet knew Liebig's law, or the
principle of scope enlargement, or the distinction between real and
phantom carrying capacity, or the various categories of ghost acreage.
Homo sapiens mistook the rate of withdrawal of savings deposits
for a_rrne..Jn mcome. NO-regard.for the toiCli size of the legacy, ·-or ·for
the rate at which nature might still be storing carbon away, seemed
necessary. Homo sapiens set about becoming Homo colossus withou t
wonderin g if the transformation would have to be quite temporary.
(Later, our pre-ecological misunderstanding of what was being done
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to our future was epitomized by that venerable loophole in the corpo
rate tax laws of the U nited S tates, the oil depletion allowance. This
measure permitted oil "producers" to offset their taxable revenues by
a generous percentage, on the pretext that their earnings reflected
depletion of " their" crude oil reserves. Even thou gh nature, not the oil
companies, had put the oil into the earth, this tax write-off was ration
alized as an incentive to "production." Since "production" really meant
extract ion, this was like running a bank with rules that called for
paying interest on each withdrawal of savings, rather than on the prin
cipal left in the bank. It was, in short, a government subsidy for steal
in g from the future . )
The es_s�nce gf t.h� di:_� wdown method is this: man began t o, spend
uature's legac_y_asj[iLw.er..tUncQ!IJ.e. Temporarily this made possible a
dramatic increase in the quantity of energ)'. per capita per year_ by
which Homo colossus could do the things he wanted to do. This in
crease led, among other things, to reduced manpower requirements
in agriculture, It also led to the development of many new occupa
tional niches for increasingly diversified human beings. (Expansion
of niches in Germany, America, and elsewhere from 1 933 to 1 945 was,
it now appears, j u s t a brief episode in this long-run development.)
Because the new niches depended on spending the withdrawn . sav
ings, they were niches in what amounted to a "detritus ecosystem."
Detritu s, or an accumulation of dead organic matter, is nature's own
version of ghost acreage . 1 2
Detritu s ecosystems are not uncommon. When nutrients from
decaying autumn leaves on land are carried by' runoff from nielfing
s��s into·a pond, their c011 s umption by algae in the pond may be
checked until springtime by the low winter temperatures that keep
the al gae from growin g. When warm weather arrives, the inflow of
l oru.i
nutrients may already be largely complete for the year. 'fli e_�_g_a__p
lation, unable to plan ahead, explodes in the halcyon days of spring in
ari irruption or bloom that soon exhausts the finite legacy of suste
nance materials. This al gal Age of Exuberance lasts only a few weeks.
Lon g before the seasonal cycle can bring in more detritu s, there is a
massive die-off of these innocently incau tious and exuberan t .Qfga
nisms. Their "age of overpopulation" is very brief, and its seq uel- is
swift and inescapable.
When the fossil fuel legacy upon which Homo colossus was going
to thrive for a time became seriou sly depleted, the human niches
based on burning that legacy would collapse, j ust as detritovore
niches collapse when the detritus is exhausted. For humans, the so..
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cial ramifications of that collapse were unpleasant to contemplate.
The Great Depression was, as we have seen, a mild preview. Detritus
ecosystems flourish and collapse because they lack the life-su s tainil).g
biogeochemical circularity of other kinds of ecosystems. They are na
ture's OWil ver�iQIJ of communities that prosper briefly by the draw
down method.
------The phra·se "detritus ecosystem" was, of course, not widely famil
iar. The fact that "bloom" and "crash" cycles were common among
organisms that depend on exhaustible accumulations of dead organic
matter for their sustenance was not widely known. It is therefore un
derstandable that people welcomed ways of becoming colossal, not
recognizing as a kind of detritus the transformed organic remains
called "fossil fuels," and not noticing· that Homo colossus was in fact a
detritovore, subject to the risk of crashing as a consequence of bloom
ing.
Bloom and crash constitute a special kind of sere; certain kinds of
popu1afions in certain kinds of circumstances typically experience
these two seral stages-irruption follo\ved by die-off. Crash can be
thought of as an abrupt instance of "s4,C.Cession with no apparent suc
cessor." As in ordinary succession, the biotic community haschan g ed
its habitat by u sing it, and has become (much) less viable in the
changed environment. lf..__aJter the crash, the environment can re
cover from the resource depletion inflicted by an irrupting species,
then a ne\v focrease of numbers may occur and make that species "its
own siic£essor." Hence there are cycles of irruption and die-off (among
species as different as rodents, insects, algae). Our own species'
uniqueness cannot be counted upon as protection. Moreover, some of
the resources we use cannot recover. 1 3
When yeast cells are introduced into a wine vat, as noted in Chap
ter 6, they find their " New World" (the moist, sugar-laden fruit mash)
abundantly endowed - \vilh the resoi.frces they need for exuberant
gro\Vih� But as- their population responds explosively to this magnifi
cent circumstance, the accumulation of their own fermentation prod
ucts makes life increasingly difficult-and, if we indulge in a little
anthropomorphic thinkin g about their plight, miserable. Eventually,
th!= microscopic inhabitants of this artificially prepared detritus eco
system all die. To be anthropomorphic again, the coroner's reports
would have to say that they died of self-inflicted pollution : the fermen
tation products.
!'iaturnJre11ted human beings as winemakers treat the yeast cells,
by endowing our world (especially Europe's New World) with abun-
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dant but exhaustible resources. People promptly responded to this cir
cumstance as the yeast cells respond to the conditions they find when
put into the wine vat.
When the earth's deposits of fossil fuels and mineral resources
were being laid down, Homo sapiens had not yet been prepared by
evolution to take advantage of them. As soon as technology made it
possible for mankind to do so, people eagerly (and without foreseeing
the ultimate consequences) shifted to a high-energy way of life. Man
became, in effect, a detritovore, Homo colossus. Our species bloomed,
and now we must expect crash (of some sort) as the natural sequel.
What form our crash may take remains to be considered in the con
cluding
section.
.
One tliing that kept us from seeing all this, and enabled us to
rush exuberantly into niches that had to be temporary, was our ability
�o give ideological legitimation to occup_ations- that made no sense eco
lpgicalfy: When General Eisenhower, as retiring president, wamec(
American people to beware of unwarranted influence wielded by the
military-indu strial complex, 14 it was presumably political and eco:
nomic influence that he had in mind. ·Bu t the military-industrial com
plex was a vast conglomeration of occupational niches. As such, it
wielded an altogether different (and even more insidious) kind of in
fluence. The military-industrial complex helped perpetuate the illu
sion that we still had a carrying capacity surplus ; it made it profitable
for the livin g generation to extract and use up natural resources that
might otherwise have been left for posterity. It absorbed for a while
most of the excess labor force displaced by technological progress
from older occupational niches that had been less dependent on draw
ing down reservoirs of exhaustible resources. It thus helped us believe
that the Age of Exuberance could go on.
Nor was General Eisenhower alone in missing the ecological sig
nificance and over-emphasizing the political elements in the trends of
his time. His young, articulate, and sophisticated Bostonian successor
launched a new administration with an inau gural address whose in
spirational quality lay partly in its eloq uent resolution of American am
bivalence. If we wanted to maintain full employment, we dreaded
achieving it by means of an arms race. Subtly, and with the gloss of
high idealism, John F. Kennedy reassured the nationwide television
audience on that crisp, brilliant January day in 1 96 1 that the tempo
rary occupational niches of the military-industrial complex could be
long-lasting and could be made more honorable than horrible. There
was to be a "new Alliance for Progress," and we were to hope for eman
cipation from the "uncertain balance of terror that stays the hand of
__

the
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mankind's final war." But the conflict- bred niches would last, for " the
trumpet su mmons us again . . . to bear the burden of a long twilight
stru ggle year in and year out . . . against the common enemies of man :
tyranny, poverty, disease and war itself." 1 5
.U nder both parties, the military-indu strial complex enabled us to
be preoccupied with matters that helped us ignore resource limits. It
helped thf!r�by to obscure the fact that population was expanding to
fill niches that could not be permanent because they were founded
upon drawi n g down prehistoric savings, exhaustible fossil energy
stocks.
The hu]Tian family, even if it were soon to stop growing, had com
- l
mitted itself J q l\rin g oeyoni:i its means. Homo sapiens, as we saw in
Chapter 9,w as capable of transforming himself into new "quasi-spe
cies." By the I nd1:1strial Revolution humans had turned themselves
in�tritovore s," dependent on r avenous consumption of long-since
accamulatea organic remains, especially petroleum.
----v-ff\ve\ ere to understand what was now happening to u s and to
our world, we had to learn to see recent history as a crescendo of
human prodigality. When American b,irth rates declined as the 1 960s
gave way to the l 970s;lhis dici not 111 ean we were escaping the pre�- -- -- dicament of the algae aJ1y more than the ringing words of President
Kennedy'sTllaiTg ural address had really meant that we could eat our
cake and still have it. Rather, something h ad happened that was fun
damental, and that could not be undone by brilliant rhetoric : there
had been a marke d acceleration in our previously begun shift fro111 a
self-T>erpetuating way of life that relied on the circularity of natural
b1ogeoctremrrarprocesses, to a way of life that was ultimately self-ter
minating be cause it relied on linear chemical transformations. They
were liriear (and one way) becau se man was using (with the aid of his
p r�s1ffeTIC equTpment) so many non-crop substances. Man was no
longerengaged Tri a balanced system of symbiotic relations with other
species. When man degraded the habitat, it tended to stay degraded ;
it \Vas riot being rehabilitated by other organisms with diffe rent bi9chemical needs.

Perils of Prodigality: The Coming Crash
Man does not live on detritus alone. Misled by our prodigal expendi
tures of savings, we allowed the human family to multiply so much
that by th�_}g70s map)9.n9 had taken over for human u se abou t one
ezghTh-ofthe annual total ne� production of organic matter oy c6iifem-- -

-·--
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porary photosynthesis in all the vegetation on all the earth's land.
Thatmucn was bein g used by man and his domestic animals.16 I t
.
would req uire taking over more than the other seven-eighths tq pro
vide from organic sources the vast quantities of energy we were deriv
ing from fossil foels to run our mechanized civilization, even ife co
nomic growth and human increase were halted by the year 20QO.
Thus, as we began to see in Chapter 3, we were already well beyond
the size that would permit us to re-adapt· (without severe depopufa
tion) to a sustained yield way of life when our access to savings gave
out. Ori th-e -other hand, just three more doublings of population
(scarcely more th an Britain had already experienced in the short time
since M althus) would mean that all the net photosynthetic production
on all the continents and all the islands on earth would have to be
used for supporting the human community. Then our descendants
would be condemned to living at an abjectly "underdeveloped" level,
if no fossil acreage remained available to sustain modern industry.
Such total exploitation of an ecosystem by one dominant species
has seldom h appened, except among species which bloom and crash.
Detritovores provide clear examples, but there are others, and we shall
take a close look at some of them in the final chapter. For Homo sa
piens, it was unlikely that we could even divert much more than the
already unprecedented fraction of the total photosynthesis to our uses.
I t was thus becoming apparent that nature must, in the not far
distant fu ture, institute bankruptcy proceedings against industriat
civilization, and perhaps against the standing crop of humari fie-sh,
just as nature had done many times to other detritu s-consuming spe
cies following their exuberant expansion in response to the savings
deposits their ecosystems had accumulated before they got the oppor
tunity to begin the drawdown.
It was not widely recognized, of course, but the imminence of
that kind of culmination really was why the United N ations had to
convene its 1 972 Conference on the H uman Environment. The con
ference in Stockholm was meant to begin the process of preventing
our only earth from being rendered less and less usable by humans.
In short, its purpose was to arrest global succession. Persons who had
stru ggled valiantly to bring about this conference had been engaged
(in an important sense) in a global counterpart of the efforts of Dr.
Goodwin in Willi amsburg. B u t whereas he sou ght to undo succession
in order to preserve history, they sou ght to preserve a world ecosystem
in which Homo sapiens might remain the dominant species-and
might remain human.
Until the extent of the transformation of Homo sapiens into Homo
__

·
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colossus was seen and the full ecological ramifications of that trans
formation were more nearly understood, however, it would hardly be
recognized that the kind of world ecosystem the United Nations was
seeking to perpetuate was already being superseded-by an ecosys
tem that, by its very nature, compelled the dominant species to go on
sawing off the limb on which it was sitting. Having become a species
of superdetritovores, mankind was destined not merely for succession,
but for crash.
Unfortunately but inevitably, the Stockholm deliberations were
confused by the fact that the luckier nations which happened to
achieve indu strial prodigality before the earth 's savings became de
pleted had already infected the other nations with an insatiable desire
to emulate that prodigality. The infection preceded recognition of the
depletion. The result of this sad historical sequence was the pathetic
quarrel over whether the luxury we cannot afford is economic growth
or environmental preservation. Neither was a luxury ; worse, neither
was possible on a global scale.
Excess numbers and ravenou s technology had already brought
Homo colossus to an ecological impasse. The laudable ability of dele
gations from 1 1 4 diverse nations to hammer out compromise resolu
tions favorin g both environmental protection and economic develop
ment for all nations did not extricate us from our predicament. Deft
avoidance of political deadlock once again preserved the illusion that
cake could be both eaten and saved. But illusion preserved was still
illusion.
M an needed to realize how commonly populations of other spe
cies have undergone the experience of resource bankruptcy. But we
humans have been experiencing a double irruption, confrontin g u s
with an intensified version o f the plight o f such species. As a biological
type, tJ:o,mo· sapiens has been irrupting for 1 0, 000 years, and espe
Ci�y th���1'1QO�Jn addition, our detritu s-consuming tools have been
irrupting for the last 200 years. IUs__c onceivable that the inevitable
q�off"�ece·ssitated by overshoot could apply more to Homo colossus
than to Homo sapiens. That is, resource demand might be brou ght
b�k' within the limits of permanent carrying capacity by shrinking
ourselves to less colossal stature-by giving up a lot of our prosthetic
apparatus and the high style of living it has made possible. This might
seem, in principle, an alternative to the more literal fq!Jll of die-off, an
abrupt increase in human mortality. In practice, it runs afoul of sev
eral 'impliC:: a tfons of w I. Thomas's finding about resistance to change.
Accustomed -�_ays_ 9f!!�l:u1ving and thinking,Jend to e,ersiskthis !s
probably as true of the detritovorous habits of Homo colossus as it was
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true of earlier human folkways. Outbreaks of violence among Ameri
can motorists waiting in long q ueues to buy gasoline, sputtering in
stu bborn non-recognition of the onset of the twilight of the petroleum
era, suggest that the people qf industrial societies who have learned to
live in colossal fashion will not easily relinquish their seven-l e,�gp e
boots, their h�ated home,s, and their habit of living high on thefo_gd
chain. As we s aid, re-adaptation hurts. I t will be resisted.
Moreover, habits of thought persist. As we shall see in Chapter
1 1 , people continue to advocate further technological breakthrou ghs
as the slippose dly sure cure for carrying capacity deficits. The, � ery
idea that technol9gy caused overshoot, and that it made us too colossal
to endure, remains alien to too many minds for "de-colossalizati91L!o
be a really feasible alternative to literal die-off. There is a persistent
drive to apply remedies that aggravate the problem.
If any substantial fraction of the more colossal segments of hu
manity did conscientiously give up part of their resource-=devounng
extensions ou t of humane concern for their less colossal -brethren,
there is no gu arantee that this would avert die-off. It might onl{ post
pone it, permitting human numbers to continue increasing a bit
longer, or less colossal peoples to become a bit more colossal, befOre
we crash all the more resoundingly.
All this tends to be disregarded by advocates of a "return to the
simpte life" as a gentle way out of the human predicament. Blessed
are the less prosthetic, for they shall inherit the ravaged earth. Proba
bly so, in the long run. But some view the dark cloud of fuel ciepletion
and purport to see a silver lining already: individuals forced to a b�n
don much of their modern technology will the'n get by on smaller per
capita shares of the phantom carrying capacity upon which prosthetic
man has become so dependent. However, insofar as the high agricul
tural yields upon which our irrupted�popufation's life'(fepends car:be
attained only by me_ans of energy subsidies-by lavish applicatio� of
synthetic fertilizers, and by large-scale use of petroleum-powered ma
chinery-the dwindling fossil acreage will probably lower the ou tRut
of visible acrea � e. As we asked before, what happens when it becomes
necessary again to pull the plow with a team of horses instead of a
tractor, and a substantial fraction of the crop acreage that now feeds
humans has to be allocated again to growing feed for draft animals (or
biomass to produce tractor fuel when the Carboniferou s legacy is no
longer cheaply available)? So much for that silver lining.
It will spare us no grief to deny that Homo sapiens has been ir
ruptin g. I t will in no way ease the impact to deny that crash must
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follmv. We must seek our rays of hope in another way altogether (as
WeShall do in Chapter 1 5).

Not Cleared for Takeoff
The "developed" nations have been widely regarded as previews of the
future condition of the "underdeveloped" countries. It would have
been more accurate to reverse the picture, as perhaps the Stockholm
Conference began to do for its most perceptive participants and ob
servers.
It was one thin g to be an underdeveloped nation in the eighteenth
century, when the world had no highly developed nations. It is q uite
another thin g today. When today's developed nation s were not yet in
dustrialized_ and_ were j u st approaching their takeoff point, the World
had only rec�!1_!:.IY entered an exu berant phase which made takeoff
possj_bl�. European technology was just starting to harness (for a few
brilliant centuries) the energy stored in the earth during the past sev
eral hundred million years, and the sparsely populated New World had
only recently become available for exu berant settlement and exploi
tation. These conditions of exu berance no longer prevail. The under
developed countries of Asia, Afric_a,. and Latin America in the --t\vei=i 
tieih century cannot realistically expect lo follow in the footsteps. of
t� un���loped nations of eighteenth-century Europe. MasLnfto
day's underdeveloped nations are dest ined never .La.heCQm...e.d,Dl§JQp.ed .
Egalitarian traditions will be forced lo adjust to permanent inequalin".
- H ard as il.mi.g_h_t__ be fqr the people and leaders of underde\· elope d
countries to face the fact, they are not alone in finding it repu gnant.
Thi_::-P"�k
� � <!nd leaders of the. .affiuent .societies hayE! _ also r�sisted
s_eeing.1�- Recognition that most of the world's poor would neces sarily
stay poor would destroy the comforting conviction of the world's privi
leged that their good fortune ought to inspire the world's poor -to-���late them, not resent them.
Nature's limiting factors would not clear most underdeveloped
countries for takeoff. But now that people are so numerous, it would
be even worse if many did somehow take off. Most men of good will
have De_�!:! U!l<lQ.k .,SQ far J9_· i��ipt �his implicafion of th e e<:o._logic:;al
_
facts . . Some will no doubt righteously aenounce this - book for analyz
ing the situ ation in this unpalatable way, as if no fact could hurt u s if
we refu sed to acknowledge its truth. But not only are there not
emugh gf the substances a developed human community must take
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from its environment in the process of living to permit a world of four
billion people to be all developed ; the capacity of the world's oceans,
continents, and atmosphere to absorb the substances Homo cofossu s
must p u t somewhere in the process of living is limited. Even -a� a
waste disposal site, the world is finite.
Right into the 1 970s we were misled by so bland a word as "pol
lution" for this part of our predicament. We were already suffering the
plight of the yeast cells in the wine vat. Accumulation of the noxious
and toxic extrametabolites of high-energy industrial civilization had
become a world problem, but no government could admit that it would
turn into a world disaster if the benefits of modem technology were
bestowed as abundantly upon everyone in the underdeveloped coun
tries as they already h ad been upon the average inhabitant of the over
developed ones. Leaders everywhere hadJo pretend full development
of the whole world. was their ultimate aim and was still on the agenela.
By such pretensions mankind remained locked into stealing from the
future:
. ·

·

---

Learn ing to Read the News
Viewing contemporary events from a pre-ecological paradigm, we
missed their significance. From an ecological paradigm we can see
that fewer members of the species Homo colossus than of the species
Homo sapiens can be supported by a finite world. The more cofossal
we become, the greater the difference. What we glk�ollu.il2!:! ,'' and
regarded at first as either a mere nuisance or an indication of the in
sensitivity of industrial people to esthetic values, can now. b� � 
nized as a signal from the ecosystem. If we had learned to cajl it "habi
tatdamage," we might have read it as a sign of the danger inherent in
becoming colossal. Ev�n if the world_ were not already overloaded by
four billion members of the species Homo sapiens, il does ncifhave
room for that many consumers of resources and exuders of extrame
tabolites on the scale of modem Homo colossus. In shor!, on a planet
no larger than ours, four billion human beings simply cannot all tum
into prosthetic giants.
As we move deeper into the post-exuberant age, one of the keen
insights of a passionately concerned and unusually popular sociolo
gist, C�WJight Mills, will become increasingly important to us all. It
was an insight by which he tried to help his contemporaries read the
news of their times perceptively. We will need to be at least as percep·.
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tive to avoid misconstruing events that will happen in the years to
come.
Although the paradigm from which Mills wrote was pre-ecologi
cal, in one of his most earnest books he transcended archaic thought
ways enou gh to note that only sometimes and in some places do men
make history ; in other times and places, the minu tiae of everyday life
can add up to mere "fate." Mills gave u s an unusually clear definition
of this important word. Infinitesimal actions, if they are numerous and
cumulative, can become enormou sly consequential. Fate, he ex
plained, is shaping history when what happens to us was Tii t eni!ed by
no one and was the s ummary o utcome of innumerable small decisions
about other matters by innumerable people . 1 7
In a world that will not accommodate four billion o f us i f w e all
become colossal, it is both futile and dangerous to indulge in resent
I!!�_t... �as we shall be sorefy" teinpted to do, blaming some person or
group whom we suppose must have intended whatey�r: is happening
to happen. Tf we find ou rselves beset with circumstances� we wi-sh
were . vastly different, we need to keep in mind that to a very large
extent they have come abou t because of things that were hopefully
and innocently done in the past by almost everyone in general, and
nOfJu stoy anyone in particular. If w�_ §!!}_g}e_o.u tsu pposed perpetrators
� predicame!_lL resort to anger, and attempt to retaliate, the un
foreseen outcomes of our indignant acts will compound fate.
-rn:· predsel)i Mills's sense, the conversion of a marvelous carrying
capacity surplus into a competition-aggravating and crash-inflicting
deficit was a matter of fate. N o compact group of leaders ever decided
knowingly to take incau tious advantage of enlargment of the scope of
applicability of Liebig's law, or subsequently to reduce that scope and
leave a swollen load inadequately supported. No one decided deliber
ately to terminate the Age of Exuberance. No group of leaders con
spired knowin gly to turn us into detritovores. U s_in._g the ecological par
adigm to think about human history, we can see instead that the end
of exuberance was the summary result of all our separate and innoc
cent decisions to have a baby, to trade a horse for a tractor, to avoid
illness by-getting vaccinated, to move from a farm to a city, to 1ive in ·a
heated home; to buy a family automobile and not depend on puofic
� , to spec:_!�li�e.,.,e.x.c)1 a nge, and ther�by pro_sp er.
·

- -

·
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Notes
I . See the explanations offered by various analysts cited in Patterson 1 965,

pp. 227-245.
2. For the original formulation of this principle , see Liebig 1 863, p. 207. Also
see the sharpened statemen t of it on p. 5 in the " Editor's Preface" to that
volume. For indication s that Liebig h ad the principle in mind even before
he grasped its generality and fundamental significance, see his earlier
work, Chem is try in Its Applica t ion to Agricult u re and Phys iology ( Lon
don : Taylor & Walton , 1 842), pp. 4 1 , 43, 85, 1 27, 1 29, 1 30, 1 32, 1 39,
1 4 1-1 42, 1 59, 1 78 . On the development of Liebig's thinking abou t this
and other ecological principles, see Justus van Liebig, "An Autobiographi
cal Sketch," trans. J. C ampbell Brown, Chemical News 63 (J u ne 5 and 1 2,
1 89 1 ) : 265 -267, 276 -278 ; W. A. Shenstone, J u s t u s von Liebig: His Life
and Work ( New York : M acmillan, 1 895); and Forest Ray Moulton, ed. ,

Liebig and After Liebig : A Cen t u ry of Progress in Agricultura l Chemis t ry

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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(Washington : American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1 942).
Cf. Fred Hirsch , Social Limits to Growth (Cambridge : H arvard U niver
sity Press, 1 9 76). Too often social limits are unwisely cited as if to afford
some basis for disre gardin g environmental finiteness; social limits actu
ally make finiteness all the more salient. They do not make carrying ca
pacity less relevant to human affairs. The cliche which asserts "There are
no real shortages, only m aldistribu tion" inverts the significance of social
limits. In comparison with biogeochemical limits, social limits to growth
include all the ways in which human societies are prone to fall short of
developing and m aintaining the optimum organization that would allow
Liebig's law to apply only on a thoroughly global scale, with carryin g ca
pacity thu s never limited by local shortages. Social limits, in other words,
tend to aggravate, not alleviate, the problems posed by biogeochemical
limits.
See William L. Shirer, The R ise and Fa ll of the Th ird Reich ( New York :
Simon and Schuster, 1 960), pp. 6 1- 62. In thinkin g abou t the human
implications of the law of the minimum and the social impediments to
implementin g the principle of scope enlargement, it is well to remember
that, when the collapse occurred in Germany, one ramification was the
opportunity it afforded for rise of the Nazi dictatorship, with grave con
sequences for many other nations.
See Galbraith 1 955, especially the first five chapters.
See C h . 4, " Farmers in the Depression," in Chandler 1 970.
See Thomas and Znaniecki 1 9 1 8 - 1 920 passim.
Cf. Robert A. Nisbet, Social Cha nge and H i s to ry ( N ew York: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1 969), pp. 282-284.
Toffier 1 970, pp. 4 -5.
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1 0. Cf. Ehrenfeld 1 9 78 (listed among references for Ch. 1 ), pp. 249-254. For
recent examples of socialist persistence in the myth of limitlessness, see
Sta �__b:rnnowitzJ fQQd, "§hetteY and the Am edcan brea m ( New York :
Seabury Press, 1 974 ) ; H u gh Stretton, Cap_italism, Socialism and the En
vironmen t ( New York: C ambridge University Press, 1 976). Also see Irv
ing Louis H orowitz, Three Worlds of Developmen t : The Theory and Prac
t ice of In ternat ional S tra t ifica tion, 2nd ed. (New York : Oxford U niversity
Press, 1 9 72), p. xvi, where "overdevelopment" is defined without any eco
logical reference as " an excess ratio of industrial capacity to social utility,"
i. e . , to the ability of people with existing qr.ganization, skill levels, etc . , to
benefit from industrial output. In contrast, overdevelopment signifies to
ecologists-e . g . , Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1 972 (listed among references for
Ch. 1 2), pp. 4 1 8 - 420-a level of technological development that disre
gards physical and biologica n imitat ions and requires "far too large a slice
of the world's resources to maintain our way of life."
1 1 . Michael Tanzer, The Sick Society ( New York: H olt, Rinehart and Winston,
1 9 7 1 ).
1 2 . See, for example, Odum and de la Cru z 1 963; Darnell 1 967.
1 3 . This makes it u nwise to h ave defined these substances as "resources."
1 4. For an interesting discu ssion of the political significance of Eisenhower's
warning, see Fred Cook, The Wa rfa re State ( N ew York : l\l acmillan ,
1 962).
1 5. Quoted and discussed in Morison 1 965 (listed among references for Ch.
5), p. 1 1 1 0.
16. Odum 1 9 7 1 (listed amon g references for C h . 6), p. 55.
1 7. Mills 1 958, pp. 1 0 - 1 4 .
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Resistance
and
Change

. . . any social hope that is going to be any use against the darkness
ahead will have to be based upon a knowledge of the worst: the
worst of the practical facts, the worst in ourselves.
- C . P. Snow
The State of Siege, pp. 1 9 -20
I n one of the most perceptive and imaginative sentences in Das

Kapital, M arx wrote : "The country that is more developed
industrially only shO\\"S to the less developed, the image of its own
fu ture." It is significant to note that what the mid-nineteenth
century must have considered a wildly romantic thou ght is a
commonplace today.
- Irving Louis H orowitz

Three Worlds of Dei elopmen t: The
Theory and Practice of Intematfonal
Stra t ifica tion , p. 3.
The peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America are also demanding
the fruits of industrialization. But to give every one of the . . .
people on earth the American standard of living would put an
unbearable drain on the world's finite resources . . . . To raise per
capita energy consumption to the U . S . level, the world would need
to bum 300 percent more coal, 500 percent more petroleum, and
1 1 00 percent more natural gas.
- Thomas J. Kimball
" S tatus of the E nvironment and Our Efforts
to Improve It," Proceedings of the 1 972

I n ternat ional Conference on Nuclear
Solutions to World Energy Problems, p. 6
Such a drain on the exhaustible resources of the earth would
deplete many of them in a generation or two; but as the demand
for them increased with the progressive industrialization, their
value would certainly skyrocket, and the current international
stresses . . . would undoubtedly become excessive
- Richard T LaPiere
Social Change, p. 540

11

Faith
vers u s

Fact

Va in Expecta tions
As an allegorical representation of one of the common reactions to our
post-exuberant situation, consider the plight of an elderly cancer pa
lient - who came to understand that her doctors could not cure her
affi1cffon. Her response was to take up a religious faith that denied the
reality of bodily ailments by defining them as signs of spiritual weak
ne ;s . It tau ght her to expect spiritual devotion to bring about a miracle
wmch meakihe could not perform.
But her cancer continued. As death approached, she was then
doubly tormented-by physical pain no less than before, bu t now also
by the anguish of guilt, for the undeniable evidence of advancing dis
ease became a basis for self-reproach, being a sign (she now sup
posed}of the .frtsufficiency of her religiou s fidelity.
Americans in an age of overshoot came to suffer as this woman
suffered. The N ew World was growing old, and it pained us to see the
accumulating social and political effects of the closing of America's
frontier, to feel the depletion of the earth 's savings, to endure the tech
nological degradation of land, sea, and air, and to be reviled from time
to time as " greedy" by peoples we had supposed would j u st naturally
learn to emulate our "progressive" ways. For many, these pains were
aggravated by a needless sense of shame, for people imagined that,
despite all the transformations described in Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 1 0,
only a loss of national will-power prevented us from revitalizing and
universalizin g the American dream . When the ecological basis for tra�
ditional expectations had ceased to exist, however, fulfillment of the
dream was simply no longer possible. In post-exuberant circum
stances, even such will - power as had once seemed invincible had to
be insufficient.
When circumstances by mid- 1 979 had raised to a critical level of
urgency the world's need for an ecologically enlightened U nited
States energy policy, the American president concluded that he must
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address his countrymen not simply with specific energy-management
proposals, but also in terms of deeper difficulties reflected in the na
tion's inability to unite on energy matters. He discerned a crisis of
i:;onfidence. " We've always believed," he said, "in somethin�( called
progress. We've always had a faith that the days of our children would
be better than our own ." B u t Americans, he correctly noted, "are los
ing that faith ."1
Because that faith had become obsolete, we had to lose it. No
previous generation of Americans had to cope with cumulative effects
of their own and their ancestors' thefts from the future, as ours must.
But instead of wisely discussing with his listeners how and why the
traditional faith had become inapplicable, the president sought to re
vive it. "W� can regain our confidence," he insisted, and earnestly in
voked as inspiration toward that end a national heritage from genera
tions who, he mistakenly asserted, had "survived threats much more
powerful and awesome than those that challenge us now."
Accordingly, some of the remedies he went on to propose for the
energy predicament were of a Cargoist nature. He called for " the most
massive peacetime commitment of funds and resources in our natioil's
history," unmindful for the moment that past overcommitment of re
sources not perpetually available underlay the impasse the nation now
faced. He called for creation of " an Energy Security Corporation" to
lead a national effort " to replace two and a half million barrels ofim
ported oil per day by 1 990" with alternative fuels. With a revised target
year, this w as essentially a revival of Project Independence from the
Nixon administration.
Several months later this unrealism was compounded when Ed
ward Kennedy announced his candidacy for the presidential office.
Seemin g to imply that no problem could have yet become insoluble,
he misconstrued C arter's J uly speech as an instance of " blaming" the
people for their malaise, and proposed by his own style of "leadership"
to carry forward the American faith in limitlessness. Other persons
competing for high office also let themselves be tempted into scoffing
at the "malaise" idea, as if erosion of faith in a u topian future either
had not happened or should not .

The Millenarian Response
Faced with mounting indications of the inability of technological or
political efforts to prolon g the American dream, many people in social
strata and age brackets which once would have shunned religious fan1 84
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tasies turned to them in the 1 960s and 1 970s to revive dashed hopes.
New adhereriis were attracted to movements that ranged from ( 1 )
quiet renewal of interest in conventional religious observance, through
(2) Pentecostal episodes within the usually sedate denominations
(e. g. , Episcopalians "speaking in tongues"), to (3) strongly millenarian
fads-the "Jesus freaks," the Satanists, assorted devotees of non-West
ern doctrines, and even practitioners of occult beliefs and rituals.
Movements proclaiming the imminence of the mille nnium and
calling upon believers to prepare for it tend to arise among, and appeal
to, people who earnestly �eek release from some felt oppression. 2 In
the past, colonial peoples had been receptive to millenarian beliefs. So
had the subordinated or dispossessed members of feudal societies. Ex
pectation of the millennium has often led to actions that aggravated
th� p�lievers' actual plight-causing expectant stoppage of economic
activity1 . or ritwtl destruction of resources.
Chronic dissatisfaction and yearning breed mill enarian cults.
People need not have suffered actual material deprivation; heightened
desires can produce equivalent dissatisfaction. The neo-exuberant
"revolution of rising expectations," together with the deterioration of
the\v�rldwide ecological basis for fulfilli n g such expanding hopes,
have tended to foster millenarian beliefs and activities.
-As indicated in Chapter 4, our understanding of such develop
ments in the modem context can be enlarged by taking a comparative
look at the cargo cults in the Pacific island societies studied exten
sively by anthropologists. 3 To the pre-literate M elanesian peoples in
the Pacific islands, European society was unseen and baffling. The
Europeans who came to the islands brou ght strange ways and im
ported many material things. The processes by which these goods had
been.produced, the type of social organization and equipment which
enabled them to be produced in such quantity and variety remained
unseen and unknown. It was apparent to the islanders that European
people had some secret magic ; they obtained abundant cargoes of ma
terial obj ects withou t fabonng to create them. The Europeans seen in
the _islands by the M elanesians did not make things and did not do
m�nial. tasks ; they got the natives to do menial work for them. So it
was not implausible for the natives to suppose that any laborious pro
duction processes in Europe or America must have been carried ou t
by laborers like unto the M elanesians-perhaps even their own dead
ancestors.
When the natives learned to want the sorts of things Europeans
had, and tried to imagine how the Europeans came to possess them,
it was easy to infer that working for the Europeans was not the only
·
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way, or the most j ustified way, of obtaining European cargo. The idea
that the cargo brought in by ships and delivered to the Europeans in
the islands had been stolen from blac k people in Europe seemed, to
the Melanesians, consistent with their observation of the relatively
work-free lives of white men. And if the cargo had been stolen from
their kinsmen, natives could rightfully claim it. To obtain it, they
might only have to discover and practice the proper magic or ritual.
Modern faith in science and technology as infall i ble solvers of any
conceivable problem can be, in a post-exuberant world, j ust as super
stitiou s. The essential parallel is this : the Melanesians were able to
believe they would receive cargo because they had no accurate knowl
ed ge of how European goods came into existence, or why they came
to the islands. The modern Cargoist who expects to be bailed out of
this year's ecological predicament by next year's technological break
through holds similar beliefs because of his inadequate knowledge of
ecology and of technology's role in it. Both Cargoist faiths rest upon
the q uicksand of fundamental ignorance lubricated by superficial
knowledge.
On the basis of such beliefs, the inability to satisfy inflated wants
often led the M elanesian people into hysterical and paranoid behavior
(trances, twitchin g, mass possession). I t sometimes led to destructive
acts and avoidance of work. But it also led to meticulous construction
of wharfs to receive the expected ships. Warehouses were built to store
the anticipated cargo. By working diligently to facilitate delivery of
cargo, Melanesians affirmed their belief that it was rightfully theirs.
America is not Fiji, the Admiralty I slands, or New Guinea. But
Americans, too, have been subjected to the equivalent of an "inva
sion." Homo colossus has overfilled niches once sparsely (and thus
comfortably) occupied by Homo sapiens. Except for an occasional per
ceptive scholar like Sumner or Turner (or, before them, the rare po
litical intellect like Jefferson), Americans until recently remained as
unaware of the ecological basis for their dream and their accomplish
ments as the Melanesians were of the European factory system. They
had little or no comprehension of ghost acreage, or of the geological
processes that had made available to them the stored energy of an
cient photosynthesis. In believing that democratic political doctrines
and the magic of free enterprise had sufficed to bring forth the good
life yesterday, or in supposing that steadfast ideological faith would
retrieve it today, some Americans were embracing their own equiva
lent of a cargo cult-for similar reasons. Each, in his own way, was
clinging to the myth of limitlessness.
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Space Age Ca rgo Cults
The cults that won Cargoist adherents among the citizens of advanced
nations were not always obviously religious. The Type II belief held
that great technological breakthroughs would inevitably occur in the
near future, and would enable man to continue indefinitely expanding
the world's human carrying capacity.4 This was a mere faith in a faith,
like s tock-market speculation ; it had no firmer basis than naive statis
tical extrapolation-the uncritical supposition that past technological
advances could be taken as representative samples of an inherently
unending series of comparable achievements. Such a faith overlooked
the fact that man's ostensible "enlargement" of the world's produc
tivityin the past had mainly consisted of successive diversions of the
world's life-supporting processes from use by other species to use by
man. I t failed to see that "progress" (even by the takeover method)
m"Ust stop when all divertable resources have been diverted.. Man ob
vTq-us]y. can't take over more than everything. (Less obviously, there
are biological and geological reasons why considerably less than 1 00
percent of the world's resources could be diverted to human u se. )
Technological optimism manifested itself in several pious hopes,
enumerated below.
I . " Unlimited" food

Eg.thusiasm for the Green Revolu tion was merely a special case of this
cult of great technological breakthrou ghs. It believed that the crucial
oreakthrou gh had already been achieved (by development of high
yield s trains of wheat and rice), and that now vigorous missionary
effort throu ghou t the hungry nations would convince their peoples to
raise these superior crop varieties. 5 Such an attitude was j u st another
expression o� _inability to understand, or reluc tance to perceive, the
finiteness of the biosphere. B eli�vers in this " breakthrou gh" were un
able to see that further extension of the human irruption was goin g to
be a problem aggravated, not a problem solved. They could not even
see that the high-yield grains either would hasten the exhaustion of
the soils on which they were grown or would intensify agriculture's
precariou s dependence upon a chemical fertilizer industry. Cultiva
tion of renewable resources such as food was becomin g heavily depen
dent upon continuing depletion of exhaustible resources like petro
leum and minerals.6 M an's efforts to enlarge carryin g capacity by
agricultural progress were thu s making the old takeover method de
pendent upon the treacherous drawdown method.
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2 . " Unlim ited" altern a tives

In response to the worldwide shortfall of energy supplies under bur
geoning demand, economists extolleQ_ .'..'resource- substitution" as the
answer. The man in the street tended to believe that someho � "new
sources" of energy would be tapped , to make us " self-sufficient"-oy
some vague target date- 1 980 at first, then 1 990, then . . . . These
were some of the mille narian pipe�dreams thatarose to assuage post
exuberant anxieties. American oil companies in the early part of 1 974
bid up to $7,000 per acre to lease oil-shale "development" righ ts ; 7 if
crude oil prices climbed high enough, these companies would start
devouring mountains to extract shale oil. Their bids and intentions
thus lent a peculiar aptness to the phrase of an English writer who
wondered how many people "can safely play the planet-eating game."8
In Chapter 1 it was pointed out that two non-repeatable achieve
ments had made possible four centllries of magnificent pfogre-ss.
Those two achievements were ( 1 ) the discovery of a second hemi
sphere, and (2) development of technology that could unearth and
exploit the planet's energy savings, its fossil fuel deposits. M ankind's
increasingly relentless search for new sources of energy and for more
costly energy technologies expresses our wish to deny that achie-ve
ments like those two were uniquely resultant from bygone circum
stances.
3. " Unlimited" energy

In earlier times occasional dedicated eccentrics who pipe-dreamed of
violatin g the laws of physics tried to invent "perpetual motion" ma
chines-to provide energy, supposedly, without consuming any fuel.
These impossible devices had always seemed like an ideal means to
perpetuate limitlessness. Now, in what we had thought were more
sophisticated times, Cargoists permitted themselves to believe in the
same sort of absurdity by talking glibly of the "breeder reactor" as a
device that not only would generate vast q uantities of energy but also
would, in the process, "produce more fuel than it consumes." It would
not do that, of course. The illusion that it would, and therefore that
mankind could expect to continue treating the world as limitless,
arose from careless phrasing that fostered misunderstanding of rather
simple physical facts.
The fuel for nuclear fission power plants was the heavy element
uranium. M ore than 99 percent of the uranium in the world was the
heavier isotope, U -238, which would not enter into a chain reaction
and generate power. The much scarcer U -235 would do so. Producing
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fuel for a reactor (or an atomic bomb) at first consisted of "enriching"
natural uranium-that is, sorting out the fissionable U -235 atoms
from the u seless but more abundant U-238 atoms. However, if a neu
tron hurtling out of a fission reaction was captured by a U-238 nu
cleus before being slowed down by collisions with other atoms, it
c� uld turn the U -238 atom into Plutonium-239, which was fissiona
ble. The so-called breeder reactor, then, was a device to enable some
of the energy released by fission to be fed back to convert the non-fuel
lJ � 238 into the fuel Pu-239. It was not a device that could make fuel
out of nothing, any more than was an oil refinery (which also refines
-more fuel than it burns). The breeder reactor would merely enable
man to reduce the unusable fraction of the available uranium. The
illu sion of limitlessness was sustained, then, not by the device itself,
but by its name and the sloppiness of its common description. These
devices did not offer "unlimited" quantities of energy for human u se.
They would multiply the usable energy content of known uranium
reserves by a fac tor of up to sixty-not by infinity, or even by some
astronomical number. 9
Besides, there was the question of safety. I o To be operationally
safe, fasf-fre-eder reactors would have to have at least the following
features: ( 1 ) provision for infallibly shu tting down the fission reaction
under any circumstances that might arise; (2) means of assuring un
iriferrupted flow of coolant, or means of at least detecting with cer
tainty any flow interruptions while they were still only incipient-i. e. ,
before they permit dangerous overheating to occur; (3) means of pre
venting any escape of fission products in case of fuel melting as a
result of failure of either of the above system s ; ( 4) means of prevent
ing discharge of any radioactive effluent ; (5) facilfries for collection
and very long-term storage of dangerou sly radioactive substances that
are unavoidably created as by-products of the energy-generating pro
cess. Cargoism either overlooked the difficult engineering and orga
nizational problems implicit in these safety requirements or glibly as
sumed they were soluble.
Cargoists were fond, too, of dreaming about nuclear fusion as the
ultimate source of "limitless" energy. I I Deuterium, a heavy isotope of
hydrogen, would serve as fuel in a reaction that could occur only at
temperatures of millions of degrees-such as are found naturally in
the interior of the sun. Handling the ionized gases involved in the
fusion process imposed sufficient technical difficulties so that expect
ing energy problems to be solved by fusion was clearly a case of count
ing upon uncertain-to-hatch chickens. I 2 These unearthly plasmas
must somehow be confined, for dissipation would instantly drop their
·
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temperature. Since no material container could be kept from vaporiz
ing at even a frac tion of the high tem perature required, it quickly
came to be assumed that containment must be accomplished by very
strong magnetic fields. To generate such intense magnetism req uired
elec trom agnets involving superconductive components. M aterials can
be made superconduc tive by cooling them down nearly to absolute
zero. Th us, at the outset, the whole idea of earthly nuclear fusion de
pended on assuming it would be feasible to engineer devices that
could achieve in close proximity temperatures that were both unearthly
high and unearthly low
Fusion advocates inverted Liebig: preoccupation with the abun
dance of the hydrogen that would serve as fuel blocked perception
among these Cargoists of a sca rcity or absence of structur:.:1.1.materials
that would not become brittle at extreme temperatures and under ex
posure to intense radiation. Such materials would need to retain
strength, maintain size and shape, resist fatigue, and not blister, sput
ter, or erode. Expectations of high energy outputs have prevented lay
enth u siasts for thermonuclear power from considering such problems
as the possibility that intense magnetic fields might alter the heat
conducting properties of the liquid metals that would be expec ted to
serve as coolants. There were also enormous problems in the matter
of adapting elec trical generating facilities to use the intense bursts of
heat energy at very high temperatures em anatin g from thermonuclear
reac tions.
Popular mythology supposed that fusion power would be alto
gether free from problems of radioactivity, since hydrogen rather than
uranium or plutonium would serve as the fuel. One system of fusion
would use tritium (the heavier isotope of hydrogen with atomic weight
3) as fuel; tritium was radioactive and could leak by diffusion
throu gh hot metal walls. Even the system that would use deuterium
as the fuel would produce some tritium in the process, and would thus
require coping with problems of possible tritium leakage. Moreover, as
research toward fusion power progressed, it began to appear that the
most economic ally feasible system was going to be one that was a kind
of hybrid of fission and fusion, a system that would accept hazards of
radioac tive waste disposal as the necessary price for simply making it
feasible to begin using the cheap and abundant hydrogen as an aux
illiary fuel. 13
The non-physicists who were counting thermonuclear ergs many
years before an exceedingly problematic hatchin g were indulging in
faith based on a little knowled ge and much ignorance-just as Mel
anesians' expectations of cargo rested upon knowin g very little and
=
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assuming too much abou t the nature of European production pro
cesses.
4 . "Harnessing" the sun

The ultimate fall-back position of the modem Cargoist was the expec
tation that new technology would eventually "enable us to use solar
energy."14 This view overlooked the ways in which man was already
heavily dependent upon solar energy.
In more ways than one, solar energy supported the agriculture
that had enabled Homo sapiens to irrupt from a few million inhabi
tants of the earth in pre-Neolithic times to some five hundred times as
many only 400 h uman generations later. Solar energy supported ag
riculture not only throu gh photosynthesis ; it also supplied the energy
for evaporation which was "pumping" each day some 68. 6 trillion gal
lons ( 260 cubic kilometers) of water from the surfaces of land and
sea up into the atmosphere, whence it could rain down upon the
world's farms, forests, and hydroelectric watersheds. 1 5
If only 1/1 0 o f 1 percent o f the solar energy that reached the earth's
surface was captured by plants and fixed in organic molecules, this
did not mean the other 99.9 percent was a "vast untapped reservoir"
awaiting man's exploitation. It could be exceedingly dangerous for
mankind to try using even an additional 0. 1 percent ; the difference
between an untapped 99. 9 percent and an untapped 99. 8 percent
might seem trivial, but it would be an imposition upon the energy
system of the ecosphere comparable to that already being made by the
entire standing crop of organism s of all kinds.
The Cal Tech geochemistry professor Harrison Brown su ggested
back in 1 954 that, a century hence, a world population of seven billion
people could conceivably be livin g at an "American" level of energy
use, and might be deriving one-fourth of that energy from solar de
vices. 1 6 Rather simple calculations will show, however, that this would
entail diverting to human u se an amount of solar energy rou ghly three
times as great as the entire quantity of energy u sed by the world's
population in the year Brown made the suggestion. To put this in per
spective, consider the fact that the total h uman use of energy is al
ready equivalent to more than I 0 percent of the total net organic pro
duction by the entire biosphere. To supply future humans with three
times that much from solar devices means doing something to the
largely unknown natural pattern of energy flow on a scale that is not
infinitesimal after all . Homo colossus would be swinging almost as
much weight as a third of the whole biosphere ! The potentially disrup=
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tive effects upon the balanced processes of nature have to constitute
an enormous risk.
·

5 . Other technological escapes

Cargoism was not always so flagrantly recognizable as in these ex
amples. H ad the Solomon Islanders been Europeans rather than Mel
anesians, perhaps instead of laboriously constructing neat rows of
cargo storage houses they would have invested their hopes in a project
like the British-French Concorde (to bring on the millennium by ex
pensively providing the blessings of supersonic travel for the world's
businessmen and diplomats). No less exaggerated were the hopes in
vested by France in her unilateral program for achieving nuclear
weapons parity.
The belief that emigration by space ship to unpopulated worlds
would exempt u s from the consequences of overshooting this world's
carrying capacity flourished briefly when the Space Age was begin
ning, but it was no more realistic than postwar construction of "air
strips" by M elanesians. (The latter had updated their cultist expecta
tions of cargo delivery methods after American military aviation came
into their lives during World War I I . ) Believers in extraterrestrial emi
gration as a solution to irrupting population never seemed to do the
simple arithmetic to estimate the prodigious tonnage of space vehicles
and impossible q u antitites of fuel it would take to boost up to escape
velocity the earth's yearly increment of population (some 70 million
human beings), plus the supplies they would need on their long j our
ney to some hypothetically inhabitable other planet. We are, of course,
talking of exporting 70 million people per year for the rest of their
lives, never to return . In the entire Apollo program of manned lunar
landings, five pairs of astronauts spent a total of j ust over 23 man-days
on the moon. If we could hope to hold the line on earthly population
by exporting our growth to a planet no more inaccessible than the
moon (as E urope once exported surplus people to the New World), it
would take more than 60,000 Apollo-type lau nchings every day to do
it ! Even if that were not absurdly infeasible, scientific space research
had q uickly undercut any illusions of escape by this means, for the
two most plausible planetary destinations, Venus and Mars, were
shown by space probe photography and telemetry to be impossible
environments for massive colonization by human refugees from the
post-exuberant earth.
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6. Ideological escapes

Other radical enthusiasms were non-technological in content. Just as
the people of the Pacific islands supposed they could obtain, by appro
priate religious activities, vast quantities of cargo whose industrial ba
sis was unknown to them, so the assorted revolutionaries in the in
dustrialized world from 1 963 onward imagined that drastic redistribution
of status and influence, adoption of new "lifestyles," relaxation of so
cial resfraints, and creation of a new "love ethic" could bring on the
human benefits of a noncompetitive era more sublime than the im
perfect but inspiring one that had been rather effectively nurtured by
the carrying capacity surplus the world once enjoyed. Revolu tionaries
remained oblivious to what a bulletin of the Yale U niversity School of
Forestry astutely call e d "the ecological limits of optimism."
A case in poin t was the popularity of Charles Reich's book, The
Gr�jng of J\rnerica . This popularity must be credited to the earnest
desire of young people living in the twilight of exuberance for reassur
ance fhaf sfrnple acq uisition of a new view of the world would, in ef
fect, repeal certain laws of nature and exempt us from the conse
quences of the irruption that had been happening since Neolithic
times. Reich and his eager readers seemed unaware that the increas
ingly competitive relations among members of the human species
were the natural consequence of our inexorably changing ecological
circumstances. Reich's views were a peculiar blend of Cargoism dnd
Cosmeticism. 1 7 ( H e extolled the revolutionary implications of flared
trousers, for example. ) Except for the belief that dru gs held promise
of a shortcut to the millennium, Reich 's " greening" was not particu
larly technological. He would have had us believe that we could tran
scend competitiveness by rej ecting doctrines perpetrated by the cor
porate state. B u t replacing them with the "radical subjectivity" he
advocated could not block the sequence of bloom and crash in which
w_e _ had involved ourselves, any more than Melanesian rituals could
bring European cargo to the islanders.
Reich's prescription for what he saw ailing us said we should
abandon values artificially instilled by the corporate state, values that
gave undue importance to status and power. We must " start from the
premises based on human life and the rest of nature." But Reich 's
"nature" was an idol: nothing he said about it showed any awareness
of the impact of resource limits, biogeochemical processes, symbiosis,
ecological antagonism, etc . , upon human relations. If he had any com
prehension of the perils of overshoot, this was not evident in his ex-
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pectation that mere graduation to what he called "Consciou sness I I I "
could free m e n altogether from their competitive predicament. 18 "Con
sciousn·e ss I I I " was thus a thorou ghly millenarian illusion.

Looking for Scapegoats
The various forms of Cargoism all had in common a stubborn insis
tence that carrying capacity limits could be raised agaip, as they had
been several times in the past. M any versions of Cargoism assumed
technology was the means for doing this ; some versions imagined it
could be done just by changing our hearts and minds. Cargoists, es
pecially of the latter persuasion, refused to believe that problems aris
ing from overshoot were real and ineluctable. They therefore tended
to resent Realists who sou ght to reveal the facts of a post-exuberant
world. Cargoists seemed to say, in effect, "If we j u st don't accept them
as facts, they won't be facts."
To the resistive mind, no new fact-revealing paradigm was ac
ceptable unless it was palatable-Le. , unless its adoption would put
things right as well as reveal the nature of our predicament. People
with Cargoist outlooks were tempted, quite understandably, to sup
pose the world's troubles were not so much due to post-exuberant con
ditions as to spokesmen for a new paradigm who pointed out the con
ditions. According to Reich, for example, we needed to become deeply
suspicious of rationality, logic, analysis, and principles. Defiance of
previou s authority has been a common component of cargo cults. It
hcis had various modes of expression, such as the burning of sacred
objects, the exposure of secret things to categories of persons for
whom they had been taboo, or destruction of money and material pos
sessions.
H ad we known what acts to consider symptomatic, we might
have seen Cargoist thou ghtways and millenarian passioni oenind
such modem events as the theft and publication of secret documents,
the burning of flags or embassies, and perhaps even the vandalistic
attack on a priceless Michelangelo sculpture in the Vatican, or the
scratching of the letters I-R-A into a treasured painting in the King's
College chapel at Cambridge. Some of the more sordid features of the
American and European "counterculture" in the 1 960s and 1 970s_ can
be viewed as post-exuberant instances of the sacrilege and ritual ob
scenity that have occurred in other times and places when the people
of a despairing society took the antinomian path and tried to attribute
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their plight to a moral code that could be overthrown, rather than to
circumstances that could not be escaped.
With restrainL and inquiry, the circumstances might be under
stood. BUt u nderstanding them might not enable us to change them,
and people who could not abide the thou ght that our post-exuberant
c6ndition was due to real circumstances insisted that culprits must be
causing it. Ifpo obvious power-hungry tyrant or plutocrat was readily
available for casting in the culprit role, there tended to be further in
sistence that the culprits were the ecologically awakened persons who
made it their business to discover and point ou t the real circum
stances. For example, one politically radical Protestant clergyman,
writing in vigorous opposition to the "seduction of radicalism" by the
"ecology movement" in the 1 970s, compared such a movement's ef
forts to transcend politics in the name of nature to the German N azi
ideology of the 1 930s. Hitler, he said, had urged Germans to live by
the dictates of nature-i. e . , give vent to their racial instincts. 1 9 (Ap
parently we must all forever ignore "nature" because Hitler misused
the word !) In the name of compassion, writers like this clergyman
deplored efforts to gain recognition for ecosystem constraints, as if the
fact that the world was finite would not condemn burgeoning millions
to a brutish existence, but speaking the words "limited carrying ca
pacity" would bring on the horrors that must not happen.
·
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1 3 . See Willi a m D. M etz, " F u sion Research ( I I I ) : N ew Interest in Fusion
Assisted Breeders," Scien ce 1 93 (July 23, 1 976) : 307-309.
1 4 . As a premise, Cargoists of this type could well quote Daniels 1 967, p. 1 5 :
"There i s a n ample supply o f solar radiation falling o n the earth t o d o all
the work that will conceivably be needed, and a new supply will always
be available every sunny day-as long as there are people on the earth."
For examples of solar energy expec tancy, see Meinel and Meinel 1 976 ;
Cheremisinoff and Regino 1 978 ; Williams 1 978.
1 5. If mean annual precipitation is taken to be a little over 112 meter over the
113 of the earth's surface that is land, it is easy to calculate from knowledge
of the earth's radius and the geometric formula for the area of a sphere
that the total rainfall volume on land would be roughly 260 cubic kilo
meters per day.
1 6 . Brown 1 954, pp. 1 8 4 - 1 86. In fairness to Brown, it should be noted that
his technological optimism was tempered by concern that "a substantial
fraction of humanity today is behavin g as if . . . it were engaged in a con
test to test nature's willi n gness to support humanity and, if it had its way,
it would not rest content until the earth is covered completely and to a
considerable depth with a writhin g mass of human beings" (Brown 1 954,
p. 22 1 ). See also Brown 1 978.
1 7. See, in particular, Reich 1 9 70, Ch. 9.
1 8 . In fact, Reich ( 1 9 70, p. 1 66) naively declared that " the world is ample for
all."
1 9. Neuhaus 1 97 1 , p. 1 5 7; see also pp. 86 -87, where "the ecology move
ment" (rather than either the advertising agency or the oil company) is
put down because an Amoco TV commercial had the effrontery to depic t
the purchase of lead-free gasoline as a revolutionary answer to the ques
tion of "What can one man do?" about air pollu tion.
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Life
under Pre s s ure

A t taining Perspective
A common expression of resistance to the new ecological paradigm
0"as the act of pinning the label "neo-Malthu sian" on any contention
that the world was not limitless-as if applying a label to a valid piece
of knowledge would refute it. Before anyone ever had occasion to try
to stigmatize any of my ideas with that label, I was influenced in writ
ing early drafts of some chap ters of this book by the marvelou sly nos
talgic experience of residing for several years in New Zealand, a
young and hopeful nation that resembled in many important ways the
United States in its exu berant phase, before it became an Old World
nation.
When New Zealanders came home to their spaciou s and bea11ti
ful islands from travel overseas, their families and friends sometimes
spoke of it as returning "from the world." Their enormously varied
country seemed blessed in many ways by its remoteness from other
lands and from the bulk of the planet's population. 1 But it was not
really a separate world. It was on the same globe, was subject to the
same laws of nature, and had abundant commerce with other nations.
I ts European settlers had introduced enough species of plants and
animals from elsewhere in the world so that it was no longer the sepa
rate ecosystem it had been when the kiwi and other flightless bird
species evolved.
New Zealanders were avid readers, and copious users of mass
communications from overseas. I nvolved with the rest of mankind,
they were protec ted somewhat, by loc ation and low density, from hu
manity's most vexing problems. Looking at the world's trou bles from
their vantage point for several years helped me grasp the new ecologi
cal paradigm. Good-willed New Zealanders, I noticed, sometimes in
sisted that their government should do as much as possible to facili
tate immigration, so as to relieve problems of overpopulation elsewhere
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on this planet. As a newcomer from a much larger land, I was sensi
tive to the finiteness of New Zealand 's carrying capacity ; at the same
time, I was deeply appreciative of its still low density of settlement.
Thus I was led to recognize that if a mere three weeks' addition to the
world 's population were all resettled in New Zealand, the population
density of those lovely islands would then match the world average.
Like the rest of the world, that country would have passed beyond its
Age of Exu berance.
I came therefore to realize how lucky the U nited States was for
having been an "emerging nation" at a time when the Old World's
population pressure was temporarily relieved by the carrying capacity
surplus of a New World. Underdeveloped countries in the closing de
cades of the twentieth century did not have the opportunity for vast
expansion of man's ecological niches that had been provided three
centuries earlier by colonization of a newly available hemisphere.2
Alaska (and the arctic portions of Canada) now offered only an illusory
equivalen t to the vast land masses of the New World that had seemed
so virgin when European explorers discovered them. These northern
lands were large in area but small in carrying capacity because of
climate. They could not absorb anythin g like the number of emigrants
that had gone to the New World from an overpopulated Europe, or
might now want to leave present areas of overpopulation. Even arid
Australia had a carrying capacity so patently limited that its ability to
perform the pressure-relievin g func tion of a N ew World to the rest of
the planet was almost as illu sory, because it was so evidently tempo
rary.
These remainin g unpressured regions cannot significantly pro
long the world's Age of Exuberance. B u t they still afford opportunitie§
for a first-hand contemporary glimpse of that age to a few of the
hundreds of millions of people who have already been exposed to post
exuberant life.
From the New Zealand perspective, it began to be apparent to me
that termination of America's accu stomed material progress might be
less unwelcome to many Americans than they would generally have
expected. M aterial progress had ac tually been contributin g to the in
creasing mutual interference in each other's lives. M any people were
finding this mutual interference so disturbing that they might appre
ciate an end to the escalation of affluence almost as much as they
might dread it.
I began to realize how little the average American had at first
understood the reasons for his own anguish over what was happening
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to the American way of life in the post-exuberant era. This could be
brought out clearly, I discovered, by askin g an American to name an
overpopulated country. He or she was much more likely to begin by
mentioning India than the United States. But in considering which
nation was overpopulated to a greater extent, flOpulation pressure
needed to be distinguished from population density.

Pressure and Density
Other things being equal, greater density would create greater pres
sure. But pressure and density are not the same, and other thin gs
were not equal.
Population pressure can be defined as the frequency of mutual
interference per capita per day that results from the presence of others
in a finite habitat. (This is about what Emile Durkheim meant by
"moral density" in his 1 883 analysis of the division of labor in society.3)
Pgpulation density in th!'! ordinary sense (Durkheim's "material den
sity") is simply the number of people per square mile. Two nations
with equal population density could differ in population pressure if
th eir peoples diffe red in level of activity. A population usin g more pros
thetic equipment would tend to subject its members to more pressure
by doing more things.
-- A
s a model for assessing a country's population pressure, consider
what can happen to a quantity of air in a closed container (such as an
automobile tire). You can increase the pressure either by pumping in
more air or by heatin g what is already there. If you heat it, you make
each molecule more active. With greater energy, the molecules move
about faster and collide more often. Thus the movement of each one
is more often "interfered with" by the movements of others-j u st as if
there were more others. Pressure thus depends on activity as well as
on numbers.
In America, population had increased : more people had been
pumped into our finite living space,_ to make demands upon our finite
resources. B u t our pace of living had also been greatly accelerated. We
traditionally welcomed such acceleration as a sign of progress, seldom
recognizin g that it meant people had increased the ways in which
their co-presence resulted in mutual interference. The loss of inde
pendence and the failure to understand how it was lost can be illu s: ·
trated b y a fundamental change i n the occupational structure o f an
industrialized nation's labor force. For example, in 1 940 rou ghly 9 mil-
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lion Americans worked at farming occu pations. By 1 970, only about
2 . 5 million were so en gaged . 4 In one standard sociology textbook, this
change was shown on a graph, with a line sloping downward from left
to right to represent the declining number of farm workers. Superim
posed on the same graph is a line sloping steeply upward from left to
right, representing the increasing number of "persons fed per farm
worker"-implying that the chan ge is necessarily a magnificent ac
complishment. But the upward-sloping line could j u st as well have
been labeled "number of consumers upon whom each farm worker's
prosperity depends." I n short, increased per capita produc tivity in
farming has subj ected farm workers to increased dependence upon
others.
This trend had been running for a long time. In 1 926 the dean of
the graduate school at North Carolina State College, a rural sociologist
named Carl C. Taylor, wrote :
The division of labor . . . has been as beneficial to the farmer and his
familv as to anyone else. I t has left him free to specialize in the
production of raw materials and this specialization in no small way
accounts for his increased efficiency. His increased efficiency in
turn has made it possible for him to sell his products in the world
m arkets and with the money received for them to buy more of the
world's goods than he could ever have enj oyed under a system in
which he su pplied all his own and his family's needs out of his own
fields, flocks, and herds. To say tha t he is now specializing in the
production of raw goods is b u t another way of say ing he is depend
ing on other people to furnish him with finished goods. He is more
efficient under this system but less self-sufficient.'

In 1 973 the world was abruptly confronted with this linkage between
increased efficiency and reduced self-sufficiency when the depend
ence of the "productive" industrialized nations upon the comparatively
"u nderdeveloped" oil-exporting nations was used by some of the latter
as a foreign policy lever.
M an's chief advantage, his capacity for quasi-speciation within
one species, was frau ght with a serious disadvantage, the intensifica
tiQn of precariou s interdependence. The seriousness of that disadvan
tage was greatest for those portions of mankind that had learned to
valu e independence strongly by living throu gh an Age of Exuberance,
or inheritin g from it a culture of exu berance. Increased mutual inter:_
ference, an integral feature of modern life, was all the more burden
some to people with cherished expectations of freedom to do as they
pleased.
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High-Energy Living
One measure of the change in our pace of life that had magnified our
interference with each other was the increase in one generation in the
per capita use of energy by Americans. From 1 �45 to 1 970, for ex
ample, each American's use of fuel rose (on the average) 1 1 6 percent. 6
Per capita use of natural gas increased 287 percent. The electrical
energy generated for each American increased 379 percent. Coal con
sumption per capita increased less than 1 3 percent as people shifted
to more convenient energy sources.
Increased energy use was reflected in increased use of material
resources. T.b.e.cgeneration that saw human population increase 45
pe�cent ( between 1 940 and 1 9 65) saw factory sales of automobiles
increase 1 50 percent; on a per capita basis, annual car sales had risen
72 percent. One result was the sprawling au tomobile graveyards so
�ommoli all across the United States but so conspicuously absent
from other countries where the trade-it-in-after-two-years compulsion
had not developed. B urgeoning automobile production in America had
to mean either more cars on the road or more rapid depreciation in
market value and earlier j unking of "old" but still usable cars. Either
way, progress entailed interference as well as assistance in people's
pursuit of happiness.
Ameri�an produc tion of raw steel per person increased 15 percent
between 1 945 and 1 9 70 ; primary production of aluminum per capita
fri�_ci (lQQUt 500 percent. Drawdown was clearly being acceler
ated.
-- - In the past, we too easily thought of changes like these as a wel
come growth of abundance. \Ye overlooked the fact that even a fixed
number of people living in a fixed area have to experience greater
population pressure the more they turn themselves into a species of
Homo colossus . Less prosthetic members of the species Homo sap
iens, at the same density, were under less pressure. Increased auto
mobile production per capita, for example, either had to mean in
creased traffi c congestion (and driver frustration) or increased freeway
construction (and community disruption, plus tax increases). Steel
mills and aluminum smelters not only produced steel and aluminum ;
they also produced poisoned air. Even the marketable portion of their
output sooner or later had to interfere with someone's pursuit of hap
piness. As discarded steel and aluminum objects accumulated, they
either had to raise community trash disposal costs or.contribute to
environmental degradation, or both.
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The extraction or growth of raw materials involves people. People
are also involved in the manufacture of these materials into usable
products, and in their distribution. Any change of resource use pat
terns therefore implies interference with people's accustomed activity
patterns. In one generation (between 1 940 and 1 965), American pro
duction of manmade fibers per capita increased 420 percent. :What
ever the advantages of these products to consumers, their increased
production interfered with continuation of the accustomed life pat
terns of cotton and wool growers and of people employed in the cotton
and wool processing industries. Per capita output of cotton in America
declined 19 percent in this same generation, and per capita produc
tion of wool decreased 64 percent. B ehind these fi gures lay hard ship
in the lives of thou sands of people whose former niches were now
oversaturated. Such people were compelled to undergo the trauma of
re-adaptation to new niches, if they could find them.
Moreover, hidden u nder this chemical creation o f better things
for better living was another step in our commitment to reliance on
ghost acreage and the drawdown method. Withput recognition of its
ramifications, an important change took place in the kinds of man
made fibers being produced. In 1 940 only 1 percent of the manmade
fibers produced were non-cellulosic. By 1 965, the percentage had
risen to 57. Cellulosic manmade fibers (rayon and acetate) used or
ganic raw materials, so their production depended on supplies or' re
newable resources. The non-cellulosic manmade fiber production de
pended on supplies of exhaustible petroleum and coal. Thus we w�re
unwittingly takin g another step in the shift from a potentially inter
minable to a necessarily self-terminating way of life.
In comparison with an underdeveloped country, Americans were
fortunate (so far) in having more freedom from hunger and more ma
terial wealth. But America's commitment to detritus consumption was
farther advanced, and American life involved greater pressure in other
respects. A good index of the extent of a people's commitment to a
prosthetic and detritovorous way of life is their level of energy con
sumption. According to the United N ations Statistical Yearbook, by
1 9 7 1 the per capita rate of energy consumption in the U nited Sta�.es
was abou t sixty times greater than in India. This made Americans
more mobile than Indians (which is to say, more space consuming).
We did more things. We made more varied demands on our environ
ment and its material resources. We interacted more frequently and
with more people in more ways. Americans had more ways of interfer
ing with each other than most Indians did, though there was less com
petition for food between Americans than between Indians.
· ·
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Each colossal American, with his phenomenally high rate of en
ergy use, had, in effect, sixty times as many slaves working for him as
did each I ndian. So it would not have been too inaccurate to su ggest
that, for realistic comparison of American population pressure with
that of I ndia, the ratio between their respective population densities
should have been multiplied by a factor of sixty. "I::h e number of actual
people per square mile in the U nited S tates was abou t one-eigh th o[
what it was in I ndia. B u t if each American was about sixty times as
colossal as each I ndian, then American population pressure was.
equivalent to there being twelve billion people living the Indian pace
of life on territory as large as the U nited States.
- If there was consensus among Americans that " teeming India"
was an overpopulated country, there ou gh t to have been equally com
mon recognition that the U nited States was too. Recognition lagged
behind the fact because of persistent adherence to the old paradigm
from the culture of exuberance.

Urbanization
The pressure was intensified still further for a large portion of the
American and world population. M ass migration to the cities had been
one expression of the revolution of rising expectations. Growth of the
citieswas�aµ� fri various ways to growth of industrial technology. 7 But
tlie congested and hypercompetitive life of the swollen cities contrib
uted io the revolution of rising frustrations. In the affluent nations,
many people attempted to have it both ways, earning their living in a
central city but residing in an initially more spacious ou ter suburb
sometimes only to find the residential suburb swallowed up in an ex
panding metropolis.8 The efforts of those who could afford commu ting
to escape from the high-density inner city clearly indicated that ur
banization had produced unwelcome pressures. U se of fuel for com
muting was also hastening drawdown.
Throu gh urbanization, the people of a nation could be increas
ingly exposed to population pressure, even if their average density
(over the nation's total expanse of territory) had not been growing.
Since their average density had grown, then urbanization at the same
time had to compound the pressurizing effect of that growth. For ex
ample, by 1 960 53 percent of the people of the United States were
living in 2 1 3 urbanized areas that comprised only 7/1 0 of 1 percent of
the nation's land. 9 Thus, while the mea,n_density_af..lLS population
was close to the world avel'ag�_aJ _ilboµJ_ �O persons per square mile,
. .

--

---- ------
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over half the nation was experiencing a mean density 75 times greater
than that.
When settlement of the New World by Europeans was just begin
ning, the mean density of the S tone Age population of the territory
that was to become the l]nited States was abou t 113 person per s qu are
mile. 1 0 If the population had been evenly dispersed so that the average
represented the actu al experience of individuals, then each American
Indian would have been within an hour's walking distance of about- 1 7
other persons. 1 1 (Actu ally, since even the pre-Columbian population of
America lived in groups, with unoccupied space between groups, the
number of persons within an hour's walk of a given person-L e. , all
the other people in his particular little settlement-would typically
have been three or four times this number, occasionally even more.
But the typical number of contact opportunities was clearly within the
range where a person's life consisted mostly of dealing with persons
one knew, not with strangers or anonymou s functionaries. )
By the 1 970 census, Alaska was the only state in which density
remained so low. If evenly dispersed over the huge landscape, each
Alaskan would have been within an hour's walk of 26 others. The least
densely populated state among the "lower 48" was Wyoming, and in
·
1 970 the hypothetical condition of even dispersal would have pu t an
average resident within an hour's walk of 1 7 1 other persons. For the
efifife U nited S tates, the figure would have been 2,826-more than
1 66 times the pre-Columbian fi gure. For the most densely populated
state , New Jersey, it would have been 4 7,909. But for the average resi
dent of a central city in a U . S. metropolitan area, it would have been
402, 1 28 (assuming that somehow, in spite of the obvious impediments
to movement on foot that were implicit in urban density, such a person
could still walk four miles in any direction in an hour). For the District
of Columbia, where the nation's representatives were still trying to
govern in the spirit of earlier times, the figure was 623,389.
Clearly, when people had so packed themselves into finite spaces,
the opportu nities for mutually impeding each other's movements and
for otherwise interfering with each other's lives had become signifi
cant. Little wonder that the intimate kind of social ties that used to
charac terize human life in an era of agrarian villages h ad given way
to an urban "norm of disengagement." Pers.ons whom we. physically
encountered on streets, in su bways, etc. , evoked mainly the ability to
stare past one another. Behaving toward each other as if persons were
mere obj ects became a necessary defense mechan1srri because-of �hg_
psychic overload imposed by urban circumstances.
By the 1 970s so much of the world's population had been urban·
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ized that the impact on the not-yet-urbanized portion was consider
able. Before 1 850 there had been no society that was predominantly
urban. By 1 900 Great Britain had emerged as the first such society.
Less than one human lifespan later, most of the world was signifi
cantly influenced by urban ways, all industrialized nations were de
scribable as "predominantly urbanized," and more than 1/5 of the
world's people lived in nations that were more than 50 percent urban.
This transformation was a profound feature of the end of exu berance.
By the middle of the twentieth century, an unprecedented V6 of the
world's population lived in urban agglomerations of 1 00,000 or more
people apiece. I n 1 600, early in the Age of Exuberance, even Europe
had less than 2 percent of its population living in agglomerations that
size. 1 2
Aggravated by urbanism , population pressure was intensifying
competitive (lspects of human interaction.

Pandemic An tagonism
H uman efforts to "do something" about this predicament often made
a bad situation worse. Agitation for change became common all over
the world in this age of pressure. But freq uently, in a crowded environ
ment, the change sought by one group to solve a problem had to create
new problems for others, who then demanded further changes to
solve those problems. Unavoidably, those changes created still other
frustrations for still other groups. In short, there was a general pattern
of mutual interference. We needed t � see that pattern, instead of being
pre-oc C'�pi�d w ith particular instances of conflict. 13 Pandemic antago
nism was the ecologically expectable result of worldwide population
pressllre� voracious technology, and carrying capacity deficit.
One way we can acquire this global perspective is by simply di
vorcing the accou nt of any particular episode from its locality or its
specific identity. The reader could easily construct a "standard" news
artfcle for the age of overpopulation by taking an article abou t some
syrilpTOmatic episode (of agitation or violence) from a given day's pa
per and blanking out only those words that identify the particular
places, groups, or occasion. Such an article would be almost reu sable
another day if oneWere-to fill in the blanks with different specifics.
Stories of terrorist bombings, etc . , become almost interchangeable,
whether they emanate from Northern Ireland or southen Africa, from
Asia or the Americas.
The specifics mask the important generalities.
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Desired changes entail unwanted changes. Changed human ac
tivities involve changes in man's environment. Environmental change
leads to succession ; it can threaten human life. Non-competitive hu
man interac tion is imperiled by excess numbers and proliferating
technolo gy. Ecological antagonism begets social and emotional an
tagonism. These were the principles people needed to learn to read
between the lines of the news in post-exuberant times.
In our exu berance, we proclaimed our yearning for peace on
earth, and we professed good will toward men. But we multiplied and
progressed-and found the world falling to pieces and men at each
other's throats. As we became more and more numerous in proportion
to any of the resources upon which we depend, we pressured our
selves into more compe titive relationships and more antagonistic atti
tudes. Pressure has darkened our fu ture. While we can hardly turn it
off, we can somewhat mitigate its insidious impact by learning to un
derstand how and why it has happened.

Notes
1 . For illuminating comments on benefits accruing to N ew Zealand from its
remote location, see Sinclair 1 96 1 .
2 . E hrlich and E hrlich 1 9 72, pp. 405-42 1 .
3 . Durkheim 1 933 (listed among references for Ch. 6), p. 257.
4. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statist ics of the United Sta tes, Colon ial
Times to 1 970, Bicentennial Edition (Washington : U . S. Department of
Commerce, 1 975), I , 1 39 - 1 40.
5. Carl C . Taylor, R u ral Sociology: A Study of R u ral Problems (New York :
H arper & Brothers, 1 926), p. 2 1 ; italics added.
6. This and following comparisons based on World Almanac figures.
7. See, for example, Schnore 1 965, especially Ch. 4; see also Davis 1 955,
1 965; Gibbs and M artin 1 958.
8. Schnore 1 965, Chs. 5, 6.
9. Davis 1 965, p. 4 1 .
1 0. H au ser 1 969, p. 3.
1 1 . This fi gure and those in the next paragraph are products obtained by
simply multiplying the respective densities (persons per square mile) by
the area of a circle with a four-mile radiu s, taken as an approximate hour's
walking distance.
12. All fi gures in this paragraph are drawn from Davis 1 965.
1 3. For a perceptive investigation of problems entailed by this pattern of mu
tual interference, see M il gram 1 970. Cf. Galle et al. 1 972.
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Living
with
the New Reality
The sociologist, no matter how gloomy his predictions, is inclined
to end his discourse with recommendations for avoiding
catastrophe. There are times, however, when his task becomes
that of describin g the situation as it appears withou t the
consolation of a desirable alternative. There is no requirement in
social science that the prognosis must always be favorable; there
may be social ills for which there is no cure.
- Lewis M. Killian
The Impossible Revolu tion ? , p. xv
The whole human enterprise is a machine without brakes, for
there are no indications that the world 's political leaders will deal
with the realities until catastrophes occur. The rich countries are
using resources with an extravagant disregard for the next
generation; and the poor coun tries appear to be incapable of ac ting
to curb the population increases that are erasing their hope for a
better future. In such a world, declarations and manifestos which
ignore the imperatives of the limits of growth are empty exercises.
All the available evidence says we have already passed a point of
no return, and tragic human convulsions are at hand.
- Stewart Udall, Charles Conconi, and
David Osterhou t
The Energy Balloon , p. 2 7 1
S o long a s the United States continues t o assume that "more is
better," all our efforts at increased energy efficiency-small cars,
mass transit, industrial re-engineering-can achieve is to buy five,
ten or perhaps fifteen years of additional time . . . . if we continue a
self-indulgen t, disposable society where the cycle continually is to
dig, bum, build and then discard, we are stealing from our
children and grandchildren the planet 's resources.
- S . David Freeman
Energy: The New Era, pp. 330, 333 -334
The basic features of a valid alternative technology have already
been identified . . . . U nlike current bulldozer-supertanker
technology, it would be based on ecological and thermodynamic
premises that are compatible with the coexistence of man and
nature over the long term . . . .
- William Ophuls
Ecology and the Politics of Scarcity, p. 1 26
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B a eking in to
the Future

B u t We're Human !
We aren't really detritovores. A mere metaphor can't hurt us. After all,
we're human. Crash can't h appen to us.
How earnestly we would all like to believe that. But believing
crash can't happen to us is one reason why it will. The principles of
e6>logy apply to all livin g things. By supposing that our humanity ex
empts us, we delude ourselves. It is not j ust the yeast cells we put into
wine vats that bloom. It is not j u s t the recognized detritovores that
crash. We have been backing into the future with our eyes too firmly
averted from the detritovorous nature of our modern lifestyle. It is time
to tum around and see what's ahead.
Whatever the species, irruptions that overshoot carrying capacity
lead inexorably to die-offs. Irruptions can happen to any species that
gains access to a previously inaccessible but highly suitable habitat. 1
All it takes is for the habitat to contain an abundance of whatever
resources are needed by the invading species, and for there to be little
population-checking pressure from predators and little or no compe
tition from other species having similar niche requirements and living
in the same area.
These final chapters provide no magic recipe for avoiding crash.
There is none;\Vhen overshoot has already h appened. I t is in acknowl
ed ging that unwelcome fact that this book differs most fundamentally
from previous ecological analyses. Facing that fact offers indispens
able insights. Even writers deeply concerned with ecological aspects
of the human predicament have remained strongly fettered by time
honored comucopian thoughtways; many books have tried to per
suade readers that if we will all become ecologically concerned in the
nick of time, we may still avert the natural sequel to our excessive
success. 2 We didn't become enlightened in time for that. B u t our post
exuberant predicament has had precedents, both human and non-hu-
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man. We can and must learn from examining them, in order to face
the future wisely.

It Has Happened to Humans
Bloom and crash happened to the people of Easter Island. _Few of us
in the northern hemisphere's indu strial nations have ever had occa
sion to think about this triangular piece of land, 45 square miles in
area, abou t as far out into the Pacific from the coast of Chile as Hawaii
is from California. N evertheless, its history has a vital lesson for us.
Easter I sland is 1 ,400 miles from the nearest other humanly in
habited island. Ar,oundtbe time of Christ, one or two canoe loads of
Polynesians happened to land there, where no human beings -had pre
viou sly lived. Amon g the things they had on board were some live
chickens ; so, althou gh it seems doubtful that they could have previ
ously known of the island's existence and it seems likely that they
happened upon it fortuitously, they had evidently been prepared for a
long journey-as if they migh t have been compelled to emigrate from
some already overloaded island elsewhere in Polynesia. At any rate,
they found here in the southeastern Pacific a fertile uninhabited is
land suitable for human takeover. They settled dowri to raise chickens,
to garden, and to fish the adj acent waters, and they came to call their
new home "Te Pito o te Henua," or "The Navel of the World."
An anthropologist, William Mulloy, extensively studied the island
and its present inhabitants, descendants of these people. 3 He also
helped reconstruct some of the great seaside altars the people once
built, and to re-erect a number of the huge stone statues they carved
durin g their time of highest cultural florescence. (The statues had
been m aliciou sly toppled during the iconoclastic episode of genocidal
warfare that served to initiate the crash of this population. )
Some centuries ago, wrote Mulloy, when these people dominated
their landscape so effectively, they
must have felt great confidence i n the future and a powerful sense
of the impregnability of [ their] accomplishments. As is twentieth
century man, the Easter Islanders were technologically successful.
Secure in the protection of the supernatural power of their deified
ancestors who lined the shores in an unbreechable bulwark against
the mysterious dangers of the empty seas and gazed pridefully in
land upon the achievements of their issue, these industriou s island
ers must have rej oiced in the solid assurance that their success was
permanent.
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But disaster hovered and it was not precipitated by enemies from
beyond the seas. Forty-five sq uare miles was a finite environment
and, \vith ever-increasin g labor-consuming emphasis on religiou s
construc tion , food had to be produced continually more efficiently
by those allotted the task. Food-producing potential was probably
never completely exhausted, though its limits may have been ap
proached. It was, however, dependent on the uninterrupted main
tenance of what must have been a highly coordinated social mecha
nism. Even slight disruption might have been expected to be
sharply felt by many people. A legend [ told by their livin g descen
dants] describes trouble and dissension eruptin g from disagree
men ts abou t the idea of improving the productivity of agricultural
land by removing surface stones and throwing them into the sea.
Animosities once generated appear to have produced their usual re
actions, and eventually two groups . . . fought a great battle alon g
an entrenched line on the slopes of the volcano Poike. [One group
was] said to have been all but exterminated. •

The resulting social chaos persisted, and the survivors continued to
suffer high mortality from various causes.
Both by radiocarbon dating and by genealogical research, the
time of this conflict has been set close to 1 680. Su_rvivors degenerated
into continually warring bands who burned crops, molested fisher
mell,and actually hunted people for food. "To this day," said M ulloy,
�e locality speaks eloquently of catastrophe, hopes unfulfilled, and
proj ects suddenly abandoned. H undreds of gigantic works of art re
main unfinished and thousands of stone adzes and picks still rest
where they were dropped by the artisans."
By the time of the island's European discovery (on Easter Sunday,
1 722), its population had declined to an estimated 3,000 or 4,000,
from a maximum that was probably at least twice that. Just before
crash began, therefore, the population density had been roughly com
parable to the 1 970 average density for Michigan and Indiana._ Mor
taJ.it¥� e-ontinued to exceed births, and the entire population of the is
land was down to 1 55 persons by 1 886.
The subsequent demographic experience of these islanders gives
little cause for hoping that Homo sapiens learns much from such ex
periences. By 1 900 the population had increased to 2 1 3. By 1 934 it
was up to 456. By 1 955 it had reached 842. In 1 969 it was 1 ,432, and
when Mulloy wrote (his account was published in 1 9 74) there were
1 ,6 1 9 inhabitants of Easter I sland. The average rate of increase dur
ing this period has been more than 3 percent per year, which means
the population doubles in j u s t about one generation.
For the rest of the world, in an age of global overshoot, the task
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facing mankind is to minimize the severity and inhumanity of the
crash toward which we too are headed. Presumably mankind has
found high death rates less unbearable when due to natural causes
(e. g . , microscopic predators) than when imposed by arrogant, sadistic
human execu tioners. The function of ecological enlightenment at this
late date is to enable us fo do better than the genocidal factions on
Easter I sland. If, h aving overshot carrying capacity, we cannot avoid
crash, perhaps with ecological understanding of its real causes we can
remain human in circum stances that could otherwise tempt us to turn
beastly. Clear knowled ge may forestall misplaced resentment, thus
enabling u s to refrain from inflicting fu tile and unpardonable suffer
ing upon each other.

Learning to Disregard Deceptive Differences
When irruptin g populations surpass the newly available carrying ca
pacity, the ensuing crash may occur by different means among hu
mans, animals, or plants, although none are exempt from die-off. Ac
cess to new carryin g capacity may come abou t differently for plants
than for animals, and differently for other animals than for humans.
But these differences do not affect the basic principle: die-off is the
sequel to overshoot.
When die-offs occur among multi-celled plants, for example, the
specific cau sal agents may be different from those that operate on
yeast, or on algae. According to Elton, 5 a Canadian water weed, Elodea
canadensis, was acciden tally imported into Britain on American tim
ber in the 1 840s. At first it exploded into rivers, canals, ditches, lochs,
and ponds all over the country, but then it declined after the 1 860s
" and h as never again been considered a real plague . . . . The reasons
for its decline . . . could be genetic, or indicate the exhaustion of some
rare food element." Clearly, differences between algae and multi-celled
weeds do not exempt either type of organism from crash as overshoot's
sequel. Likewise we cannot count on being exempted just because
we, too, are different.
Take another example, from the animal kingdom. ln_lll44, _29
reindeer were introduced to an island about 7,000 miles northwest of
the scene of that human irruption-and-crash episode on Easter I sland.
The colonizer reindeer were placed on St. M atthew I sland, an area .of
} 28 square miles in the Bering Sea, quite suited to support them.6 In
1 957, 1 , 350 of them were coun.ted. By 1 963, the herd h ad increased
to 6,000. Estimates of reindeer carrying capacity for land and climate
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similar to St. M atthew Island vary between 1 3 and 1 8 head per square
mile, making the carrying capacity of this habitat between 1 ,600 and
2,3_00 reindeer. The 1 963 population was thus at least 2.6 times what
the island could permanen tly support. At least 3, 700 of the living rein
deer in 1 963 were redundant. This did not mean, however, that as
soon as that many had died off, the population would stabilize at the
island's carrying capacity. Overshoot leads to habitat damage, so crash
plummets population to a level below that which it might have sus
tained-had-it not overshot. An overgrazing herd steals from its own
posterity. In 1 966, only three years after the peak number was
reached, there were just 42 reindeer left on St. M atthew.
Reindeer are as different from Elodea canadensis as the latter
weeds are from algae and yeast cells (or as we are from reindeer). But
when the conditions were right, they underwent the irruption-die-off
sequ ence.

No Protection
We can see from these examples that the agent by which post-irrup
tive crash occurs may be something other than starvation. True, the
Cafial:lian water weed in Britain may have died back from exhausting
some nutrient, and the reindeer devastated the lichen popul2.tion
upon which they depended for winter forage on St. Matthew I sland.
But the people of Easter I sland began their own crash by conflict, and
then inflicted starvation upon the survivors by maliciously disrupting
food productiOn activities. On the other hand, a study of an irrupting
h erd of Sika deer on James Island in Maryland found that they were
well-nourished and parasite-free at the time of the die-off. Their
growth was markedly inhibited, and this inhibition was shown by au
topsy to be due to physiological disturbances induced by the behav
ioral stress associated with high population density. 7
In drawing lessons for mankind at large from these varied ex
amples, we_ m�u st first acknowledge that species differences are no
protection from the basic pattern. Second, we must recognize that,
even with an abu ndance of food, crash can happen. Third, as we saw
i�-Cnapter 1 0, we must also recognize that the organized activities so
indispensable to supporting huge populations by advanced-technol
ogy civilizations can and do break down. Conflict between factions
within nations, as well as conflict between nations, can seriously re
duce carry ing capacity, as Sumner told us (see Chapter 5).
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Queu ing and Queue-Jumping
As Mulloy noted for Easter I sland , so it is for modern nations : ade
quate sustenance production depends on highly coordinated social
mechanisms. These can be fragile. If they break down, effective car
rying capacity is diminished, leaving a swollen population in a state of
overshoot.
To understand how human social processes were being revolu
tionized by ecological forces, we must examine a distinctively human
form of social behavior-forming queues and, with mutual restraint,
taking turns. Visualize a large city bank on a busy day. Customers
sometimes arrive in the bank faster than the tellers can serve them,
and queues spontaneously form. 8 Customers generally do a reasona
ble amount of waiting in line with reasonable patience, knowing oth
ers will similarly wait their turn to do business, and confident that the
delay is no threat to completion of the business they have in mind. U nder post-exuberant conditions (outside of banks), that kind of
faith was breaking down. To understand why, consider the quintes
sentially human quality of queuing behavior. It u ses moral restraint to
maximize the average fulfillment of self-interest, and it depends on
cognitive comprehension of the situ ation and faith in reciprocity. The
burly do not normally elbow their way ahead of the frail. The customer
who happens to have personal acquaintance with a teller does not
normally take advantage of it. A few exceptions to strict queuing may
be tolerated in recognizably special circumstances, but if there come
to be too many exceptions to the normal pattern of turn-taking, people
w-ill cease to infer that each exception is legitimate. Faith in the gen
eral fairness of the system gives way to doubt, and orderly queues may
dissolve into a mad scramble.
The mad scramble could be only a matter of irritating inconve
nience if everything else in the bank is functioning adequately. But if
the reason customers were unwilling to wait in line arose from fear of
the bank's becoming insolvent before they could take their turn at the ·
counter, then the scramble could be far more serious. As a matter of
fact, banks u sed to be driven into insolvency by panicking customers
rushing to withdraw their money when anything made them fear that
too many others might beat them to it. 9 Prior to the invention of de
posit insurance schemes (which pool the reserves of many banks to
protect each bank from collapsing when there is a run on its re
sources), bank panics were real and not uncommon.
In earlier chapters, nature's deposits of exhaustible resources
were compared metaphorically to bank deposits. In t ry�]?c_>S_t.-exuber·-
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ant world, the bank of nature was being progressively subjected to a
run or panic. The growing fear that waiting one's turn meant perma
nent deprivation because ultimately not all customers were going to
be served was a maj or reason for the crescendo of demands for this,
that, and the other thing "now !"
There is no system ofOeposit insurance for the bank of nature
except bioge �chemical recyclin g. 10 We have seen in previous chapters
hmv enormou sly the rate of deposit was overshadowed by the modern
r(!t� of withdrawal:-lf man had confined himself to reliance on renew
able resources, worldwide panic need not have begun to happen. But
neither would we have achieved the high longevity and high affluence
we have recently equated with the American dream. The fact that
such panic did begin was due to man's enormous and still growing
dependence on resource deposits that are exhaustible-:on savings, as
contrasted with income.
As we began to sense that we were living in an age of overpopu
lation, all _human beings became threatened by the potential realiza
tion that any of us might be elbowed out of life's queue by our com
petitors. Regardless of whether we said the world was too full of
people (or denied it), insofar as we sensed the intensification of com
petition, each of us was j u st as much in danger of bein g considered
superfl uous as the next person. The plight of the unwanted child be
came potentially everyone's plight. 1 1 There arose, therefore, an anx
ious quest for reassurance that somehow a status of redundancy ap
plied only to others. This anxiety was at least part of what motivated
militant social ac tivism (sometimes combined with anti-social self-in
dulgence). While various crowds, demonstrating for or against various
things, shouted various slogans, they were all implicitly saying, " I t is
you, not we, who are superfluou s ! " ( Each particular crowd added
some special epithet : " . . . Y@_\vhite racists ! " " . . . you black bastard s ! "
" . . . you squares ! " " . . . you freaks !" " . . . you male chauvinists ! " " . . .
you fascist pigs !" Th�p�rticulars, as usual, obstructed recognition of
the general n ature of the process. ) Redundancy anxiety led to panic
responses:- . . _
Panic is the opposite of orderly queuing. It happens when the
confidence of society's members in each other breaks down and turn
taking gives way to an "every man for himself' type of scrambling
behavior. 1 2 As sociologists had fou nd, this can arise from ( 1 ) general
perception of severe and immediate danger, coupled with (2) belief
th-at the-opportunities for escape are limited, (3) belief that these op
portunities are diminishing, and ( 4) an absence of adequate commu
nicati? r1 about the danger.
_ _
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Sociologists, no less than politicians and their once-exuberant
constituents, at first stared without recognition at the accumulating
symptoms of global panic in the post-exuberant age. Worldwide anti
social reac tions were becoming common in response to premonitions
of the impendin g crash that must follow our species' irruption.
" Freedom now !" " S top the bombing now !" " Re-unite Ireland
now !" " H alt pollution now !" " End apartheid now !" (As initials, the let
ters N . O . W even designated one of the women's organizations that
sprang up to liberate the female half of humanity-from constraints,
pressures, and frustrations that were not as sex-specific in these post
exuberant times as the movement's ideology imagined . ) In the 1 960s
and 1 970s, many groups came to feel that their goals must be reached
immediately. Some groups feared there might be no "eventuall�'_:_With
_
the future being more and more visibly stolen from, the reciprocity
maintaining virtues of compromise and forbearance appeared to turn
into the vice of permanently lost opportunity. So demands became
"non-negotiable." Queue-j umping became increasingly normal.

Elbowing and Coun ter-Elbowing
A generation earlier, when the N azi debasement of humanity.bit the
world, we had not yet attained the ecological perspective that would
have let us recognize the elements of queue-j umping in that ghastly
episode. Now we must do so in order to understand why Germapy's
unconditional surrender in 1 945 did not end the threat of man's de
humanization . Other great nations can march down the same tragic
road. 13
Imperial Germany had been a proud leader of industrial Euro
pean civilization. Hindenburg, the final president of the ill - fated Wei
mar Republic, wrote in his last will and testament, dated M ay 1 1 ,
1 934, that the German people had been required " to travel the road to
Calvary." The world had failed to understand, he said, " that Germany
" 14 The
must live . . . as the standard bearer of Western Civilization
ag
followed,
that
crushing defeat in World War I and the humiliation
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cance. What happened thereafter in Germany was foreshadowe<J ; we
can now see, by the genocidal response to severe redundancy that had
happened on Easter Island.
It was perhaps too early for an ecological interpretation of history
.
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that would have recognized world population redundancy as a source
of social and political pathologies. Nevertheless, the victorious Allies
had imposed upon their German foes World War I peace terms that
saia, · in effect, "Germans are redundant." The burden of reparations
payments was a heavy ·and continuing reminder of this message. An
expectably defiant response was articulated in February, 1 920, by the
newly formed German Workers' party. One of its first seven members
was Adolf Hitler; it became the Nazi party. I ts program demanded not
only "union of all Germans to form a Great Germany" with rights equal
to those of other nations, and "abolition of the peace treaties of Ver
sailles and Saint-Germain," but also "land and territory (colonies) for
the nourishment of our people and for settling our excess population."
In addition to this demand for access to ghost aereage, the nascent
Nazi party demanded exclu sion from German citizenship of anyone
not "of German blood," particularly Jews, and the prevention of all
non-German immigration into Germany. 1 5
- -Nazism was thus, in part, a response to redundancy anxiety. That
is wh_y . S() many of the instances of political agitation and expressive
activism in the 1 960s and 1 970s began to seem so remarkably N azi
like to some crowd-watchers old enou gh to remember the 1 930s.
The period 1 933 - 4 5 showed to what depths of bru tality human
beings can sink when historic (or ecological) circumstances cause
one group to declare another group superfluous. As in the Easter Is
land case, genocide resulted.
What Hitler and his henchmen told the despairing German
people in the early 1 930s was what various groups in other lands be
gan saying to themselves in the 1 960s with the clenched and upraised
fist;. "We are not redundant !" The N azi version of the message went
oh to say the Jews were redundant, rationalizing this view and the
resultin g actions by asserting, in effect, "The Fatherland was unfairly
elbowed ou t of its rightful position at the front of civilization's queue.
We-are Therefore entitled to rebuild our strength and elbow our way
back in.." Su bstitu te for " the Fatherland" any other resentful identity
S!'oup-our race, our class, our profession, our sex, even our faith
anowe are face to face with the general phenomenon of post-exuber
ant life for which we should have seen Nazism, an ominous special
case, as a prelude.
After World War II we managed to convey the message that the
superfluou s ones were the Nazis, not Germans as such. Even the pro
longed occupation and the division of Germany into two republics
caught up in two separate big-power orbits hardly replicated the forces
·
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that unleashed N azism. In Japan, too, defeat and oc cupation managed
to say that the world could do withou t Japanese militarism rather than
without Japanese people.
But if we did not replicate politically the forces that originally nur
tured these perversions, they were nevertheless being created anew
(in various places) by unacknowledged ecological processes. Queue�
j umping and viciou s retaliation against actions perceived as queue
j umping eventually became common features of pos twar life. The re
surgence of violent self-assertion the world over indicated that Hitler's
"final solution" would not necessarily be the world's last experience
with a genocidal effort by a mad tyrant or a frustrated people to elbow
aside some scapegoat group on which they had decided to blame their
misfortunes. Scapegoating was made likely by the pervasive frustra
tions of an age of colossal pressure. Elbowin g and counter-elbowing
by individuals, groups, and nations became commonplace.
These developments should have indicated that already the pro
pensity of Homo sapiens for orderly societal living was being under
mined by antagonism. As we know, human emotional antagonism
may arise from ecological antagonism. 16
� .

The De-Civilizing of Homo

-

sapiens

The longer we failed to understand this process of human self-de
struction, the more we were fated to participate in it. For scores of
centuries, unevenly and with many setbacks, human beings had been
l�arning t� pull in their elbows and be civil-i.e. , to relate to each
other not as colliding objects or competin g animals bu t as compas
sionate humans. But the ongoing irruption of population and technol
ogy were compounding pressure until eventually this progress had to
be undone. Competitive relations were to become again increasingly
prevalent.
Population pressure made us reac t in pressure-increasing rather
than in pressure-reducing ways, j ust as it had on Easter I sland. As
Sumner pointed out before the close of the nineteenth century, quar
reling and discord would diminish the effective carrying capacity of
the habitat. When population pressure imposed antagonistic relations
upon us, therefore, our discordant responses squandered our efforts
and our resources. We made our plight worse by our response to it.
For example, con sider the following. At about the time of Presi
dent Kennedy's "Ich bin ein Berliner" speech in West Berlin, there
was in the U nited States a nationwide wave of construc tion of family
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fallout shelters. This was encouraged by the government as a means
of enhancing the "credibility" of the nation's policy of nuclear deter
rence. But it began to dawn on some families who had invested in
shelters that, if their supposed prudence was less than universal, then
"in the event of a thermonuclear exchange" grave problems would
arise when families without shelters sought desperate entrance to
their neighbors' shelters. Some people accordingly began to stock
their limited-capacity shelters not only with canned food and water
but also with shotguns to repel invading neighbors.
Ten years later this de-civilizing competition had escalated from
an interpersonal to an international scale. In Australia, Sir Philip Bax
ter, the former chairman of that country's Atomic Energy Commis
sion, predicted that nations in the northern hemisphere were almost
certainly going to destroy themselves in a nuclear war. Survivors of
such a war might invade Australia as a refu ge from the uninhabitable
north. "There will be far more than we can accommodate," he said,
recognizing Australia's finite carrying capacity. "They will have no in
terest in allowing us to survive." In the same speech, he supported an
Australian government decision to keep options open on the question
of acquiring nuclear weapons. He gave this support on the grounds
that such power could give Australians some say over who would be
admitted and who would be kept out. 17
It had become the kind of world, apparently, in which a contir,en
tal shelter (of severely limited carrying capacity) might need a nuclear
"SliOtgun;' to repel desperate refu gees.
-!his proposal came from no unreconstructed neo-N azi in a twice
embittered Germany. It was the idea of an Australian-knighted heir
to a tradition of British decorum, beneficiary of life in a you ng and
vigorou s nation . His country was large in area, large in self-esteem, in
many ways more American than America in the 1 970s.
Such developments showed how little objective basis there was
for hoping we might counteract the erosion of hard-won empathy, the
fragile fou ndation of civilization. Instead, as we became more frus
trated in a world of increasingly pressurin g shortages and intransigent
coP1 petitois, we would probably become more and more exasperated.
We wereJik�ly_.to.be_ jncreasingly enmeshed in domestic instances of
ell:iowing and cou nter-elbowing-political and ethnic conflict. And,
difficu1t as it might be to believe it while we stood in the shadow of a
war that so many Americans (and their friends overseas) had detested
so vociferou sly, there was a real possibility that we would respond to
fru stration� from increased population pressure by reverting to war
like tastes. War may be hell-but under conditions of severe popula223
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tion pressure it can be attractive, because it offers relief from anxiety
about our own redundancy. For the duration of a popular war, the
enemy can be enthu siastically defined as the surplus people. If re
sources are squandered in the process, that makes the enemy au the
more surplus.
In a habitat that was not growing any larger, the continuing in
crease in either our numbers, our activities, or our equipment would
ultimately induce more and more antagonism. Our rou tine pursuit of
legitimate aspirations as individual human beings, and as breathing,
eating, drinking, traveling, working, playing and reproducing orga
nism s, would increasingly entail mu tual interference.

Notes
1. Assorted examples are described in Roots 1 9 76 and Elton 1 958.
2. As one example of a book that many readers might have dismissed as
" alarmist" even though its avowed aim was to help "cure the growth dis
ease," see Watt 1 9 74. Similarly, according to Renshaw 1 976, our task over
the decades ahead was to "adj ust" to the cessation of growth.
3. Mulloy 1 9 74 ; see also a book translated from Spanish by Mulloy : Fr. Se
bastian En glert, Island a t the Cen ter of the World: New Light on Eas ter
Island ( New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 970).
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6. Klein 1 968.
7. J ohn J. Christian, Vagn Flyger, and David E . Davis, "Factors in the Mass
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8. For a mathematical analysis of varied forms of the queuing process, see
Panico 1 969. Early in the 1 970s, many banks discovered that the neces
sary queuing was more effective and more equitable if all customers
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Partial Reorien ta tion
The third week in April, 1 977, was a pivotal moment in history. It was
the time when the world's most colossal energy users were at last
called upon by their president to face the future realistically. In a M on
day-evenin g speech to the American people, in a Wednesday evening
address to a j oint session of Con gress, and in a Friday morning nation
ally televised press conference, President Carter explained the need
for, the philosophy behind, and the components of a comprehensive
energy policy. 1 He sought to rechannel public thinking according to a
new definition of thesituation. In apparent recognition of the physical
imp ossibility of continuing past patterns of escalation of energy use,
emphasis in the proposed policy was on conservation.
Implicit in much of what the president said on those three occa
sions were some important indications that his mind and the mind of
his chief energy advisor were in transition between paradigms. He
was at pains to persuade his countrymen that the energy shortage was
real, not just a contrivance of oil companies or other groups somehow
able to profit from an illusory problem. The not-q uite-explicit message
of the week was the inescapable necessity for bold steps to prevent
unnecessary aggravation of unwelcome realities.
By traditional American standards, the speeches were radical ;
i. e . , they called for some rather basic changes in customary American
practices. Some news media people u nderstandably likened them to
Winston Churchill's 1 940 promise to the British people of a long, grim
period of only blood , tears, toil, and sweat. In some respects, the com
parison was apt. The world had waited too long by 1 977 for a leader
who would match the example of the man who became Britain's prime
minister in the darkest days of World War I I . Churchill had sensed his
people's sober recognition of their nation's peril. He had forborne to
belittle them with conventional political pep talk, and thus had sum-
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maned their indomitable courage by promising only what they already
perceived was unavoidable.
Thirty-seven years later, as a spokesman for Realism, President
Carter was taking a similar stance. He told Congress he could not give
it " an inspirational speech" and did not expect much applause. But he
himself had evidently become only partly reoriented to the new reality,
and had only partly abandoned the old myth of limitlessness, for he
adhered to long-standing tradition enough to tell the House and Sen
ate that the " fair, well balanced, and effec tive plan" he was presenting
could "lead to an even better life for the people of America."

Transi tional Thinking
The president tried to make it clear that American problems were part
of a global pattern. Early in the 1 980s, he told Congress, "even foreign
oil will become increasingly scarce." But he went on to note increasing
overseas trade deficits, as if they were the essence of our predicament
rather than mere ledger-book symptoms of the real problem : over
shoot. "We imported more than $35 billion worth of oil last year, and
we will spend much more than that this year. The time has come to
draw the line."
Mi:, Carter had not wholly grasped the new ecological paradigm.
He let Congress persist in the old-style notion that trade defiCi�Jfgin
increased oil imports were the source of national vulnerability. The
vastly deeper danger that needed to be pointed out was th at further
crowding of an already overloaded world would make us all nio_'re im
placably competitive. Competition for the world's remaining fuels was
only a piece of that monumental problem.
Rampant competitiveness in all phases of human life (a war of
each against all, as depicted long ago by Thomas Hobbes) was the
horror we must now make concerted effort to try to prevent. The presi
dent's repeated emphasis on the need to be fair in the ways we appor
tion sacrifices showed that he sensed something like this Hobbesian
threat. His thinking and planning had begun to be tuned in to the
ecological paradigm.
I t was bold for the president to point out that, even though the
drawdown of world fuel reserves could be ignored for a while longer
("as many have done in the past"), ignoring it "would subject our
people to an impendin g catastrophe." Only six years before, the Ameri
can Petroleum Institute h ad begun a $4 millio n campaign of television
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and newspaper advertising, using the slogan, "A country that ru ns on
oil can't afford to run short." 2 Now it was almost as if the federal ad
ministration's aim was to get Congress and the people to see the truth
of precisely the opposite idea-a nation (or indeed a world) that is
bound to run short of oil can't afford to run on oil.
However, the president's boldness was incomplete. A national
leader as innovative as the time demanded, fully emancipated from
the old paradigm inherited from the Age of Exuberance, would have
warned his constituents of something more insidiou s than catastro
ph e:Tn the foreseeable futu re we shall feel more and more thwarted
ana _s_ubject to capricious manipulation by forces we cannot control,
not necessarily because there will be more tyrants or unscrupulou s
profiteers, but principally becau se there will be more people, more
resource-hun gry technology, and more man-made substances crowd
ing a world of fixed size.
'-"
- The transitional, rather than altogether ecologically enlightened,
nature of the president's thinking was apparent when he explained
that "Along with conservation, our second major strategy is produc
tion and rational pricing." Although he was ecologically realistic in
pointing out that "We can never increase our production of oil and
natural gas by enou gh to meet our demand," his continued use of the
customary word "production" to refer to ext ract ion of fossil fuels re
flected-lingering influence by the obsolete paradigm. He called for a
sensible system of fuel prices that would discourage wast e and en
courage "new production," not yet recognizing that the real meaning
.
of "iiew production" was has tened drawdown-further reliance on the
m � od that had brou ght us into our present grave predicament by
proviain g seductive but temporary supplements to carrying capacity.
HrspTan -to shift from dependence on scarce oil and natural gas to
"abundant" coal was, at b e st, a merely transitional remedy (and maybe
hetmew it). It left intact the exu berant expectation that savings with
drawals could be treated as income. It w�_s simply a shift from using
w l!horawals extracted from a smaller savings depository to using
witlidrawals taken from a larger one.

Persis tence of Obsolete Thoughtways
The boldness of President Carter's position was underscored by the
way others clung more steadfastly to the old cornucopian assump
tions. The minority leader in the Senate, Howard Baker of Tennessee,
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in an interview on ABC television immediately after the joint session
commended the president's courage in presenting a comprehensive
plan, and lauded some of its parts. B u t Senator Baker went on to say :
The only thing that really bothers me about the president's proposal
is it seems to me that we're g i v i ng u p . We're giving up on the idea
that we can produce ourselves out of this problem. And you know
that's the traditional American way, that you ca n find new reserves
of oil and gas, you can find new techniques to fuel the energy re
quirements of this country, and I 'm not willin g to give up. I'm not
willing to allocate the shortage, and I'm not willing now to say that
we've got to impose a huge tax on fuel oil or the eq uivalent of that
tax on natural gas or gasoline in order to meet our requirements.
There-in the oil and gas field, for instance-the last geological sur
vey I saw by the government in 1 9 75 indicated that there's as much
oil probably yet undiscovered as we've ever found or u sed in the
United S tates. And I find nothing in this proposal that creates any
incentive for anyone to explore and develop those reserves.'

Senator Baker was obviously not thinking by the new paradigm. He
did not see that efforts to provide incentives " to explore and develop"
yet undiscovered deposits of fossil fuels would be efforts to continue
the tragically prodigal hunting and gathering way of life in which the
Industrial Revolution had so firmly entangled us. The Senate minority
leader clearly had not yet accepted the idea that the world is finite, for
he concluded by saying, "I don't think we have to settle for the bleak
picture that the president painted."
From the same kind of myopia, the chairman of the Republican
National Committee characterized the president's speech as "anti
consumer" and said,
I t is going to deter production. Its total emphasis_is on con_s_en�ation
by raisin g taxes so as to inhibit consumer demand, and I think that's
a very: unfair and a very dan gerou s way to achie\·e an energy solu
tion. In effect it ]>ays let's solve the problem by havin g no growth, by
havin g inflation throu gh government taxation , but without dealing
with the basic problem of production , which is the traditional way
of Americans to solve a problem, to draw the creative genius of the
society to bear on the problem, to produce our way ou t of it, and to
deal with it. '

Such appeals to " the traditional American way" reflected non�ec
ognition that life was now being lived under post-exuberarit cir.c_;um
stances. Traditions from an Age of Exuberance were obsolete. Leaders
of the political opposition remained less able than the president to see
the seriousness of the situation confronting humanity ; they persisted
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in supposing options were still open that were not. They just did not
seem to comprehend what it meant for mankind to have already ov
§:shot carrying capacity and to have already been so prodigal in draw
ing down finite resources. They meant to insist on more of the same.
They still supposed we could permanently enjoy a carryin g capacity
surplus:that it was perpetually expandable. Thinking at least as Car
goists, and speaking almost like ou tri ght Ostriches, their "solution"
would worsen our plight.

Ques tions for an Old World
Profound as it might seem by standards from the culture of exu ber
ance, jfthe -debate about how to cope with the future was goin g to
resOl.ve itself into merely an argument over how to "produce" our way
out of trou ble, the essential nature of our predicament would be over
looked. A� it has been necessary to say repeatedly already, overlookin g
1harpredicament could not protect us from it. What really needed to
be discussed was not only the dire need to conserve resources, but
also thiS: Wha t kind of role are h uman beings going to play in their
01.v-n im-pending crash? How much will our efforts to avoid the un
a£oidabk JT!ake it worse?
Men who _continue to perceive our predicament according to a
pre-ecological paradigm simply will not recognize limits imposed by
our worfd's.finiteness. They are thus req uired by their assumptions to
suppose that only the machination s of antagonists can thwart our at
tainment of long-sought goals. Peqple who think that way can be
tempted to take up arms against a sea of trou bles-trou bles which
�_m:ll.ave no power to end. In so doing they will only add to the
future's tempestuous onslau ght.
If instead, guided by knowled ge based on the new paradigm, we
can face reality, we may recognize that we still could make some ad
ju stments to stem the tide of our de-civilization. Those a�justments
will nol_j��d .to an even better life," but they may keep us from mak
-ing- ou r future more gruesome than it has to be. To see what really
needs to b e gc>:n e, we must ask ourselves several excruciatingly tou gh
q_ueSUoiis:.:J:' hey carry our thinking far beyond the point reached in
political discussions of energy policy.
( 1 ) First and most fundamentally, we must ask whether we can
begin makln g ourselves less detritovorous. Can we begin to phase out
ouriiji�of"foss i l fuels" as combustible sources of energy? Can w e ac
tu ally begin to wind down our use of oil, natural gas, and coal as fuels?
--- -�-
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It would be hard to state an imperative that goes more diametrically
against the grain than this. Far more drastic change is required of us
by post-exuberan t circumstances than merely shifting from scarce oil
to " abundant" coal, and supplementin g both with nuclear power, as
proposed by the president. 5
Our initial response to the energy pinch during the harsh winters
of the late 1 9 70s was to increase efforts to extract the earth's C arbon
iferous legacy. In 1 977, not only a culprit-seekin g Congress and the
scandal-hungry news media but even the conservationist Secretary of
the Interior, Cecil Andru s, felt obliged to berate oil and gas companies
for " withholdin g" some of nature's finite legacy rather than "produc
ing" it as rapidly as possible. During the coal miners' strike in 1 978,
midwesterners became alarmed as stockpiles of already mined coal
above ground were drawn down, but few learned to fear national de
pendence upon on going drawdown of unmined underground stocks.
H abituated to unrecognized prodigality, Americans breathed a sigh of
relief when the miners went back to work "replenishing supplies"
i. e . , resuming extraction of nature's exhaustible legacy.
What was needed was national redefinition of such substances,
involving abandonment of our deep-seated assumption that their use
as fuels is inherent in their nature. I t is high time to learn (before we
become even more numerous and still more "developed") that the wis
est " use" of coal and oil may be to leave them underground as nature's
safe disposal of a primeval atmospheric "pollutant"-carbon. By our
ravenous use of fossil acreage to extend carryin g capacity we not only
prolonged human irruption but also began undoin g what evolution
had done in getting the atmosphere ready for animals (including man)
to breathe, and ready to sustain the kind of climate in which present
species (includin g ourselves) had been evolved. Hundreds of millions
of years of evolution had produced the oxygen-rich and nearly carbon
free atmosphere we need, and had apportioned the earth's supply of
H 2 0 between atmosphere, ice caps, and oceans.
Now mankind seemed bent on undoing in j ust a few centuries
what nature had so slowly accomplished. Human actions have appre
ciably changed the C02 and dust content of the atmosphere. This may
appreciably alter world climate. Change in either direction away from
the recent optimum may seriously reduce world agricultural output.
Added C 02 can trap heat and may melt the polar ice caps and raise
sea level, with disastrous effects on human settlement patterns. Con
versely, added dust, for all we know, might screen out enough sunlight
to hasten a new Ice Age ; depleted fuel reserves would make mass
adaptation to that situation quite impossible. 6 We need to accept the
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earth as it was when our species evolved upon it. Had it been different,
Homo sapiens could not have emerged.
(2) The next most fundamental challenge to consider is whether
enou gh of us can recognize at last the inescapable intricacy of any
non-detritovorous relationship between the human species and its
habitat. We urgently need to realize, as did the forester Aldo Leopold
(who grasped the new paradigm as long ago as 1 933), that if a civili
zation is to endure, it must be a system of "mu tual and interdependent
C<?operatforfoetween human animals, other animals, plants, and soils."
We need to share Leopold's recognition that despoliation of the natural
environment is no mere annoyance but "has evicted nations, and can
on occasion do it again. As long as six virgin continents awaited the
plow, ·this was perhaps no tragic matter-eviction from one piece of
soil could be recouped by despoiling another. But there are now wars
and rumors of wars" (he said in the year Hitler came to power) "which
foretell the impending saturation of the earth's best soils and climates.
I t thus becomes a matter of some importance, at least to ourselves,
that our dominion, once gained, be self-perpetuating rather than self
destructive."7
Barring human extinction, there will never come an end to man's
need for enligh tened self-restraint-the conservation ethic, as Leo
pold-understood it. YetJhe abandonment of self-restraint has been na
ively advocated during frustrating times by variou s self-appointed
world-savers of either Cargoist or antinomian persuasion. Their de
structive counsel must be flatly rejected.
(3) If we come anywhere near measuring up to these first two
challenges, we must then ask whether we can candidly acknowledge
that general affluence simply cannot last in the face of a carrying ca
pacity deficit. That fact is perhaps only a trifle less repu gnant than the
idea that the buried remains of the Carboniferous period must not be
taken as fuels. 1here is much resistance to it. Amid congressional
debate of the administration-proposed national energy policy there
was public yearning to believe that curtailed use of energy need not
entail reduction of the traditionally high American standard of living.
In an admonitory (and perhaps wistful) way, it was noted that afflu
ence of an American level somehow prevailed in Sweden and in West
Germany despite their using only abou t half as much energy per cap
ita. 8 As recognition grew that perhaps we could get by with smaller
c;ars, etc . , it was hoped that increased efficiency in all aspects of mod
em technology might suffice to dissolve the problems arising from our
civilization's commitment to the drawdown method.
In this spirit, some scientists had already suggested reforms in
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energy u se very similar to the president's obj ectives. Two physicists
had proposed in late 1 976 a very substantial list of changes whicli,' all
told, could reduce American energy consumption by about 40 per,
cent. 9 Their list called for such heroic efficiency steps, however, that
it seemed obvious neither pu blic nor industry would willingly under
take or fully implement that much reform :
all residential heating by elec trical resistance devices to be re
placed by heat pumps having a coefficient of perlormance of
2 . 5 (i. e . , able to "pump" two and a half times as much energy
as it takes to run them ) ;
b) home air conditioning equipment to be increased to a coeffi
cient of perlormance of 3.6;
c) home refrigerators to be made 30 percent more efficient;
d) hou sehold water heatin g fuel requirements to be reduced by
h alf;
e) home insulation to be improved enough to reduce heat losses
by 50 percen t ;
f) home air conditioning loads to be reduced by reducing infiltra
tion ;
g) " total energy systems" to be installed in half of all multi-family
dwellings and in one-third of all commercial buildin gs;
h ) microwave ovens t o b e u sed fo r h al f o f all home and commercial
cooking ;
i)
air conditioning and refrigeration in the commercial sector both
to be m ade 30 percent more efficien t ;
j ) u s e of fuel fo r commercial water heating, and fo r lighting and
heatin g commercial buildings to be cut in h alf;
k) insulation of commercial buildings to be improved enough to
reduce air conditioning demand by 1 0 percent, and ventilation
rate to be cut in half and heat recovery used to reduce air con
ditioning demand another 1 5 percent ;
1) better management practices to be applied in the industrial sec
tor;
m) other maj or improvements to be made in efficient use of fuel,
electric power, heat, and steam, by indu stry ;
n) aluminum, iron, and steel components of urban refu se to be
recycled ;
o) organic wastes in urban refuse to be u sed for fuel;
p) throu ghput at pe troleum refineries to be reduced, and field and
transport losses in use of natural gas to be reduced ;
q ) au tomobile fuel economy t o be improved 1 50 percent ;
r) fuel consumption by other transportation systems to be reduced
35 percent.
a)
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Monumental as this list of efficiency measures might seem to a
country reluctant to curtail affl uent habits, the two physicists ac
knowledged that even 4 0 percen t reduction of energy use would
merely buy us 1 7 years' postponement of the ultimate consequences of
our colossal commitmen t to drawdown . If we do make ourselves
stretch out the drawin g down of exhaustible resources, it will undeni
ably delay the darkening of our future and it will slow the rate at
which we steal from our descendants. It is worth doing, but there is
wishful thinking involved when we suppo se that the pursuit of energy
efficiency by innovations in engineering will also enable us to "eat our
cake and have it too." 1 0 That supposition needs to be recognized as
mainly a last-ditch version of Cargoism.
( 4) Depietion of ghost acreage is not only forcing us to take strin
gent efficiency measures, but it will also irresistibly compel return to
asfmpler life. Wilf we accept it with any grace? Or will we kick and
'scream our way into it, imagining we could always have everything
we want if only those government people weren't forbidding it? Very
few of the counterculture adherents who tried during the Vietnam
war years to abandon a materialistic culture they had come to abhor
were able to create any lastingly viable alternative. So it seems h ardly
probable that mankind on any large scale will adapt grace hi lly to "d e
development." The urge toward worldwide development remains
-s trong and pervasive. We are long out of tune with the mores of asce�
icism.
We do need somehow to nurture the faith that a reduced " stan
dard of living" might bring, in exchange, for some people, some posi
tive gains in the "quality of life." But it will be a difficult faith, much
easier to preach than to practice.
(5) Is there any chance that we can learn to practice such man
datory au sterity unless we can first be spared the widespread, delib
erate badgering of people into wanting more, more, more? With the
new paradigm we should begin to recognize the increasingly anti-so
cial-ramifications of advertising. We need to discredit and wind down
tmS-Want-multiplying industry, perhaps even legally suppress it. In an
overpopulated and resource-depleted world, an industry fu ndamen
tally devoted to making people dissatisfied with what they have, how
ever respectable such an enterprise has come to seem by standards
derwed-from pre-ecological thoughtways, is an industry dedicated to
augmenting human fru stration. In an age of overshoot it is bou nd to
-fOSter the resentful attitudes that could tum inescapable competition
into destructive conflict.
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Advertising did not always loom so large in our lives. When there
was still an American frontier, there was virtually no advertising in
dustry at all. It should not be inconceivable that we could do without
such bad gering. Fi:eedom to exhort p_eopl� to hasten exhaustive draw
down of nonrenewable resources was not what the authors of the
American Bill of Rights had intended to establish. It is, moreover, <in
inherently self-terminating kind of liberty, for it fosters the self-de
struction of our hunting-and- gathering industrial economy. We need
to free ourselves from its compulsions.
M ake no mistake, though ; this would entail truly revolutionary
changes. I t calls for drastic reorgafiiiatfon of Ame rican television and
radio broadcasting and newspaper and magazine publishing. It wo uld
be vehemently resisted. In other nations, where these media are not
so exclusively financed by advertising revenues, the readj ustment
migh t be marginally less drastic. But in the United States it would
require an appropriately post-exuberant reinterpretation (if not out
right alteration) of the First Amendment provision for unabridged
freedom of speech and press. It is time to recognize, however, that
these freedoms were not meant to au thorize irresponsible encourage
ment of habitat destruction. Homo sapiens was far less prosthetic, far
less detritovorous, and far fe wer in numbers when the First Amend
ment was added to the U . S. Constitution.

Sapiens ? Radical?
Have we the wisdom (as our species name implies) to think throu gh
questions this radical?
The new requirements of adaptation to post-exuberant circum
stances far exceed what the old non-ecological orientation enabled our
minds to accept or even to contemplate. Even those who profess to be
"radical" or "revolutionary" (in the merely political sense) seldom
penetrate to the real root of the human predicament. Working yet from
an obsolete paradigm, they never speak of overshoot. �'the myth of lim
itlessness still pervades their rhetoric.
Self-styled revolu tionaries imagine themselves to be very radical
when they propose merely to get rid of capitalist procedures for provid
ing burgeoning populations with economic progress by accelerated
drawdown, and to replace them with socialist procedures for providing
burgeoning populations with economic progress by accelerated draw
down. In an ecological sense, they leave the problem intac�. �roposals
are not radical if they accept the continued drawing down of non-re·-
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newable resources; there is nothing radical about proposing to speed
up that crash-iriviting·process. 1 1
A truly radical mind would have seen that the public debate
launched by President Carter's energy policy messages was ultimately
a debate over whether to curtail human dominance over the global
biotic community. That dominance had become dangerously exces
'
sive. Nevertheless, the debate languished. The first round took a year
and a h alf to culminate in passage of energy legislation much weaker
than the measures requested by the Carter administration three
months after taking office. 1 2 Meanwhile, continued increases in fuel
prices evoked complaints and apprehensions but gave little impetus to
fuel conservation. The hard questions (posed in this chapter) were
never faced. Thus it was far from certain that the ou tcome of any
further rou nds in the debate would halt the self-destructive activities
of Homo colossus. Cougress and the people were unaccustomed to
seeing things ecologic,;ally and simply did not come to grips with the
real issues affecting our destiny. The generally Cargoist tone of most
discussions 1 3 actually diverted attention from life-and-death ques
tions.
What was at issue was whether, after two hundred years of in
creasingly colossal reliance on drawdown, mankind was going to find
it possible to revert to living on income. There might be already too
many of us for this to be possible. Could four billi on of us get back to
depending on sustainable yields of contemporary renewable resources
by putting aside our ingrained aspirations to become even more colos
sal? Would we actually have to become less colossal than we already
were? How much so? How were we to decide who would give up
what? By what standards of equity could such sacrifices gain accep
tance?
If even de-development wouldn't return four billion of us to living
on income, how, when, and with what severity would die-off befall
humanity ? Who would die early and who would live out a "normal"
lifespan? If crash of one form or another had become unavoidable,
-were there alternative ways for it to happen, and was there reason to
prefer one way over others? Could we take any steps to make the least
inhumane way most likely, and guard against drifting into more hor
rible patterns?
.
Political and popular attention simply were not focusing on these
questions. As we near the end of this book it should be clear why they
were not. Bearing in mind the contrast between cornucopian and eco
logical paradigms, it is easy to understand why most public concern
over what to do about " the energy crisis" either continued to proceed
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from doubt that the problem was real or persisted in debating the comparative merits of various ways of obtaining more energy qr maintaining access to customary supplies. S teps that would, in the final
analysis, aggravate our predicament were still mistaken for solutions.
Persistence of an obsolete paradigm made national leaders and
millions of their constitue�ts respond like a generation of Rip Van
Winkles, as if they had slept through a revolu tion. They did not seero
to know how fundamentally different it was to be living in post-exu
berant times, after internalizing expectations formed in an Age of Ex
uberal'lce. The time had come for everyone to begin thinking about
whether mankind has already overshot the earth's ultimate human
carryin g capacity. In this book I have tried to make it clear why this is
a matter we dare not avoid facing.
__ _

Paradigm versus Paradigm
The world, man's place in it, and a host of policy issues all look differ
ent when viewed in ecological terms than when viewed in traditional,
pre-ecological perspectives. 1 4 Let us therefore now try to encompass
the new ecological paradigm in a few sentences, and then explicitly
contrast it with the dangerou sly obsolete worldview it must replace.
The ecological paradigm clearly recognizes the following basic ideas :
E l . Human beings are just one species among many species that
are interdependently involved in biotic communities.
E2. H uman social life is shaped by intricate linkages of cause and
effect (and feedback) in the web of nature, and because of
these, purposive human actions h ave many unintended conse
q uences.
E3. The world we live in is finite, so there are potent physical and
biological limits constrainin g economic growth, social progress,
and other aspects of human living.
E4. H owever much the inventiveness of Homo sapiens or the power
of Homo colossus may seem for a while to transcend carrying
capacity limits, nature has the last word.

These precepts stand in sharp contradiction to some assumptions
deeply imbedded in Western thoughtways by 400 years of exuberance.
That is why the ecological paradigm has so little political acceptance,
and why it h as h ad so little influence upon public policy. The 400-year
boom made the following assumptions plausible and popular:
P l . People are masters of their own destiny ; they are essentially dif
ferent from all other creatures, over which they have dominion.
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P2. People can learn to do anything.
P3. People can always change when they have to.
P4. People can always improve things ; the history of mankind is a
history of progress ; for every problem there is a solution, and
progress need never cease.

These assumptions from the Age of Exuberance came to seem so
self-evident that they even becam� incorporated (in ostensibly more
sophisticated form) into a quite unecological paradigm that has
guided the inquiries of most social scientists. For scholars in the social
science disciplines, premises from the Age of Exuberance took on ex
aggerated importance because they played a part in the stru ggle of
these new disciplines for academic recognition. -Insofar as the sup
pqsed au tonomy of man from nature seemed to provide justification
forin-depe ndence of social science from biology, the stru ggle tended to
give social scientists an anti-biological bias. Only recently, therefore,
have any significant number of us in the social sciences begun to see
how the accumulation of solid biological knowled ge calls for question
ing comucopian expectations.
The social science version of the four popular notions ( P l to P4)
might be stated as follows :
SS 1 .

Since hu mans have a cultural kind of heritage in addition to
and distinc t from their genetic inheritance, they are quite un
like the earth's other creatures.
SS2. Culture can vary almost infinitely and can change much
more readily than biological traits.
SS3. Thus, since many human characteristics are socially induced
rather than inborn, they can be socially altered, and inconve
nient differences can be eliminated.
SS4. Thu s, also, cultural accumu lation means that technological
and social progress can continue without limit, making all
social problems ultimately soluble.

There are elements of truth in the popular assumptions, and the
social sCience version of them may incfeed have sharpened their valid
points. B u t these elements (even in the social science version) are still
sus-ceptible of misleading exaggeration. To cope with post-exuberant
circumstances we must be more critical of past premises. ( 1 ) We must
now -see that people are indeed different from other creatures, but not
altogether different. 1 5 Our cultural type of inheritance is tremendou sly
significant; it evolves in response to differently operating selection
pressures than those that change genotypic distribu tions. It was, how
ever, a gross exaggeration to suppose that culture exempted us from
principles of. e.cology. (�) We must now also see that althou gh people
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can learn, learning isn't always easy, and we sometimes learn inappro
priate things. Our cultures do change, but not instantly, and not al
ways in directions that are adaptive to existing or future conditions.
Habits are hard to break ; cultural inertia is hard to overcome. 16 (3) We
must recognize that if people's expectations, actions, and even their
sex roles and other supposedly inborn traits do change, sometimes
this happens only under extreme pressure. And sometimes even in
the face of necessity people do not change, or they change in futile
ways. Moreover, even when people (as individuals) may have changed,
or may be willing to change, whether their institutions will change
may be quite a separate matter. Social organization can resist modifi
cation just as truly as can whatever individual traits happen to have a
large genetic component. 17 ( 4) We need to acknowledge that althou gh
people have improved things, not every change people make is an im�
provement, and not all improvin_g changes are free from unwanted
slde effects. So-called side effects can sometimes outweigh the advan
tages achieved by an "improvement." E gypt's Aswan Dam, promoting
disease as well as achieving flood control, 18 may be a major case in
point ; we should also remember that the prescription dru g Thalido
mide was considered a blessed antidote to discomforts in pregnancy
until its power to deform fetuses was belatedly discovered. Visible
progress, social or technological, has often been accompanied by ini
tially unrecognized harm. Past records of progress simply do not sig
nify either the imminence or the immanence of the millennium. Un
critical extrapolation of trends without careful inquiry into the
mechanisms that produced them can yield dangerou sly misleading
forecasts.
In short, under post-exuberant circumstances we tend to be ill
served by reasoning from the popular premises P l , P2, P3, and P4. We
may not be much better served by their social science counterparts,
S S l , SS2, SS3, and SS4. Instead, we need to see our circumstances
in terms of propositions E l , E2, E3, and E4. And we need to regard
them not as conclusions, but as starting points for a whole new line of
thought about the h uman predicament.
If most of the words and phrases listed in the glossary of this book
become incorporated into the daily working vocabulary of the reader,
the ecological way of seeing will begin to take effect. I must empha
size, however, that this does not mean the reader will begin to see
obviou s solutions to the human predicament. To expect that adoption
of an ecological paradigm will have this result is to think in Cargoist
fashion. Cargoist expectations are an inappropriate criterion for
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evaluatin g the ecological paradigm this book advocates, j u st as they
were an inappropriate yardstick for assessing the Carter administra
tion's energy plan.

Notes
1. See the transcripts of these three presidential efforts in the New York
Times : Apr. 1 9, 1 977, p. 24 ; Apr. 2 1 , p. B8 ; Apr. 23, p.6.
2. Freeman 1 974 , p. 1 92. I recall with a bit of nostalgia that at least one
maj or oil company also printed the slogan on the road maps that its ser
vice stations were then still giving away free of charge.
3. Transcribed from a tape recordin g made at the time of the telec ast. ( I tali
cized words reflect emphases in Senator Baker's elocution . )
4 . Transcribed from tape. ( See note 3). For other indication s that pre-eco
logical thoughtways have had an even finner grip on the minds of Repub
licans than on the minds of Democrats, see Dunlap and Allen 1 976.
5. Cf. Execu tive Office of the President 1 977.
6. C . C. A. Wallen, " M an and Climate," World Health, Nov. 1 9 73, pp. 1 2-1 7 ;
Bach et al. 1 9 79 ; Ponte 1 976 ; Schneider and Mesirow 1 9 76.
7. Aldo Leopold , "The Conservation Ethic," Journal of Fores t ry 31 (Oct. ,
1 933): 634 - 643. Cf. Leopold 1 949.
8. For example, see Schipper and Lichtenberg 1 976 ; Mazur and Rosa 1 974 .
9. See Ross and Willi a ms 1 976, 1 977. Also cf. Alle n L. Hammond , "Conser
vation of Energy : The Potential for More Efficient U se," Science 1 78 (Dec .
8, 1 972) : 1 079 - 8 1 ; Dumas 1 976 ; S tobaugh and Yergin 1 979, pp.
1 36 - 1 82.
1 0. Dumas 1 976, pp. 263-264 .
1 1 . When Marxists diagnose the world's ills by concepts derived from a pre
ecological paradigm , their prescriptions remain more Cargoist than radi
cal. They remain as blind as " the establishment" in capitalist nations to
the perils of detritus dependency and to the principle stated in Ch. 1 , that
human society is part of a global biotic community in which excessive
human dominance is self-destructive.
1 2. Even to note that it took Congress a year and a half to legislate in response
to Carter administration requests is to understate congressional procras
tination. As long ago as Febru ary, 1 939, Congress had received from a
previou s president a report suggesting legislation req uired for prudent
use and conservation of energy resources. In his letter of transmittal,
President Roosevelt had pointed ou t : "Our energy resources are not in
exhaustible, yet we are permitting waste in their use and production. In
some instances, to achieve apparent economies today, fu ture generations
\vill be forced to carry the burden of unnecessarily high costs and to sub-
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1 4.

1 5.

1 6.
1 7.
1 8.

stitute inferior fuels. . . ." See " Energy : How Long Will It Take?" Christian
Science Monitor, Feb. 8, 1 977, p. 3 1 .
President Carter himself seemed to turn more Cargoist in the second
round of the debate, when he called for an all-out program to develop
" synthetic fuels." See "The Energy Plan," Newsweek, J uly 23, 1 979, pp.
27-28; "Carter's Energy Plan," Newsweek, J uly 30, pp. 54 -58.
See William R. Catton, Jr. , and Riley E. Dunlap, " Environmental Sociol
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Perilously Persistent Cargoism
I t is essential to see the profound peril in continued flagrant misper
ception of the very nature of the human situation. That peril com
pelled me to write this book. Misperc�ption is the problem to be over
come by a paradigm shift, and only a paradigm shift can overcom�. it.
Misperception will tend to motivate efforts to pursue ostensible "soh.i
tions" that will, when the circumstances are so much different from
what people suppose them to be, make matters worse instead of better.
In this concluding chapter, therefore, I want to highlight the contrast
between prevalent presuppositions abou t our situation (and about our
options) and the actual ecological circumstances that need to be rec
ognized and with which we must do our best to cope.
During the debate on energy policy, one ominou s sign of the
prevalence of mistaken assumptions was the fact that Cargoist expec
tations could pass for Realism. As we saw in Chapter 4, Realism and
Cargoism are importantly different. This difference has been�ooscurea
during public--d e bate by exaggeration of a lesser difference-befiveefl
Cargoist expectatiorttliat "tech fixes" will overcome our problems,_anel
the more exuberant former expectation that problems would naturally
vanish with passage of time. 1
In referring to Cargoist thou ghtways I am not now merely speak
ing of particular technological proposals-of domestic solar water
heaters or other " soft energy paths," of the breeder reactor, stepped-up
oil exploration, better carburetors or smaller cars, gasification of coal,
geothermal power generation, etc. At .!b is point I have in mind the
general background belief that carrying capacity can "always" be
raised anew by further technological breakthroughs. As we saw in
Chapter 2, maj or technological achievements did in past ages repeat
edly raise the ceiling for human population. MQ<!� Carggi.�m, n..fily�!y
supposes this picture of the past must also be a valid picture of .the
fu ture. It may not be.
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FIGURE 1 . Three Images of Growth
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In Figure 1 , three images are compared. I mage A schematically
depicts a curve of exponential growth in a situation where there is no
ceiling. That image represents the expectations nurtured by the Age
of Exuberance. Only the outright Ostrich can hold that view of the
human situation today. Image B (if taken as a picture of the past)
shows that Image A was once plausible because the ceiling sometimes
was raised before the growth curve had quite bumped against it. The
Cargoist way of thinking takes Image B as a picture of the future.
Image C, a schematic way of reflecting the fact that prosthetic man's
resource appetite has grown larger and larger, shows that carrying
capacity can be considered a diminishing quantity rather than an
ever-enlargeable quantity. Technological advances can reduce carry
ing capacity, even if historically their function was to raise it. Image C
is much more different from Image B than the latter is from Image A.
Insofar as I mage C is applicable to mankind's situation in the real
world of post-exuberant times, then Image B is not sufficien tly more
realistic than I mage A to serve in charting our way into a post-exuber
ant future.
Despite this, there are persistent temptations toward Cargoist
thinking. By the time the thirty-ninth president of the United States
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implored his countrymen to devote themselves to " the moral equiva
lent of war" to meet the challenge of living in a post-exuberant world,
to tax themselves in ways that might begin to foster energy conserva
tion, and by the time he urged Congress to enact various efficiency
promotin g policies, other developments were already beginning to
provide excuses for supposing crash would be averted. Hope contin
ued to sprin g from an ticipation of new ways to accelerate drawdown.
Oil companies, styling themselves "energy companies" as they di
versified their holdings and their entrepreneurial activities, filled the
media with ads extollin g technological breakthroughs to come. Ameri
cans would beat the Arabs at their own game; if the Arabs happened
to be sitting on top of the world's largest remaining oil reserves, Ameri
cans had more than that much energy under their own land in the
form of coal. The ad writers glowingly told the viewin g and reading
public about new ways being devised to dig it up faster and bum it
better. Coal would be liquefied, gasified, piped in one form or another
to where we wanted it. (The need for vast quantities of water to do
this, and the scarcity of water in some areas where much of the strip
minin g was goin g to occur, were not mentioned in the ads. Nor was
the inescapably dead-end nature of the drawdown method ever ac
knowledged, amid C argoist rhetoric and imagery. )
Excuses were available internationally for thinking along Cargo
ist lines. European nations had faced a serious emergency at the time
of the 1 973 Arab oil embargo, but this had subsided. Now, oil rigs in
the North Sea were "producin g." New life was being pumped into the
British economy by the oil being pumped ashore in Scotland. Norway,
too, was extractin g North Sea petroleum, and was rising in affluence
amon g the top-ranking nations. So neo-exu berant attitudes were
again temptin gly plau sible.
In America, shortages of gasoline and fuel oil had for a while been
hard not to notice, thou gh even in 1 974 they had been relatively mild.
In 1 977 and 1 978, Americans underwent harsh winters but sur
mounted some newsworthy economic dislocations and some discom
fort. In 1 978 these problems were aggravated by a coal miners' strike,
and in 1 979 the upheaval in Iran resulted in renewed gasoline short
ages. B u t fossil acreage deprivations were (for a while) nuisances that
came and went. People soon adj usted to payin g higher prices for fuel
after OPEC decreed that they must. When above- ground stockpiles of
mined coal were drawn down during the 1 978 strike, the U nited Mine
Workers and the coal mine "operators" were jawboned into arriving at
a strike settlement, although there was no official or public recogni
tion of the fact that this me1 ely returned them to drawing down ex246
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haustible underground stocks of unmined coal. And if the Europeans
thou ght the North Sea provided the kind of anti-crash insurance they
sou ght, Americans took the same view of Alaska's north slope.
Not visible to the average citizen of the colossal energy-consum
ing countries was the fact that for several years the ratio of proven oil
reserves to on-going consumption had been falling. 2 Not realized by
those who now felt reassured that easily usable energy was going to
continue to be plentiful was the fact that several deposits comparable
in magnitude to the North Sea and Alaskan north slope oil fields
would need to be discovered each year to feed fuel appetites already
so colossal and obstinately growing. Instead, what was visible was the
fact that the once-cuntroversial pipeline to Valdez was completed. Oil
began flowing through it in July, 1 977. A few attempts to sabotage it
either fizzled or only briefly impeded the flow-and gave Americans
the somehow comforting illusion that voracious energy appetites
could always be fed as long as adequate "security measures" were
taken to protec t our hunter- gatherer facilities. Tankers brou ght the oil
from Valdez to California, in sufficient abundance to exceed the ca
pacity of coastal refineries and continental pipelines. The resulting
" glut" once more fanned the flames of cornucopianism, giving the
myth of limitlessness new plausibility in a time when it ought to have
been nearing extinction.

Opportunity Becomes Necessity
In the past, when the myth of limitlessness was more excusably plau
sible, technological progress ran ahead of population growth and
ahead of resource appetite enlargement. This gave us room to grow.
When we entered post-exu berant times, we faced a reversal of this
situation : growth was continuing and had become a hard-to-break
habit, an ingrained expec tation now threatening to run ahead of tech
nological advances. Growth momentum was now demanding that the
te_c_hnicians make their breakthroughs as needed to keep us from feel
ing the pinch of the world's limits. What had been a land of "limitless"
opportunity became a land obsessed with conjuring enou gh new op
por tunities to keep pace with compulsive growth.
It was not the first time in human history that opportunities had
developed into precarious req uirements. It is instruc tive to look at the
case of the Irish. There were only about 2,000,000 human inhabitants
of the Emerald Isle in 1 700, a century after the potato was intro
duced. 3 At first, potatoes were an addition to the roster of Ireland's
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food crops; in time they were to become the mainstay of the Irish
sustenance base, for reasons I shall not delve into here, having to do
with the already troubled history of that country. Eventually they
came to be virtually the entire fare of perhaps as many as 90 percent
of the people. In 1 727, before this had come about, oat crops failed, so
the people of Ireland ate up their potatoes about two months sooner
than they usually would have done, and many starved before winter
had ended. This experience was the provocation for Jonathan Swift's
satirical essay (called "A Modest Proposal") depicting a solution to the
problems of Ireland by eating superabundant children.
In 1 739, Ireland was subjected to an unusual November freezing
spell, which destroyed potatoes still in the field and already in storage.
It has been estimated that 300,000 people died. But thenceforth, as
the Irish became more and more committed to reliance on the potato,
their numbers expanded (for a while at an accelerating pace) until
they had passed the 8,000,000 mark by the censu s of 1 84 1 . In the top
panel of Figure 2, I have plotted the Irish population curve, fitted to
dots representing actual data. Population was still rising (probably
throu gh a kind of demographic momentum) when a fungus infection
of potato plants reached I reland in 1 845. It turned potatoes into stink
ing, inedible, gooey globs. As the fungus organism (a competitor of
Homo sapiens) took over the consumption of potatoes, the fungus ir
ruption terminated the prior human irruption.
A people who had become so completely dependent on one type
of resource, which now turned out to be a fallible resource, were living
so precariously that a population crash was inevitable when that re
source did indeed fail. Recent censuses have thus shown Ireland
(both the Republic and N orthern Ireland together) to be inhabited by
only about h alf as many people as lived there just prior to the famine.
On� striking feature of the Irish experience is the fact that population
was s t ill increasing, and the rate of increase had barely begun to dimm1Sh, when crash began . The onset of crash was not heralded by
a1Jy prior period of "equilibrium."
For abou t four generations the potato had been an opportunity for
the Irish , but it soon became a requirement. For modem prosthetic
hunter-gatherer nations, fossil acreage has been similarly converted
by exuberant growth (of both population and industry) from an abun
dance of opportunities into an indispensable req uirement. Althou gh
in the Irish case we know what happened to population (it crashed,
but this crash consisted partly of emigration rather than totally of die
off), we can only surmise the carrying capacity trend. It does seem
certain that the 8, 1 75, 1 24 population figure for 1 84 1 had exceeded
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what the su stainable carrying capacity of the land might have been
even if potatoes had not been susceptible to blight. Sooner or later soil
deterioration from excessive use would have taken a similar toll,
thou gh more gradu ally.
The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the remarkably periodic popu
lation cycles of appallingly large amplitude that are possible in a pre
dator-prey pair of species (like the people of Ireland and the potatoes
on which they su bsisted).4 The lynx happens to be predisposed to
subsist almost exclusively on the snowshoe "rabbit" (the varying
hare). I ts prey species is capable of rapid multiplication and can thus
recover dramatically after its own population crashes. Consumption of
rabbits by lynxes appears to be at most only part of the reason for
rabbit crashes. M any of the hares die from a syndrome called shock
disease, characterized by liver degeneration and terminal hypogly
cemia. The incidence of shock disease appears to depend upon popu
lation density. 5 (Compare the Sika deer on James I sland, mentioned in
Chapter 1 3 . ) However the malady comes abou t , as the hare population
crashes, the lynxes are left wi thout adequate sustenance , and they
crash too. Their too-complete reliance on rabbits is equivalent to the
excessive Irish commitment to the potato, and abou t every ten years
the lynxes have undergone the Irish-type experience of relentless in
crease being abruptly superseded by precipitous decline.
Minds that think ecologically can penetrate beyond the idiosyn
crasies of political history, such as the prolongation of feudal warfare
in Ireland, and the chronic conflict between the Irish and the English,
or between Protestants and Catholics. They can see from the lynx
cycles or the Irish population experience the utter folly inherent in
the American Petroleum Institute slogan, "A country that runs on oil
can't afford to run short." The slogan becomes much truer if we delete
its last two words ! For any species-human, feline, or whatever-ex
cessive dependence upon a non-constant resource base makes life
precarious.
Many former settlements in the American \Vest surged into brief
prosperity and then atrophied into ghost towns. Essentially the same
process was at work there and in Ireland : people allo wed themselves
to become numerou s and extremely dependent upon a single type of
resource that could not remain always abundantly available. Among
the ghost towns, of course, "crash" presumably consisted entirely of
ou t-migration ; as long as there were other niches in a national
economy into which ex-boomtown folk could move, actual die-off was
quite u nnecessary. Half or more of the Irish crash consisted of emigra-
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tion. For a world population that has overshot carrying capacity, how
ever, emigration is not a feasible alternative to die-off.

Pas ts and Their Futures
Even in the face of precedents like Ireland, eminent minds have con
tinued to disregard the prospect of crash for prosthetic societies. Her
man Kahn and his associates, for example, assumed that a logistic
curve was still the appropriate model to represent the American ex
perience with growth.6 M oreover, they quite arbitrarily assumed that
America had merely arrived at the curve's inflection point by the time
of the national bicentennial (see Figure 3, Panel A). That assumption
allowed them to project a further 200 years of growth for this nation,
albeit progressively decelerating growth. The scale of American life
would eventu ally be twice as high as had already been reached; if
actual population increase leveled off much sooner than 200 years
hence, then much of the increased scale could take the form of further
enlargement of per capita consumption. In any event, there was, they
supposed, room for us to become both more numerou s and more co
lossal.
The logistic model hardly applies to all populations. I t assumes a
constant carryi ng capacity. I t could have applied to Americans if, after
European colonization of the North American continent began, the
technology used by these new inhabitants had not continued to ad
vance. Then the merely geographic increment of carrying capacity
would have produced an expansion of population to fill the newly
available but fixed number of niches. At first the expansion would
have shown an accelerating pattern. The Age of Exuberance was a
manifestation of that pattern, a response to the unexploited niches
then available in a New World. Eventually the pattern would have
changed to decelerating growth as the ceiling was approached.
Technology did not remain static, however. Recognizing that the
technological change that has turned Homo sapiens into Homo colos
sus enables us to consume exhaustible resources at escalating per
capita rates, and enables us to take over for ecologically unproductive
uses land that might otherwise have provided sustenance in the form
of renewable resources, Panel B of Figure 3 shows carrying capacity
being reduced as population expanded in the age of exu berance. The
fu ture portion of Panel B depicts what supposedly might happen if, as
is advocated by those who have become j u st enou gh ecologically
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FIGURE 3. Pasts and Their Futures: Four Models
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aware to sound the alarm , the nation or the world succeeds in halting
growth very soon. So sharp a turn in the trend curve-from still-ac
celerating "progress" to a "steady state" almost overnight-would in
evitably be one of the most socially traumatic experiences in American
history. Accordingly, those persons who oppose the "steady state soci
ety" idea insist that such a transition would be intolerable; many of
them also insist it is not necessary. 7 But even the advocates of such a
revolutionary curbing of aspiration tend to assume that the line be
tween past and future occurs at a point in time where growth has not
yet overshot carrying capacity. 8 If overshoot has already occurred (or
must

occur because of demographic and technological momentum al

ready generated), then the model depicted in Panel B is already obso252
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lete, whether or not such a transition to eq uilibrium might once have
been feasible.
Resistance to abrupt change of deeply ingrained habits, expecta
tions, and institutional forms and processes probably means the curve
could not be voluntarily (or democratically) bent toward the horizontal
as sharply as shown in Panel B anyway. Sociocultural (and economic)
momentum would tend to make Panel C more realistic. That is, the
growth curve will continue upward, even as more and more people
begin to sense something like a decline in carrying capacity. Over
sho9t will occur, if it hasn't already. We may come to feel guilty about
stealing from the future, but we will continue to do it. Overshoot will
further aggravate the reduction of carrying capacity. Crash must fol
low. The greater the overshoot, the greater the crash.
After human population has crashed, resource species popula
tions could again grow faster than they would be consumed. Thus, in
Panel C, the carrying capacity curve is shown bottoming out and start
ing to recover as a result of human population crash. Another cycle of
human increase follows. This lynx-like recovery would be possible if
carrying capacity were entirely or even mainly determined by renew
able resources-i.e. , if Homo sapiens were still a consumer of organic
products entirely derived from other (rabbit-like) living components of
the biotic community.
This is manifestly not the case. Hence, in Panel D, "carrying ca
pacity" has been represented by two different curves. A major fraction
of the recent, apparently high carrying capacity for human high-en
ergy living must be attributed to temporary resources-L e . , non-re
newable fossil acreage, the earth 's savings deposits. In Panel D, it is
optimistically assumed that the component of carrying capacity based
on renewable resources has remained stable so far. But it is recog
nized that serious overshoot, induced by temporarily high composite
carrying capacity, will at least temporarily undermine even the su s
tainable component. " Energy plantations," for example (one of the
Cargoist proposals), will tend to aggravate the competitive relation be
tween our fuel-burning prosthetic machinery and ourselves; land
taken over to feed technology will not feed humans. So " temporary
carrying capacity" is shown ac tually dipping below the horizontal line
for a while, before it recovers and becomes again simply "carrying
capacity."9 The lesson from Panel D is that crash caused by the ex
haustion of phantom carrying capacity by Homo colossus could pre
clude a later cycle of regrowth.
The boundary between past and fu ture is drawn in Panel D, as in
the other three panels, at a time when population appears not yet to
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have overshot carrying capacity. Whether or not that optimistic fea
ture of the model is j u stified by current facts makes little difference,
if current practices have committed us to a trajectory that continues
upward so that it is destined soon to cross the descending curve that
represents global carrying capacity, a capacity not yet acknowledged
to be finite. My own view, of course, is that the curves have already
crossed.
Either way, the past shown in Panel D more nearly accords with
ecological history than do the pasts shown in Panels A, B, or C. The
fu ture hypothesized by Herman Kahn's think-tank group is danger
ou sly optimistic because it is based on the least realistic past. But the
pasts shown in Panels B and C are also less realistic than the past
shown in Panel D. The fu tures shown in Panels B and C are therefore
also probably somewhat " optimistic"-although it seems necessary to
enclose the word in q uotation marks, because even the Panel B future
seems dismal, and the Panel C fu ture seems disastrou s.

J:-ight

_A laska

The fungus organism that was destroying Ireland's potatoes must
have seemed, from 1 845 onward, to be the cause of hum�an woe -in
that land. I t would not have been obvious that a more ultimate cause
was the fateful deepening of human dependence on a vulnerable re
source, a!lclthe. imprndent b.uman_ increase induced by that resourc e's
(necessarily temporary) abundance. Similarly, as Homo cofossus -nur
tles onward into a fu ture whose central feature has to be a deepening
deficit in carrying capacity, the temptation persists to attribu te human
hardship to such forces as "inflation" that somehow "deyg_ig_s '.�_pros
perity. Without an ecological paradigm to remove cornucopian cata
racts, people remain blind to resource depletion and see only the ris
ing monetary costs (resulting from pursuit of ever l�ss accessible
supplies) as obstacles to the good life. 10 Inexorably escalating prices,
rather than physical scarcity, are perceived as the obstacle to continu 
ing lavish consumption and as the source of inequitable distribu tion.
From past habits of thou ght, tycoons or tyrants are blamed.
But think abou t Alaska for a moment. It is now a supplier of oil
that is imagined to be a kind of insurance against crash. The oil in
dustry spent rou ghly a thou sand times as many dollars to build the
pipeline from the north slope to Valdez as the United States govern
ment had paid to purchase Alaska ! (Even allowing for a century of
shrinkage of the dollar, the pipeline cost almost a hundred times as
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large a fraction of the modern annual GNP as the fraction of the 1 867
GNP spent for Alaska. ) Many Americans in 1 867 had considered ex
orbitant their government's expenditure of about two cents per acre to
acq uire "an arctic wasteland." Later, possession of the vast Alaskan
wilderness-a final geographic frontier-probably prolonged for some
Americans the psychological blessing of the Age of Exuberance. For
a few thousand persons each year who migrated northward in recent
decades to escape pressures of the colossal way of life that had become
standard in the lower 48 states, "Seward's folly" remained until the
1 970s a haven. Then , with oil development, there came big money, a
deluge of prosthetic apparatu s, and opportunists both corporate and
individual . "The Great Land" lost much of its haven quality.
Secretary Seward had not q uite matched President J efferson's
achievement in territorial expansion, but no dou bt we did acquire
something valuable in purchasing this northern land. I ts greatest
value, however, may turn out not to be either the homesteadable land
or the oil or other extractable material resources, but the ecological
lessons available from research conducted in some of its extreme en
vironments. If we have to be deeply concerned at last abou t living in
a condition of overshoot, we need certain knowledge obtainable from
Alaska's north slope more than we need its petroleum. Knowledge no
one realized would become so humanly salient has been accumulat
ing since the Office of Naval Research began supporting investiga
tions of Arctic ecology throu gh an Arctic Research Laboratory at Bar
row, on Alaska's northernmost tip. There, the cyclical blooming and
crashin g of lemming populations has been one of the phenomena un
der systematic scrutiny (see top panel in Figure 4). The lemmings live
and die according to the kind of pattern shown in Panel C of Figure 3.
Research lets us see why. 1 1
Lemmin gs almost disappear every three or four years, after be
comin g remarkably abundant in between. In their Arctic habitat,
biotic communities have much simpler composition (far less species
diversity) than in more temperate latitudes. Arctic vegetation tends to
consist of dwarf shrubs, grasses, sedges, mosses, lichens, and herbs.
All these plants grow very close to the ground. The simplicity of biotic
communities in Arctic regions results in periodic population fluctua
tions that are more easily seen than the less violent and less conspicu
ously regular cycles occurring in more complex ecosystems.
At Barrow, in seasons when the brown lemmings (Lemmus tri
mucronatus) are abundant, very little vegetation escapes their chop
ping incisors. Inland, the growing season may be about ten weeks
long, but on the coastal plain it is both shorter and more variable,
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FIG U RE 4. Some Examples of Population Cycles
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averaging perhaps seven or eight weeks. Lemmin gs eat all year (be
neath the snow cover in winter), consuming accumulated vegetable
matter that grew in less than one-fifth of the year. (It is little wonder
that their population dynamics resemble the detritovore pattern . )
Lemmin gs reproduce several generations per year.
In habitats where only a single species of lemming is common, a
fluctuation that is striking in both amplitude and periodicity results.
In peak years, the lemmings may be 500 times as numerous as in the
year followin g a crash and preceding renewed irruption. (It is worth
recallin g that Homo sapiens is now 500 times as numerous as just
before agriculture began, and less and less of the world now escapes
the hun gry j aws of our technology. ) Where there are two species of
small herbivores, population cycles vary. Both the intervals between
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recognizable periods of abundance and the amplitude of differences
between highs and lows may fluctuate. Where there are more than
·two species present, the respective populations will be in competitive
interaction. Being differentially susceptible to environmental influ
ences, to predation, etc. , the pattern of oscillation for any one popula
tion is unlikely to coincide precisely with that of a coexistin g species.
This affords some stability to the biotic community.
In the Brooks Range foothills, five microtine species are found,
with overlapping habitat distributions. There are similarities in their
feeding and sheltering activities. Competition among them may de
press their respective populations (functioning as an antidote to over
shoot) and reduce the likelihood of stron g fluctuations. Moving north
ward toward the coast, the boom-and-bust population cycle in small
mammals such as the lemming becomes most clearly evident on the
Arctic coastal plains and in lowland areas of regionally extensive
marshes. These are the areas where the species diversity of the biotic
community becomes most simplified.
Why are the findings of ecological inquiry in the Arctic so valu
able to mankind? Because only in regions far beyond the temperate
zones do. there occur natural ecosystems so simplified by nature's own
forces that they provide a clear preview of the destiny toward which
mankind is rushing. We ru sh toward a destiny we ha\'e not paused to
discern because, under the influence of the comucopian paradigm,
we readily mistake accelerated drawdown (which shortens our future)
for a solution to our predicament.

Back to the Takeover Method?
However, it is time to begin seeing that renewed reliance on the older
takeover method of enhancing human carrying capacity could be dis
astrou s, too-for a species so numerou s and all consuming as humans
have become.
With much of the biosphere not yet under human management
(thou gh none of it totally escapes human influence anymore), people
readily assume that all talk of limits to growth is unnecessary defeat
jsm. 1 2 Some of the technological powers we have derived from reliance
on the drawdown method now enable us to practice the takeover
method more effectively than ever. Thu s, even if drawdown must
eyentually fail us, it has armed us to engage again in the older (and
supposedly quite benign) method.
Prop_J>sals for clearing j ungles and turning them into farms and
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pastures, makin g the land support humans instead of j ungle crea
tures, are proposals for renewal of takeover. Proposals for reclaiming
deserts by irrigation, makin g the land support'numans instead of the
creatures adapted by evolution to arid environments, are likewise pro
posals for further takeover. We know, however, that former forest and
j ungle land (especially in the tropics) often turns out to fail as farm
land, due to unwanted changes in soil and climate that follow the loss
of tree cover. 1 3 We know, too, that irrigation leads in time to change·s
in soil salinity that have to be resisted by means that didn't used to be
feasible until modern drawdown-based technology was available.
Not all cornucopian takeover proposals envisage taking over land.
Homo coloss us even proposes to take over enlarged fractions of the
sunshine upon which the life of this planet depends. To Cargoists,
solutions of energy shortage problems seem feasible partly because
there is so much unexploi ted sunlight falling on every square meter
of the earth's surface. Cargoist minds suppose that all we need to do is
take over for human use (by variou s devices) solar energy that is now
" goin g to waste." Proposals of this sort have been offered both by pro
ponents of perpetual economic expansion, and by opponents of other
more conventional but objectionable energy schemes, such as coal
"development" or nuclear power plant construction. 14 Almost never is
consideration given to the possibility that taking over some additional
fraction of the solar flux that now drives the world's climate might
produce ecosystem changes detrimental to human interests. All that
"unu sed" sunlight is assumed to be "available." (I personally favor
widespread small-scale domestic applications of solar energy technol
ogy, especially in preference to most other means of new energy con
version that have been proposed. Nevertheless, I consider it ironic
that solar energy enthusiasts can criticize advocates of coal and fissicm
for disregarding ecological costs and calcu lating only monetary costs,
while they themselves glibly regard solar energy as "free" just because
we can't be billed for the incomin g sunshine. N ature will have the last
word, and solar enthusiasts have not shown any cau tion about what it
might turn out to be. )
The trou ble with even the takeover method, now that we are so
numerous and have already undergone a revolution of rising aspira
tions, is that it is like movin g down from the Brooks Range foothills
and pu ttin g ourselves under the cycle-causin g forces characteristic of
the Arctic coastal plain's simplified ecosystem. The more of the earth's
resources we take over for human use (even the renewable ones), the
more nearly we reduce the global ecosystem to one that approximates
the simplistic polarity of the one in which the lemmings live-and in
··
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which they crash. All vegetation serves as sustenance for them, so
they are "free" io irrupt and die off, withou t the damping effect of
competitors.
As we saw in Chapter 7, man kind's farms are C()!ltriyed ecosys
tems in which tides of naturafsuccession have been turned bac k.. Me
thodical elimination of all competitors (weeds and pests), and insis
tence that a given tract of land shall produce a one-species crop,
amounts to artificial imposition of a man-and-crops ecosystem type
tfiafl s as perilously simplified as the lemmin g-and-tundra type on the
Alaskan north coast. Efforts to bring still larger percentages of the
world's "arable" land under human cultivation may seem like a solu
tion to problems of scarcity, but with ecological eyes we can see they
are an invitation to enhanced probability of disaster. Already we have
come a long way toward making the world as ecologically simple as
northern Alaska tundra since our ancestors first began sewing and
harvesting crops. If we revert to takeover as a supposed means of sus
taining exponent ial economic growth, we would not have far to go on
�ny time scale.
The dangers of ecosystem simplification by further takeover are
indicated by the lower panel of Figure 4, representing a laboratory
experiment. 1 5 There, the simplest conceivable ecosystem was con
trived-two species in a nutrient solution, one species feeding on the
other. Carryin g capacity for the predator species was synonymous
with the abundance of the one other species present, its prey. Func
tionally, this contrived system simulated the simplicity of the tundra
community with the lemmings (or the simplicity of the ecosystem
comprisin g the Irish and their potatoes). If mankind could succeed in
eliminating all competitors, and making all coexistin g species with
which we share "our" world serve as our prey, we would have a world
ecosystem essentially similar to the simple one contrived in the lab. If
we persisted in denyin g the possibility of overshoot, would we not, as
unwittingly as the paramecium, overconsume our prey, thereby re
ducing the earth's carrying capacity for us, so that we would neces
sarily crash, allowin g the prey species then to recover, allowing our
descendants to irrupt again, and so on?
In effect, the more we might succeed with the takeover method,
the-more- we would thereby be fated to overuse (i. e . , draw down) ex
isting populations of renewable resource species� Our success by the
drawdown method, using exhaustible resources, has 6rought u s to a
situation where some people can seriously contemplate proposals that
lead toward almost total takeover. It has become imperative for us to
recognize that "success" in such further takeover efforts would re259
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q uire us (like Paramecium a u relia, consuming on a faster-than-sus
tained-yield basis the yeast, Saccha romyces exiguus) to revert to draw
down. I t was enough of a misstep to have committed ourselves to
drawing down non-living resources ; it would be a double folly if ·we
were to become any more committed to consuming renewable re
sources faster than their rate of renewal. Homo colossus is already
drawing down even the standing crop of timber and other biomass ;
this i s indicated b y recent studies showing that the co2 content o f the
world's atmosphere has been increasing over the past century faster
than can be accounted for by combustion of fossil fuels. 16 If biomass
consumption already exceeds replacement when fossil fuels an� still
available, what must mankind be expec ted to do to the global ec � ys
tem as the Carboniferous legacy runs out?

A Third Way : Modesty
Whichever o f t h e two historic approaches w e take, either choosing to
accelerate drawdown or indulging in additional takeover, our new eco
logical paradigm enables us to see that eventually we end up shifting
back to the other. E ither traditional way, if prolon ged, leads to an in
human future-nottoward the lasting solution of temporarily vexing
problems, as Cargoists suppose. For any lasting solution, we must
abandon both of these ultimately disastrous methods. Drawdown bails
us out of present difficulties by shortening our future. Takeover was
of lastin g value earlier in human history, but that time is past.
We must learn to live within carrying capacity without tryingJo
enlarge it. We must rely on renewable resources consumed no fas ter
than a t sustained y ield rates . The last best hope for mankind is eco
logical modesty.

Red Herring or Rubicon ?
Renewal of the takeover method may nevertheless tempt each nation.
Some hard ecological thinking will be req uired to recognize it when it
happens, and to discern the ultimate implications. For example, the
Tennessee Va.lle y Authority wanted to use a stretch of the Little Ten
nessee River as a reservoir. Evolution, however, had produced there a
small perch species that lived nowhere else. Apparently resistive to
transplantin g, the snail darter was threatened with extinction by con
struction of a $ 1 1 6 million dam that would alter its sole habitat beyond
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its tolerance. Thus mankind and this little fish species became com
petitors ; each had a use for the place that was incompatible with the
other's use of it.
Earlier, when Congress had enacted a law requiring human
beings and their organized agencies to abstain from extinguishing
other species by altering their habitat more than they could tolerate,
this had seemed like a good idea. But by the time the Tellico Dam was
ready to be put into operation, the federal administration was obliged
to deem it silly that a mere fish could preclude any return on the huge
monetary investment. So the attorney general argued before the U . S.
Supreme Court, with a vial in his hand containing a three-inch speci
men of the fish, that this insignificant competitor should not be per
mitted to cause so much trou ble. 1 7 In June, 1 978, however, the Court
declared 6 to 3 that it must have been the "plain intent of Congress"
when it passed the Endan gered Species Act " to halt and reverse the
trend toward species extinction, whatever the cost."
The Court's decision promp ted con gressional action to remove the
Act's protection from the particular endangered species that was
standing in the way of this piece of technological progress. 18 The way
the press portrayed the case was much like the attorney general's pre
sentation . The readin g public was thu s probably inclined to accept the
idea that for a " three-inch fish" to take precedence over a S 1 1 6 million
human investment was ridiculous. Here was an instance where the
ecological issue was vastly different from the economic issue, and was
far from adequately reflec ted in even the legal issue. What if an eco
logically enlightened Congress had meant to impose a limit on human
indulgence in the takeover method-because, carried too far, takeover
can lead humanity itself (not just " the tiny fish") into the valley of the
shadow of death? And what if the chief ju stice, who wrote the ma
jority opinion, had been ecologically sophisticated enou gh to declare
that the plain intention of Congress had been just that: to protec t the
human species by curbing human dominance?
The issue that the attorney general argued. was simply whether
the snail darter's preservat10n was worth writing off that $ 1 1 6 million
(abou t 53� cents per American citizen). B u t the issue that was more
important to the human species was whether the time had come to
command the forces of takeover to halt and advance no farther.
Wherever the forces of ecological enlightenment might have tried
to draw the line, the particular endan gered species could probably be
made, by legal and economic minds, to seem absurdly insignificant in
comparison with human needs. Dolphins, for example, are much
more than three inches long and are intelligent mammals; this did not
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stop the tuna industry from objecting vehemently to marine mammal
protec tive policies that would significantly raise the cost of netting
tuna. In light of Figure 4, it should be evident that the question of the
significance or insignificance of a particular competitor standing in
the way of human expansion may mask the real danger to mankind's
fu ture.

Our Best Bet: Expect the Wors t
M ankind is condemned to bet on an uncertain fu ture. The stakes have
become phenomenally high : affluence, equity, democracy, humane
tolerance, peaceful coexistence between nations, races, sects, sexes,
parties, all are in j eopardy. 19 Ironically, the less hopeful we assume
human prospects to be, the more likely we are to act in ways that will
minimize the hardships ahead for our species. Ecological understand
ing of the human predicament indicates that we live in times when
the American habit of responding to a problem by asking "All right,
now what do we do abou t it?" must be replaced by a different query
that does not assume all problems are soluble : "What must we avoid
doing to keep from making a bad situation unnecessarily worse?"
Refer again to Fi gure 3. The most hopeful hypothetical prospect
is the one shown in Panel A. But " betting" on that model means going
ahead with exu berant drawdown-business more or less as usual.
That is probably the worst thing we can "do." That bet will have the
effect of falsifying the model ever more drastically (by further hasten
ing the reduction of actual carrying capacity shown in the other three
models but not recognized in this one).
If we bet instead on Panel B, supposing there is yet time to effect
a swift leveling off before we overshoot the already declining carrying
capacity, we may cut our losses in comparison with betting on Panel
A. S till, we allow ourselves to assume that resumption of takeover (in
place of drawdown) is a safe strategy. By thus letting the snail darter
and other inconveniently endangered species become extinct, we
move on toward a situation more like Panel C than Panel B .
However, i f we chose instead t o bet o n Panel C, w e would be
making no distinction between renewable and non-renewable re
sources, between temporary and permanent carrying capacity, so we
would not be taking steps to protect the latter from destruction by
technological powers unleashed by the former. This would push us
into the situation depicted in Panel D-presumably the worst case.
If we bet on Panel D in the first place, the adaptive steps called
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for include stringent efforts to protect renewable carrying capacity
from both instability arising from excessive (i. e. , any further?) take
over and from panic drawdown of already diminishing phantom car
rying capacity. Specifically, we would insist on strict enforcement of
ecosystem preservation policies prescribed by the Endangered Spe
cies Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and many other
pieces of protective legislation dating back to the Antiq uities Act of
1 906 and beyond. (We would do this for the ultimate sake of our own
species.) We would also do our best to stretch out remaining supplies
of fossil acreage, instead of competing to hasten their consumption.
\Ve-would painstakingly revise our cultural values to reduce resource
appetites. We would foster non-consumptive modes of human enjoy
ment, and we would learn to reckon our wealth in terms of our envi
ronmental assets rather than in term s of the rate at which we plunder
them.
In sum, we would commit ourselves to becoming less colossal,
with all deliberate speed. Once we h ad set that course for ourselves,
\Vewoo1a-find ourselves committed to more extensive social and cul
tural change than has ever been achieved (or perhaps even really
sou ght} by past revolutionary movements. 20
- hr the final analysis, our best chance of achieving anything like
the Panel B fu ture depends on our taking Panel D seriou s!Y:._!::l u man
self-restraint, prac ticed both individually and especially collectively, is
ourmalsPensable hope. It is what Aldo Leopold advocated. It is the
essemnrt-idea=eontainect in much conservationist legislation. ·I t is the
id eail1crt commended itself in an inspired moment to a small band of
explorers in the American West in 1 870. The men who decided to
restrain their own avarice and work for an Act of Congress to preserve
intact the wonders of nature they had discovered in their exploration
of the Yellowstone area had actually conceived, in their campfire con
versation, the key to prolonging human life. They did not know this
nor did anyone else, for a while. B u t two years of devoted effort did
persuade the U . S . Congress to create the world's first national park
from the lands this group had explored and discussed. With hindsight,
we can see that the Act of Dedication inadequ ately heralded the sig
nificance of a new institu tional form . I nstead of acknowledging the
revolu tionary degree of self-restraint implicit in this new land-use con
cept, the Act merely proclaimed the northwest portion of Wyoming
Territory to be a "pu blic park or pleasuring ground" and blandly gave
its purpose as " the benefit and enjoyment of the people." A hu ndred
years later there were similar reserves in many lands, dedicated by
their respective governments as sanctuaries in which human reactive
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effects upon local ecosystems were to be held to a minimum, and hu
mans as visitors (rather than inhabitants) could be exposed to a heri
tage from which they could derive both pleasure and a special aware
ness of man's part in the biosphere.
An alternative to succession was what the Yellowstone explorers
had begun to invent in their campfire discussion . Knowing some of
the ways of nature that were reviewed in Chapter 6, it can be seen
that in the national park systems of many countries, more than under
any other land-use regime, Homo sapiens had begun consciously
evolving the self-restraint that Aldo Leopold knew was mankind's only
alternative to self-destruction.
Decades before we began to realize it, there was an urgent need
to begin generalizing to the whole habitat of man, to the whole earth,
the concept embodied in that 1 870 c ampfire decision. Not that human
societies could, should, or ever would make the whole world into a
"pu blic park or pleasurin g ground." However, we needed to protect
ourselves from succession by somehow protecting our habitat from
ourselves. 2 1
After a century of experience with national parks, what the na
tions of the world and mankind at large were still doing to the 99 +
percent of the biosphere ou tside these enclaves req uired facing up to
their most important lesson : namely, that humanity may be best
served by an environment we try to avoid changing. Human self-re
straint may serve human purposes better than human dominance of
the biosphere can. M ankind derives benefits from ecosystems not
dominated by man, benefits that may be unavailable from ecosystems
man does dominate.
Before the self-restraint embodied in the national park idea was
q uite one century old, a start was made toward generalizing it to the
relation of mankind to the entire biosphere. An American manifesta
tion of this belated and faltering start toward generalization was ex
emplified by congressional passage of the N ational Environmental
Policy Act of 1 969 ( N EPA). Section 2 said the purposes of the Act
were : "To declare a national policy which will encourage productive
and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment ; to pro
mote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environ
ment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man ; to
enrich the understandin g of the ecological systems and natural re
sources important to the N ation . . . ." B u t even in the national parks,
harmony between man and environment was proving to be an elusive
goal. The volume of visitation became excessive, and people impaired
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by overuse the very specimens of wild nature they sought explicitly to
preserve. 22
American congressmen in 1 969 were too new to ecological think
ing to realize that what they were tryin g to do when they enacted
NEPA was to halt by legislative command the man-cau sed succession
overtaking man. They certainly had little comprehension of succes
sion's inexorability. N E PA required, among other things, that every
recommendation for future legislation or other federal action "signifi
cantly affecting the quality of the human environment" must include
a detailed statemen t on the environmental impact of the proposed ac
tion, particularly its adverse environmental effec ts, alternatives to it,
and the long-term resource commitments it would entail. Ostensibly,
projects that would result in too much destructive environmental im
pact were to be abandoned after such an environmental impact state
ment ( E I S ) makin g this evident had been reviewed by higher au
thority. But this was only implicit, and before long the filing of EIS's
tended to become defined as a pro forma nuisance, after which habitat
exploitation as usual was to remain the norm.
But we had tried, and this needs to be remembered. Three years
later, on a wider scale, the world tried again to generalize the 1 870
norm of self-restraint, when the United N ations Conference on the
Human Environment met in Stockholm. 21
I t may be worth asking, what if the 4 1 st Con gress (instead of the
9 l st) had enacted N E PA in 1 869 (instead of in 1 969)? What super
human imagination would the 39 million post-Civil War Americans
have needed to be able to decide then that their descendants a century
later would be better served by their environment if they did not be
come five times more numerous and twenty times more urbanized !
What inconceivable foresight would have been required for the
members of the Virginia House of Burgesses (meetin g in Williams
burg in 1 769) to decide for their constituents' descendants over the
next two centuries that the western lands then claimed by that En
glish colony should be protected from eventual industrial exploitation !
Could even a mind like Jefferson's have discerned the need to require
an E I S to be filed by anyone who might invent strip-mining as a
means of obtaining massive quantities of coal from under those lands?
Could anyone in the colonial capital have been expected to visualize
eight generations ahead of time (when prevention might have been
painless) the huge prosthetic machines used by the Central Ohio Coal
Company for diggin g into the portions of Virginia's western claim that
would lon g since have become the state of Ohio?
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What if Ferdinand and I sabella had been cautiou s and had re
quired Christopher Columbus to submit an E I S before they autho
rized his proposed project of exploration? What could the earnest
navi gator have foreseen as the conseq uences likely to ensue from his
voyage of discovery? Had he submitted an impact statement, could it
possibly have described a forthcoming Age of Exuberance, the myths
it would foster, and the democratic institutions it would nurture?
Would the impact statement have predicted the irruption of Homo
sapiens to fill up the carrying capacity surplus the voyage was going
to disclose, or the Cargoism, Cosmeticism, Cynicism, and Ostrichism
by which post-exuberant men would strive to perpetuate obsolescent
ways? Would the explorer's royal patrons have believed such wild
ideas? Would they have sou ght ways to minimize the regrettable por
tions of the project's probable impact?
No humans ever had that kind of imagination and foresight. \Ve
know, with hindsight, what our predecessors did not and could not
foresee. By seeing with an ecological paradigm, we can recognize that
filing essentially conj ectural E I S 's and then trying somehow to walk
softly (but in a still exploitative approach to the future) will not suffice.
A much more basic change of direction is called for. We must become
less detritovorous. \Ve must maintain symbiosis with competitors to
keep from falling into the pattern of the lemmings in Alaska, or the
paramecia in the laboratory.
Our best bet is to act as if we believed we have already overshot,
and dO-OUrbest lo- ensure that the inevitable crash consists as little as
possible of outright die-off of Homo sapiens. Instead, it should consist
as far as possible of the chosen abandonment of those seducth'e values
cnara.cterfstic of Homo colossus. Indeed, renunciation of such values
may be the main alternative to renewed indulgence in cruel genocide.
If crash should prove to be avoidable after all, a global strategy of
trying to moderate expected crash is the strategy most likely to avert
it.
History will record the period of global dominance by Homo colos
sus as a brief interlude. Our most urgent task is to develop policies
designed not to prolong that dominance, but to ensure that the suc
cessor to Homo colossus will be, after all, Homo sapiens. Developing
such policies must be so enormously difficult that it is not easy even
to accept the urgency of the task. But the lon ger we delay beginning,
the more numerous and colossal we become-thereby trapping our
selves all the more irredeemably in the fatal practice of stealing from
our future.
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Notes
1. For comparison of " tech fixes" with alternatives in the context of a prob
lem other than energy, see T. A. H eberlein, "Th e Three Fixes : Techno
logical , Cognitive, and S tructural," pp. 279-296 in Don R. Field, J. C .
Barron, and B . F . Long, eds . , Wa ter and Community Developmen t : Social
and Economic Perspect ives (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Science Pu blishers,
1 9 74).
2. See Hubbert 1 969 (listed among references for Ch. 1 0 ); Freeman 1 9 74
(listed among references for Ch. 1 4 ), pp. 87-9 1 . Not j ust average citi
zens, but scholars too remained preoccupied with the precariousness of
depending on imported oil rather than concerning themselves abou t the
precariousness of dependin g on exhaust ible oil. See Robert Stobau gh,
"After the Peak : The Threat of Imported Oil," Ch. 2 in Stobaugh and Yer
gin 1 9 79 (listed among references for Ch. 1 4 ).
3. Most of the population data and much of the Irish history described in
these paragraph s and portrayed in Figure 2 are based on the very illumi
nating account in Salaman 1 94 9 ; see also Woodham-Smith 1 962, and
Kammeyer 1 9 76.
4. For analyses of these cycles, see M ac Lulich 1 937; Elton and Nicholson
1 942.
5. See Green et al. 1 939.
6. Kahn et al. 1 9 76.
7. For example, see Neuhaus 1 9 7 1 (listed among references for Ch. 1 1 ); see
also John R. M addox, The Doomsday Syndrome ( N ew York : McGraw-Hill,
1 9 72), and Irvin g Louis Horowitz, ''The Environmental Cleavage : Social
Ecology versus Political Economy," Social Theory and Pract ice 2 (Spring,
1 9 72) : 1 25 - 1 34 ; H. S . D. Cole, Christopher Freeman, Marie Jahoda, and
K. L. R. Pavi tt, eds . , Models of Doom : A Critique of the Limits to Growth
(New York : U niverse Books, 1 9 73).
8. For example, see Herman E . Daly, Steady State Economics (San Fran
cisco: W H. Freeman, 1 9 77); Mancur Olson and Hans H. Landsberg,
The No-Growth Society ( London : Woburn Press, 1 975); Dennis C. Pir
ages, ed . , The Sustainable Society ( N ew York: Frederic k A. Praeger,
1 977).
9. Althou gh, as noted in Ch. 2, note 1 2, " temporary carrying capacity" is a
contradic tion in terms, here the phrase is used to designate a temporarily
enlarged composite consisting of true (i. e., sustainable) carrying capacity
plus phantom carrying capacity.
1 0. For an exception, indicatin g that even in economic analysis the "cata
racts" may have begun to be removed, see Brian L. Scarfe, Cycles ,
Growth, and Infla t ion : A S u mey of Con temporary Macrodynamics ( New
York : McGraw- Hill, 1 977), pp. 289-299.
1 1 . See Pitelka 1 958.
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1 2 . See note 7 .
1 3 . Ehrlic h and Ehrlich 1 972 (listed among references fo r Ch. 1 2 ) , pp.
202-204.
14. Lo\ins 1 977 is obviou sly opposed to further expansion of centralized high
tec hnology energy systems, and favors rapid development of decentral
ized systems u sin g renewable energy sources-L e. , solar energy, directly
or indirectly. On the other hand, the Energy Project at the Harvard Busi
ness School, which also advocates low-technology solar energy develop
ment, shows its commitment to perpetual expansion when it asks us to
regard energy conserva t ion as "an alternative energy source." See Daniel
Yergin , " Conservation : The Key Energy Source," Ch. 6 in Stobaugh and
Yergin 1 979 (listed amon g references for Ch. 1 4). Referring to conserva
tion as a " source" of energy makes sense only if it is assumed that the
purpose in saving energy from present u ses is to divert it to other uses. If
instead our goal is to reduce ecological load so it no longer exceeds car
ryin g capacity, then conservation is not a " source" of energy but an anti
dote to overshoot.
1 5. Gau se 1 93 5 ; cf. U tido 1 957.
16. Woodwell 1 9 78 .
1 7. " Bell U rges Court to Permit D a m t o Open Despite Peril t o Rare Fish,"
New York Times , Apr. 1 9, 1 9 78, p. A l 9.
1 8. Although subsequently the dam's threat to local farmers whose land was
to be su bmerged and to Indian tribes whose ancient burial grounds would
be inundated arou sed further resistance, the pro-technology, pro-takeover
forces seemed to prevail after President C arter decided not to veto the
legislation exempting Tellico Dam from the Endangered Species Act. For
reac tion to that decision, see Lu ther J. Carter, "Carter's Tellico Decision
Offends Environmentalists," Science 206 (Oct. 1 2, 1 979): 202-203.
1 9. The tendency persists, however, to view the j eopardy in altogether politi
cal terms, unmindful of its ecological foundation. See, for example, Moss
1 975 ; cf. Buultjens 1 9 78.
20. Cf. Tudge 1 977; S teinhart and Steinhart 1 974, especially Ch. 12, " Return
to the Fu ture."
2 1 . As was pointed out in Ch. 1 0, bloom and crash constitu te a special kind
of sere ; crash is a kind of "succession withou t a successor" where there
happens to be no pre-adapted replacement species available to occupy a
new niche made available by the environmental alterations that evicted
the crashed species.
22. Darlin g and Eichhorn 1 967.
23. For a revealing perspec tive on the relation between the S toc kholm con
ference on the environment and the subsequent Rome conference on
food, see Thomas G. Weiss and Robert S. J ordan, The Wo rld Food Confer
ence and Global P roblem Solving ( N ew York : Frederick A. Praeger, 1 9 76),
pp. 1 38 - 1 42.
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pacity, 1 6 1 ; medium of mutualism,
1 60 - 6 1 , 1 66
Monkeys, 1 07
Monroe Doctrine; 1 30
Moon, 39, 42, 1 50, 1 92
Moral equivalent of war, 246
Moral restraint, 2 1 8
M ultiple-niche perspective, 1 49-50
M u tations, 1 29
M utual intereference, 20 1 ; increases
with population density, 206 ; material
progress as source of, 200 ; resulting
from pursuit of legitimate aspirations,
224
Myth of limitlessness, 9, 29, 30, 58, 1 65,
1 86, 228, 236; naive reaffirmation of,
66; refusal of capitalists and M arxists
alike to acknowled ge obsolescence of,
3 1 ; revived, 247
National Environmental Policy Act,
264 - 65 ; strict enforcement needed,
263
National parks, 89, 1 37 ; alternative to
succession, 264
Natural gas, 4 1 , 5 1 , 229, 234 ; amount
needed for whole world to have Ameri
can standard of living, 1 8 1 ; per capita
use by Americans, 203 ; possibility of
abandoning u se, 23 1
N atural selection, 1 27, 1 46. See also
Evolution
Nazism, 1 65, 1 95, 220 -2 1 ; as response
to redundancy anxiety, 22 1 ; forces
that unleashed , 22 1-22
Neo-exuberance, 36-37, 72, 1 60, 246
Neo- Malthusian label, 1 99
Net production : fraction u sed by man,
107
N e w Deal, 1 65 - 66
New ecological paradigm, 88, 1 99, 228;
basic ideas contained in, 238 ; grasped
lon g ago by Leopold, 233; helps reveal
anti-social ramifications of advertis-
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ing, 235; not embraced by Senate mi
nority leader, 230
New Frontier, 7 1
" New production": a s hastened draw
down , 229
New World : no longer new, 84
" N ewspeak" (Orwell's inverted lan
guage), 50 -5 1
New Zealand, 26, 9 1 , 134, 1 99 ; limited
carrying capacity, 200
Niches, 1 4 7-48, 1 63, 1 65, 250 -5 1 ; based
on using fossil fuel legacy must col
lapse, 1 68 ; constricted by Depression,
1 62 ; defined, 1 04 ; diversification of,
1 04, 1 1 1 , 1 63 ; expansion of human,
200 ; impermanent because founded
on drawdown, 1 7 1 ; made possible by
tools, 1 5 1 ; occupational, 1 70 ; popula
tion had outgrown, 1 35 ; req uirements
of, 2 1 3 ; saturation of, 1 33, 1 63 ; selec
tion pressures imposed by arboreal,
1 4 4 ; trauma of adapting to new, 204
Nitrogen fixation , 1 0 1
Non-renewable resources, 1 35, 1 5 1 , 236;
drawdown of, 38, 236 -37; precarious
dependence on, 1 57 ; provide no real
carrying capacity, 1 57
Norm of disengagement: urban defense
mechanism, 206
Northern Ireland, 207
North Pacific fi sheries agreement, 40
North Sea oil, 1 37, 246 - 4 7
North slope o f Alaska, 2 4 7 , 255
Norway, 246
Nostalgia, 89, 1 08, 1 29
N uclear deterrence policy, 223
Nuclear fission, 1 88. See also Breeder
reactor
Nuclear fu sion : as "limitless" energy
source, 1 89 -90
N uclear power, 232, 258
Nuclear war: expected, 223
N uclear weapons, 83, 1 92
Occupational diversification, 1 62- 63
Occupational niches: in military-indus
trial complex, 1 70
Office of Naval Research, 255
Oil, 28, 5 1 , 229, 250; as limiting factor,
1 2 7; as safe disposal of primeval at
mospheric pollu tant (carbon), 232;
becomin g increasin gly scarce, 228 ;
dependence on, 62; depletion allow
ance, 1 68 ; embargo, 62; exports, de
mand for restriction of, 6 1 ; imports,
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6 1 , 228 ; possibility of abandoning use,
23 1 ; prices, 43; reserves, 1 36, 246,
24 7 ; shortages, 60, 64 -65. See also
Petroleum
Oil companies, 64, 232 ; pressing for au
thorization to drill offshore in Atlantic,
65; promise technological break
throughs, 246
Oil shale : costs of development, 1 88
Omens of our own predicament, 95
One-niche perspective, 1 4 9 -50
Organic fuel, 1 35
Organization: raises power to extract
abundance, 82
Organization for E conomic Cooperation
and Development, 87
Organization of Petroleum E xporting
Countries (OPEC), 45, 246
Ostrichism, 69, 84-85, 1 65, 23 1 , 245,
266 ; defined, 70; in S tate Department
and U nited Nations, 88
Overfishing, 49
Overgrazin g, 1 09 ; herd steals from its
posterity, 21 7
Overharvestin g : leads to resource ex
haustion, 49
Overload, 36
Overpopulation, 1 63 ; British, 1 34 ; can
not be disregarded, 39; problems of,
1 99 ; responses to, 1 0 7
Overshoot: age of, 1 83 ; attempting to
prolon g, 38 ; concept alien to papal vo
cabulary, 84 ; consequences of, 84,
139; facing the fact that it has hap
pened, 2 1 3 ; greater the crash, 253;
leads to habitat damage, 2 1 7 ; mis
taken for progress, 1 38 ; perils of, 1 93
Oxygen, 9 7 ; made abundant, 98 ; origi
nally not free in atmosphere, 98
Pace of living : accelerated, 20 1
Panic, 1 60, 2 1 9
Paradigm differences: make adj u stment
to post-exuberant circumstance pain
ful, 69
Paradigm shift, 1 2, 1 29 ; need for, 7 ;
remedy fo r misperception, 244
Paradigm s : defined, 7; from Age of Ex
uberance, 88; perception-coercing
power of, 82- 83; persistence of when
obsolete, 88, 238 ; transition between,
227
Paramecium, 256, 259- 60, 266
Penicillin , 102
Penicillium mold, 1 02

Indexes
Permanent carrying capacity : useful redundancy, 34
Perpetual motion machines, 1 88
Peru , 40
Pesticides, 1 08
Petroleum, 4 1 , 99, 1 46, 1 74 , 1 87; advan
tage of being liquid, 1 36 ; as detritu s,
1 7 1 ; danger of increasing rate of use,
37; easier to use than shale oil, 65;
manmade fibers from, 204 ; much less
abundant than coal, 1 36 ; quantity
needed for whole world to have Ameri
can standard of living, 1 8 1 ; refineries,
234. See also Oil
Phantom carrying capacity, 34, 4 1 , 46,
66, 1 35, 1 57, 1 67, 1 74, 253, 263 ; de
pendence on, 44, 45, 47, 53, 59, 64, 68
Phi Beta Kappa Society, 1 20
Philippines, 1 32
Photosynthesis, 28, 42, 44, 99, 1 05, 1 08,
1 1 1 , 1 35, 1 7 1-72, 1 9 1 ; contemporary,
52; stored energy from ancient, 1 86
Photosynthetic produc tion, 1 06
Planet-eating game, 1 88
Plant community, 1 06, 1 2 1 ; defined, 1 04
Plant succession, 1 22-23
Plow, 1 8, 1 74 ; invention of, 22
Plutonium, 1 89
Poland, 1 63
Political organization : affe cted by firearms, 23
Politicians, 44
Pollination: of plants by insects, 1 0 1
Pollution, 4 7 , 1 02, 1 76, 203 ; a s signal
from the ecosystem, 1 76
Polynesians, 27, 2 1 4
Poor nations: destined never t o b e rich,
88
Population : cycles, 250, 256-57
-density, 83, 1 02, 2 1 5 ; behavioral
stress from, 2 1 7 ; distinguished from
pressure, 20 1 ; if low, makes equality
feasible, 82; inverse relation to well
being, 82
-dependent on optimum weather, 6 1
-growth rates, 1 8, 20-2 1 , 25
-increase, 1 8, 1 1 8, 1 26, 1 34 ; basis
for, 1 2 0 ; in Britain since M althus, 1 35
-pressure 25, 40, 1 29, 200, 205 ; can
make war attractive, 223; distin
guished from density, 20 1 ; greater for
Homo colossus than for H. sapiens,
203 ; has darkened our future, 208 ; in
tensifies antagonism toward the un
born, 59; leads to antagonism, 222 ;

significance obscurbed, 1 0 7 ; U . S . ,
compared with I ndia, 205
" Population explosion," 22, 1 6 7
Population-tech nology load, 3 1
Post-exuberant age, 5 8 , 1 04, 1 47, 1 76,
20 1 , 208, 238, 24 7 ; conditions in, 8,
1 2, 40, 2 1 8, 230, 232, 239, 240 ; ideas
for, 1 29 ; modes of adaptation to, 69;
success at others ' expense, 59
Post-exuberant despair, 1 38
Post-exuberant predicament :
prece
dents for, 2 1 3 -1 7
Post-exuberant world, 38, 87, 1 09, 1 64,
1 92, 1 94 , 2 1 8 - 1 9, 246
Potato, 247-49, 254, 259
Pre-adaptation, 1 63
Precariousness, 3 1 ; of economic rela
tions, 59; of high living, 58; of human
carrying capacity, 1 2 1 ; of human
dominance, 1 53 ; of interdependence,
202
Precedents : not recognized , 95-96
Predation, 30, 2 1 3, 257
Pre-ecological interpretations of history,
77
Pre-ecological paradigm, 8, 39, 52, 87,
1 33, 1 77; continued misperception
brou gh t about by, 23 1
Principles of ecology : hu mans not ex
empt from, 2 1 3
Prodigality, 1 73, 230-3 1 ; i n use o f ex
hau stible resources, 6 0, 69; mistaken
for efficiency, 50; recent history as,
171
Production, photosynthetic, 1 72; de
fined ecologically, 1 05; net, 1 71 ; total,
1 09
Progress, 3 1 , 38 ; carrying capacity re
duction mistaken for, 1 0 ; common
meanin g of, 25; expectation of per
petual, 1 60
Project I ndependence, 1 84 ; a plan for
worsening drawdown, 68
Prosthetic devices, 1 5 1 , 1 7 1 , 1 73 ; de
fined, 1 46 ; evolutionary and ecological
significance of, 44, 1 46, 1 74, 245 ; or
ganisms used as, 1 53
Protein deprivation, 1 00
Pyramid, 42

Quality of life, 235
Quasi-speciation, 1 04, 1 1 1 , 1 48, 1 53,
1 60, 1 63, 1 7 1 , 202; excessive, 1 52
Queuing, 2 1 8, 220, 222 ; panic as oppo-
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site of, 2 1 9 ; violence at gas stations,
68, 1 74
Rabbit, 249 -50, 253 ; rear overlap in
fields of vision, 1 44
Racism, 1 07, 1 38, 1 95 ; and immigration
laws, 1 33
Radiocarbon dating, 2 1 5
Rats, laboratory, 1 0 7
Reaction : o f a community upon its habi
tat, 1 22 ; of industrial civilization upon
its habitat, 1 23
Re-adaptation : resistance to, 1 64 , 1 74 ;
trauma of, 1 66, 204
Realism, 69, 1 94 , 228 ; C argoism mis
taken for, 244 ; defined, 70
Recyclin g, 69, 2 1 9
Redundancy anxiety, 2 1 9 ; N azism a s re
sponse to, 22 1
Reindeer, 2 1 6 -1 7
Renewable resources, 1 87, 2 1 9, 25 1 ,
253, 258 ; and non-renewable re
sources, distinction between, 262; must
be consumed at sustained yield rates,
260 ; overuse of, 259 ; possibly not suf
ficient to support 4 billion people, 237
Resistance to change, 1 73
Resource appetite s : enlarged by tech
nology, 3 1 , 229 ; need for reducing,
263
Resource depletion , 6, 1 28, 1 39, 1 69,
235, 254 ; exhau stion, 1 59 ; exhausti
bility stubbornly denied, 64
Resource partitioning, 34
Resource su bstitu tion, 93, 1 5 1 , 1 88
Respiration, 1 0 5 - 6
Revolution, 238 ; American, 1 20 ; o f ris
ing expectations, 1 85, 205 ; of rising
frustrations, 205
Revolutionaries : supposedly radical, 236
Revolutionary curbing of aspiration, 25 1
Revolutionary movements, 263
Rhodesia, 1 37
San Bernardino National Forest: subject
to urban extrametabolites, 1 03
S t. M atthew Island, 2 1 6
Santa Barbara oil spill, 64, 73, 89
Saturn V rocket, 42
Saudi Arabia, 54, 63
Scapegoats, 60, 69, 222
Scarcities, 1 58 -59, 1 90, 254 ; under
mine motivation toward resource con
servation, 48
Scope enlargement, 1 58, 1 77
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Scope reduction, 1 60, 1 62, 1 77
Scotland , 246
Scramble competition, 2 1 8 - 1 9
Selection pressures , 1 9, 1 28, 1 44 - 45,
239
Self-restraint : alternative to self-destruc
tion, 264 ; and conservation ethic, 233 ;
our indispensable hope, 263
Self-sufficiency, 4 4 - 4 5 ; conditions for
achieving, 46; illusion of, 4 7 ; reduced,
202
Sere, 1 1 6 ; defined, 1 06 ; bloom and crash
as, 1 69 ; seral stages, 1 1 1-12, 1 1 9, 1 22
Shock disease, 250
Shortage: oil, 50; gasoline, 246
Siege, 83, 88
Sika deer, 2 1 7, 250
Slavery, 42-43, 78
Smog, 1 03
Snail darter, 260 - 62
Social breakdown : reduces carrying ca
pacity, 2 1 8
Social limits t o growth: misconstrued,
1 78
Social organization, 2 1 ; resists modifi
cation, 240
Social scientists : anti-biological bias of,
239
Socialist procedures for drawdown, 236
Sociologists, 1 22
" Soft energy paths," 244
Soils, 1 1 9. 1 5 1 ; changes in, 250, 258
Solar energy, 28, 42, 46, 97, 99, 258 ; dependence of life on, 6 ; devices for us
ing sou ght, 68; not a vast untapped
reservoir, 1 9 1 ; prehistoric, 43; prior
human dependence on overlooked,
191
Solutions: ostensible, that make matters
worse, 244
Soviet U nion, 1 37 ; sale of American
wheat surplus to, 6 1 ; supported Arabs
in Yorn Kippur War, 62
Soybean exports : banned by U . S . governmen t, 6 1
Space Age, 39, 1 92
Spain, 8 1
Spanish-American War, 1 3 1
Spear-thrower, 1 8 , 20
Specialization, 1 52
Speciation, 1 1 1 , 1 63 ; as "occupational"
diffe rentiation, 1 0 1
Speculation, stock market, 1 60, 1 64
Speed limits, 67
Starvation, 59

Indexes
S teady state society, 252
Stealin g from the future, 3, 48, 1 76, 2 1 1 ,
253. See also Diachronic competition
Steam engine, 42, 1 35
S teel : per capita production in America,
203
Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment, 1 72-73, 1 75, 265
Strip minin g, 246, 265
Submarine crewmen , 99
Submarine warfare : German navy's un
restricted, 1 32
Success : can lead to failure, 32, 1 52-53
Succession, 78, 89, 93, 1 05, 1 1 0 - 1 1 ,
1 1 5- 1 6 , 1 1 9 -2 1 , 1 34 , 1 54 , 1 72-73 ;
arre sting and undoin g it, 1 1 9 ; as fate
of American dream, 95; caused by
habitat transformation, 1 1 1 - 1 2, 208 ;
defined, I 06 ; man-caused , overtaking
man , 265; protection from, 264 ;
stru ggle to undo, 1 22 ; symptoms of,
1 3 1 ; turned back, in farming, 259
Supertankers, 1 36
Supreme Court, 26 1
Surplus carrying capacity, 24, 65
Survival value : of depth perception, 1 44 ;
of rear vision, 1 43 - 44
Sustained yield, 1 36 ; as evidence for
Malthu sian principle, 1 28 ; maximum
allowable rate of consumption, 260;
relation to carryin g capacity, 55
Su stenance base for animals, total, 1 09
Symbiosis, 1 00, 1 1 1 , 1 52, 1 7 1 , 1 93 ; be
tween occupations, 1 60 ; defined, 1 0 1 ;
need to maintain, 266
Syria, 6 1-62
Takeoff into self-sustaining growth, 1 36,
1 75
Takeove� 4, 1 7, 29, 32, 1 08, 1 87, 258; as
supposed means of sustainin g expo
nential economic grow th, 259; be
comin g dependent on drawdown , 1 87 ;
forces of, h alted, 26 1 ; hazards o f ex
cessive, 258 -59 ; not as useful as in
past, 260; of land, 27; proposals for to
tal, 259; renewed reliance on, 257,
262
Takeover method, 26, 1 2 1 , 1 35, 1 52
"Tech fixes," 244
Technological advances, 1 08 ; feasibility
of transoceanic trade increased by,
1 32
Technological breakthroughs, 1 8, 23,
69; promised by oil companies, 246

Technological momen tum, 252
Technological optimism, 1 8 7
Technological progress : c a n reduce carryin g capacity, 245; cau se of depend
ence on phantom carrying capacity,
4 4 ; displacement effect, 1 70; made u s
heavily dependen t o n prehistoric en
ergy, 4 1 ; needed to offset overpopula
tion 's disadvantages, 36; ran ahead of
population growth, 247; Tellico Dam
as example of, 26 1
Technology, 25; agricultural, 1 27; caus
ing coalescence of one world ecosys
tem, 1 1 1 ; changed effects of, 1 54 ;
changing, alters utility of land, 8 1 ; de
pendence of mankind upon, 1 23 ;
function of, 1 5 1 ; resource appetites
enlarged by, 1 22
Television, 228-30, 236
Tellico Dam, 260 - 6 1
Temporary carrying capacity, 29, 34,
1 52, 252-53
Tenitoriality, 40
Terrorism, 58, 89
Thalidomide, 240
Thermostats : as prosthetic devices, 1 4 7
Thomas principle, 7 8 , 9 0
Three Mile Island, 1 96
Ton kin Gulf, 7 1
Tools, 1 9, 22, 23, 28, 1 08, 1 44, 1 4 9 ; and
quasi-speciation , 1 4 8 ; as detachable
organ s, 1 45-46, 1 4 9 -50, 1 53; as de
vices that modify environments, 1 49 ;
detritus-consumin g, irruption of, 1 73 ;
misuse of, 1 52 ; niches made possible
by, 1 5 1 ; non-colossal, 1 55 ; prosthetic,
subject to selection, 1 4 6 ; stone, 27
Tractors, 1 08 ; fuel, 29
Trade, 1 58 ; deficits, 228 ; mankind's vul
nerability to disruption of, 1 59 ; trans
Atlantic, 1 32
Trade acreage, 40, 45, 136; defined, 38

U ganda, 86 -87
U nderdeveloped coun tries, 75, 85, 1 75,
1 8 1 , 200; mostly destined not to be
come developed, 1 75 ; oil-exporting,
202
U nemployment, 1 34 ; as conseq uence of
overshoot, 84
U niqueness : of humans exaggerated, 80
U nited Mine Workers, 246
United Nation s, 40, 88, 1 37, 1 72-73,
265 ; Ch arter, 86; Security Council, 62
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Universal Declaration of H uman Rights,
86
U niversal development: unattainable
goal, 88
U nrealistic expectations of exu berance,
52
Un used carryin g capacity: makes future
hopeful, 80 - 8 1
U nwan ted child : plight of, 2 1 9
U ranium, 1 88 - 8 9
U rbanization, 1 64, 205 ; o f industrial na
tions, 207; trend of, 1 62
Varying hare : see Rabbit
Venus, 39, 1 92
Vietnam : refugees from , 1 34
Vietnam War, 60, 62, 69, 9 1 , 223, 235
Vilification , 1 1
Violence, 68, 1 07, 1 74 , 207
Vise, 1 0
Visible acreage, 4 1 , 45, 1 36, 1 74 ; de
fined, 38; American, 46
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Walking: rediscovered, 66
Water: scarcity, 65, 1 27, 246
Water weed, Canadian, 2 1 6 - 1 7
Watergate, 60
Web of life, 1 7, 99, 1 00, 1 08, 1 1 1 , 238 ;
alteration of, 1 08 ; interconnectedness
of, 97; transformation of man's rela
tion to, 20
Wilderness, 89; Alaskan, final frontier,
255
Willi amsburg, 1 1 5 -20, 1 23, 1 72, 265
Winemaking vats, 95, 99, 1 69, 1 76, 2 1 3
World War I , 1 32, 1 59, 1 64, 1 66, 22 1
World War I I , 1 65-67, 22 1 , 227
Yeast, 1 69, 1 76, 2 1 3, 2 1 6, 260 ; as prey
for paramecia, 256
Yellowstone, 93, 263
Yorn Kippur War, 6 1- 62
Zero population growth, 33
Zymogenic micro-organisms, 99
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"The human preqicament has rarely been stated better." - Earl Cook,
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our society were ruled by the likes of Catton - or even by people
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about the lives of all our grandchildren." - Alfred W. Crosby, Envi
ronmental Review.

"To Catton, Hardin's famous 'tragedy of the commons' is a contem
porary version of the ancient drama that pits individual will against
impersonal destiny. Like tragic heroes, we should submit to our destiny
not with futile resistance but with lucid awareness of its necessity and
our own unintended complicity. . . . Only by ridding ourselves of the
dream of universal material prosperity can we finally turn to the task
of creating another future." - Rosalind H. Williams, Technology Re
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" O versho.ot succeeds admirably in disse cting American techno
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